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IN MEMORIAM JOHN DENSFORD

MY BRIEF TRIBUTE TO JOHN DENSFORD

Mary Lou Aylor

Central Michigan University

The death of John Densford saddened all who knew him.  Somehow, I thought that John would go on forever

given his strength of mind and purpose.  I had the pleasure of working with John at East Central University prior to

his retirement.  In fact, our offices were in the same suite and I remember fondly many lengthy conversations about a

world of issues.  

John was an excellent teacher who held high expectations for his students.  He challenged them to think, often

taking the position of devil's advocate. John loved a good debate, especially if he thought that he had the upper hand,

and he very often did!  

In many ways, John was an enigma.  Although a deacon in his church, he proudly presented a paper at SWPES in

which he declared himself to be an atheistic existentialist and was quite disappointed when no one took him

seriously.  John had many passions, among them writing letters to the editor of the local newspaper and playing golf.

Any editorial with which John disagreed was sure to be met with a strongly worded letter from John.  

One of my favorite golf stories about John claims that after putting his ball in the water a few times, he threw his

bag and clubs in the pond and stormed off the course.  When he reached his car, he realized that his keys were in the

bag.  He trudged back to the pond, retrieved the bag, took out his keys, threw the bag back into the pond and left for

home!  

John was also a dedicated Rotarian and was instrumental in his club being the first in Oklahoma to welcome

women into its ranks.  John was a longtime member of Southwest Philosophy of Education Society and was

responsible for recruiting a number of new members, as well as presenting interesting and though-provoking papers. 

Although it may sound a bit trite, John was an original.  He could be a bit of a curmudgeon and, I think, relished that

role.  He was a good teacher, a good thinker, a good friend.  He will be missed.

THE SCHOLARSHIP OF JOHN DENSFORD

Jim Van Patten

University of Arkansas, Fayetteville

John loved to critique major figures in philosophy and history.  In the 27th Proceedings of the Southwestern

Philosophy of Education Society 1977, when the meeting was held at the University of Houston at Clear Lake, John

Densford gave a paper (page 207-212) on Montaigne or The Anti-Scholar.  In the paper he gave his typical tongue in

cheek humorous approach to philosophy of education.  Examples from that paper are: "Montaigne tells us that

"Epicurus, in the three hundred volumes that he left, had not put in a single quotation.  John continued in the paper

with his humor "Montaigne wrote with utter scorn when he noted that: ... most teachers teach us how to live after life

is past ... a hundred students have caught the pox before they were old enough to appreciate a lecture on

temperance.”

John wrote, “A few years ago in Albuquerque, I delivered a paper on the Italian philosopher named Antonio

Rosmini.. Since it was not in English I relied on secondary sources and translations.  After the questioning session, a

young man known to all of you approached me and asked me if I did not owe the society an apology for my failure

to use primary sources.  I was momentarily nettled by the criticism but was smoothed by a warm feeling of

equanimity become my conscience was clear.  I replied that I interpreted Rosmini as he came through to me. My

reaction was I do not worship at the shrine of primary sources.  If that be unscholarly, then I can only add, in the

words of the immortal Rhett Bulter, I don't really give a damn.”

Then John wrote: “There is a meaningful illustration from Montaigne's essay that makes the point of my whole

essay. ‘It is a sign of crudeness and indigestion to disgorge food just as we swallowed it.  The stomach has not done

its work if it has not change the condition and form of what it has been given to cook.’”  

He continued to note that he was President of the Rotary Club during this period and active in his community,

reiterating that Montaigne's appraisal of education is that the object of education is to make, not a scholar, but a man. 

and from Montaigne "He who follows another achieves nothing. He finds nothing. Indeed he seeks nothing."
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I searched the past proceedings for my favorite piece on John Dewey's life by John Densford but I can't seem to

locate it.  It was in one of the early proceedings and was filled with humor that I used through the years when I was

teaching about Dewey.  Some highlights from John's paper that I remember include; 1) Dewey once going to class

bent over, faced flushed, breathing heavily. His students were alarmed thinking he might have had a heart attack, but

the problem was in his hurry to dress he hooked his suspender to his pants’ cuff.  2) One day Dewey was walking

with a colleague thoroughly engrossed in his theory of mathematics.  As they were discussing the theories walking

along on the campus of Columbia University, a little boy pulled at Dewey's pantlegs. "Give me a nickel he said.”

This went on for a while until Dewey said to the little boy, "Beat it and don't bother us."  Dewey's colleague said,

"Wasn't that your son.”  Dewey looked back, thought a minute and replied, "I believe you might be right.” 3) One

day Dewey was in his living room studying his theories of education when water dropped down from the ceiling. 

Dewey put down his book, went upstairs to find his son, Fred, I believe was the name, trying to turn off the faucets

to the bathtub which was running over.  Before Dewey could say anything his son said, "Don't argue now dad, get

the mop.”  The son knew of Dewey's proclivity to engage in examining an issue at great length, and in this case

needed immediate action. 4) Dewey once was confronted by a student who said he did not understand Dewey's

Democracy and Education.   Dewey told the student to read the book again.  After several times of doing this with

the student still not fully understanding the message Dewey said, "That's fine. You can make a career of interpreting

what I wrote about!".  5) Dewey would often come to class with egg, and other food particles on his shirt and tie.  He

was thoroughly committed to his writing and research. 6) Dewey was once contacted by his doctoral candidate, I

believe the name was Manny, but am not sure, who wrote about not understanding what Dewey had told him at

Columbia University. Dewey was overseas lecturing and traveling and was often away from the campus.  Dewey

replied "I forgot what I discussed with you but whatever you think I told you is fine.  Do whatever you think I told

you from your own experience and that will be fine.”  Well I could go on with these tidbits of information about

Dewey that John Densford provided in his well-researched paper about the life and times of Dewey. I believe it was

in the decade of the 60s. 

John Densford was a mainstay of the Southwestern Philosophy of Education Society for many years and always

brought a sense of humor, civility, good will and balance to the meetings.  His quick wit and humor always enlived

our sessions.  He was a scholar but saw the importance of practical hands on experience in the real life of students

and professors.  He was well loved and respected in East Central University in Ada Oklahoma.  

Our society provides an opportunity for difference perspective and critiques of the role and function of

philosophy of education.  John Densford's life helped us place scholarship in proper perspective.  He made a major

contribution to thousands of students in their quest for maturity, knowledge and civility.   John made a positive

difference in the lives of those he touched.  Our society was particularly fortunate to have him give a paper at the

1999 meeting of the group.  The continuity of his humor and wit came through at that meeting.  We could always

count on John Densford to add to our quality of experience and fellowship during our meetings and through his

constant contacts with members of the association throughout the years.  

As I recall John served in all officer position within our society.  In the very early days as we go back in the

proceedings we did not have as many presenters or papers as we do now.  There were longer papers with much

discussion and John was always a spirited participant. 
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MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION: PERSPECTIVES OF

MINORITY PRESERVICE TEACHERS

Tim Bergen, University of South Carolina

Fred Kierstead, University of Houston at Clear LakeCity

Hopefully I will have all kinds of kids, I got a big dream ... I want to change the world. I’m going to have positive

role models; White, Korean, Japanese ... all kinds of people. I taught business economics to sixth grade students

... and I mean I know I can interact with the kids, I know I could be there for the kids, I really care for the kids. I

know I could never be rich being a teacher, but I think it’s people like me who need to be down there ... I think

about this, I wish I could just be a teacher right now. I wish I could just quit and be a teacher right now. [Ron,

an African-American preservice teacher in his sophomore year]

Hopes for widening the implementation of multicultural education in kindergarten through twelfth grade have

been placed on current efforts to diversify the teaching force. The paucity of data on minority teachers’ perspectives

and practices, however, makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions about the correspondence between increases in

teacher diversification and increases in multicultural education (Dilworth, 1990; Grant and Secada, 1990). The little

evidence available is equivocal. Swisher (1984), for example, found that Native-American teachers and non-native

teachers did not differ in their attitude toward multicultural education. Washington (1981), on the other hand, found

the Black inservice teachers had a more positive attitude than their White counterparts. After participating in a

multicultural training program, Black and White teachers differed in their use of multicultural material but did not

differ on other measures of classroom behavior.

The Study

This study investigated minority preservice teachers’ understandings of multicultural education. Interviews were

conducted with eighteen minority preservice teachers to examine the following questions: What are these students’

experiences with multicultural education? What does multicultural education mean to them? What practices do they

envision? Given these students’ understandings: what implications can be drawn for the task of educating minority

teachers for diversity?

Participants were enrolled in the teacher preparation program of a large comprehensive, state, southern

university. At this institution, like several others (Zeichner, 1993), multicultural education is approached in one way:

instructors are encouraged to infuse multiculturalism in all of their courses. These courses vary widely in terms of

amount and type of attention afforded for issues of diversity. As reflected in these students’ accounts, in the teacher

preparation they had experienced so far, multiculturalism was more often absent than present:

I have had some teachers who take a multicultural view in the classroom. But more often than not, no [June,

African-American junior].

Participants. 

Fourteen students were African-American. Ten of them had attended predominantly white K-12 schools and the

other four reported attending a high school that, in their estimation, had between a third and two-thirds African

American enrollment. Two students were Hispanic and two students were Asian-American. These four students had

attended predominantly White K-12 schools.

Two students had attended a Catholic school -- a Hispanic student attended grades K-12 and an African-

American attended grades K-6. All students reported that in their schools there were very few, if any Hispanic,

Asian, or Native-American students and staff. All participants, except two African-American women, were

traditional age undergraduates. Six of the students were freshmen, five sophomores, six juniors, and one was a

senior. 

Interview Protocol. 

Each student participated in an hour-long semi-structured, audio-taped interview, conducted by the authors.

Interviews included four sets of open-ended questions, two of which will be discussed in this paper. First, students

were asked a series of questions designed to obtain information about their educational experiences (e.g., What was

the ethnic composition of the schools you have attended? Do you recall any school teacher who took a multicultural

approach?). The second set of questions was designed to elicit participants understanding of multicultural education

(e.g., When people talk about multicultural education, what do you think they mean? What do you think are the
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goals of multicultural education? As a teacher what things would you do that would be multicultural?).

Data Analysis. 

Multicultural education is an umbrella term used to describe a wide assortment of beliefs about the ideal human

society, the status groups it deals with, the goals of schooling, and corresponding pedagogical practices. Sleeter and

Grant (1988) developed a typology of five approaches to multicultural education, which will be used for analyzing

and interpreting students’ understandings. They have characterized each approach in terms of educational goals,

instructional practices, curricular issues, and school-wide practices such as, staffing patterns, testing programs,

tracking and ability grouping, each one advocates. These approaches are; teaching the culturally different, human

relations, single-group studies, multicultural education, and multicultural education that is social reconstructionist.

Audio-taped interviews were transcribed and the transcriptions were read multiple times to uncover the extent to

which students’ understandings reflected the features that define these approaches.

The findings of the study are organized around three general themes: 1. students’ prior experiences with

multicultural education, 2. students’ conceptualizations of multicultural education practices, and 3. implications for

teacher education.

Students’ Experiences With Multicultural Education

Cultural Deprivation Revisited. 

Within the “Teaching the culturally different” approach, an ethnic minority child is thought to be “culturally

deprived” to the extent that the home environment of that child has failed to provide him or her with the values,

beliefs, and experiences that dominate school curricula. In describing the ways in which schools failed to inform

them about their own backgrounds, the history and contributions of people other than White Europeans, these

students redefined the notion of “cultural deprivation.” For these ethnic minority preservice teachers, who had

attended schools that steeped them into the Eurocentric middle-class culture, the problem of cultural deprivation

could be traced to their schooling not to their home.

Ron, an African-American sophomore, reflected the experiences of most when he described his schooling:

I went to West High School and it was a predominantly all White school, predominantly all White teachers and it

wasn’t really no multicultural school. I took one Black History class all through my high school, all through my

elementary, junior high, and high school. But all my life I’ve been learning about Western European cultures.

As stated by these students the product of this monocultural curriculum was deprivation:

[Jane, an African-American junior]: Well now that I look back at it, at the time it really didn’t bother me because

I didn’t know better. I feel now that we have been cheated out of all of our lives, to look at the world one sided.

And,

[Mike, a Korean-American freshman]: I feel like I’ve been deprived in my education. Why did I have to go to

this type of school?

The Politics of Recognition. 

Taylor (1992) has argued that calls for multiculturalism stem from a demand for recognition. By including in the

curriculum the perspectives of a social group we are recognizing that, at least in principle, this group has something

important to say about what it means to be a human being. Recognition and misrecognition, he argued, are tied to

identity because it tells people who they are and helps define their characteristics as human beings. Whereas

recognition leads to high self-esteem, misrecognition leads to a distorted, often demeaning, view of the self. Taylor’s

(1992) perspective resonates loud and clear in these students’ voices. Rashad, an African American sophomore,

explained Taylor’s point:

I don’t think it is fair, I could really care less about Western European cultures. It’s really not important to me. I

want to learn about my culture. I want to learn about, you know, about some of my positive role models ... I want

to know the truth. And I want Blacks to get credit where credit is due.

He added:

It’s important to me that everybody knows about the Black history, ‘cause I mean up here at [the university], you

feel the power struggle, you feel the, ... I mean I got so much animosity in my heart ... and the frustration is just

out there by being a minority student. It’s just not fair.

Eight out of eighteen students, could recall having had teachers who took a multicultural approach. Mainly, they

remembered history teachers who had included the perspectives and contributions of groups other than White: 

[Magda, a Hispanic-American junior]: In junior high school, my history teacher, he was really multicultural

because he was like ... well he was Puerto Rican, he was like from New York ... first he could talk about the
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White people’s point of view. He would put in like a lot of different view points. He wouldn’t just give the White

way and he would teach us a lot ... he was Puerto Rican and he was a really good teacher. He was kind of a role

model for me.

[Calvester, an African American junior]: In one instance and I remember it, in high school. A White teacher of

mine really acknowledged Black history month. I was kind of blown out of the water by it. All of a sudden all the

Black students were talking about what they had to do for Black history month ... I felt strongly about it. I was

able to answer questions that nobody else knew anything about ... I liked him because he never excluded me in

class.

Curricular inclusion, however, was not always a positive experience for these students. A few of them actively

resisted and mobilized to change the way in which inclusion contributed to

maintenance of stereotypes, distorted history, and excluded their presence in contemporary society.

[Aesha, an African-American freshman]: I don’t know ... it was a weird experience. I was in a history class and I

had a White teacher ... he refused ... and I had to end up going to the principal and he had to come and sit in the

class. But he refused to get us beyond slavery. We were in a class the whole semester and never got beyond

slavery. I said, there is much more to learn about Blacks beyond slavery.

Multiculturalists have noted that same-ethic background teachers can have a profound effect on ethnic minority

students. As Magda was greatly impacted by her Hispanic teachers, so was Latasha, an African-American junior:

I became aware that there was a multicultural approach ... We had a Black male teacher. His whole style was just

totally different ... that was one of my greatest experiences in my fourth grade class ... even to go to college and

pursue teaching is directly because of his influence. 

Explaining Inclusion and Exclusion. 

Several of these students saw a direct relationship between the amount of experiences they had with multicultural

education and the school’s ethnic minority enrollment:

[Lori, an African-American senior]: In Chicago I felt that way (multicultural education was encouraged) ... I

think they had a lot of different ethnic groups in the school and I think they were trying to get to all of us. In

Greenville it was predominantly White and that is who they were teaching to.

[Latasha, an African American junior]: In high school I went to a White area. I think they were forced into it.

Well simply because, for instance, I remember in science class and we had to bring food from home to feed

science mice and we would bring greens and cornbread, different foods from the White kids. So small

differences like that forced them into.

Only two of the students related inclusion to current educational legislation or broader similar movements, such

as the women’s rights movement and the civil rights movement. From their experiences, many of these students

concluded that the inclusion of multicultural education was ultimately related to teachers’ commitments:

[Calvester, an African-American junior]: ... .the mandates ... they could have simply refused to do it ... but the

principal didn’t enforce it because he felt the same way the teacher does. 

[Janet, an African-American sophomore]: I do not know if they (the teachers) were really encouraged to take a

multicultural approach but I don’t think they were discouraged to take a multicultural either. I think it was more a

personal preference of the teacher whether they took a multicultural approach or not.

Several students attributed minorities’ curricular exclusion to wider social practices. When Ron, an African-

American was asked why throughout his schooling he had not heard more about Blacks he said:

I gotta say it’s all in the system. The only thing is that they wanna hold us down, ... To me, my personal opinion

is I think they wanna hold Black people down.

Making Education Multicultural

Goals of Multicultural Education. 

Students unanimously thought that multicultural education involved learning about the cultures of people other

than White Europeans. If people learned more about others then, they reasoned, people would be less prejudiced and

more sensitive.

[Teresa, a Hispanic-American junior]: probably there would be less discrimination and less violence between

different cultures and more understanding and more cooperation. 

[Chantal, an African-American freshman]: ... a more well rounded society ... being able to look into their cultures

and realizing that theirs is just as equal, they just may be different.

To the extent that single-ethnic studies stress the need to focus on a single group, these students rejected this
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approach. Several of them emphasized the importance of learning about their own culture as well as other people’s

culture. Some students linked learning about ones self to the development of self-esteem:

[June, an African-American junior]: I feel that the goal of multicultural education is, like I said, is to build self-

esteem. Black children have ... heard so many negative things. I would say not only Blacks but Hispanics and all,

besides Whites, have heard so many negative things about their race of people that some of them automatically

feel intimidated when they have to be integrated with White children.

Advocates of multicultural education have noted that students who see little congruency between their life

experiences and schooling tend to disengage from their education. This idea was expressed by Ron, an African-

American sophomore:

If Whites knew about other minorities they would benefit too ... I think we would benefit from the stuff ... All

this White history, European history it gets boring. I can relate to a lot of Black men and Black boys telling me it

gets boring. They need a motive. 

Helping students develop social action skills to promote social equity is a goal expressed in two of the

approaches described by Sleeter and Grant (1988) (e.g., single group studies and multicultural education that is

social reconstructionist). None of the students linked multicultural education to preparing citizens who would work

toward social reconstruction even when they recognized the social/structural basis for the curricular exclusion of

minorities. When students referred to equity issues they would typically contextualize it in terms of the amount of

curriculum time given to the various groups:

[James, an African-American sophomore]: I wouldn’t be more toward my culture. I would just teach them

equally ... equal amount of time ... splitting up the semester into different sections. A section for this culture and

sections for that. 

Only one student related multicultural education and equity in terms of how ethnic minority students were treated

by teachers:

[Monica, an African-American freshman]: ... being looked at as equal in the classroom and that is not happening

... people treat you like you are not important. 

Multicultural Practices. 

At the curriculum level, all approaches to multicultural education, such things as, the history of a cultural group,

lessons on stereotyping, and individual differences stress teaching. In addition, the single-studies group and the

social reconstruction approaches emphasize explicitly teaching about oppression and social criticism. None of the

students understood the content of multicultural education in terms of analyzing social issues or helping students

analyze the circumstances of their own life. Only two students thought that multicultural education was also related

to addressing gender issues. All of the students did indicate that the curriculum should include information regarding

various ethnic groups:

[Queen, an Asian-American freshman]: ... not just a European type of education like you usually get in our

history or government classes but incorporating other cultures like Asian-American, Native American, Hispanic,

African-American, all those different types of nationalities. 

Students varied with respect to the places where they would locate this information. Four students thought

multicultural education was particularly suitable for social studies (“teaching everybody’s history”), two associated

it with Language Arts (selecting literature written by ethnic minority authors), one with science (learning about

ethnic minority inventors), and one with art (learning about ethnic minority artists).

Inservice teachers have noted that lack of time for planning prevented them from doing more with multicultural

education (Sleeter, 1992). Five students noted that including minorities’ perspectives would involve extra work for

them as teachers. The typical textbook, they said, does not provide teachers with the necessary information,

therefore, teachers needed to do some research on their own.

A wide set of instructional policies have been associated with multicultural education. These include: (1) the use

of instructional strategies that are congruent with the student’s learning style; (2) cooperative learning; (3) promoting

the use of more than one language; and (4) teaching critical thinking skills (Sleeter & Grant, 1988). None of the

students mentioned the use of instructional approaches that would build upon the student’s learning styles, nor did

they address issues of language. Two students, juniors, talked about the use of group learning to promote interaction

across various status groups. Four students mentioned the use of cultural artifacts, such as food fairs.

At a school-wide level, multicultural education involves, among other things, having a culturally diverse teaching

and administrative staff. Two students indicated that multicultural education practices involved having teachers and
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staff who had the same ethnic background as the students. In addition to being good role models, they said, these

teachers would be in a better position to understand children from their same ethnic groups. Three students said that

the classroom and the school hallways should be decorated with images reflecting various cultural groups.

Implications for the Education of Minority Teachers

All of these preservice teachers were strongly committed to providing their own students an education that was

multicultural. When articulating their understandings of multicultural education, all of these students focused on the

teaching of content knowledge that would encompass the various ethnic groups represented in classrooms and

elsewhere. For ethnic minority students the primary purpose served by this information was to help them feel

included and develop a positive self-concept. Additionally, these students understood that all students could benefit

from this information since it would lead to a reduction in inter-ethnic prejudice and conflicts. Of the various

approaches to multicultural education described by Sleeter and Grant (1988), these students’, understandings more

closely resembled the “human relations approach.”

This finding is not surprising given that this approach to multicultural education is the one that prevails in the

schools (McCarthy, 1988; Olneck, 1990; Sleeter, 1989). The very few personal experiences these students

recognized as multicultural education were along these lines. In defining multicultural education these students went

back to their concrete lived experiences with racism, exclusion, and inclusion. With the exception of two juniors,

these students did not show evidence of having had opportunities in their teacher preparation program to acquire

theoretical frameworks that could have helped enlarge their understandings and reconstruct those experiences.

These findings suggest that these students’ strong commitment to multicultural education could be thwarted by

their very narrow understanding of what it means - “learning about everybody’s culture” as opposed to an

understanding of the wide array of school-wide practices that make education multicultural (Sleeter & Grant, 1988).

If this is indeed the case, then the texture of multiculturalism in the schools will not necessarily change as a result of

changing the ethnic composition of the teaching force. Teacher diversification will result, at best, in an increase in

the amount of curricular time allotted to various ethnic groups. This claim, however, might be limited to minority

preservice teachers who have attended predominantly White schools. Further research needs to explore whether

minority preservice teachers who have attended schools with a large ethnic minority representation show similar

kinds of understandings.

The limited understanding exhibited by these students suggests that teacher preparation programs need to play a

significant role in helping bicultural teachers develop into multicultural teachers. An in-depth discussion of the tasks

involved in educating minority teachers for diversity is much needed but beyond the scope of this paper. The data

reported in this paper suggests several tasks, two of which we will elaborate on next.

The Development of Culturally-Relevant Pedagogy

Among other things, the call for increasing the diversification of the teaching force is grounded on the belief that

teachers of color understand students who come from their same cultural background and can use that understanding

to develop effective instructional practices (Grant & Secada, 1990; Ladson-Billings & Henry, 1990). The notion that

minority students should be primarily taught by same ethnic group teachers is in itself problematic (for a discussion

of this issue see Grant and Secada, 1990). Reservations notwithstanding, the idea that ethnic minority teachers will

develop culturally-relevant practices presents serious demands on the ethnic minority teacher as an individual. It

demands that ethnic minority teachers be able to translate their cultural understanding into pedagogical practices.

Are they supposed to develop these practices on their own or is teacher education curriculum going to explicitly

assist this process?

The findings of this study suggest an important task for teacher education curricula which is to assist minority

teachers to translate their unique cultural understanding into effective pedagogical practices. The inexperienced

preservice teachers we talked to did not articulate the notion that ethnic minority students would have a distinctive

learning style, that minority teachers could build practices based on their knowledge of that style, and that teaching

styles of minority teachers was culturally-derived. For example, students mentioned having had Black or Hispanic

teachers who exhibited teaching practices that set them apart. They did not, however, talk about these differences as

reflective of an ethnically-based teaching style. However, two participants stated that children would be better

understood by the same ethnic-group teachers, none expressed the need for instructional practices that build upon

students learning styles. These students’ understandings need to be contrasted with the practices that build upon

students’ learning styles. These students’ understandings need to be contrasted with the practices of some

experienced teachers who engage in practices that are rooted in their life experiences (Foster, 1990; Ladson-Billings
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& Henry, 1990). The differences suggest the need for further research to explore the professional development of

minority teachers. Moreover, we must investigate how teacher education can assist their development in ways that

promote the diversity they bring to teaching (Grant & Secada, 1990).

The way in which these students learned to negotiate school life and home life could account for the little

connection they saw between a minority’s teaching/learning style and their home life. As they said, in their schools

“everything was just the orientation of Whites.” In this environment, as experienced learners, these preservice

teachers have gained more of an understanding of how to disassociate schooling and students’ home culture rather

than an understanding of how to connect them. Another important task for multicultural teacher education is to

reverse this situation such that minority teachers learn practices that foster a continuity between home life and school

life, and school life for all children.

The findings of this study suggest that if multicultural teacher education does not attend to the task of educating

minority teachers for diversity it will jeopardize the positive correlation between increased teacher diversification

and increases in the implementation of multicultural education. More importantly teacher education will also fail to

nurture Ron’s dreams.
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A POSTMODERN INQUIRY INTO JUSTICE, 

FAIRNESS AND INCLUSION

Mary Woodard Bevel, Ed.D.

Webster University

When you have [thus] formed the chain of ideas in the heads of your citizens, you will then be able to pride

yourselves on guiding them and being their masters. The stupid despot may constrain his slaves with iron

chains, but a true politician binds them even more strongly by the chain of their own ideas; it is at the stable

point of reason that he secures the end of the chain; this link is all the stronger in that we do not know of what

it is made and we believe it to be our own work; despair and time eat away the bonds of iron and steel, but

they are powerless against the habitual union of ideas, they can only tighten it still more, and on the soft

fibers of the brain is founded the unshakable base of the soundest of Empires.  1

J. M. Servan

Introduction

The relationship between education, access, and autonomy appears to be absolute. Access and autonomy are

intertwined, so tightly braided that they may be perceived as a single figure grounded in notions of liberty, justice

and fairness. Conversely, the discourse of modernity, especially in the arena of education, is replete with non

liberating notions of classification, division and hierarchy reflected in institutional practices that are dependent on

scientific and technical-efficiency-based knowledges for their legitimation. The paradox between the promises and

practices inherent in modernity, presents significant problems for the institution of American public education, in

particular special education.

While promising autonomy and a better human condition through education, a system of modern public

schooling might, instead, contribute to the antithetical inhuman notion of conditioning children to accept their

“naturally” defined social-role status. Do schools reinforce notions of inferiority through separation. Children who

are not successful in such a system of schooling are most often separated and excluded from their peers to be

remediated in a special education program, still hoping to achieve access to autonomy through the name of

knowledge. Despite a philosophical grounding in notions of emancipation, the entrance into special education

programs is difficult, controlled through standards approved by federal and state departments of education to

maintain compliance with the law thus assure continued funding. Once a child qualifies for special education

through a stringent evaluation process and acquires a label of disabled, professionals with expertise begin to speak in

the best interests of the child, making decisions for the child, that will significantly impact the child’s future. The

outcome, no matter how clinical, professional, and scientific the process might be, is exclusion not inclusion.

Neither the intentions nor the integrity of the regular education or special education policy makers and

professionals is in question. The nature and the power of the dominant discourse of modernity and its effects on the

lives of children with disabilities are problematical. Through techniques of classification, often in the form of

“scientific” testing, institutions can control individual choices regarding personal interactions. In this regard, the

institution appropriates one’s right to freely choose relationships. In so doing, social groupings are artificial but are

justified on the basis of nature defined by the normality assumptions of tests. 

However well intended, the processes of special education referral and evaluation can result in division,

classification and subsequent labeling. While the label in effect establishes a right to special education services, it

carries with it the social stigma of abnormality. Stigmatization does not occur in isolation nor does it access

autonomy, but instead stigmatization is a technology of control through classification. Children with disabilities limit

themselves by internalizing the institutionally sanctioned description of their self in relation to their social and

cultural environments. They become the disability through subjectivity. 

Incongruence between ideals and practice involving the inclusion of children with disabilities in the regular

classroom, presents a dilemma that will be examined from a postmodern perspective in this paper. Deconstruction

will focus on Lyotard’s notions of language games and offer an opportunity to consider justice and fairness for

children with disabilities.

Inquiry into Justice

This inquiry will consider only the fundamental concepts proposed by Aristotle and Lyotard defining the nature
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of justice. For Aristotle, justice concerns both law and fairness, which are not synonymous. Just as one may obey the

letter of the law and be fair, one may also be fair without obeying the letter of the law. Whether or not one is fair as

well as just depends upon the type of justice one seeks. Aristotle discusses two distinct types of justice: commutative

and distributive. The grounding principle of commutative justice is equity in a technical sense, which does not

require judgement but rather is dependent upon strict adherence to rules and regulations to insure that each member

of the social system receives exactly equal shares. On the other hand, distributive justice requires reflective

judgement as each individual is given his or her just due through the determination of the state or its representatives.2

Lyotard agrees with the Sophists and Aristotle that justice can be attained only through “reflective judgement,

“which is infinite and must be made without any predetermined criteria.  According to Lyotard, there are two types3

of justice (1) a multiplicity of justices viewed through the social bond of language, and (2) a justice of multiplicity

based on values that prescribe justice by evoking the imagination.  Justice is an “Idea” of not yet presented4

possibilities, a continuous pure language game not verifiable by any other type of language game. Grounded within

the values of each individual, justice is based upon a strong respect of differences among things, and therefore

cannot be transformed into a norm. Justice is embedded in the action of making just judgements that are not

grounded in transcendental signifiers. Just judgements are not made from a position of transcendental subjectivity

preceding the judgement.  The notion of a just judgement is grounded in informed by respect for the indeterminate5

nature of justice and achieved through reflective judgement, leaving open the possibilities of the not yet presented.6

It is the not yet presented that offers the possibility of justice and fairness.

Fairness

Traditionally, in modern times at least, the authority to determine “right” from “wrong”is embedded in cultural

norms and established as law by governments. From the perspectives of both Lyotard and Aristotle, the notion of

achieving justice and fairness through standards of judgement represented as law, is antithetical to notions of justice

and fairness. Law usually stipulates specific rules and structures within which certain activities take place.

According to John Rawls, any set of rules or law is primarily concerned with, “the subtle distortions of prejudice and

bias as these effectively discriminate against certain groups in the judicial process.”  For Lyotard, law is discourse7

which has become a prescribing norm, limiting choices, and turning judgements into those fixed standards that

discriminate among discreet criteria. If one considers justice in the terms of rights and fairness employing Rawls’

notion of “justice as fairness,” then it is necessary that all players have absolute and completely equal voice in

determining what is just. 

The Event and the Occurrence

In traditional scenarios of judgement and justice, one focuses on what has already happened or what Lyotard

refers to as the occurrence, the action within the event.  Both the event and the occurrence must be considered in8

cases of reflective judgement. To be politically responsible, ethical, or to make reflective judgments, one must be

ever vigilant to both questions: “Is it happening that ... ?” (which calls forth the event for consideration) and “What

is happening?” (which identifies the occurrence).  For Lyotard, the phrase “will to power” [in the tradition of9

Nietzsche] and the ability to judge [in the tradition of Kant] describes, “the ability to judge and the ability to invent

criteria,” for a just judgement.10

Justice and Fairness: Children with Disabilities

When considering the roles of justice and fairness in relation to the education of children with disabilities, one

must ask, “Does the public education promote access and autonomy for all students, or does public education, in fact

promote a structure that perpetuates two separate systems of schooling, where certain individuals are constrained, to

fit into a specific a priori criteria, more commonly known as normality?”

Scenario for Deconstruction 

The regulations of IDEA stress that individuals with disabilities should have access to the regular curriculum in

the least restrictive environment to the maximum extent appropriate. Inclusion is one of the most misunderstood and

controversial issues in education. The mandate to provide access to a regular curriculum in the least restrictive

environment is resulting in heated debates among educators and parents concerning the nature and the fairness of

inclusionary practices. While many educators and parents have embraced the opportunity to include children with

disabilities in regular education classrooms, just as many are ignoring the opportunity and the law. Varied opinions

concerning notions of fairness and inclusion are described in the following scenario.

When an educator invokes the notions of fairness in inclusive practices from a perspective of commutative

justice a conversation might unfold something like this:
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“You know, I don’t do anything special to adapt my curriculum or make any accommodations for students with

disabilities in my classroom, because I like to think that when they come into my classroom, they are at the same

academic level as my normal students, that they can do everything that all the other students can do. You know,

it just isn’t fair for me to help one child or modify the lesson, when I am not doing it for everyone.” 

 When an educator approaches inclusive practices from the perspective of distributive justice the commentary

might be:

“Isn’t the purpose of public education to teach everyone? If individuals with disabilities are guaranteed access to

the regular curriculum in the least restrictive environment under the law, then why don’t all teachers just work to

teach all students? It isn’t fair.”

From a language-games perspective it is very clear indeed that the notions of fairness in these pragmatic

instances occur in different genres, that is, incommensurable language games. “Fairness” in inclusive practices

becomes a binary viewed through dual perspectives where one end represents efficiency expressed as scientific

knowledge/ commutative justice and the other end represents liberation expressed as narrative knowledge, in

distributive justice.  11

Technical Fairness

One educator grounded her notion of fair in the equal distribution of goods and time. The criterion of distinction

was efficiency/inefficiency as expressed in the technical language game. A technical move is considered “good”

only if it optimizes performance with minimal input, demanding investments of time and money in exchange for a

product. Lyotard calls the ultimate technical move the performativity principle, requiring verification that the

investment of time or knowledge or goods as necessary to produce optimal performance with the goal of minimum

input with maximum output. The performativity principle changes the role of authority in education through the

domination of policy language. Such an equation is particularly problematic when applied to humans, especially to

those individuals who are unable to speak for themselves. Humanist and idealistic narratives of legitimation are

abandoned to support the new ideal of efficiency. Achieving fairness and justice is no longer relevant. Rather, power

is sought through controlling and dispensing knowledge. Under these circumstances “the only credible goal is

power.”  According to Lyotard,12

devices that optimize the performance of the human body for the purpose of producing proof require additional

expenditures. No money, no proof-- and that means no verification of statements and no truth. The games of

scientific language, become a game of the rich, in which whoever is wealthiest has the best chance of being right.

An equation between wealth, efficiency, and truth is thus established.13

When the notion of fair is expressed in the technical game, fair becomes equal allocations of the teacher’s time,

effort, and expertise, all to be cut up and dispensed equally, whether or not there was need or abundance. It is this

notion of fairness and justice that dominates the liberation of the discourse of modernity and subsumes liberation

into issues of efficiency or truth, which are not synonymous. Lyotard offers a different notion of justice which is

situation specific--justice based on possibilities of the not yet presentable. 

Prescriptive Fairness, the Narrative of Access, and the Legitimation of Knowledge 

When the notion of justice is presented in terms of the perspective language game, justice considers all

possibilities without constraints. This type of justice and fairness allows for access to whatever each student needs to

learn. The notion of fairness, particularly in the domain of education of individuals with disabilities, is closely linked

with issues of liberty in the narrative of access and the legitimation of knowledge is the path of that access.

According to Lyotard, the legitimation of knowledge can precede in two distinct modes and both models are

considered important in this modern episteme. The first model is political and the second model is speculative or

philosophical.14

The Political Model 

The legitimation of knowledge through the political model occurs when the government or the system of

schooling acting as an agent of the government, appropriates the narrative of access in the name of progress (instead

in the name of justice). Then the narrative of legitimation is transformed from one of justice and fairness expressed

through prescription into issues of truth expressed in denotation. When the narrative of access is completely captured

by science in the name of progress, the denotative language game is supplemented by the technical game of

efficiency. In this scientific narrative of progress, humanity serves knowledge and knowledge legitimates itself

through a relationship that Kant describes as knowing and willing.  Knowledge changes into a control agent and15

wills humanity into its service. When the narrative of access is subsumed in the name of progress and the knowledge
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is reduced to science, then the government controls both “what counts as knowledge” and “who has access to

knowledge” through education controlled by the state and federal programs.16

Philosophical or Speculative Model

 The legitimation of knowledge proceeds in a much different manner in the philosophical model where

knowledge only serves the subject, which is humanity, in the pursuit of liberty (access). Narratives of knowledge

serving humanity in the prescriptive game of justice are narratives in which the people achieve their power from the

state or government and the state receives its power from the people in an ideal reciprocal relationship--a dialectic.

In the ideal sense, the narrative of access operates in the mode of values conveying justice. In this practical narrative

of justice, a prescription becomes an ethical responsibility when the people, through dialectic discourse with the state

regarding the legitimacy of knowledge, agree to accept an obligation. The knowledge of legitimation is “practical” in

the form of ethics expressed in the prescriptive language game of a just/unjust criterion of distinction. Such is the

case for those desiring fairness to be considered as giving each student, regardless of ability, whatever he or she

needs to learn which is very different from the narrative of access which operates in modernity defining access in

terms of progress which is measured by efficiency and truth.

The Narrative of Access and Education for Children with Disabilities

In regard to both the intent and effect of the narrative of access, there are many similarities between regular

education and the education of children with disabilities. Among the most obvious are those educational practices

which result in conflict between stated goals and ethics. In the case of children with disabilities, the

incommensurability between the language games of intent and effect is even more evident. Children with disabilities

who are often taught in different locations than their non disabled peers have different educational and social

experiences than their non disabled peers. The very nature of remedial pullout programs presupposes less stimulating

experience than those in a regular classroom. Children with disabilities are at a distinct disadvantage, not only are

their foundation educational experiences less rich than those of their non disabled peers but also each has a disability

that interferes with their success in schooling. This combination negates the possibility of attaining the same skill

and knowledge base as their non disabled “normal”peers. Normality has become a benchmark by which one judges

such concepts as “good” from “bad,” “normal” from “abnormal,” “regular classroom” from “special education

classroom,” and “inclusion” from “exclusion.” 

Exclusion v Inclusion

The notion of including children with disabilities in regular education classrooms presupposes an existing

horizon of exclusion based on notions of differentiation and classification of individuals. Exclusive practices

reinforce the notion that children with disabilities are somehow inherently different and deficient than their peers

without disabilities; therefore, individuals with disabilities should, for their own good and the good of the

community, be placed in separate facilities away from “normal” children. Exclusion through special education in

separate special classrooms is an exemplar of this hegemony. Special education is intended to provide access for

children with disabilities, yet many of its inherent practices ultimately more firmly establish the child with

disabilities as inferior. 

The incommensurability of the genre of intention and genre of results of educational practices and policies is

evident in the archeology of inclusion of children with disabilities in the regular education system. Even in its

nascent state the movement to achieve civil rights for children with disabilities was fraught with contradictions.

Edwin W. Martin, Jr., Deputy Commissioner of the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, addressed the issues

of America’s aversion to embrace individuals with disabilities as he explained: 

The history of the United States has a historic pattern of discrimination against handicapped citizens. We are not

excited by the prospect that our public policy is going to change the pattern. We may be overawed by what this

will mean and concerned by the practical implementations ... but, nobody questions the rightness of the purposes

of Public Law 94-142. Nobody questions whether it is right for handicapped people or whether it is right for the

United States ... the discrimination is not accidental ... I think that we discriminate against the handicapped

because we are finite: we all live and die, and we are all subject to illness and disability. I think we are

unconsciously affected when we see people who have disabilities for our own security and well being are

threatened. ... Unfortunately, disabled people have had to bear our unconscious anxiety about our own finiteness.
17

Postmodern Reflections

Postmodernists believe that schools, despite intentions grounded in notions of liberty, access and justice and

fairness, have become instead exemplars of subjugation by disciplining individuals through seemingly neutral
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discourse to socially constructed norms. Foucault noted several recurring themes as possible elements of the power,

control, knowledge matrix:

It seems to me that the real political task in a society ... is to criticize the working of institutions which appear to

be both neutral and independent; to criticize them in such a manner that the political violence which has always

exercised itself obscurely through them will be unmasked, so one can fight them.  18

Humans are objectified thus controlled subtly through popular forms of knowledge (e.g., linguistics, psychology,

science, economics, and education). The accumulation of pseudo-scientific knowledge in the social sciences (in

which behaviorism resides) leads to power through language and encourages comparison, normalization, and

correction of humans as objects to be manipulated.

Summary

When it is assumed that children with disabilities are “just as capable as the normal children” and therefore do

not require accommodations and modifications of the regular curriculum, children with disabilities are separated

from their peers by the very education that promises access to autonomy to all citizens. Such incommensurable

actions doom children with disabilities to failure, branding them forever as inferior, and condemning them to remain

second class citizens educated in separate system and place. In Kantian terms, decisions are based on predetermined

criteria is in the domain of determinant judgement, a judgement based on some standard (e.g., normality). According

to Lyotard, such judgements cannot be considered “just” because judgements based on a pre determined standard

exclude the possibility of reflective judgement. Lyotard reminds us that bounded domains of judgement are in the

realm of totalitarianism. Just judgements are open-minded, always awaiting the possibilities of the not yet presented-

-an opinion. Children with disabilities are waiting for the not yet presented, for just judgements and fairness to

secure their access to autonomy. The question remains, “How will we adjudicate justice and fairness for children

with disabilities?”
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OUTSIDE THE HIPPOCRATIC BROTHERHOOD:

THE LIBERATORY EDUCATION OF THE BOSTON WOMEN'S HEALTH BOOK COLLECTIVE 

Susan Birden

Virginia Woolf’s indictment of the professions in Three Guineas was due to their propensity for encouraging a

disposition to war by propagating and sustaining barriers of wealth, ceremony, and self-advertisement, which, in

turn, arouse competition and jealousy. Even the dress of educated men, according to Woolf, is designed to signal

their putative superiority. Subtle distinctions in hoods, caps and gowns, titles before their names, and letters after

their names all advertise cleverness, emphasize separations and distinctions from one another and, especially, the

public they are sworn to serve. These “poisoned vanities,” according to Woolf, make both the professions and

universities cities of strife, possessiveness, and competition where no one can work or talk freely for fear of

“transgressing some chalk mark” or “displeasing some dignitary.”1

Woolf cited several educated men who had bewailed the toll their professional practices were taking upon them,

practices which, in their words, were “destroying both mind and soul.” Here is the lament of a famous physician: “‘I

have taken a good deal over £13,000 during the year, but this cannot possibly be maintained, and while it lasts it is

slavery. What I feel most is being away from Eliza and the children so frequently on Sundays, and again at

Christmas.’”  Woolf added her remonstration: “This is the complaint of a great doctor; and his patient might well2

echo it, for what Harley Street specialist has time to understand the body, let alone the mind or both in combination,

when he is slave to thirteen thousand a year?”  Yet, Woolf marveled, this medical man, like other professionals,3

chose to continue “destroying both mind and soul” rather than refer some of his patients to other physicians.

Thus, while readily acknowledging the important contribution made by education in people’s lives and the great

sacrifices to which people subject themselves in order to obtain an education, Woolf concluded that a professional

education, far from teaching generosity and magnanimity, teaches people to jealously guard their knowledge and

elite status. Historically they have banded together to keep other groups from receiving a professional education,

through the use of subtle methods, or, if necessary, by force.  4

Woolf’s answer to this regrettable situation was transformation of the university education. She envisioned

learning which took advantage of the characteristics of poverty and youth, urging experimentation, adventure,

exploring the ways that body and mind can cooperate, combining, rather than segregating and specializing. If every

kind of merit were allowed to collaborate, Woolf vowed this kind of education would produce whole persons who

sought learning for its own sake.5

Although Woolf ultimately abandoned her educational vision as impractical since women, like men, wanted

degrees and titles, she continued to urge professional reformation through an Outsiders’ Society that practiced the

professions experimentally, in the interests of research and for the love of the work itself, thereby ridding them of

possessiveness, jealousy, pugnacity, and greed, while exposing instances of tyranny and abuse. By exercising free

mind and will, women could protect culture and intellectual liberty by reading and writing their own thoughts, in

their own words, in their own ways. Then, Woolf prophesied, the slaves which are today manacled to piling more

words into books and articles, just as slaves of history piled rocks into pyramids, would give up their loathsome

labor: 

And “culture” that amorphous bundle, swaddled up as she now is in insincerity, emitting half truths from her

timid lips, sweetening and diluting her message with whatever sugar or water serves to swell the writer’s fame or

his master’s purse, would regain her shape and become, as Milton, Keats and other great writers assure us that

she is in reality, muscular, adventurous, free.6

Finally, Woolf enjoined the reader to carefully study the world, claiming that such societies of outsiders are

already in existence, working in obscurity for the betterment of society.

Woolf’s remarks were directed toward the practice of physicians and other professionals in England, but Harvard

sociologist, Paul Starr, claimed that wealth, autonomy and social privilege likewise served as powerful motivators in

the practice of American medicine. Apparently lacking Woolf’s moral indignation at this notion, Starr nonetheless

asserted:

The medical profession has had an especially persuasive claim to authority ... The very circumstances of sickness

promote acceptance of their judgment. ... On this basis, physicians exercise authority over patients, their fellow

workers in health care, and even the public at large in matters within, and sometimes outside, their jurisdiction. ...
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The medical profession’s authority spills over its clinical boundaries into arenas of moral and political action for

which medical judgment is only partially relevant and often incompletely equipped. Moreover, the profession has

been able to turn its authority into social privilege, economic power, and political influence.7

Starr conceded that the physician’s role in engendering a patient’s emotional dependency often creates

resentment, but argued that such dependency was nonetheless crucial in strengthening the hand of professional

authority and converting the practice of medicine into high income, autonomy, and privilege.

Some 31 years after the publication of Three Guineas a group of twelve women in Boston met to discuss their

resentment toward their doctors, a resentment not unlike that which Paul Starr described as being an inevitable, if not

altogether desirable, consequence of physicians’ broad claims to authority. They were frustrated and angry with the

condescending, judgmental and non informative attitudes of their physicians; they wanted more control over their

own health decisions. Stories abounded of women who had been refused contraceptives or who left their physicians’

offices with birth control methods they had not chosen or were not certain how to use: women who had been given

prescription drugs with no warnings about dangerous side effects to them or their unborn children: women who were

refused surgical procedures without the consent of their husbands or fathers, or who had undergone unnecessary

surgeries.8

Soon they came to realize their complicity in maintaining lopsided relationships with doctors: they understood

practically nothing of their own bodies’ functioning and were hesitant to ask questions that took up more of the busy

doctors’ valuable time. They decided to use the upcoming summer to acquaint themselves with some of the medical

terms doctors used and learn about the functioning of the female body. The women collected information from a

wide variety of professional sources, including medical and nursing journals and textbooks.9

From the beginning they agreed that this “body education” would not take the shape of their formal schooling,

which they referred to as “rote learning.” They realized that they had been passive recipients in school, learning little

and having no confidence in what they did learn. Just as Woolf had envisioned an experimental education, this group

approached their learning as an adventure, wanting to actively participate in their “body education,” choosing to

combine medical “facts” with their personal experiences.10

The women directed their own research, becoming conversant with a vast amount of medical information, then

making that knowledge personally relevant through exchange of ideas, perceptions, and experiences. As Woolf had

urged, they were allowing body and mind, fact and feeling to cooperate in their learning, learning that was merely

for its own sake. In short order what had begun as information gathering became, in their words, “liberating,” “life-

changing experience.”  They began to feel more whole, more fulfilled; growing in confidence they now believed11

they had the tools with which they could approach learning any new subject.

By the end of the summer they had decided to teach a body course for women. Woolf’s new college was to be

founded upon poverty and youth; the twelve women mimeographed their research papers to distribute in class and

met in church basements, school cafeterias, and living rooms. They opened a clinic in downtown Boston. When they

could no longer keep up with the demand for their mimeographed papers, they sought publication, naming

themselves the Boston Women's Health Book Collective. When their book, Our Bodies, Ourselves, was published

they gained almost instant national recognition in the women’s movement, providing thousands of women with

information about their bodies that simply was not available elsewhere, as well as critical advice about negotiating

the male-controlled medical establishment. Their work ultimately included demands for legislative reform as well as

changes in many of the then-common practices in medicine.

The women of the Collective felt the need to understand their own liberation in order to make it recreatable for

other women; in so doing they became informal educational theorists. They concluded that the following four major

points had contributed to their learning and liberation: 

1) What they learned was learned equally from professional sources and from their own experiences.  The facts,12

words of the “experts,” were important, but served only as the basis for discussion of related personal experience. 

2) Their learning made them better prepared to critique experts and institutions.  A foundation of collective13

experiences became a knowledge base from which they could view expert opinion, realizing that not only were the

physicians problematic, but also the institutions charged with meeting their health needs: hospitals, clinics, medical

schools, public health departments.

3) Ignorance about their bodies had resulted in a very real consequence - pregnancy.  Tied into a cycle of14

pregnancy, birth, lactation, and rearing children, women were pouring their energies into these all-consuming tasks,

without ever having really chosen that role. They became aware of the tremendous pressures females experienced
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from birth to fill the traditional wife/mother role.

4) Body education is core education.  Because our bodies are the physical bases from which we move into the15

world, they believed that ignorance, uncertainty, or shame about our physical selves creates an alienation that keeps

women from becoming whole people.

These broadly painted ideas are rich from a theoretical and philosophical perspective. First of all, consider this

remarkable transformation: a group of twelve middle class women with a modicum of higher education and no

background in politics or health was later recognized as the most influential health project of the last half of the

twentieth century. Yet, their learning process defied clear-cut categories, such as the bias toward specialization and

division in university scholarship which led to the separation of the study of the act of teaching from that of the

curriculum to be taught and the learning that ensues. John Dewey, as early as 1900, argued that those divisions were

dysfunctional dualisms separating mind from activity, end from means, and knowledge from the processes of inquiry

that generate that knowledge and serve as the testing ground of experience.  The Boston Women's Health Book16

Collective’s research was entirely learner-directed; their methods were collaboratively learner-conceived. The

women of the Collective acted as learners, but also as teachers. Further, since the factual information produced by

their research was merely the vehicle for dialogue, as collaborative learner-teachers utilizing a discursive method,

their experiences actually became an important part of the curriculum.

The Collective’s “body education,” begun in 1969, bears a strong resemblance to Paulo Freire’s work, first

published for an English-speaking audience in 1970.  In both the Collective’s education and Freire’s literacy work17

with Brazilian peasants, the groups assimilated language into personal and collective experience through the process

of dialogue, using experience not as an addendum to factual content, but as translator of fact: the medium through

which fact and feeling were interrelated. Personal experience is not only redefined in light of facts, but so-called

facts are questioned, critiqued, and reconceived through the distillation of personal experience. Both groups were

becoming literate.

The women of the Collective, were, of course, already functionally literate, that is, they were able to read and

write, decode clinical language well enough to engage in the compilation and understanding of facts about the

female body. The terminology and definitions of the “experts” about the female body provided standard linguistic

symbols. They were attaining what I refer to as Body Literacy, learning a vocabulary for discussing the female body

with other Body Literates.

Achieving Body Literacy was critical. Like functional literacy, Body Literacy is not socially disengaged; it

supports a hierarchical status. Consider the case of a Body Literate speaking to a non-literate about the female body

using medical terminology and jargon unfamiliar to the non-literate. If communication fails the social hierarchy,

which underscores the superior status of the Body Literate, tolerates the failure as unfortunate, but predictable. The

non-literate’s subordinate status makes it difficult to question, much less object. Body Literacy is, therefore, one

requirement for attaining and maintaining superior status in the realm of healthcare.

This situation, of course, describes just the situation in which the women of the Collective found themselves with

their physicians prior to their “body education.” However, when they became Body Literate they were able to

interact with physicians, feeling more competent to ask questions and request additional information. Of course, the

Collective’s education did not stop with Body Literacy. When they chose to become Body Literate, but in a way that

refused to obliterate their non-literate personal experiences, they ultimately produced what I call a Situated Health

Literacy. In the process of making abstracted, factual content relevant and particular through a dialogic method

dependent upon personal experience, they progressed from knowledge about “the female body” to “my body.”

Building a strong foundation upon the collective experience about “our bodies” gave them confidence in their own

understanding and assessments.

Theoretically, at least, Situated Health Literates would understand their bodies in a far more specific and

concrete way than Body Literates, while both are able to comprehend abstracted, standardized facts. Situated Health

Literates should be able to communicate even with healthcare experts more as equals, questioning, and when

necessary, challenging so-called medical “facts” that are at odds with their personal and collective experience.

Of course, this situation is precisely what occurred with the women of the Boston Women's Health Book

Collective. Gaining knowledge through collective dialogue and the strength from collective action, these Situated

Health Literates became comfortable with not only questioning, but critiquing. They began to define their needs in

community and to demand changes, experiencing for the first time their potential for political power.  Now able to18

step back from the microscopic view provided by their individual circumstances they could observe the medical
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establishment macroscopically. They began to realize how physicians and healthcare institutions acted as a

constraining force on their health and bodies, and to acknowledge the complex power structures, the multiple

systems, pressing upon them in many areas of their lives.

The women of the Collective had moved from an individual perspective, to a group perspective, to a system

perspective, seeing themselves not just as so many limited beings, but as part of a group systematically controlled by

forces outside itself. Freire maintained that emancipation must be preceded by recognition of membership in an

oppressed group.  When the Boston Women's Health Book Collective understood their oppression as oppression19

they also realized that a single person having greater reproductive freedom, or attaining more equality with  her

physician was, in fact, a hollow victory if women as a whole remained unaffected. Just as Freire declared that a truly

emancipatory pedagogy must stress the transformation of existing power relations within a specific setting , the20

women of the Boston Women's Health Book Collective’s education convinced them of their social responsibility to

work for change for all women. 

Conclusion:

By embracing an experimental, collaborative, dialogic approach for their body education the Boston Women's

Health Book Collective developed a potent educational experience that transformed their lives and changed

thousands of other women’s lives in the process. Their body education, remarkably similar to the Virginia Woolf’s

educational vision, spilled over its boundaries, qualifying, I would argue, as an emancipatory pedagogy just as

profound as the more familiar Freirean examples. Finally, as Woolf vowed that her educational vision would change

the practice of the professions, so did Situated Health Literacy prepare the Collective for participation in the

metaphoric Outsiders’ Society. As Outsiders to the Hippocratic Brotherhood they nonetheless became conversant

with the policies, practices, tyrannies, and abuses of the medical profession, working with individual women,

critiquing medical institutions, lobbying legislative bodies. Woolf predicted that once women began to write what

they thought, in their own words, in their own ways they would protect culture and intellectual liberty, because

“culture, that amorphous bundle ... would regain her shape and assure us that she is in reality, muscular,

adventurous, free.”  When the women of the Boston Women's Health Book Collective thought, and taught, and21

wrote what they wanted, in their own way, they became muscular enough to successfully challenge a multibillion

dollar industry, adventurous enough to experiment with not only their education, but their lives, and free enough to

grow into the whole persons they yearned to become. 
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A REVIEW OF FIVE EARLY SOURCES IN THE HISTORY OF MEXICAN AMERICAN

EDUCATION IN THE SOUTHWEST

Mike Boone

Southwest Texas State University

Writing in the Harvard Educational Review San Miguel and Valencia (1998) present a comprehensive overview

of the history of Mexican American Education in the Southwest. Their narrative follows two complementary

historiographic paths. First, they examine what schools have done to and for Mexican American students and how

these students have fared. They refer to this as the “plight” approach. Second, they examine how Mexican

Americans have worked toward the attainment of equal educational opportunity. This they refer to as the “struggle”

dimension of Mexican American educational history. Using both these viewpoints the authors weave together a

comprehensive account of the educational history of Mexican Americans in the Southwest from the signing of the

Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848 to the Hopwood decision. It is an account of both triumph and disappointment.

Although the story of Mexican American education in the Southwest covers a period of nearly one hundred and

fifty years, scholarly interest in the topic is of more recent origin. 

Serious study of the topic had its beginning in the 1930's. What drew the attention of both scholars and state

school officials was the tremendous growth in the Mexican American population that occurred in the 1920's.

Mexicans had lived in what is now the American Southwest for at least a century before Anglo settlement began.

But their numbers had remained comparatively small. However the Mexican Revolution of 1910 and the rapid

development of the border region, especially in Texas and California, pulled larger numbers of immigrants north in

search of political stability and work. In short, the Mexican American population of the Southwest was large enough

by the 1930's to present a “problem” to school officials and an opportunity for study to regional scholars.

 The works of four authors are central to understanding the intellectual, social, and political context surrounding

the education of Mexican Americans in the Southwest. These works are Herschel T, Manuel’s The Education of

Mexican and Spanish-Speaking Children in Texas, published in 1930; Annie Reynolds’ The Education of Spanish-

Speaking Children in Five Southwestern States, published in 1933; George I. Sanchez’s The Education of Bilinguals

in a State School System, a dissertation completed in 1934; Wilson Little’s Spanish Speaking Children in Texas,

published in 1944; and George I. Sanchez’s Concerning the Segregation of Spanish-Speaking Children in the Public

Schools, published in 1951. Reynolds’ and Sanchez’s 1951 work are general reviews of educational conditions

region wide. Manuel, Sanchez’s 1934 work, and Little’s book are statistical studies of Mexican American education

in the states of Texas and New Mexico. Taken together, these five sources provide a close and detailed look at the

conditions under which Mexican American students were being educated in the middle years of our own century.

They also establish the context through which the Hispanic civil rights movement of the 1970's can be understood.

These books are essential reading for anyone interested in the story of Mexican American education in the

Southwest.

A Regional Overview

Annie Reynolds The Education of Spanish-Speaking Children in Five Southwestern States was published by the

United States Department of the Interior. It is essentially a compilation of data taken from educational surveys and

reports done in the states of Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas in the 1920's. The book’s value

is that it provides a regional overview of educational conditions for Mexican Americans and allows limited

comparisons of conditions between states. Reynolds focuses her attention primarily on the issues of population

distribution, school housing patterns, adequacy of teaching materials and teacher training, school enrollment and

attendance, and educational achievement. Treatment of these topics is somewhat cursory, but the work is the first

real attempt to place the problems of educating the growing Mexican American student population in perspective. 

Reynolds begins by reviewing population figures that document a steady growth in the Mexican American

population of the Southwest. For example, she compares the growth of the “Mexican” population in the five

Southwestern states for the years 1890-1930. For the region as a whole, the Mexican American population grew

from 1.9% of the total population in 1890 to 9.6% in 1930. Arizona experienced the largest percentage growth in

Mexican Americans during the period (26.2%), followed by New Mexico (14.0%), and Texas (11.7%). Also of note

is the fact that a significant proportion of the Mexican American population in the region was concentrated in cities
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of 25,000 or more population. In California 79.2% of Mexican Americans resided in large cities, while in Texas and

Arizona the corresponding figures were 41.9% and 39.9% respectively. Only in New Mexico did the population of

Mexican Americans remain predominately rural. The census figures also show that Mexican Americans were

present in some numbers in all five states of the region. Every county in Arizona and New Mexico, all but one

county in California, all but three counties in Colorado, and all but nine of the 246 counties in Texas had a Mexican

population in 1930. Thus, in the forty-year period from 1890 to 1930, not only did the Mexican American population

of the Southwest grow, it also became largely urbanized.

Reynolds’ describes a fairly consistent pattern of segregation of Mexican American school children in school

districts across the Southwest. Segregation typically took one of two forms. In larger cities, housing patterns and

carefully drawn attendance boundaries produced neighborhood schools that were totally Mexican American or

Anglo in enrollment. In smaller cities and in the countryside Mexican American students were housed either in

separate and normally substandard facilities of their own or in separate classrooms within the same school building

where Anglo students were housed. But since it was not legal in any of the five states to segregate children

considered “white” on the basis of race or national origin, another justification had to be found. The usual reason

given for separating Mexican American children was the lack of ability to speak or read English. The need to learn

the English language well enough to proceed normally in school was a common justification for placing Mexican

American children in separate schools or classrooms for instruction. Although segregation might be justified on the

basis of educational needs, Reynolds found that most teachers believed that it should end by the fourth or fifth grade.

Reynolds quotes from a 1925 educational survey from Texas which reluctantly endorses the separation of non-

English speaking students on “pedagogical” grounds, but laments that such segregation had often been used “for the

purposes of giving Mexican children a shorter school year, inferior buildings and equipment, and poorly paid

teachers.” (p. 9).

 Teaching materials designed especially for Mexican American children were “conspicuously absent” from many

schools in the Southwest (p. 12.) Materials such as pictures, toys, books and other items that would facilitate the

teaching of English were generally unavailable. Compounding the scarcity of appropriate instructional and

supplemental materials was the lack of teacher training. Reynolds’ survey of teacher training institutions in the

region found no provisions in their curricula for preparing teachers to work with non-English speaking and culturally

different children. A notable exception was the school of education at the University of New Mexico which operated

an off-campus site at the San Jose School in Bernalillo County to provide pre-service and in-service training for

teachers working with Mexican American children. The university also operated a training school for rural teachers

in a country school district near Albuquerque. Otherwise, the field was empty of appropriate training opportunities.

School attendance of Mexican American children was a concern region wide. The typical attendance pattern for

many Mexican Americans was to be absent in the early fall, in school in the winter, and spring. Reynolds attributed

the irregular attendance pattern to two factors. One was the general poverty of many Mexican American families,

which required all family members to be at work in the fields when work was available. The second factor was the

reluctance on the part of many school officials to enforce either the compulsory attendance laws or relevant child

labor laws. It was Reynolds conclusion that, while poverty was the major cause of irregular school attendance,

official indifference to enforcing existing attendance and labor laws was also a contributing factor.

Problems of educational achievement and school progress also marked Mexican American children in the

Southwest. Many Mexican American children tended to be over age for their grade level. Irregular attendance

frequently resulted in retention at grade level and it was not at all unusual to find Mexican American students who

were two or three years older then their Anglo classmates. As a consequence, few Mexican American children

progressed beyond the fifth grade and only a small minority completed high school. Reynolds cites figures from San

Antonio and El Paso, which are illustrative of the problem. In San Antonio 50% of the elementary school children

were Mexican American. But only 25% of the students entering San Antonio’s eight junior high schools were

Mexican American. In El Paso 1, 275 Mexican American and 375 Anglo students entered the first grade in the fall of

1923. Seven years later only 174 Mexican American students entered El Paso High School, compared to 505 Anglo

students. Similar figures could be cited for towns and cities across the Southwest.

 That Mexican American children were less capable in terms of academic achievement than other student was a

widespread belief among school officials in the 1930’s. That belief was based on the low performance of Mexican

American children on standardized tests, especially tests of intelligence. Intelligence testing was a common practice

at this time and racial/ethnic comparisons of measured I. Q. for curricular decision making and student placement
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purposes was standard practice in most school districts. Reynolds notes a typical longitudinal study from the Los

Angeles Public schools that compared the mean I. Q. of Mexican American children to the mean I. Q. of other white

children. For the Mexican American children the mean I. Q. was 91.2 while for other white children the mean was

105. The programmatic conclusions drawn from studies such as this were fairly obvious. However, Reynolds may

not have completely bought into the conventional wisdom regarding achievement of Mexican American students.

She comments favorably on a 1932 study done by George I. Sanchez in Bernalillo County, New Mexico, which

concluded that language and environment were important variables in measuring intelligence and noted that

measured I. Q. improved over time with age and repeated testing.

State Level Surveys 

Three works explore the education of Mexican American children in a particular Southwestern State. Herschel T.

Manuel’s 1930 book, The Education of Mexican and Spanish Speaking Children in Texas, is the earliest of these.

Manuel was a faculty member of the school of education at the University of Texas with a special interest in

educational psychology and testing. The book was intended to be an initial survey that would lay a foundation of

information for further research in the area. Manuel’s work is a comprehensive, evenhanded description of the

complexities of educating a diverse, non-English speaking student population. 

Manuel’s book opens with a discussion of the historical and social background of Mexican Americans in Texas.

He found the population to be a diverse one, including both families who could trace their roots in the state to before

the Texas Revolution and more recent immigrants. Perhaps 52% of Mexican Americans were United States citizens

and their primary language was Spanish. The social and economic conditions in which Mexican Americans lived

were also varied, ranging from middle class comfort to conditions of extreme poverty. But the “prevailing picture ...

is one of underprivilege--often extreme.” (p. 21). Nearly one half of Mexican American children attending school in

Texas had parents who were unskilled laborers, working for minimal wages at irregular or migratory jobs. Poverty

and English language deficiency among many Mexican Americans were often used to treat these children as social

inferiors and to rationalize the restriction of educational opportunities for them. While this attitude was not universal,

especially in areas along the border where Mexican Americans were the majority, it was common enough.

Manuel confronts the issue of “racial psychology” in a chapter on the “Personality of the Mexican Child,” He

notes that “[m]uch that has been written on the characteristics of the Mexican is inaccurate and misleading.” (p. 22).

There is no such thing as the “typical” Mexican and the racial characteristics ascribed to Mexican Americans as a

group, i. e., acceptance of authority, loyalty to friends, sensitivity to praise and criticism, and superstition, should be

viewed with skepticism. Indeed, in a group as varied as the Mexican American population of Texas, one must

recognize the existence of significant differences within the group. “The variation in individuals is so great as to

make it unscientific and unsafe to attribute group tendencies to any particular individual simply on the basis of his

membership in that group” (p. 36). 

As did Reynolds, Manuel acknowledges that differences in measured school achievement did exist between

Mexican American and other white children. Mexican American children as a group usually scored lower then other

white children on standardized tests. In an attempt to find a reason for theses differences, Manuel examined data

from eight south Texas school districts, Brownsville, Del Rio, Eagle Pass, Edinburg, Harlingen, Kingsville,

Mercedes, and Mission. After analyzing the data Manuel concluded that Mexican American students were not

always behind their Anglo counterparts in achievement and where they did fall behind, factors other than innate

ability were probably at work. Among the factors affecting achievement Manuel suggested that a lack of facility in

the English language, low socioeconomic and cultural status, inferior school opportunities, and unsuitability of

available measuring instruments were also relevant. These elements had to be considered in explaining differences in

achievement between Mexican American and Anglo children.

Segregation of Mexican American children was a common practice in Texas as in other states of the Southwest.

In cities such as San Antonio, El Paso, and Laredo school attendance was frequently determined by housing patterns.

In smaller communities and rural areas separation was often enforced through the assignment of Mexican American

students to separate facilities. Rural school districts provided the worst examples of separate school facilities.

Manuel describes a typical “Mexican” school:

In a small town in North Central Texas a rural district maintains a four-teacher school for other white children

and one block away a Mexican school. The latter is housed in a room about 20 feet by 20 feet. The enrollment at

the time of the writer’s visit was 38, and 30 were in regular attendance. These children were given a five-month

school--such as it is--while the other school has a term of 8 months. There are desks for 12 of the 30. Single
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boards, set upon supports and extending from the wall toward the center of the room and folding chairs are

provided for the rest. Pieces of board here and there on the wall served as blackboard. Water was carried in a

bucket; all used the same dipper. There was almost no equipment--no playground apparatus, no flash cards, and

the like. The teacher was a high school graduate with no further training and no previous experience. She was

paid a salary of $60 per month. (Pp. 59-60).

Not all rural schools were as bleak as the one described above and some rural school officials took pains to

provide Mexican American children with good buildings and good teachers, but they seemed to be the exception.

Regular school attendance of Mexican American students was as big a problem in Texas as in other parts of the

Southwest. Manuel estimated that of the 187,000 Mexican American scholastics (children between the ages of 7 and

17) in the 1928-29 school year only about one half were enrolled in the public schools. Of those enrolled, the

average daily attendance totaled about one-third. Even including the enrollment and attendance of Mexican

American children in private and parochial schools added only about 10% to the total. Nearly three-fourths of the

Mexican American children who did attend school were concentrated in the first three grades. Overageness was also

a problem. Manuel found that the average Mexican American student entered the first grade at about age eight and

had progressed to the third grade by age 12. After that, the vast majority simply disappeared from the classrooms of

the state. Not surprisingly, only one-fifth of one percent of eligible Mexican American students was enrolled in a

college or university.

There were many reasons why Mexican American children failed to attend school in any number or to remain

there once they arrived but perhaps the single most important reason was family poverty and the need for work.

Other contributing factors included a lack of support of and sometimes outright opposition to school attendance from

Anglo members of the community; an ambiguity toward education on the part of many Mexican American adults;

lack of suitable clothing; frequent movement to find agricultural work; failure on the part of school authorities to

enforce compulsory attendance laws; the inadequacy or absence of school facilities within easy reach of eligible

Mexican American children; treatment received in school from other children; and, sometimes, “the lack of

sympathy on the part of their teachers” (p118). There was really very little to encourage Mexican American students

to take advantage of educational opportunities even when they had the chance.

Perhaps 90% of the Mexican American children entering the first grade in 1930 could neither read nor speak

English. This made English acquisition a major emphasis of instruction for these children. The most frequently used

method of instruction was the English only method, supplemented by some instruction using Spanish, but using only

those Spanish words or phases that corresponded to the English words or phrases being taught at that moment. Using

Spanish as a language of instruction for very young children was a rarity although it could be found in some

classrooms around the state. The more common practice was to discourage any use of Spanish in the classroom.

At the time he completed his dissertation at the University of California in 1934 George I. Sanchez was working

as the Director of Information and Statistics for the New Mexico State Department of Education. He had also taught

at the University of New Mexico and at New Mexico Normal University. Sanchez’s dissertation, The Education of

Bilinguals in a State School System, was an extension of previous work on the use of psychological testing and the

education of bilingual children. Sanchez’s dissertation reached several conclusions relevant to an understanding of

Mexican American education in the Southwest:

The Spanish-speaking population of the Southwest was large enough to warrant special attention to be given to its

educational problems.

Quantitative studies of the achievement of Spanish-speaking children show them to be behind the average American

child in achievement. Consideration of factors such as language handicap, socioeconomic status, and lack of

educational opportunity were also contributing factors. 

Practices such as segregation of Mexican American children and their intentional or unintentional elimination from

school are contrary to the stated purposes of public education.

A majority Spanish-speaking schoolchildren were over age for their grade level in both urban and rural school

districts in the state.

The tendency of Spanish-speaking children to be over age for their grade level was positively related to the

percentage of total school enrollment that is Spanish-speaking. That is, the higher the percentage of Spanish-

speaking children enrolled in a school system, the higher the number of these students who were over age for their

grade level. This suggests the operation of an environmental factor such as socioeconomic status.

Sanchez’s findings are consistent with data presented by Reynolds and Manuel and further reinforce the impact of
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discriminatory practices on Mexican American students in the Southwest.

Wilson Little’s book, Spanish-Speaking Children in Texas, was published by the University of Texas Press in

1944. It is similar to Manuel’s work in some ways but differs in others. Where Manuel included in his study a

discussion of the social, psychological, and instructional issues surrounding Mexican American education, Little

focuses almost exclusively on demographics. His study relied heavily on data from the school census collected each

school year by every school district in the state and reported to the State Department of Education. One other

difference is that the Spanish-speaking population of Texas is no longer referred to as “Mexican.” The new

appellation is “Latin American,” a change in terminology no doubt inspired by President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s

Good Neighbor Policy. Perhaps the chief value of the Little’s book is that it allows the researcher to compare the

educational conditions affecting Spanish-speaking students in the same state over the period of a decade and a half.

Little found the population of Spanish-speaking children to be fairly well distributed across the state in 1944. The

heaviest concentration of Spanish-speakers was still to be found along the Rio Grande Valley and in the south and

southwestern parts of the state, but some movement to the north and northeastern portions of Texas was underway.

Very few counties were without some “Latin American”residents. Little estimated that the school age Spanish-

speaking population of the state had increased by 43% since Manuel had assembled his data. Some of the growth

was due to a change in the age of compulsory school attendance that occurred in 1930. Prior to that year, school

attendance was compulsory for children of ages 7 to 17. After 1930 the ages of compulsory attendance were 6 to 17.

But this accounted for only a small portion of the growth in the population of Spanish-speaking children. Comparing

children aged 7 to 17 in 1928-29 with children aged 7-17 in 1942-43, Little came up with a growth rate of 31.18%. 

Regrettably, what had not changed since 1930 was the low percentage of Spanish-speaking children who were

enrolled in and attending public school. Little estimated that only 53% of the eligible scholastic population was

actually attending school. Of those who were attending, the majority fell into the age range of 6 to 12 years. Sixty-

eight percent of this group was clustered in the first to the third grades. Little also noted that Spanish-speaking

students continued to be over age for their grade. Slightly more than one half of the eligible Spanish-speaking

students was attending school and for many of them, formal schooling seemed to end at the third grade. 

Irregular school attendance remained a problem. Attendance figures for Spanish-speaking children might vary as

much as 16%-20% over the academic year. Little noted that the months of September, October, and November were

the months of lowest enrollment while February and March were months of highest enrollment. This pattern of

attendance could be attributed to the migratory labor status of many Latin American families. It was not unusual for

whole families to begin work in picking the cotton crop in south Texas in the summer, and then follow the crop

north and northwest to the Great Plains areas of the state where the cotton harvest occurred later. With the harvest in,

these families returned to their homes and the children would begin attending school. Even families who did not

migrate might keep their children at home to work in their own fields or to do other local farm labor. Little

concluded, “The demands for labor, coupled with the need to earn money, no doubt reflect in the school attendance

of many Spanish-speaking children” (p. 58).

Segregated classrooms for Spanish-speaking students continued to be a common practice in many Texas school

districts. In fact, one of the purposes of his study was to determine if there was any common pattern in segregating

these children for instruction. He found no predominant pattern in use, although many districts seemed to favor

separating students in grade1-4 or grade 1-6. Indeed the “variety” of practices in use across the state seemed to

surprise Little. (p. 66).

In trying to understand the reasons for segregation Little turned to school district superintendents for an

explanation. The replies he received frequently mentioned problems with English language proficiency and irregular

attendance as reasons for separating Spanish-speaking children. But few responses to his survey matched the candor

of one administrator who wrote “These children need five to six years of Americanization before being placed with

American children. Their standard of living is too low---they are dirty, lousy, and need special teaching in health and

cleanliness. They also need special teaching in the English language” (p. 61). This superintendent likely reflected the

opinions of many school officials and citizens across the state.

A Plea for Fairness. 

George I. Sanchez’s Concerning Segregation of Spanish-speaking Children in the Public Schools is

representative of San Miguel and Valencia’s second historiographic approach to understanding Mexican American

education, the “struggle” dimension. Published in 1951 as one of a series of Inter-American Education Occasional

Papers, the work contains an analysis of two landmark court decisions in Mexican American education and a cogent
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argument against the practice of segregation on “educational” grounds. The arguments presented in this small book

provided the rationale for the coming legal and political assault on separate educational facilities and programs for

Spanish-speaking children in the public schools.

Sanchez begins with an analysis of the decisions in two legal challenges to segregation of Spanish-speaking

children, one from California and one from Texas. Parents of Spanish-speaking children in several school districts in

California filed the first case, Mendez v. Westminster School District (1947). They sought to stop the school districts

from segregating their children from other white students. The plaintiff’s argument was based on the equal

protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, which the federal courts found persuasive. Mexican American

parents in four communities in Texas who also alleged that school authorities were illegally segregating their

children filed the second case, Delgado v. Bastrop Independent School District et.al (1948). In Delgado the court

ruled that the defendant school districts were indeed violating the plaintiff’s constitutional rights under the equal

protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and ordered them to cease the practice of segregation no later than

September 1, 1949. The only exception the court made to its no segregation order was for non-English speaking first

grade students who had not attended school before. The decisions in the Mendez and Delgado cased clearly

condemned the segregation of Spanish-speaking children in two states with the largest Mexican American

population. The decisions also foreshadowed the decision of the United States Supreme Court in Brown v. Board of

Education five years later.

Sanchez’s analysis of the Mendez and Delgado cases raised several legal issues that would find their way into

later challenges of questionable educational practices:

Segregation of Mexican American children is illegal. School districts could no longer set up either separate schools

or separate classrooms for Spanish-speaking students. Assignment of children to a school or to individual classrooms

must be based on criteria that are equally applied to all children. Even where separation is the result of custom or

traditional usage or approved by Spanish-speaking people themselves it still remains illegal. One cannot voluntarily

surrender his or her constitutional rights.

Homogeneous grouping for instructional purposes is justifiable only in those circumstances where the practice does

not result in groups consisting exclusively of Spanish-speaking students. Where grouping students for instructional

purposes is required, assignment to groups must be made on the basis of some objective criteria applied equally to

all children.

Gerrymandering of school boundaries in any and all of its various forms was impermissible. This includes the

creation of neighborhood schools and free choice attendance schemes. After Mendez and Delgado school attendance

zones could no longer be drawn in such a way that results in schools attended by only one ethnic group. 

Segregation is a federal issue. Education is a state rather than a local function and local school officials are agents of

the state. State activities are regulated by the federal constitution, especially the Fourteenth Amendment, which

requires that all persons within the state be accorded both due process of law and the equal protection of the law.

What the Mendez and Delgado cases established was that Spanish-speaking children might not be segregated by the

arbitrary and capricious acts of school officials. When such acts occurred, recourse to the federal courts was

available.

In the second part of Concerning Segregation Sanchez confronts directly the educational assumptions used for

segregating Spanish-speaking children in the public schools of the Southwest. He focuses first on the issue of

equating English proficiency with education, which he calls the “first error ... school authorities make” (p. 23).

Sanchez believed that the ability to speak English was only one part of the knowledge and skills to be gained in the

primary grades and should not be used as the only criteria for deciding the location and quality of a child’s

education. Besides, he noted that speakers of other non-English languages were not separated from their English-

speaking classmates. Sanchez also argued for inclusive educational arrangements for all children and called for an

end to any educational practice that separated groups of children on questionable criteria. He states his position

forcefully:

Communities practicing the segregation of Spanish-speaking children are, in my conception, educationally

backward and misguided. The reasoning and attitudes behind the practice of segregation are erroneous and

unsound, as well as dangerous. The practice of segregation does not square up to good pedagogy, to the best

learning of English, or to good Americanism (p.39).

The practice of segregating Spanish-speaking children might not disappear over night, but its legal and

educational underpinnings were no longer unchallenged.
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Conclusion.

The condition of education for Mexican American in the Southwest was well documented by the 1950’s. The

work done by Annie Reynolds, Herschel T. Manuel, Wilson Little, and George I. Sanchez shaped our understanding

of the challenges Mexican Americans faced in obtaining a public education. These authors clearly documented the

devastating effects of poverty, the inability to speak or read English, separate and often inadequate school facilities,

untrained teachers, shortened school years, and the misuse of standardized tests on Mexican American students. The

work they produced helped to fuel the political and legal activism that finally ended the discriminatory practices to

which Mexican American children were subjected. Without the groundwork these authors laid down, the struggle

might have been more difficult.
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DEWEYAN RELATIONS OF THOUGHT AND ACTION IN COLONIALISM AND NEO-COLONIALISM

Tammy Boyd
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Introduction

According to the traditional division of thought and action, science and history are incompatible; science is

superior to history and has no need for it. Traditional science dealt with eternal and universal objects; it used

mathematics and reason to demonstrate the ‘“laws’” of the natural world, its fixed character. History, on the other

hand, dealt with everyday knowledge, with experience. It dealt with objects - and people - that were uncertain, who

were less than the eternal, immutable objects of natural science.  This idea of the everyday as inferior, and aspiring1

to universality, to perfection, has its genesis deep in human history. What humans could control, could manipulate,

through the invention and use of arts quickly became disparaged. ‘“Familiarity breeds a sense of equality if not of

contempt.”  That which they could not control was reverently enshrined as the supernatural, the holy. This division2

persisted and became “domesticated”  in human culture. Philosophy used rational logic to describe this division; the3

eternally perfect, the divine, encompasses the entire natural world. Pure contemplation of this perfection was the

highest office. The search for the antecedently real, the patterns to which nature had to conform, was to gain

knowledge apart from physical activity.

As the universal was to be found only in the holy, the divine - which subsumed the natural world - nature,

including humanity, was eternally striving to attain it. ‘“...[U]niversal evolution is the highest principle of the

physical world, one in which all natural laws are brought to unity, [and] is accompanied with the idea that the goal of

evolution marks the ideal of moral and religious beliefs and endeavors.”  History was of little use to this process. It4

was the net accumulation of past doings uniformed by reason or logic. It was empirical. Stating that this type of

(uncritical) experience was inherently inferior to science was truthful. But the problem came from the idea that this

inferiority was inherently connected with the body and senses, with material things, with the “uncertainly changing

as over against the certain because immutable.”  This explanation persisted alongside the division between science5

and history and became classic; the practical and physical was lesser than - and inherently inferior to - the scientific

and cerebral. And as humans and culture were at different social evolutionary stages, it was the “moral” obligation

of the more advanced societies - more advanced in large part because of their relative mastery of science and

technology - to move the lesser societies along their evolutionary path toward perfection. The lesser developed

countries - largely rural, subsisting on low production agriculture and hard physical labor - were reminiscent of the

developed countries’’ distant past. Because the developed countries’’ technological march towards civilization was

becoming increasingly removed from history and objectified as the rational/technological evolution for all of human

society, it fell within their purview to “assist” those less evolved/more primitive than they. It was this position that

facilitated ideas such as racism and manifest destiny, and made colonialism possible.

Colonialism

When you separate science and history, it becomes much easier to justify colonialism on racist grounds. A

willing colonizer (termed “colonialist” by Memmi and “rightist sectarian” by Freire)  will search for differences,6

rather than similarities, between his culture and that of the colonized. Once a difference - be it physical, behavioral,

geographical or historical - is identified, it is attached to the basic nature of the colonized and removed from history

and time. “Immediately the colonial relationship between colonized and colonizer, founded on the essential outlook

of the two protagonists, becomes a definitive category. It is what it is because they are what they are, and neither one

nor the other will ever change.”  It is the colonizer’s intent to slow down the historical process, so that they may7

“domesticate” the colonized. For them, today is linked to the past through evolution, and is given and immutable;

they are simply fulfilling their natural role in the rational, logical procession of things.8

When confronted with a rhetoric of social evolution, supported by technological and scientific superiority and

unavailable for question, the colonized are ill-equipped to stop colonialism. The entire colonial system is structured

to keep the colonized ignorant and lethargic; a condition Paulo Freire describes as the “culture of silence.”  In9

removing the colonized from their history and their community, the colonizers re-create the colonized in their own

image - one that justifies their actions. First and foremost, the colonized are lazy.  This explains their abject poverty10

and justifies unreasonably low wages; the colonized simply will not work. They are backward ingrates incapable of

self-government. They cannot survive without the colonizers. In fact, they are really not even human; they are
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dependent objects of the colonizer, just like the land and the animals the colonizers own.

When constantly confronted with this image from every person and institution, the colonized internalize it and

live it to a certain degree - again justifying the attitudes and actions of the colonizers towards them. “They are at one

and the same time themselves and the oppressor whose consciousness they have internalized.”  The initial response11

of the colonized is assimilation. They negate everything they are in exchange for being everything the colonizers are.

Even assuming it were possible to continue this self-rejection in perpetuity, the colonized quickly find themselves

rejected by the colonizers, and this rejection is justified by the division between science and history. The two groups

are basically incompatible, the colonized are told; put politely, their respective cultures are too divergent, and put

bluntly, the colonized is an ape.  When assimilation is no longer an option, the colonized reject the colonizers as12

vehemently as they are rejected. They become as racist as the colonizers, distrusting everything and everyone

Western as colonizers or potential colonizers. In their negation of all things colonial, the colonized seek to reassert

their history by reclaiming their language and identity. They seek solidarity with each other and to establish lines of

communication.  They revolt.13

The rebel is the product of extreme fixation and unintelligent immobilities. Life is perpetuated only by renewal.

If conditions do not permit renewal to take place continuously it will take place explosively. The cost of

revolutions must be charged up to those who have taken for their aim arrest of custom instead of its

readjustment...Too often the man who should be criticizing institutions expends his energy in criticizing those

who would reform them. What he really objects to is any disturbance of his own vested securities, comforts, and

privileged powers.14

Initially, most colonized do not struggle for liberation, but for oppression. “At this level, their perception of

themselves as opposites of the oppressor does not yet signify engagement in a struggle to overcome the

contradiction; the one pole aspires not to liberation, but to identification with its opposite pole.”  They tend to15

become “sub-oppressors.”  In order to advance their struggle beyond oppression to liberation, the colonized need to16

be able to perceive colonialism, not as an immutable closed world or a procession from which they cannot escape,

but as a limiting situation they are capable of changing. Recognition of this limitation must become the motivation

for liberating action.  Paulo Freire has a method for achieving this recognition, which he calls the pedagogy of the17

oppressed. “This pedagogy makes oppression and its causes objects of reflection by the oppressed, and from that

reflection will come their necessary engagement in the struggle for their liberation...The pedagogy of the oppressed

is an instrument for their critical discovery that both they and their oppressors are manifestations of

dehumanization.”  Since illiteracy is intimately associated with poverty in colonialism, Freire devised a way to18

address both at the same time. It begins with participant observation to “tune in” to the vocabular universe of the

people. Search for the generative words; words that not only are rich syllabically, but also with experiential

involvement. Codify these words into visual images that will stimulate people submerged in the culture of silence to

emerge as conscious makers of their own culture. These people, in groups called culture circles, decodify these

images in dialogue with a coordinator who is not a teacher in the traditional sense of the word, but rather an

educator-educatee who is learning alongside, and in solidarity with, the people. Finally, the culture circle creates a

new codification, this one explicitly critical and aimed at action that allows illiterates to move from being “objects”

in nature and social history to “subjects” of their own destiny.  They are reintegrated with time and able to intervene19

in reality in order to change it.

This emergence typically is poorly received by the colonizers - they genuinely consider themselves to be

oppressed. Anything that restricts their way of life in the name of the rights of the community appears to be a

profound violation of their individual rights.  They attempt, by force or paternalism, to silence the masses, to20

impede popular emergence.  As colonialism became unprofitable - either through the cost of a revolutionary war,21

the end of slavery, problems in the mother country or even the Cold War - colonial powers withdrew from

colonialism. Their attitudes, however, has not changed. What we see today in place of overt political colonialism is a

subtler economic colonialism ‘B neo-colonialism, modernization, dependency theory - the phenomenon has several

names. They all describe the same action, however; the economic exploitation of less developed countries by placing

them in an intermediary position in the global economy. This is achieved through a number of activities. First, there

are agricultural extension activities. The developed nations seek to exchange their knowledge and expertise for the

less developed’’s, in an effort to move them from low production agriculture into high production so that the surplus

may be used to pave the way for industrialization (as it was for the developed countries).

 Second are the development activities, intended to bring underdeveloped countries into the capitalist system and
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the world market via industrialization. This is typically accomplished with the use of “aide” packages from such

First World multinational organizations as the International Monetary Fund or the World Bank. Aide packages are

foreign monies presented with accompanying “structural adjustment packages” ‘B plans for making the government

infrastructure more amenable to capitalism. Opening domestic markets to foreign investors is typically one of the

first “adjustments” to be made, largely because it facilitates the third development activity, foreign direct investment

(FDI). Foreign direct investors are typically large, multination corporations ‘B especially petroleum, electronics and

textiles manufacturers ‘B who move into a country to “stimulate economic activity.” What typically happens is

natural and/or human resources are put into service for the developed countries, with marginal benefits accruing to

the host nation. 

Because the developed countries do not see science and history as continuous, they are mystified by their

inability to produce sustained development or growth in less developed countries when the method so obviously

worked for them. Apparently, once the proper structures are in place, the people will fall into line. If this model of

social evolution and economic development were not so far removed from history, the developed countries would

realize it was people who made the institutions, not vice versa. If the traditional division between science and history

were dissolved, so to would the developed countries’’ attitude of domination and superiority.  Perhaps the22

developed countries might even find a way to work with, rather than for, developing countries, in a manner that

would benefit both.

Conclusion

Traditionally, science and history were viewed as discontinuous; science dealt with the eternal, history with the

everyday. Because of the uncertainty of the everyday, history was deemed inferior to science, as well as the practical

and physical activities that constituted it. Humans and nature were envisioned as on a path toward perfection, and

those further along in their development of science and farther down the path had a moral obligation to “develop”

those behind them. However, when you look for and find only differences between yourself and those who are less

scientific and industrialized as you, it becomes much easier to remove them from history and to assign them a

position of inherent inferiority. This idea of inherent inferiority, expressed as colonial racism, was the justification

for the colonial “development” activities undertaken by Western nations.

When overpowered by advanced science and technology, the colonized are unable to fight colonialism. “More

and more the oppressors are using science and technology as unquestionably powerful instruments for their purpose:

the maintenance of the oppressive order through manipulation and repression.”  Once removed from history, they23

were re-created in the image of the colonizers, which the colonizers used as a justification for their actions. The

institutionalization of this re-created image in every part of colonial society created a kind of self-fulfilling prophecy

for the colonized. They internalized the message and lived it to a certain degree, thereby justifying the colonizer’s

actions. The colonized believed this portrait of themselves and aspired to be like the colonizers, but were quickly

rejected. With the dawning realization they could never prosper in the colonial system, the colonized revolted.

Initially, they struggled for oppression, not liberation; they still identified themselves in relation to the colonizers

and aspired to reverse their respective roles. To move beyond this, the colonized needed to reintegrate science and

history; they needed to realize that colonialism is not a closed, fixed system to which they must adapt, but rather a

limiting social situation they are capable of changing. Paulo Freire calls this method of raising the consciousness of

the colonized the “pedagogy of the oppressed.” The increased awareness of the colonized initially met with

resistance by the colonizers; they felt they were being oppressed. As colonialism became unprofitable, the colonial

powers withdrew; but without a fundamental change in their belief of the evolution of culture toward a fixed and

immutable perfection, their activities continued as neo-colonial “development” activities.

As you can see, a division between science and history - and a belief in inherent superiority - continue to this

day. The pedagogy of the oppressed touted by Freire is strikingly similar to the reintegration of science and history

proposed by John Dewey. If the colonized were able to regain their humanity through this process, so should the

colonizers be able. If science and history were merged, the colonizers would be able to see that neo-colonialism is a

situation that limits them, too. What is needed is a social network of “leftist colonists” ‘B people who recognize

living and suffering humanity, and refuse to participate in it.  They need to critically consider critiques of Western24

culture, such as those offered by John Dewey, and purposively act on them. As education was one of the institutions

used to maintain the colonial system - and still maintains neo-colonialism - so can it be used to topple it.
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ADD ONE PART PROFESSOR,ANOTHER PART PHENOMENOLOGY, MIX WELL INTO AN 

EDUCATIONAL PAN OF PHILOSOPHICAL POSSIBILITY AND PROMISE

Keith Carreiro

Indiana University of Pennsylvania

An education that fails to consider the fundamental questions of human existence—the questions about the

meaning of life and the nature of truth, goodness, beauty, and justice, with which philosophy is concerned—is

a very inadequate type of education.— Harold Titus

Introduction

As the reader comes to terms with the substance of this paper, kindly know that the author makes no definitive

claim in establishing absolute proof about the merit of his pedagogical assertions and philosophical claims. 

Hopefully, however, through the reflective exercise of writing this paper, certain aspects of teaching that are

highlighted and briefly described herein may be seen to be promising in formulating a working, conceptual

understanding and emergent practice that can be productively utilized further in the classroom.  In terms of

establishing, maintaining and enriching the classroom learning environment,(Jonassen & Land) this process can be

realized through the sensitivity and presence of the professor and students in the spirit of being with one another

(Huebner, 1993) in a community of scholars. 

This article originates not only from the scholarly work and teaching practice of the author’s educational

foundations background and research, but it also gleans knowledge from his work in the performing arts.  The

overarching phenomenological  reach of this article embraces professor, student, subject and educational community1

being discussed as though all four of these entities are deeply involved in an artistic endeavor, the making of music,

say in the practice of jazz, for example (Carreiro, 1999). While Chamberlin (1981) discusses the experience of

education as a junction between two complex streams of experience, which is between student and teacher, this

paper portrays it as four, instead.  It is believed, here, that a teacher can wield such an understanding not through

simplistic formulation of the principles contained in this paper but through engaging in the spirit of a synoptical2

artistry that one finds in the following indicated premises shown below:

instrumentality of philosophy

craft of a craftsman

art of an artist

music of a composer

analyses of a scientist

knowledge of a scholar

way of a sensei (master)

sagacious use of wisdom

This paper is based upon the author's (Carreiro, 1999) exploratory article written for, and shared with, SOPHE

members during last year's September 1998 conference. The visual schematic (Schematic I), which is the first of two

schematics that are both located at the end of this article, was first introduced at the 1998 conference where it was

briefly reviewed in light of the philosophical considerations made there, and now here in this paper as well.  Some

additional aspects have been made since the inception of this first schematic.  The five newly conceived areas that

have been added to the original are depicted at the top of the schematic and they are labeled under the title, Applying

Heuristic Strategies of Inquiry.  In addition, a task specification matrix is included as a complementary illustration of

some of the individual and collective processes one may apply in the inquiry process.  These specified forms of

heuristic strategies are found in Schematic II, which is entitled, Using Heuristic Processes of Conceptualization.  It

is hoped that in future SOPHE conferences, the author will be able to elaborate further the various aspects of this

schematic through respective discussions about the philosophical and pedagogical processes ostensibly represented

in these visual illustrations.

This article reflects the author’s working with pre–service (undergraduate) and practicing (graduate) teachers. 

Yet, even though this work and reflection stem from involvement with educational students and practitioners, it is

part of the author's design that pedagogical extension of this work can be made also into other teaching domains,

disciplines of study and levels of learning.  Moreover, certain philosophical tools, herein denoted as heuristic3
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strategies, are introduced to the reader for his or her understanding in their being applied as metacognitive forms, or

vehicles, to use by students and professors while engaging in the inquiry process.  A list of these additional cognitive

elements that have been added to the original schematic here in this paper are shown below for a more complete

contextualization of the strategies being offered for one’s initial consideration.

existential critique

phenomenological depiction (Willis, 1991)

hermeneutical  analysis4

reflective evaluation

anagogical  synaesthesia5 6

These strategies can be instructionally applied to help us deliberate on a more completely intentional basis,

especially in terms of enfolding them into inquiry shaped processes, such as ideation, problem finding, problem

solving and generating sustained study of a research topic, for example.  In this paper, the second heuristic strategy,

labeled phenomenological  depiction, is primarily introduced and discussed. 711

It is the intent, consequently, of this paper to examine, speculatively, meaning making processes and how these

processes may be used also to help inspire students' intrinsic values and motivational levels in their orienting

themselves in the inquiry experience of learning.  The author holds a basic assumption that these intentional and

deliberative tools of thought and feeling can be used to tap into the phenomenon of awareness we all possess.  The

purpose of the paper is thus threefold.  (1) Analyzing, briefly, a working understanding of phenomenology in order

to set the conceptual context for a richer conference theme discussion. (2) Applying phenomenology in several ways

to the presentation topic.  (3) Illuminating the interdisciplinary significance that phenomenological awareness can

give to teachers in their better appreciating the unique subjective phenomena that each individual student brings to

his or her understanding of the world in which we live. 

Initial Steps

For the purpose of this conference presentation, the author’s phenomenological, interpretative orientation

highlights the manner in which inquiry can be seen as part of an evolving form of cherishing (Broudy, 1994), and

celebrating (Eisner, 1988), the way each individual arranges, structures, interprets and constitutes the personal, as

well a professional, worlds in which he or she lives.  Such cherishing aesthetically embraces cognitive and affective

ways of knowing how to be with others.  Pedagogically applying these ways help to establish a classroom

orientation in which students are free to examine the way their experiences and cultural backgrounds shape their

notions of meaning.  It also opens the learning environment into a higher level of inquiry so individuals may better

adapt, interact and communicate within themselves and with one another in more profound levels of dialogue and

other non–verbal forms of communication Green (1995, 1973) and Pinar (1994).  Likewise, Scheffler (1991)

discusses a similar condition, which can be incorporated, if you will,  into the learning environment in his describing

what he refers to as the joy of verification.  Here, scientists receive a supreme satisfaction in working with,

designing, experimenting and overseeing the fruits of their hypotheses, analyses, testing, and conclusions being

verified in, not only the elegance of design emerging from their inquiry, but in the cognitive and emotive satisfaction

that reverberate throughout their study into various phenomena.

Phenomenology places high regard for the role consciousness and essence plays in the development of one’s

thought processes and maturation, particularly in our ability to know, and in our capacity for storing and using not

only factual knowledge, but for the way we embody perception, imagination and memory (Priest, 1998;

Merleau–Ponty, 1976). Reflection upon the nature of mental acts, therefore, has for its subject matter the phenomena

of consciousness.  Prejudice must be set aside, not from only a moral and/or ethical view, but set aside from a

theoretical one so that the mind may be freed to examine upon that which it selects to study.  This bracketing

(Husserl, 1990, 1982) of mental acts is a revelatory way for us to determine the essence of our consciousness.  It is a

way to bridge differences not only between one individual’s sense of being and another’s state of consciousness, but

it links the differences between all of us in an inter–subjective connection (Husserl, 1990, 1982) wherein thought and

awareness reach toward higher senses of, and commitment toward, wisdom, (Lehrer 1996; Shulman, 1987, 1986b;

Jackson, 1992d, 1986; Reinsmith, 1992; Purpel, 1989; Kaplan, 1986/1977) democracy, (Engle & Ochoa, 1988; and

Dewey, 1966/1916) and community. (Lieberman, 1992, p. 11;Witherell & Noddings,  1991 and Etzioni, 1998, 1996,

1995).

This discussion encourages readers to address issues of their teaching and research practice further.  It offers a

conceptual model that is speculatively based upon certain phenomenological tenets that also encourage individual
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participants to discuss their own notions and realizations of classroom realities, particularly in their finding ways to

encourage such a philosophical perspective to occur, or to share instances where such phenomena happened.  As

emergent knowledge, the different experiences and cultural backgrounds of the conference participants are critical to

the shape the discussion ultimately follows, conversation through a phenomenological perspective heightens the

exchange of ideas and information disseminated between presenters and participants alike.

Initial Reflection

It is possible for one to imagine, to presuppose and to make a pairing of teacher–as–artist and artist–as–teacher

(Carreiro, 1991).  In so doing, one attains a higher phenomenological level of creative and critical awareness.  Not

only does the teacher–as–artist critically informs artistic vision and activity, but also the artist–as–teacher role

creatively informs instructional vision and practice.  Further, such vision can incorporate the understanding that

professor and students are in an environment of learning wherein human beings may opt to struggle existentially. 

Such a struggle for personal meaning between self and being (Heidegger, 1996) takes place temporally not only for

those individuals in a particular classroom, but for all of human experience to men and women everywhere.  Yet, in

such communities steeped in the work of learners, scholars, artists and performers, one can view their existential

expressions as melding into recognized articulations of artistic and individual consciousness.  A professor, then, may

use and take advantage of this rich experiential context, thereby inviting and welcoming students into a similarly

structured learning environment (Please refer to Schematics I and II.).  He or she may seize this advantage in such a

way as to have students investigate and study not only what others have expressed, but how one existentially uses

intuition and imagination to grasp and to make sense of what it means to be alive, to learn, to teach, and to just be

alone and/or be with others.  

The professor, like the poet, has access to the power of inviting students into the privileged seat of learning, in

order to engage creatively and critically upon the manner in which one perceives their sense(s) of being in and part

of this world (Bachelard, 1971, 1969; and van Manen, 1984b).  Hence, many poetically attuned opportunities exist

for new learning and for new meaning to emerge, and through which being becomes newly opened (Philipse, 1998;

Heidegger, 1996). When Bachelard (1969) asserts "the poet speaks on the threshold of being," the professor may try

using various conceptual strategies to have students reanimate (Ingarden, 1973) and evoke poetically the same level

of this primacy of experience (Priest, 1998; Merleau–Ponty, 1976.) through their reflecting on the vagaries of their

lived experiences.  A concerted effort of the will can be made by professor and students alike in order to open

themselves to the revelations and pulse of ideation.   Passages of inquiry may be made during the teaching/learning8

process for the purposes of viewing the images of consciousness (Bachelard, 1969) that are being received by

students and professor alike during moments of such ideation.  This ideational exploration is done if only to set aside

the overwhelming mediocrity of the classroom that many still experience, and was so aptly described by Silberman

(1970, p. 10) over thirty years ago.

It is not possible to spend any prolonged period visiting public school classrooms without being appalled by the

mutilation everywhere—mutilation of spontaneity, of the joy of learning, of pleasure in creating, of sense of self.

This ideational awareness and exploration means that one must set aside, or bracket, (Husserl, 1990, 1982)

presuppositions and beliefs and to nurture a genius, or at least a capacity, for wonder and to ignite the interplay of

ideas creatively  (Rapp & Wiehl, 1990; Whitehead 1967/1929 & 1955) in order to focus on human experience and

consciousness of that experiencing.

Transferring Theory into Classroom Experience

A gauntlet is thrown to the ground every time a professor steps into a classroom.  As a matter of fact, such

challenges are encountered everywhere a professor and students meet in order to learn with, and to teach, one

another.  These challenges are implicit in the professor giving her best efforts at creating the finest classroom

experience she is capable of rendering her students, especially in inviting and bringing one’s awareness and

sensitivity of consciousness to the fields of learning wherein possibility and becoming flourish in their potentiality. 

Not only does she challenge herself, but this challenge is thrown by her to the students, equally along with their

throwing her their own respective challenges.  For such challenges to be successfully engaged and realized in a

phenomenological manner, it is important that the professor seeks to create an enjoyable and caring (Noddings,

1992) experience of learning.  Such caring, or optimal experience according to Csikszentmihalyi (1990, 49), has

eight major components as delineated below:

This experience happens when one feels that the job in front of them can be finished.

The individual must have time and circumstances arrayed in such a way that he or she can concentrate on what is
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being done.

This concentration is normally possible because the job being accomplished has clear goals established.

 Again, this concentration is attainable, as above in number three because immediate feedback is given and shared.

One performs this task with a profound yet easy participation in it that gets rid of the stresses and problems of daily

life from one's conscious attention.

One enjoys exercising a feeling of control over what they are doing.

Apprehension about self vanishes.  Ironically however, one's sense of self becomes stronger after the flow

experience is ended.

The feeling of the length of time is altered, such that hours may seem like minutes, and minutes may seem like

hours.

Csikszentmihaly states that when people think about how performing such optimal tasks feels to them, they mention

at least one, if not all, of the eight components listed above.  He also posits that the combination of experiencing all

of them creates a sense of great pleasure and joy that is so satisfying that people believe spending a great deal of

effort is worth the energy given to the task just to be able to experience such enjoyment.

Initial Implications:

With this phenomenological framework in hand, along with the aim of providing an optimal class experience for

students, it is important that the professor structure a learning environment in which intrinsic levels of motivation are

offered to students.  To create an enjoyable experience does not necessarily mean that no rigor is given to the lesson,

but that a climate of trust is established between instructor and students.  The locus of power does not hinge upon the

instructor, but upon the realization of everyone being together on a shared journey of exploration.  With the locus of

power in another more democratic area control, constructive deliberation now may more freely occur between

students and professor.  

Due to the author's background in foundations of education, certain curricular orientations and philosophical

perspectives  inherently arise in his teaching.  These areas can be referred to here as guiding students in the further9

development of their inquiry skills, oral and written expression, and nurturing the manner and quality students make

in finding meaning for themselves on personal and professional levels.  Thus, the curricular content of any

foundations course must link one's teaching with helping students determine where they stand.  Essence of who we

are, why we are here, the nature of our longing for beauty and purpose must be broached.  This exploration is not

meant to pry into private lives.  Instead, it is meant to help people reveal to themselves what they want to do.  By

explicitly knowing what they are passionate about in life, what they want to study can be merged with this passion. 

And, by their so knowing the bases for their desires aims, goals, and objectives, strategies can be formed in order for

them to begin to reach their aims in as resilient a manner as it is possible to achieve. 

The teaching profession is a supremely challenging one that takes an individual's utmost powers of concentration

to task.  When one knows what he or she wants, and when there is a resiliency of character, dedication to

intrinsically held motives and a code of ethics that are clearly formed, an educator can help herself weather a host of

challenges.  But in order for such formulation and purposeful activity to take place, one must examine the very

fundamental and elemental bases and forces that affect our lives individually and collectively.  Such work cannot

simply be done when students enroll in coursework that separates their inner selves from the intellectual discipline

being undertaken.  Learning methodology after methodology, technological skill after technological skill, and

learning theory after theory do not make for coherent and meaningful experiences.  One's professional lot and

personal gain are not really improved only in engaging such lockstep procedures and methods.  Csikszentmihaly

(1990, 44) expresses the above stated sentiment as follows below: 

If we do actually succeed in becoming richer, or more powerful, we believe, at least for a time, that life as a

whole has improved.  But symbols can be deceptive: they have a tendency to distract from the reality they are

supposed to represent.  And the reality is that the quality of life does not depend directly on what others think of

us or on what we own.  The bottom line is, rather, how we feel about ourselves and about what happens to us. 

To improve life one must improve the quality of experience [author's emphasis].

In this regard, and to paraphrase Dewey, education should not be an end unto itself, but education is life itself. 

Phenomenologically applying our conscious deliberation of experiencing life, and, in turn, of life’s experiences to

improving our understanding about what it means to be more reflectively aware of our lives, promises us the ability

to embrace a more deeply attained view.  It is a view that is not only synoptic in its scope, but it is one that is more

attuned to those issues that specifically affect us in our classrooms and in our daily lives.  Perhaps, it helps even
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EXISTENTIAL CRITIQUE
PHENOMENOLOGICAL DEPICTION
HERMENEUTICAL ANALYSIS
REFLECTIVE EVALUATION
ANAGOGICAL SYNAESTHESIA

reveal a more vivid glimpse of the ingredients involved in creating a resource–rich learning environment, but what it

also means to be truly more humanistic in our being with one another and with ourselves in our classroom

environments.

APPLYING HEURISTIC STRATEGIES OF INQUIRY

USING HEURISTIC

PROCESSES OF CONCEPTUALIZATION

articulate
find means set free

explain make comprehensible emphasize

explicate interpret further

interpret permit clarify

elucidate make easy exploration

pathfinding revelatory unmask / unveil

inspiring acquire recognize

to make manifest divulge discover

dialectical cogent analytic

Schematic II: Strategies Promoting Sustained Student Inquiry

ELEMENTS INVOLVED IN RELEASING REVELATORY TEACHING
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1. The term, phenomenology, is a complex one, but it can be fairly stated, in part, that it represents studying, as well

as investigating the development, of human consciousness and self–awareness, especially in their roles as a preface

to, and/or a part of, philosophy.  Also refer to Welton, Donn.  (1999).  The essential Husserl: Basic writings in

transcendental phenomenology.  Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press., for his discussion of Husserl’s work in

phenomenology.

2. The term synoptical is defined (Gove, ) below as follows:[adj. Gk synoptikos, fr. synoptos (verbal of synopsesthai)

+ -ikos –ic, -ical; LL, fr. Gk, general view, estimate, synopsis, fr. synopsesthai to be going to have a general view, be

going to comprehend (fr. syn- + opsesthai to be going to see) + -sis — more at OPTIC]

1 : affording a general view of a whole: <synoptic presentation of a physical theory>, 2 : manifesting or

characterized by comprehensiveness or breadth of view <synoptic genius of Shakespeare>, 3 a : affording,

presenting, or taking the same or common view, b: often cap: of or relating to the first three Gospels of the New

Testament as being distinguished from the fourth by their many agreements in subject, order, and language <the

synoptic Gospels> <synoptic sayings>, 4 : relating to or displaying atmospheric and weather conditions as they exist

simultaneously over a broad area <synoptic study of polar air masses> <synoptic chart>

3. The term heuristic is defined (Flexner, 1987) below.  

[adj. 1815–25; <NL heuristicus, equiv. To Gk heur(iskein) to find out, discover + L – isticus –istic]

1 : serving to indicate or point out; stimulating interest as a means of furthering investigation, 2 : encouraging a

person to learn, discover, understand, or solve problems on his or her own, as by experimenting, evaluating possible

answers or solutions, or by trial and error: a heuristic teaching method, 3 : of, pertaining to, or based on

experimentation, evaluation, or trial–and–error methods, 4 : Computers, Math. —n. pertaining to a trial–and–error

method of problem solving used when an algorithmic approach is impractical, 5 : a heuristic method of argument, 6 :

the study of heuristic procedure

4. According to Audi (1997, pp. 323, 324), the term hermeneutics can be described as the theory and/or art of

interpretation.  It can also be stated that hermeneutics is a type of philosophy beginning with a series of questions

about interpretation.  In its historical maturation, the term acquired a more general meaning, moving from originally

being interpretation applied to sacred writings, to a philosophical understanding in the twentieth–century, which

ENDNOT ES
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arose from German philosophy.  There are two opposing hermeneutical methods that can be briefly described here. 

One methodology views such interpretation from a scientific basis (following Dilthey) when it is used in historical

and human sciences, while the other follows Heidegger.  Heidegger posited hermeneutics as an ontological event,

describing what is being understood historically in an interchange between an interpreter and text.

5. In Webster’s Dictionary (Gove, 1987), the word anagogic is defined as follows, [adj. fr. LL anagoge, fr. LGk

anagoge fr. anagein to spiritualize, fr. Gk., to lead up, bring up, lift up, fr. ana- + -agein to lead, drive — more at

AGENT], 1 : an uplifting of the mind to spiritual things, 2 : literary interpretation that seeks to extract from language a

spiritual signifigance, specif: having a spiritual meaning or a sense referring to the heavenly life <the final or

anagogic meaning that transformed the symbolic object into a spiritual truth — Malcolm Cowley>, 2 a : relating to

or arising from the striving of inner psychic forces toward progressive or lofty ideals <an anagogic image>, b

:relating to the psychotherapeutic interpretation of dreams and with emphasis on anagogic striving <anagogic

methods>

6. Synaesthesia is defined (Gove, 1987) as, [n. NL, fr. syn- + -esthesia, -aesthesia (as in anasthesia, anaesthesia)]: a

concomitant sensation; esp : a subjective sensation or image of as sense (as of a color) other than the one (as of

sound) being stimulated — compare CHROM ESTHESIA, PHONISM , PHOTISM

7. Aoki’s (1988, pp. 8, 9) statement about the integral and authentic essence of an educated individual is what is

foremost in mind here, especially in terms of expressing the heart toward which phenomenological depiction strives:

An educated person, first and foremost, understands that one’s way of knowing, thinking, and doing flow from who

one is.  Such a person knows that an authentic person is more than a mere individual, an island unto himself or

herself, but a being–in–relation with others and hence is, at core, an ethical being. See also the respective work of

Grumet, 1992, 1989; Miller, 1992a, 1992b; Willis, 1991; and van Manen, 1986, 1984a, 1982.

8. Ideation is defined (Gove, 1987) as, [n. –s, L, fr. Gk, fr. idein to see — more at W IT]:  the capacity of the mind to

form or entertain ideas; broadly:  the process of entertaining and relating ideas. Ideate is defined as “to form an

idea : CONCEIVE, PRECONCEIVE, PREFIGURE; usu : to have ideas, thoughts, or impressions of : remember, imagine, or

think of when not in the actual presence of ~ vi 1 : to form an idea  2 : to invent by working through ideas” (Gove,

1987).

9. These perspectives are those advocated by the Council of Learned Societies in Education [CLSE] (1997), and they

are identified as being interpretive, normative and critical perspectives.
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A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF WORK AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO

STUDENT VIOLENCE

Dana Cesar

University of Oklahoma

Many theorists indicate that isolation permeates the school at every level.  The physical arrangements of

classrooms and school buildings isolate students from students; teachers from teachers.  (1993, Glickman) The

interpersonal and professional social structures promote impersonal relationships, further alienating students,

teachers, administrators, and parents. (1988, Calabrese and Fisher)   The dissection of facts away from applications

to life renders schoolwork isolated from the larger cultural context and from ethical and moral considerations. 

Studies have indicated that as a result of isolating environs, students are experiencing their work at school as

pointless and are essentially working for extrinsic motivations such as grades. According to these studies, students

maintain a sense of powerlessness at school and feel their attempts to find belonging within the system to be

continually thwarted.  They hold the belief the one must sometimes "do things that aren't right in order to get ahead"

in the world.  Lacking in opportunities for self-actualization and self-expression, students become self-isolated or

self-estranged.  (1979, Kanungo; 1977, Blumenkrantz and Tapp) It is suggested here that these feelings of

pointlessness, powerlessness, alienation and estrangement which originate from isolating environs within the school

could be one possible contributor to student violence and a variety of lesser evils such as truancy, vandalism, drug

use, gang activity, teen pregnancy, and apathy in the classroom.

It is the particular issue of student violence that has riveted the attention of virtually everyone even remotely

associated with schools.  Parents, students and teachers have been given a red flag, a heads-up that something has

gone awry in the system.  School officials, having been informed by the courts to make schools safe or be liable for

the losses of victims, are anxious to implement policy.  Legislatures are scrambling to enact laws designed to protect

students at school.  Universities are clambering to conduct studies of the effectiveness of violence prevention

programs.  Yet many of the ways that we are thinking about "preventing" violence at school in fact merely represent

policing efforts designed to minimize the effects of violence.  Most efforts do not address the core sources of

violence - namely, dissociation and alienation.  

Maria Montessori and John Dewey could not have fathomed the complex social issues that we are confronted

with today.  Yet the observations they made nearly a century ago pinpoint what has precisely gone awry in our

current system.  The problems they identified with schooling and their subsequent prescriptions are so core to our

contemporary dilemmas as to be prophetic. They noted the ways in which the spirit of the child was systematically

dismantled through practices that are in fact perpetuated into contemporary American culture.  They also noted that

such practices could only result in deviations, the scope, depth and possibilities of which we are only beginning to

realize.   While Dewey and Montessori did not share a common language or terminology, the content of their

message came to us as if in stereo from opposite sides of the Atlantic.  They believed that the mechanized,

physically and socially isolating nature of education made it very difficult for students to discover meaningful work. 

They believed this failure to express hope through work thereby perpetuated a profound sense of isolation among

individuals. Dewey and Montessori recognized the social implications for not providing true work for students. 

Dewey wrote:

The spontaneous power of the child, his demand for self-expression, cannot by any possibility be suppressed.  If

the external conditions are such that the child cannot put his spontaneous activity into the work to be done, if he

finds that he cannot express himself in that, he learns in a most miraculous way the exact amount of attention that

has to be given to this external material to satisfy the requirements of the teacher, while saving up the rest of his

mental powers for following out lines of imagery that appeal to him …there is a question of moral import

involved in the formation of the habits of internal inattention. (1973, McDermott, ed, 477)

We have recently observed in violent student perpetrators the way that they "miraculously" saved up their mental

powers.  Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, for example, were both described as bright and promising.  Perhaps it can

be said that the moral importance of the formation of their habits was illuminated for us that day in April when they

cleverly planned to annihilate their community.  Montessori, too, explored the social importance of authentic work

for individual students.  She wrote,

A man builds himself through working.  There can be no substitute for work, neither affection nor physical well
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being can replace it.  And on the other hand, if this instinct to work becomes diverted, there is not remedy for it

either in the example of others or in punishments.  (1966, Montessori, 185) 

In contemporary society we have observed how little threats of punishment can affect perpetrators.  Gun laws do

not deter offenders.  Montessori found in her studies that neither rewards nor punishments enable the child to

self-actualize.  In fact, punishments and rewards can greatly hinder the development of the personality.  She believed

it is strictly through the work itself that students could form their personalities and not only become integrated into

the community but also contribute to the proper evolution of humanity.  Regarding the profound importance of

meaningful, connected work Montessori goes on to say:

A man builds himself by carrying out manual labor in which he uses his hands as the instruments of his

personality and as an expression of his intellect and will, helping him to dominate his environment.  A child's

instinct for work is a proof that work is instinctive to man and characteristic of the species.  Why then has work

which should be a source of great satisfaction and principle of health and regeneration (as it is for children), been

rejected by adults who simply regard it as a harsh necessity?  It may be due to the fact that society has lost the

proper motives for work.  The profound instinct for work remains hidden within man as a recessive trait: it has

been deviated by a desire for possessions for power, and by apathy and attachment.  Amid such conditions work

depends solely on external circumstances or is occasioned by the mutual struggles of deviated men.  It becomes

forced labor which in turn gives rise to powerful psychic barriers.  And this is why work seems hard and

repugnant.  But when because of favorable circumstances work flows naturally from an inner impulse, it assumes

an entirely different character, even in adults.  When this happens, work becomes fascinating and irresistible and

raises a man above his diverted self . . . It is the source of true progress in civilization, for men have a natural

instinct for work and it is throng work that their environment is perfected.  Work is characteristic of men, and

progress in civilization is directly linked with their manifold ability to create an environment that will make life

more easy and comfortable. (1966, Montessori, 185)

Consequently, when allowed to self-construct in a prepared environment of freedom within limits, they observed

a phenomenon closely related to self-discipline. Montessori called this phenomenon "normalization" and believed

the identification of normalization to be the single most important result of her work.  By definition, a normalized

individual does not sit passively immobile in learning.  A normalized child is a student who, by following an inner

guide, stays purposefully busy with an individualized task which gives them serenity and satisfaction, a byproduct of

which is discipline. In order to further define normalization she contrasted the characteristics of a normalized child -

those of concentration, purposeful work, order, self-discipline and sociability - with those characteristics of a non

normalized child - those of caprice, disorder, timidity, over reliance on the adult and apathy. (1967, Montessori, 202)

A normalized child might be defined in Deweyan terms as an individual who has achieved such a state of freedom of

mind that (s)he has "mental power capable of independent exercise, emancipated from the leading strings of others."

(1910, Dewey, 64)  Although Dewey had no name for the phenomena of normalization he noted what such a

characteristic might look like in the classroom.  He wrote:

The difference that appears when occupations are made the articulating centers of school life is not easy to

describe in words; it is a difference of motive, of spirit and atmosphere.  As one enters a busy kitchen in which a

group of children are actively engaged in the preparation of food, the psychological difference the change from

more or less passive and inert recipiency to one of buoyant, outgoing energy, is so obvious as to strike one in the

face. (1900, Dewey, 15)

Montessori also described the manifestation of such phenomena.  She wrote:

The first dawning of real discipline comes through work.  At a given moment it happens that a child becomes

keenly interested in a piece of work, showing it by the expression of his face, by his intense attention, by his

perseverance in the same exercise.  That child has set foot upon the road to discipline (1964, Montessori, 350)

Montessori believed that when a child, through repetitive exercise, mastered a given concept (s)he  emerged with

a satisfied breath, rested and filled with joy and ready to bring that knowledge into the community for the benefit of

all.  She believed that in this way students achieved a point of consciousness that rendered them normalized.  It was

at this point that she believed the child embarked on integration into the community.  She wrote:

If man is dependent upon other men, he is at least the master of his own existence and able to direct and dispose

of it as he pleases.  He is not immediately subject to the vicissitudes of nature.  He is isolated from them and

depends exclusively upon human vicissitudes, and his whole life will be in danger if the personalities of those

about him have been warped.  The intimate connection between work and the attainment of normality is the best
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proof of the fact that a man has a natural instinct for work.  Nature urges him on to build something by himself

that will be an expression of his own existence and further the ends of creation itself. (1966, Montessori, 187)

Montessori and Dewey recognized that through authentic work, as opposed to menial jobs, individuals could

become normalized. Yet they also recognized that this could occur within entire communities and societies through

the same process.  Dewey suggested this phenomenon manifested through "active occupations" when he wrote:

It is only when a narrow and fixed image of traditional school discipline dominates that one is in danger of

overlooking that deeper and infinitely wider discipline that comes from having a part to do in constructive work,

in contributing to a result which, social in spirit is none the less obvious and tangible in form--and hence in a

form with reference to which responsibility may be exacted and accurate judgment passed.  The great thing to

keep in mind, then, regarding the introduction into the school of various forms of active occupations is that

through them the entire spirit of the school is renewed (1990, Dewey, 17)…When the school introduces and

trains each child of society into membership within such a little community, saturating him with the spirit of

service and providing him with the instruments of effective self-direction, we shall have the deepest and best

guarantee of a larger society which is worthy, lovely and harmonious.  (1990, Dewey, 29)

Obviously, Montessori and Dewey believed work to be one of the more vital means in education.  "Work"

however had an especial definition for Dewey and Montessori.  They were very careful to delineate between work

for the adult and work for the child, for these were two very different domains which involve separate goals. 

Montessori, in particular, defined the work of the adult as manipulating the environment; that of producing as much

as possible with the least effort; that of categorizing, organizing, making checklists and designating.  Contrarily, the

work of the child is nothing less than the formation of the man.  She wrote:

A child is also a worker and producer.  Although he cannot share in the work of adults, he has its own difficult

and important task to perform, that of producing a man . . . it is solely from a child that a man is formed.  An

adult cannot take part in this labor.  An adult is more definitely excluded from a child's world than the child

himself is from the transcendent social world of the adult . . . a child's labor is far different from and, we might

say, even opposed to that of an adult.  It is an unconscious labor brought about by a spiritual energy in the

process of developing. . . . We can thus constantly repeat, "the child is the father of the man."  All the powers of

the adult flow from the potentialities which the child has of fulfilling the secret mission entrusted to him.  What

makes a child a real worker is the fact that he does not develop into a man simply by rest and reflection.  Rather

he is engaged in active work.  He creates by constant labor, and we must remember that for this labor he uses the

same external environment which the adult uses and transforms.  A child grows through exercise.  (1966,

Montessori, 193-194)

The child works for the sake of working.  (S)he does not follow the law of minimum effort and wishes not to be

spared the burden of creating himself.  Because the adult works primarily for extrinsic motivations and the child for

the sake of working, they are often at odds with one another.  Montessori likened this conflict to a war and believed

that this struggle found its expression in education.  She wrote: 

Subjected to the usual education, the child has had not only to withdraw into himself, but to dissimulate his

powers in order to adapt himself to the judgment of the adult who lorded it over him.  And so the child performed

the cruel task first of hiding his real self, then of forgetting it, of burying in his subconsciousness a wealth of

expanding life whose aspirations were frustrated.  Then bearing this hidden burden, he encountered the errors

current in the world. . . . the unsatisfied needs of the child leave their mark in the adult in whom they come out as

inhibitions preventing his intellectual development, as deviations of moral character, as innumerable psychical

anomalies which make the personality weak and uncertain  (193-, Montessori, 14-15)  

Montessori drew the analogy of the war between the adult and the child to the supreme victor and the

vanquished.  She believed that while the victory may mark the end of the fighting, it is the consequent adaptation of

the vanquished that marks the true moral tragedy of such a war.   For:

When the independent life of the child is not recognized with its own characteristics and its own ends, when the

adult man interprets these characteristics and ends . . . as being errors in the child which he must make speed to

correct, there arises between the strong the weak a struggle which is fatal to mankind.  For it is verily upon the

perfect and tranquil spiritual life of the child that depend the health or sickness of the soul, the strength or

weakness of the character, the clearness or obscurity of the intellect.  And if, during the delicate and precious

period of childhood, a sacrilegious form of servitude has been inflicted upon the children, it will no longer be

possible for men successfully to accomplish great deeds.  (193-, Montessori, 13)
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This is how deviations in the way of violence, in all its shades of gray, are developed within individual students. 

Well-meaning adults, for a variety of reasons, deny children the vital work that is not only desired but required for

the self-construction of man.  Violence at school is the result of what can happen when work is denied, when the

vanquished have been forced to adapt to methodologies of adults.  Dewey and Montessori made two remarks that are

seemingly disconnected but which in fact serve as illuminating reminders of the sources of violence in schools. 

Specifically, Montessori stated that the hand is the tool for the mind.  Dewey stated that students can, in fact, be

miseducated.  When we think about the reflection, via heinous acts, of the contents of the mind we see the results of

how students are being miseducated.  Only in earnest consideration of the implications of these statements can we

examine and remedy the way that schools promote isolation and alienation.  

Studies have indicated that human behavior is purposeful and has directionality.  (1979, Kanungo)  Taking this

premise as fact, I suggest that student violence is essentially a protestation of that which dehumanizes the protester. 

"When children, because of their nature, cannot adapt to brutalization of the spirit via isolating environs and empty

tasks, they lash out.  If behavior, as suggested, is directed then it is no accident that it is within the schools that

students choose to act out their aggressions.  Violence at school is a purposive, even if unconscious effort on the part

of perpetrators to pierce the heart of the beast that swallows them." (1999, Cesar, at press)
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INTRODUCTION

Work related to teacher effectiveness has been a major interest for the faculty and staff of Western Oregon

University since the early 1970s. It has taken the form of professional writing, providing support and consultant

services for regional projects such as the Valley Education Consortium, contracts and individual projects for the

Oregon Department of Education, Teacher Education program development, and an ongoing interest in research on

teacher effectiveness. In 1988, these activities became more focused toward the improvement of teaching with the

formal initiation of the Teacher Effectiveness Project which for the first seven years was funded internally as a

university project.

In 1995, the project had attracted sufficient attention to receive outside funding and began to function with an

increased degree of national visibility. A specific effort was made to attract individuals, groups and agencies across

the country interested in teacher effectiveness to participate in the exchange of information. In addition to its

ongoing program of research, the project volunteered to act as a clearinghouse for the collection and dissemination

of this information and to sponsor an annual conference which would serve as a national forum for the discussion of

teacher effectiveness. As a part of this total effort, the Teacher Effectiveness Project (TEP) at Western Oregon

University began the publication of a newsletter entitled the "TEP Review." The Spring, 1988, edition included the

following statement which served as the primary motivation for the development of this paper. The statement, which

was made in reference to a series of monographs being developed as a part of the project, speaks about a paradigm

shift already underway in education.

"In preparing the monograph series the view has been taken that thinking about teaching and learning from a

standards-based perspective requires that we change fundamentally the way we have known and thought about

schooling for more than one-hundred years. The view has also been taken that this "paradigm shift" will require

no less than a transformation of culture, and as yet no one knows with certainty what this transformation

needs to be or how it can be brought about. The purpose of the monograph series is to make an initial contribution

to all these matters." (my emphasis)

Analysis of the Question

The question being raised has, at least, two parts. First, "thinking about teaching and learning from a standards-

based perspective will require a fundamental change in the way Americans have known and thought about schooling

for more than 100 years." Second, "that this "fundamental change" which is characterized as a "paradigm shift" will

require no less than a transformation of culture." 

The first part of the question takes the position that a standards-based perspective is fundamentally different from

the way Americans have thought about teaching, learning and the schooling of children. American education has

undergone extensive change within the past 100 years from a basically rural education system to a predominately

metropolitan system; from one-room schools built by parents and local citizens from local resources to multimillion-

dollar, temperature-controlled structures housing hundreds, if not thousands of students; and, from McGuffey

Readers to a complex, multifaceted curriculum offering vocational, technical and academic options. So, it is evident

that this question does not relate to the absence of change in American education, but rather to the fact that change

has not occurred in how Americans think about teaching, learning and schooling in relation to standards, as defined

in a standards-based system of education. This issue will be subjected to some analysis through the presentation of

three different models for standards-based schools. 

The second part of the question takes the position that the "paradigm shift" included within the standards-based

perspective on schooling, teaching and learning will require "no less than a transformation of culture." The inclusion

of the cultural element is important because culture encompasses a broader conceptual framework than any singular

definition of educational reform such as standards-based schools. Further, the conceptual framework which defines

culture extends well beyond the bounds and/or control of any group or body which is traditionally authorized to

formulate a school policy and/or implement educational reform. The notion that an element of school reform such as

standards-based schools will require a transformation of culture merits additional review (1) because it implies that
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educational reform can influence major cultural change, and (2) because this particular "transformation of culture"

appears to have been stipulated as a condition for the successful implementation of the Standards-Based School

Model.

It was interesting to note that every variation of the definition of the term "transform" includes the term "change"

which implies that it would be difficult, if not impossible, to "transform" anything without involving some form of

change. As a result, it would appear that the terms transform and change should be used almost interchangeably. It is

also significant that the question under study specifically addresses transformations of culture when it could have

simply focused on the number, kind or degree of change which might be expected in a move from a norm-based

model to a standards-based model of schooling. A study such as this would have produced an impressive array of

changes in itself. Between 1991 and 1993 an in-depth study was made of the school reform legislation passed in

1989 by the Oregon Legislature which essentially "prescribes," by law, Oregon's Schools for the 21st Century. The

study revealed that the provisions of the bill include more than 80 major paradigm shifts in the work to be performed

by teachers. So, in this context, a significant array of changes have already been documented and while the question

under consideration here will involve change, it is not seeking merely to identify or count the "changes" which are

anticipated in moving from one school model to another. It seeks to address a more fundamental question, "How and

to what degree must the entire "culture" of schools be transformed for this reform effort to be successful?" This is

different from asking, "How many or what kinds of changes will schools experience as a result of moving into a

Standards-Based model of schooling?" 

Definition of Culture

As a point of departure, it will be important to review how culture has been defined in the broader sense of its

use intellectually. Initially, a culture of any magnitude or complexity cannot be considered as a single monolithic

unit. It is composed of a number of subcultures, some of which exist and function as a direct part of the activities of

the school such as the kind and degree of professional support for the teaching/learning process, forms and format

for professional interaction at all levels, student interaction at all levels, etc. Other subcultures within the broader

community setting will function for the most part in a manner independent of the daily activities of the school

culture but will have an important influence on the organization and functioning of the school such as parent/teacher

organizations, community groups, religious organizations, service organizations, etc. Each of these subcultures will

manifest differences in status, roles, and values. They will interact to varying degrees, influence each other and the

larger overall culture, of which they are a part, but they will each continue to have distinguishing characteristics of

their own. 

The general literary use of the term culture includes definitions which relate to a wide variety of functions,

including "the cultivation of soil," the raising or development of some plant or animal, or more specifically to a

growth of bacteria in a specially prepared nourishing substance such as a culture medium. But then it moves on to

identify culture with "improvement or development by study or training," the training and refining of the

mind, manners, taste, etc., or the result of this and the concepts, skills, arts, institutions, etc., of a given people

in a given period; civilization. (my emphasis) (Webster's New World Dictionary.) Runes, Dictionary of Philosophy

defines culture as the intrinsic value of society; the means, i.e., the tools, customs and institutions, of social

groups; or the employment of such means. (my emphasis) 

Clyde Kluckhohn produced the classic work for explaining culture to the layman in Mirror for Man. He stated

that, 

By "culture" anthropology means the total life way of a people, the social legacy the individual acquires

from his group. Or culture can be regarded as that part of the environment that is the creation of man.

(Kluckhohn, p. 17) "Culture is a way of thinking, feeling, believing. It is the group's knowledge stored up (in

memories of men; in books and objects) for future use ... It has been customary in lists of "culture traits" to

include such things as watches or law books ... (but) we must remember that they, in themselves, are nothing but

metals, paper and ink. What is more important is that some men know how to make them, others set value

on them, are unhappy without them, direct their activities in relation to them, or disregard them." (Ibid., p.

23)

He openly described culture as an abstraction, a theory, but quickly observed that "if a theory is not contradicted

by any relevant fact and if it helps us to understand a mass of otherwise chaotic facts, it is useful." (Ibid., p 23. ) He

went on to note that while culture is a convenient abstraction, it is not a disembodied force, it is created and

transmitted by people. He used the example that gravity is also an abstraction in the sense that one never sees
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gravity, but they are able to observe bodies falling in regular ways. In the same sense, one never sees culture, but

what is seen are regularities in the behavior or artifacts of a group that has adhered to a common tradition. (Ibid., p.

22.) Kluckhohn felt that the essence of the cultural process is selectivity but not through a directly conscious or

rational process. He depicted cultures as growing like "Topsy." However, once a way of handling a situation

becomes institutionalized there is generally great resistance to change or deviation. He observed that, "No person is

emotionally indifferent to his culture. Certain cultural premises may become totally out of accord with a new factual

situation. Leaders may recognize this and reject the old ways in theory. Yet their emotional loyalty continues in the

face of reason because of the intimate conditioning of early childhood. (Ibid., p. 26.) The point being that culture is

learned and is strongly habitual in nature. He elaborated on this point by observing, "A rabbit starts life with some

innate responses. He can learn from his own experience and perhaps from observing other rabbits. A human infant is

born with fewer instincts and greater plasticity. His main task is to learn the answers that persons he will never see,

persons long dead, have worked out. Once he has learned the formulas supplied by the culture of his group, most of

his behavior becomes almost as automatic and unthinking as if it were instinctive." (Ibid., p. 24.)

He continued his example by observing that there is a good deal of intelligence behind the making of a radio, but

not much is required to turn it on. Kluckhohn made a clear distinction between the terms culture and society in the

following manner,

"Since culture is an abstraction, it is important not to confuse culture with society. A "society" refers to a group

of people who interact with each other more than they do with other individuals---who cooperate with

each other for the attainment of certain ends. You can see and indeed count the individuals who make up a

society. A "culture" refers to the distinctive way of life of such a group of people. Not all social events are

culturally patterned. New types of circumstances arise for which no cultural solutions have as yet been devised."

(Ibid., p. 24)"To the anthropologists, however, to be human is to be cultured ... The general abstract notion

serves to remind us that we cannot explain acts solely in terms of the biological properties of the people

concerned, their individual past experience, and the immediate situation. The past experience of other men in the

form of culture enters into almost every event. Each specific culture constitutes a kind of blueprint for all of

life's activities." (Ibid., pp. 17-18.) 

 Kluckhohn specifically described culture as a set of techniques which humans use to adjust both to the external

environment and to other humans but he did indicate that cultures create problems as well as solve them. In short,

cultures produce needs as well as provide a means of fulfilling them. For example, if the lore of a people states that

frogs are dangerous, or that it is not safe to go about at night because of witches or ghosts, threats are created which,

in actuality, cannot be verified by fact in the external world but which become a reality for that particular culture.

Further, there exists within every group culturally defined, acquired drives that may be more powerful in ordinary

life than the biologically inborn drives for food and security. They might be manifested in such forms as "success at

any price," or the sacrifice of one's life for a cause such as flag or country, or dedicated service to a religious figure

such as the emperor.

In the Aims of Education, Alfred North Whitehead defined culture as, “an activity of thought and receptiveness to

beauty and humane feeling. Scraps of information have nothing to do with it. A merely well-informed man is the

most useless bore on God's earth. What we should aim at producing is men who possess both culture and expert

knowledge in some special direction. Their expert knowledge will give them the ground to start from, and their

culture will lead them as deep as philosophy and as high as art." (Whitehead, p. 13) Jack Lindsay, in his classic

work, A Short History of Culture, sought to identify culture mainly through the various forms of self-expression

which each civilization manifests in the arts, literature, science and philosophy. He recognized that the methodology

of the anthropologist cannot but intrude on a treatment of culture, since one is largely dealing with ritual-forms, but

he also went on to observe that at least a rough framework of history is needed to render cultural changes

intelligible. (Lindsay, p. ix)

Brameld referred to culture as civilization "to achieve or impart refined manners, urbanization, and

improvement." He defined enculturation as "the cultural process that occurs through transmitting or socializing"

skills, habits, and attitudes by means of formal and, especially informal teaching and learning." (Brameld, p. 19.)

Brameld did note that, “ ... some authorities perceive enculturation as much more than a transmission process,

for them, teaching-learning may provide room for modifying or even transforming skills, habits, and attitudes

in the direction of goals." (Ibid. p.20) (my emphasis) 

Leslie A. White in The Science of Culture: A Study of Man and Civilization, stated,
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"Culture became differentiated as soon as it appeared. Ever since the earliest days of human history local groups

of people have been distinguished from one another by differences in speech, custom, belief, and costume, in so

far as any was worn. We may believe, also, that man has always been aware of those differences that set his own

group apart from others. Thus we might say that, in a sense, mankind has always been culture conscious ... With

the advance of science, however, came a recognition of culture as a distinct class of events, as a distinct order of

phenomena. It was seen that culture is not merely a reflex response to habitat, nor a simple and direct

manifestation of "human nature." It came to be realized that culture is a continuum, a stream of events, that flows

freely down through time from one generation to another and laterally from one race or habitat to another. One

came eventually to understand that the determinants of culture lay within the stream of culture itself'; that a

language, custom, belief, tool or ceremony, is the product of antecedent and concomitant cultural elements and

processes. In short, it was discovered that culture may be considered from the standpoint of scientific analysis

and interpretation, as a thing sui generis, as a class of events and processes that behaves in terms of its own

principles and laws and which consequently can be explained only in terms of its own elements and

processes. Culture may thus be considered as a self-contained, self-determined process, one that can be

explained only in terms of itself." (White, p. xvii-xviii) (my emphasis) 

White continued by observing, 

"In July, 1939, a celebration was held at Leland Stanford University to commemorate the hundredth anniversary

of the discovery that the cell is the basic unit of all living tissue. Today we are beginning to realize and to

appreciate the fact that the symbol is the basic unit of all human behavior and civilization. (White, p. 22.)

(my emphasis)

This latter comment by White is important to this discussion because formal education if the means by which

members of society learn to associate meaning with symbols.

It was also clear that all aspects of culture are not a matter of taste. There are also issues of power and authority

which have an important influence on behavior within the culture of the school. George F. Kneller, in his

introduction to educational anthropology, cited the work of Emile Durkheim as the originator of the superorganic

view of culture which consists of, 

“social facts” and “collective representations,” which are ways of thinking, acting, and feeling independent of

and external to the individual. “These ways of behaving exercise a power of coercion over the individual, in

that he is penalized, either legally or morally, for not abiding by them." (Kneller, p.18) (my emphasis)

Few people wrote more eloquently on the subject of the school as a social institution than John Dewey. He, in

fact, developed the logic which serves as the link between the American public school and society. John L. Childs

did a particularly good job of describing this aspect of Dewey's philosophy.

"Although Dr. Dewey's philosophy of education is consistently naturalistic, it is most widely known for its

emphasis on the social. Many consider Dr. Dewey's social interpretation of education his most distinctive

contribution to educational theory. This suggests that a thorough-going naturalistic point of view is wholly

compatible with high regard for the distinctively human, or social. Indeed, Dr. Dewey's emphasis on the social is

the correlative of his emphasis on the natural. His experimental naturalism requires, on the one hand, that he

accept without reservation the principle of continuity between man and the rest of nature. It demands, on the

other hand, that he also recognize "the extraordinary differences that mark off the activities and the achievements

of human beings from those of other biological forms." These "extraordinary differences" can be explained

naturalistically only as consideration is given to the new properties behavior acquires at the social level. The

social, according to Dr. Dewey, provides the natural bridge from behavior that is organic to behavior that is

distinctively human. We can better appreciate the significance of his social theory of education when we view it

as the natural out-growth of the empirical view of man and nature which has already been outlined." (Schilpp, p.

435)

"First, he holds that education should be considered social because meanings are properties of a kind of behavior

which appears only in a society in which language has made deliberate communication possible. This process of

communication transformed the natural environment into a cultural environment and in so doing "created the

realm of meanings." Meanings, therefore, are not mysterious intrusions in the natural order of events, they are

not impotent, or illusory, and they do not denote an immutable, ideal structure, or grammar of existence

subsisting apart from human discourse and those group activities which have reconstituted the natural

environment for purposes of human control, use, and enjoyment. Meanings, on the contrary, emerge from within
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those cooperative human activities which culminate in consciousness of self and in significant communication."

(Ibid., p. 436)

"Secondly, Dr. Dewey contends that education should be viewed as a social process, because it is by

participation in the activities and meanings of society that the child learns the behaviors which are characteristic

of person-hood. The infant at birth is not a mind, nor would it achieve mind in any significant sense apart from

its nurture by a cultural environment ... A cultural environment contains "charged stimuli" not merely because it

is an environment of persons, but also because it is no longer an environment of bare physical things. By

participating in the activities of their group, children early learn to respond to things in terms of their connections

with other events, in terms of their roles as human means, and in terms of their potential consequences for human

life. Meanings thus become part of the very essence of things for the young and operate as directing factors in

their experience. Because he grows up in a society "the occasions in which a human being responds to things as

merely physical in purely physical ways are comparatively rare." The aim of education should be to help the

child act as a member of a group, and to be aware of the meanings inherent in his action." (Ibid., p. 437)

Dewey's pedagogic creed also provides some important insights into his views on society and education.

"I believe that all education proceeds by the participation of the individual in the social consciousness of the race.

This process begins unconsciously almost at birth, and is continually shaping the individual's powers, saturating

his consciousness, forming his habits, training his ideas, and arousing his feelings and emotions. Through this

unconscious education the individual gradually comes to share in the intellectual and moral resources which

humanity has succeeded in getting together. He becomes an inheritor of the funded capital of civilization ... I

believe that the only true education comes through the stimulation of the child's powers by the demands of the

social situations in which he finds himself. Through these demands he is stimulated to act as a member of a

unity, to emerge from his original narrowness of action and feeling and to conceive of himself from the

standpoint of the welfare of the group to which he belongs. Through the responses which others make to his own

activities he comes to know what these mean in social terms. The value which they have is reflected back into

them.” (Dworkin, pp. 19-20)

Dewey was clearly more interested in describing the social nature of man than he was in defining culture but as

Childs indicated, his social interpretation of education was his most distinctive contribution to educational theory

because it served to force a discussion of education which went beyond the acquisition of subject matter, student

discipline and teaching methodology. Bertrand Russell took a similar position in his assessment of the significance

of Dewey's work. Of more importance to this paper is the fact that until Dewey's social interpretation of education

emerged the concept of culture would not have held any particular significance to the study of education.

Summary Characteristics 

In summary, the following characteristics should be considered when discussing culture:

1. it is an abstraction, a theory, which can be useful in understanding human behavior if not contradicted by relevant

fact;

2. the essence of the cultural process is selectivity but not through a directly rational or conscious process;

3. cultural behavior is characteristically habitual in nature---acquired primarily through intimate conditioning during

early childhood; 

4. it is the total life way of a people, the social legacy the individual acquires from his group;

5. it is a group's way of thinking, feeling, believing---a group's knowledge stored up for future use;

6. it refers to a distinctive way of life of a group of people and should not be confused with "society"which is a more

limited term used to describe group membership and/or patterns of group interaction; 

7. it may be regarded as that part of the environment that is the creation of man;

8. it represents the intrinsic value of society;

9. it includes the training and refining of the mind, manners, taste (or the result of this);

10. it includes the concepts, skills, arts, institutions, etc. of a given people in a given period; (civilization);

11. it is related to improvement or development by study or training;

12. it is the means, i.e., the tools, customs and institutions, of social groups; or the employment of such means;

13. it is an activity of thought and receptiveness to beauty and humane feelings which can lead people as deep as

philosophy and as high as art;

14. it is self-expression manifested in the form of the arts, literature, science, and philosophy;

15. to have meaning it must be referenced, contextually, within a rough framework of history;
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16. it is a civilizing process designed to achieve or impart refined manners, urbanization, and improvement;

17. it is a process of transmitting or "socializing" skills, habits, and attitudes by means of formal, and especially

informal teaching and learning;

18. it is something more than a transmission process, because the teaching-learning process involved in "the

transmission of culture" may provide room for modifying or even transforming skills, habits, and attitudes in the

direction of goals'

19. it is highly variable, but once established it offers strong resistance to change;

20. it exists in the form of a continuum, a stream of events that flows freely down through time from one generation

to another and laterally from one race or habitat to another;

21. it is a class of events and processes that behaves in terms of its own principles and laws and which consequently

can be explained only in terms of its own elements and processes;

22. it is organized around the basic unit of all human behavior: the symbol; 23. it consists of social facts, and

collective representations which can exercise a power of coercion over the individual, in that he is penalized, either

legally or morally, for not abiding by them;

24. it consists of charged stimuli which serve as the criteria for choice in human interaction;

25. it defines the "extraordinary differences that mark off the activities and the achievements of human beings from

those of other biological forms”; and,

26. it is that part of the environment that is the creation of man.

Even a cursory review of these characteristics indicates that any discussion of "cultural transformation" must

include more than the number, kind or degree of change involved. Differentiation will also have to be made between

"culture"as the content of an educational curriculum, i.e., teaching children about the concepts, skills, arts,

institutions of our nation, and the "culture of the school," which encompasses differentiations in status, roles, rituals,

and values, within the school itself. The question under review here will be confined to the "culture of the school" as

a functional part of the larger American culture, and will make no attempt to address "culture" as a subject of

curriculum content. 

Some Characteristics of Standards-Based Schools

The Tucker/Codding M odel

Many of the concepts included within the Standards-Based Model originated through the work of the Carnegie

Commission Task Forces which were formed to study American schools shortly after the publication of "A Nation

At Risk." Marc Tucker was the primary author of the 1986 Carnegie report, A Nation Prepared, and along with Judy

Codding, coauthored the book, Standards for Our Schools: How to Set Them, Measure Them and Reach Them. The

following are characteristics of standards-based schools listed in the work by Tucker and Codding.

1. Standards-Based Schools will have clearly stated Performance Standards, which will serve as a target for

everyone.

The standards will be usable by the student.

The student will know:

a. the topics to be mastered, 

b. the knowledge to be gained; and,

c. the kind of work he or she has to produce to satisfy those performance standards;

The standards will be usable by the teacher.

The teacher will know:

a. topics they have to teach;

b. what students need to know; and,

c. what kind of work students have to do to meet the standards (Tucker, p.44)

2. Standards-Based Schools will not practice social promotion. The basic standard for student performance is set

by the Certificate of Initial Mastery (CIM). The student will either earn it or not. It will be possible to issue a

certificate of attendance to a student who has not completed the standards of CIM but not a "diploma."

3. In terms of performance, the student must:

a. have knowledge of core subjects;

b. learn core concepts; and,

c. demonstrate the knowledge and ability to apply core concepts to real-world problems. (Ibid., p.45) 

4. The new Standards for Performance Standards, requires that standards must:
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a. have broad teacher and public support;

b. be competitive with what other developed countries require, and,

c. be as universal as possible. (Ibid., p. 45)

5. The Standards for Standards-Based Schools must be globally competitive and they must be set outside the

school. Tucker and Codding observed that even the standards developed by the states and disciplinary groups since

the movement toward higher standards began are not globally competitive. (Ibid., p.59)

6. The Standards for Standards-Based Schools must have matching assessments or they represent little more than

window dressing.

In terms of curricular content, Tucker and Codding speculated that "two great streams of American curricular

thought---the academic and the vocational" should be welded together into one idea that represents the triumph of

neither over the other but rather the best of both. (Ibid, p. 58) They also recognized that in a democratic society, the

public is the final arbiter in the choice of school objectives, regardless of the school model in use at a particular time.

(Ibid. p. 58.)

The Schalock, Tell, and Smith Model

The basic characteristics of the State of Oregon Model of Standards-Based Schools were also drawn from the

work of the Carnegie Commission. Vera Katz, while serving as the Speaker of the Oregon House of Representatives,

was appointed to serve as a lay member of the Carnegie Commission Task Force which developed the concept of a

standards-based school. Upon completion of the project, she brought the concepts developed by the Task Force back

to Oregon and had them written into a state school reform bill labeled, "Oregon Schools for the 21st Century." No

professional educator, at any level, in the State of Oregon was consulted or allowed to participate in the writing of

the provisions of this bill. However, the changes included within the bill were so extensive that it was necessary to

develop a separate set of literature to interpret the provisions of the bill for parents and the professional education

community. This work was initiated through a small grant from the Oregon University System 1991-93, and has

been continued through the work of the Teacher Effectiveness Project, the Center for Teaching and Learning, and

the Teacher Education faculty of Western Oregon University. Schalock, Tell and Smith, in their work entitled,

Foundation Monograph I, "Teaching and Learning in Standards-Based Schools," were particularly concerned with

some of the legacies from 20th Century Norm-Based Schools such as:

1. low expectations for learning,

2. instructional programs which were built on aptitude rather than effort,

3. using achievement tests to sort rather than to educate (students), and,

4. standards of quality which tend to be relative rather than fixed and responsibility for quality which is diffuse

rather than clear.

Characteristics of the Oregon Standards-Based Schools discussed by Schalock, Tell, and Smith include:

1. The adoption of designated standards of accomplishment for students, and the accompanying expectations that

all students who are not severly handicapped intellectually will meet all standards;

2. Continuous monitoring of student progress toward learning outcomes they are expected to accomplish;

3. Continuously adapting learning plans and procedures to accommodate the evolving learning needs of

students;4. Utilization of the ongoing assessment information from classroom experience, as well as, state or district

assessment, for the improvement of instruction.

 One of the most effective strategies utilized in Foundation Monograph I and a number of the other Western

Oregon University studies was the comparison of specific components of educational practice in both Norm-Based

Schools and Standards-Based Schools through the use of a "From --To" format.

NORM-BASED SCHOOLS

Instruction

FROM an approach to instruction where

textbook coverage is central, where how much is learned or how well something is learned is left largely to teachers

and students, and where time for learning  does not vary appreciably for students having different learning styles or

needs ... STANDARDS-BASED SCHOOLS

Developmentally Appropriate Instruction

TO an approach to instruction that makes the accomplishment of specified outcomes by all students central, where

how much or how well something is learned is influenced by state defined standards, and where time for learning

and methods of instruction are free to vary as longas they are productive of learning and culturally/linguistically
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appropriate.FROM  an approach to instruction that targets what is to be learned, how it is to be learned, and the time

allotted for learning largely on a grade-by-grade or course-by-course basis.TO  an approach to instruction that varies

what is to be learned within particular projects or units of study, how it is to be learned and the time it takes to learn

to accommodate the diversity in developmental readiness for learning found among students in most

classrooms.Time as A Variable In Learning 

FROM  viewing time as a relatively inflexible and nonnegotiable element in achieving the outcomes expected of

schooling, with outcomes desired and standards for outcomes attainment free to vary ... 

TO  viewing the broad outcomes of learning desired, and the standards for their accomplishment, as relatively

inflexible and nonnegotiable, with time for learning and avenues for learning free to vary.Assessment

FROM  teachers assessing student learning in whatever way they see fit, with neither students nor teachers being

particularly clear about learning outcomes to be achieved, and districts assessing student learning through nationally

normed achievement tests that cover only a portion of what has been taught.

TO  requiring the faculty of a district and schools to define, develop and use defensible measures of student progress

toward outcomes desired, including scores on state administered exams that are aligned with the learning outcomes

desired.Assistance as a Variable in Learning

FROM  viewing the assistance students have available to them in achieving all the above as coming primarily from

teachers in classrooms with few additional resources or support services to call upon when learning is not

progressing as it should ... 

TO viewing teachers in classrooms supervising student learning with students encouraged to gain assistance from all

available resources within a school and community, including peers, and access to alternative learning environments

if progress in learning is stalled.Record Keeping &Reporting of Student Progress

FROM  relying on report cards, grades and performance on district-administered examinations that are interpreted

largely in normative terms to show evidence of student progress in learning ... 

TO  relying upon profiles of performance, portfolios of work, and performance on state administered exams that are

interpreted against established criteria (standards) to show evidence of student progress in learning.

Uses of Assessment Information

FROM  an approach to assessment that is largely summative in nature, that is used primarily for assigning letter

grades to student performance, and that is used rarely either as a guide to the improvement of instruction or a source

of information to students about their learning strengths and weaknesses ... 

TO  an approach to assessment that is largely formative in nature, and is used not only to inform students, parents

and teachers of progress toward outcomes to be achieved but also is used to inform students of where they need to

improve their work, guide instructional planning, and improve instructional programs that are not accomplishing the

outcomes desired.Certification of Assessment Information

FROM  using the accumulation of credit hours of instruction, years spent in school and grade point average as a

basis for graduation and a high school diploma. 

TO  using information on student achievement ... to CERTIFY that a student has accomplished the learning goals

required for a Certificate of Mastery or a diploma at the level of performance called for. This comparative analysis

is not exhaustive but it does illustrate some of the more critical elements of educational practice in two school

models whose primary foci appear to be an indictment of social promotion, the clarification and improved

communication of educational objectives, the reduction of traditional time restraints on student learning,

modifications in methodology which would require an increase in individualized instruction, and revised assessment

procedures. These represent some major changes in educational theory and practice. Both models appear to be based

on the principles of Mastery Learning as described by Benjamin Bloom but neither model, in the literature reviewed,

specifically address the issue of learning theory. The Schalock, Tell, Smith Model is designed to serve Oregon's

reform legislation and will therefore be tied to the standards established within that state. The model adheres to the

concept of high standards as included within the Tucker/Codding Model but it makes no mention of the need to seek

globally competitive standards. 

Lauren B. Resnick and Megan Williams Hall from the Learning Research and Development Center at the

University of Pittsburgh recently published an article (Daedalus, Fall 1998) entitled, "Learning Organizations for

Sustainable Education Reform," which discusses the results of research conducted at the Center on student learning.

The article outlines a theory of learning resulting from their research which will be treated here as a third model for

Standards-Based Schools. This material will be drawn primarily from a companion article written by Lauren Resnick
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(Education Week, June 16, 1999) entitled, "Making America Smarter." 

The Resnick/Hall Model

The Resnick/Hall model begins with the assumption that American schools are "trapped in a set of beliefs about

the nature of ability and aptitude that makes it hard to evoke effective academic effort from students and educators."

(Resnick, Education Week, June 16, 1999.) Inherited aptitude basically determines what people can learn in school,

although allowance is given for what can be achieved to overcome some basic deficiencies in ability through hard

work. Standard assessment procedures identify who should be given access to enriched programs so some students

never get the chance to study a high-demand, high-expectation curriculum. 

Resnick takes the position that "two converging lines of research--one from cognitive science, one from social

psychology--now give us reason to believe that we don't ... need to pit excellence against equity." She stated that

there has been more than 20 years of research into the teaching of cognitive skills associated with intelligence which

includes techniques such as generating analogies, making logical deductions, creating and using memory aids, and

monitoring one's own state of knowledge (metacognition). She reported that:

"Most of the training was successful in producing immediate gains in performance, but people typically ceased

using the cognitive techniques they had been taught as soon as the specific conditions of training were removed. In

other words, they became capable of performing whatever skill was taught, but they acquired not general habit of

using it or capacity to judge for themselves when it was useful." (Ibid.)

In response to these findings the research paradigm was shifted to include educational strategies that immersed

students in "demanding, long-term intellectual environments." She went on to report,

"Now, positive results are coming in. In experimental programs and in practical school reforms, we are seeing

that students who, over an extended period of time are treated as if they are intelligent, actually become so. If they

are taught demanding content, and are expected to explain and find connections as well as memorize and repeat, they

learn more and learn more quickly. They think of themselves as learners. They are able to bounce back in the face of

short-term failures. This experience is giving rise to a new conceptualization of intelligence-in-practice: Intelligence

is the habit of persistently trying to understand things and make them function better. Intelligence is working to

figure things out, varying strategies until a workable solution is found. Intelligence is knowing what one does (and

doesn't) know, seeking information and organizing that information so that it makes sense and can be remembered.

In short, one's intelligence is the sum of one's habits of mind." (Ibid.)

In the Resnick model, a specific distinction is drawn between "being smart" and "getting smart" which

challenges the popular belief that intelligence is closely related to the "amount and kind of work that (individuals)

put forth in situations of learning or problem-solving." Intelligence, in this context, becomes an entity that is

displayed in one's performance, i.e., intelligent people perform difficult tasks easily. Unintelligent people do not.

This would tend to create an environment where students would hesitate to even "appear" to be working hard for fear

of being perceived as being "unintelligent." The other school of thought takes the position that intelligence is

something that develops and grows, i.e., intelligence is incremental, people can "get smart." 

Resnick referred to this latter school of thought about intelligence as "Incremental Thinkers," who view ability as

more of a repertoire of skills that can be continually expanded than a fixed attribute of inheritance. Individuals

thinking within this mode are particularly likely to apply self-regulatory, metacognitive skills when they encounter

task difficulties, to focus on analyzing the task and generating alternative strategies. Resnick stated, 

" Most important, they seek out opportunities to hone their skills and knowledge, treating task difficulty (and

thus occasional setbacks) as part of the learning challenge rather than as evidence that they lack intelligence.

They get on an upward spiral in which their intelligence is actually increasing. Meanwhile, their peers who think

of intelligence as fixed try to avoid difficult tasks for fear of displaying their lack of intelligence. They enter a

downward spiral by avoiding the very occasions in which they could learn smarter ways of behaving." (Ibid.)

Resnick outlines a set of principles for teaching and learning which she refers to as "effort-based education and

learnable intelligence." These principles closely resemble many of those outlined in the Tucker/Codding Model and

the Schalock/Tell/Smith Model of Standards-Based Schools.

They include:

1. Organize for Effort;

2. Clear Expectations;

3. Recognition of Accomplishment;

4. Fair and Credible Evaluations; and,
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5. Academic Rigor in a Thinking Curriculum.

 In addition, she discusses three principles, which are not included as a part of the first two models.

6. Accountable Talk, which recognizes that talking to others about ideas and work is fundamental to learning.

However, since not all talk sustains learning or creates intelligence, classroom talk must develop characteristics

which make it accountable for it to promote learning. 

it seriously responds to and further develops what others in the group have said;

it presents and demands knowledge that is accurate and relevant to the issue under discussion;

it uses evidence in ways appropriate to the discipline, i.e., proofs in mathematics, data from research in science,

textual details in literature, documentary sources in history, and, 

it follows established norms of good reasoning. This model takes the position that teachers can and should

intentionally create the norms and skills of accountable talk in their classrooms.

7. Socializing Intelligence, as a principle within this model, takes the position that intelligent habits of mind are

learned through the daily expectations placed on the learner. It calls on students to use the skills of intelligent

thinking and accountable talk during their normal interaction in the classroom. By holding students responsible for

doing so, it becomes possible to "teach intelligence." 

8. Learning as Apprenticeship, the final principle, would seek to promote, within the modern classroom, the

development of that unique relationship of the novice working alongside the expert (student working alongside a

teacher which has been the backbone of the apprenticeship system of learning for centuries.)

It is implicit within this model that prior assumptions regarding the "fixed" nature of intelligence are no longer

acceptable and ample reference is made to research and practice supported by the Learning Research and

Development Center to supports this position. Resnick does recognize that the movement for standards-based

education has prompted an effort to develop educational policy which would link testing, curriculum, textbooks,

teacher training, and accountability, however, she laments the failure of current educational reform to penetrate the

"core" of American education which echoes a similar observation made by Tyack and Cuban in their book,

Tinkering Toward Utopia. 

Summary of the Question

At this point, it may be productive to briefly summarize the question under discussion. 

The current and persistent crisis in American public schools, as evidenced by the decline in student

performance on nationally standardized tests, requires a change in the way we have known and thought about

schooling for 100 years. This change will require a paradigm shift, a different model of schooling to guide

research and development in education based on clearly delineated standards of student performance.

Further, this paradigm shift represents changes in basic attitudes and values that extend beyond the

teaching/learning process, itself; changes that will require no less than a transformation in culture and, as yet,

no one knows with certainty what this transformation needs to be or how it can be brought about.

Response to the Question 

It is important and somewhat unique that the issue of culture was identified as a critical element in what was

otherwise a purely professional discussion. The element of uncertainty reflected at the end of the statement, that ". . .

no one knows with certainty, what this transformation needs to be, or how it can be brought about" is

appropriate because cultural change is generally slow, it can move in many different directions, and while education

is in a position to influence culture it is not in a position to directly shape it. The formulation of the question was

influenced by the fact that the State of Oregon has written a standards-based model of schooling into law but for

purposes of this analysis it is important to recognize the difference between the origin and authority of law and the

origin of culture. This is important because to mention law and culture in connection with the same overall reform

process without some recognition of the differences in their origin and function could lead the reader to believe that

they are both subject to the same controlling factors, types of influence, or force of action when they are not. Law or

regulation by government is the result of direct action by people with assumed or assigned responsibilities, while

culture "is a class of events and processes that behaves in terms of its own principles and laws and which

consequently can be explained only in terms of its own elements and processes." (White, pp. xvii-xviii.) While

culture encompasses the "social facts" which Durkheim describes as being able to "exercise a power of coercion

over the individual, in that he is penalized, either legally or morally, for not abiding by them," culture, itself,

represents a broader concept which extends well beyond the control or boundaries of a given state or even nation.
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More important, for the SBSM to realize the benefits of a "transformation of culture" it must successfully challenge

existing core values regarding schooling which previous reform movements have failed to do. It must also

successfully challenge other American cultural stereotypes such as the importance of competition, and the "good

life" when identified with values such as instant gratification and instant material success when these values are

perceived as conflicting with values endorsed by the SBSM. The SBSM appears to be attempting to resurrect

cultural values such as self-discipline, deferral of gratification and sacrifice which were important to previous

generations but which have been noticeably absent in recent generations. This not only suggests the need for a

transformation of culture. It gives the appearance of "swimming upstream against a strong current.".

The SBSM was developed in response to what is considered to be a lack of adequate standards for student

performance. Parts of the basic theory may have been under development for some time but the model, itself,

appeared during the almost panic atmosphere which followed the publication of "A Nation At Risk." The truth of

whether the crisis described in this report is real or manufactured is not the subject of this paper but Berliner and

Biddle gave compelling evidence that the National Commission on Excellence in Education presented less than a

complete and accurate picture of the status American education in their open letter to the American people. The most

serious aspect of the entire "crisis" is that the public was willing to accept the indictment of our educational system

without pause or serious question. Perhaps, in 1983, education represented the easiest political target because to look

elsewhere would have required a painful review of social problems such as increasing levels of poverty,

deteriorating neighborhoods, urban blight, racism, the rapid increase in single parent families, and inadequate health

care, all of which contribute to poor student performance but have proven to be very difficult for our form of

democratic capitalism to address due to the ever present fear expanding welfare, undermining the work ethic and

aiding the encroachment of socialism. In his book, Promises to Keep: A Call For A New American Revolution,

Richard N. Goodwin discusses this as a serious conflict between the principles of democracy, and the inherent self-

interest of capitalism which he concludes has significantly interfered with the ability of this country to live up to the

promises included within our social contract, the U. S. Constitution. 

 In another vein, whether the SBSM can be successfully implemented in practice will not be discussed at any

length. That debate will come in time or may not come at all because the changes required in moving from an

NBSM to an SBSM are many and while the reform movement engendered by "A Nation At Risk" and the many

critics of American public education has maintained a remarkable longevity of more than sixteen years, the time and

effort required to achieve a true "transformation of culture" may exceed the longevity of even the most righteous

reformers.

 The model of schooling represented by standards-based schools does represent a major change in "thinking

about teaching and learning" as it relates to the standards for student performance. The authors of these models have

moved from relative or flexible standards to fixed or absolute standards. It is interesting that the model, itself,

appears to assume all responsibility for determining standards for student performance, thereby eliminating

judgmental decisions at any lower level of authority, including the teacher. In this sense, the model appears to

downgrade the role of the teacher in determining the standards of student performance. There will be demands upon

the teacher to develop and present material in a flexible time format, to provide motivation and encouragement, and

to maintain a record of student progress. The teacher, therefore, must be capable to recognizing when a standard has

or has not been accomplished and conscientiously record and report this performance but, at least, in the

Tucker/Codding model they will not participate in establishing the standards for student performance. There will

always be some degree of difficulty in achieving agreement among large numbers of professionals in any field which

represents more than inadequate compromise, however, it is only through the process of achieving and maintaining

meaningful agreement on pedagogical issues as important as standards that true professional growth can occur. To

circumvent this process, however cumbersome, cannot help but diminish, if not subvert the growth of teaching as a

profession. Teachers represent the largest investment in terms of training, the largest reoccurring item of expense in

the operating budget of the school, and the only agent of the school with any direct contact with the

teaching/learning process. To take a position which implies that any group, be it administrators, members of the

board, legislators, or critics, with no direct contact with the teaching/learning process have better insight into the

teaching/ learning process than those individuals who have been specifically educated and assigned that

responsibility reflects poorly on the entire process. It further assumes that board, administrative, or social policies

such as social promotion have not seriously interfered with the ability of teachers to perform their assigned

responsibilities for identifying and maintaining appropriate standards of student performance. 
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This general attitude brings to mind the debate by our founding fathers regarding whether the right to vote should

be restricted to individuals holding ownership of land or given to all citizens. In a letter to a colleague, Thomas

Jefferson took the position that he knew of no safe depository for the ultimate power of society than the people,

themselves, and if the people are not considered capable of exercising that power with a wholesome discretion, the

answer was not to take it from them but to educate them. It is interesting that a model of schooling is being

developed which advocates for higher standards but appears to manifest a lack of confidence in the ability, the

willingness, and/or the moral will of the primary agents of instruction to identify and enforce reasonable standards of

student performance barring undue interference by board or administrative action. Is this not comparable to a lack of

faith in the ability of the common man to exercise the "ultimate power of society" with a wholesome discretion?

All three models endorse a high demand, high expectation curriculum for all students that are not severely

handicapped intellectually which is a significant departure from the historical dependence on inherited intelligence

as the criteria for curricular planning and student assignment. It is also interesting that all three models start with the

assumption that higher standards can be achieved if instruction is modified to accommodate individual learning

styles and if the time allowed for individual student learning becomes variable. This would appear to be a strong

endorsement of the work of Benjamin Bloom, although his name was never mentioned. Bloom's concept of Mastery

Learning never received strong acceptance from mainline American culture in spite of its success in fostering a high

level of learning in those schools where it was utilized. To some degree, this is due to the noncompetitive format of

mastery learning. At a time when American culture demanded differentiation based on competitive performance,

Bloom developed a theory of noncompetitive performance which sought to maximize the performance of all students

against a set of uniform standards. The principles involved are remarkable in their similarity to the SBSM. The

question then becomes, "What do the developers of SBSM believe has changed about the competitive nature of

American cultural values, since the publication of Bloom's work on Human Characteristics And School Learning in

1976, which would make the concept of noncompetitive standards acceptable, today?" Certainly the educational

crisis of 1983 has had an impact on our attitudes about schools, and the global economic crisis did threaten our

economic stability, however, a good deal of the motivation behind this crisis and the reform movement which arose

from it was directed toward making the performance of our students more competitive with student performance in

other developed countries of the world. Does this represent a reduction or an increase in the competitive nature of

American society? More importantly, it would be simplistic to assume that a change of attitude toward the American

school, a social institution, could be interpreted as a change of attitude toward an American value as basic as the

desire to compete.

In the fevered response to the educational crisis of 1983, no serious consideration was given to cultural factors

which can influence student performance such as motivation, i.e., do American students enter the room to take an

examination such as the SAT or ACT believing that their entire future will be determined by their score? This level

and type of motivation might occur in Japan or in one of the developed countries of Europe, but for the majority of

American students the response must be negative. There are too many alternatives available to individuals who do

not score high on standardized exams. They can go directly into the work force; they can attend an institution of

higher education with less competitive admission standards; they can drop out of high school and take a high school

equivalency exam; or, they can attend a community college with open admission standards. Further, cultural

stereotypes have traditionally run against the "nerd" or high-achieving student in American culture, and direct

parental support for a high level of student performance in the public schools may be not sufficient, in many cases,

to produce the increased effort and sacrifice required to meet the new, higher, standards of the SBSM. These are

cultural factors which will affect the success of the SBSM but a question also arises regarding the continued use

standardized test scores, which are norm-based, as a basis of comparison against the absolute or fixed standards of

the SBSM. These appear to be contradictory forms of assessing student performance. If SBSM standards are to be

uniformly high, even globally competitive in one model, and if all students are to be held to the same standard, it

would appear that the only performance criterion which should be reported is the number of students completing the

Certificate of Initial Mastery (CIM) and the Certificate of Advanced Mastery (CAM) because anyone not satisfying

all standard requirements of the CIM or the CAM will receive anything but a Certificate of Attendance. Information

about the number of students receiving the Certificate of Attendance is incidental to the question of standards other

than to document that not everyone successfully achieved the standards in question. 

It would also appear essential for absolute or fixed standards to be assessed by some form of absolute measure

because to use flexible assessment of any form would introduce an element of variation which would defeat the
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intended purpose of implementing absolute standards. If nontraditional indicators such as profiles of performance

and/or portfolios of work, which, by definition, include a factor of subjective judgment in assessing student

performance, are to be utilized it would appear to introduce a contradictory element into the process or, at least,

something that is less than "absolute." This is not to say that a process of reconciling disagreements between, for

example, graders in a system of holistic grading cannot be established and utilized effectively. However, such

processes are generally considered to represent a compromise in judgment within a variable frame of reference, not

judgment of an absolute, since absolutes, by definition, are not tolerant of compromise. 

It is not possible to separate the discussion of relative versus absolute standards of student performance from the

issue of social promotion even though the national debate on school reform has carefully avoided any open review of

the practice. This is probably for the better because any in-depth study of social promotion will demonstrate that the

only true authority to grant the "social promotion" of some student lies with the Board of Education. An in-depth

review of this practice would have the effect of exonerating teachers from many of the accusations arising out of the

crisis of 1983and indicting authority figures who have never accepted their fair share of responsibility for the

perceived decline in student performance. Social promotion is particularly important to this discussion because it

relates to the cultural aspect of the question. It is the manifestation of a broad cultural reaction to overcrowded

schools, the inability of school districts to keep pace with post WWII population growth, attempts at a wider

acceptance of diversity, emerging concepts of developmental psychology, and increased parental litigation of

educational issues. It was driven by generations of Americans with a better education than their parents, who lived in

an era with an increased awareness of civil rights and who were willing to challenge the system. Social promotion

was accepted and practiced by a social and educational system unwilling to identify and implement absolute

standards of student performance which makes the task of portraying the classroom teacher as the major cause of

this cultural conundrum extremely difficult if not impossible. This raises the question, "Why not contrive a test of

the public will to enforce high standards of student performance recommended by the SBSM?" If the results are

positive, we could repeal social promotion, and set about to implement higher standards of student performance

through the SBSM or whatever model of schooling the public will support.

The Tucker/Codding Model recommends globally competitive standards established outside the local school,

presumably at the national level. This may be a reasonable recommendation if the only consideration is to establish

and maintain standards which are equal to or above our global competitors, however, little consideration appears to

have been given to the fact that true, absolute standards established at the national level would mean the end of

local/state control of education.

The Process of Restructuring Schools and Transformation of Culture 

One of the more difficult aspects of change is the transition process from one model of schooling to another.

Richard F. Elmore at the Center for Policy Research in Education outlines three scenarios related to the restructuring

of schools: 

Co-optation, which occurs when states and localities embrace school restructuring as a label for what they are

already doing and discard the substance.

Adaptive Realignment, which is marked by significant shifts of alignment of key social and political interests in

response to changes in the environment such as the labor market for teachers, balance of power, etc.

Transformation, which signals a major transformation of schooling implies the presence of certain political and

social conditions and their alignment around a common conception of what schools should do. (Elmore, pp. 290-

296)Only a cursory review of current state action in educational reform would indicate that the majority of the states

have already moved beyond Co-optation. Elmore feels that Adaptive Realignment is the highest level that will be

realized under current conditions because it is unlikely that the interests of powerful political and social groups will

converge and maintain alignment around a common conception of what schools do in order to realize the final stage

of Transformation. The phases which Elmore described for the restructuring of schools bear similarities to the

process of cultural transformation in that both involve a complex form of social change. However, the differences

are significant. As has been noted earlier, there are many organizations whose activities may relate to the broader

culture but there is no agency, board, social or political group who holds authority or control over culture, as defined

within this paper. That does not mean that there have not been attempts to dictate or even legislate culture. The

German Third Reich and the international communist movement both attempted to dictate cultural values based on

political ideology with very limited long term success. One could assume that The People's Republic of China

continues to struggle with this very problem. The Mexican people struggled for 100 years in a frustrated attempt to
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copy European culture as evidence of their maturity as an independent nation. This frustrated effort finally gave way

to an increased pride in the indigeneous forms of art, literature, and music which emerged from the Revolution of

1917. Other examples of cultural transformation in this country can be seen in the shift from a national to a global

economy, from an industrial society to an information society, from a rural society to a society organized primarily

around large metropolitan centers. Within this larger cultural milieu there was also the introduction of the compact

car and the microcomputer, each of which resulted in major technical, economic and cultural changes for the average

consumer. However, it must be noted that the controlling factors which made each of these cultural transformations

successful did not stem from the direct action of any particular agency, board or legislature. 

In conclusion, culture is an abstraction, a process of selectivity which does not proceed through a directly

rational or conscious process. It is highly variable in form, and while social or political action may temporarily

interrupt or influence the process, the final manifestation of cultural value rests with each representative of the

culture itself and only becomes evident with the act of choice, after the fact. In this sense, school reform does not

hold the breadth of influence or control to effect a transformation of culture. It would appear implicit, however, that

any culture having undergone a significant transformation, would, by definition, dictate the nature of educational

reform. 

A theoretical problem. Educational reform has given rise to a model of schooling, in the form of the SBSM,

which is designed to remediate a problem with educational standards which, it appears, will require a transformation

of culture but educational reform, in itself, lacks the strength and pervading influence to effect a transformation of

culture. It appears to be a classic case of the "cart before the horse" syndrome, attempting to implement educational

reforms that are so basic that they impact important cultural values without any organized effort to address cultural

change. The paradox may even go beyond what Tyack and Cuban recommend as attempting to reform the schools

"from within" by involving faculty and staff in the process in a meaningful way as opposed to the classic procedure

of "imposing reform from without" the system because many of the issues involved in standards-based schools are,

in themselves, value based and extend well beyond pedagogical issues of content and methodology. They are, in

effect, issues related to basic cultural values.

The fallacy in the question under consideration appears to be that educational reform is once again being

attempted without any true evidence of a compatible transformation in culture. Perhaps this is the point where

educational critics will discover that even the "vocal majority" is not the controlling factor in cultural change or,

consequently, in the eventual format for school reform.
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CONFLICTING INTERPRETATIONS: MILITARY AND HIGHER EDUCATION 

POLICIES ON HOMOSEXUAL INCLUSION

Lee S. Duemer, Ph.D.

Texas Tech University

The relationship between higher education and the military is inherently troublesome. Those in academe place a

premium on independent thinking, diverse ideas, and the freedom to articulate their convictions without any burden

of censorship or restriction. The military is characterized by a highly developed sense of discipline, manifested in

unity of purpose and loyalty at the expense of individuality.  These unmistakably different institutional perspectives1

clashed from 1982 to 1992 over Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) policy regarding homosexuals. 

The purpose of this study is to develop a historical understanding of how the military and some universities

developed conflicting policies concerning the inclusion of homosexuals. The following sections pay particular

attention to how these policies diverged to the point that for some institutions, they became incompatible. 

Dortmund  examined the history and origins of the ROTC and revealed a keen insight into the program’s2

weaknesses that would later lead it into so much difficulty. Warren and DeLora  provided a case study of the conflict3

between a university and the ROTC over the issue of homosexual exclusion. Warren and DeLora illustrated the

importance of understanding the relationship between higher education and the military by examining the financial

intertwinement between the ROTC and host institutions. Crompton  provided an excellent overview of how the4

ROTC exclusion of homosexuals continued to create an unwelcome environment for the ROTC even after the 1993

“Don’t ask-Don’t tell” policy went into effect. He summarized the issue around infringement on academic freedom

and continued conflict with institutional nondiscrimination statements. His conclusion was that the “Don’t ask-Don’t

tell” policy improved the situation in only a limited manner. McNaron  focused specifically on the contradiction5

between ROTC policy and institutional nondiscrimination statements through an examination of student group

attempts to pressure institutions to make their nondiscrimination practice consistent with their rhetoric. 

Historical perspectives have included Kristen Wollenhaupt’s  examination of how the federalist system designed6

to protect citizens from state discrimination was unable to provide protection from discrimination by the federal

government. Other historical perspectives include those of Rullman , which examined the history of homosexual7

organizations to gain recognition by university administrations, and Townsend  which examined homosexual student8

groups in the context of medical schools. The study reported herein will fill a gap in the knowledge base by

providing a historical examination of how conflict developed between the Department of Defense (DoD) and

universities. Such an examination would detail how DoD policy regarding homosexuals became increasingly

exclusionary over time while many university policies became increasingly inclusionary.

Other scholars have studied the relationship between higher education and the ROTC without an

acknowledgment of any concurrent friction. Patterson  examined the financial relationship and university support for9

ROTC even more closely than did Warren and DeLora but without any hint of conflict. Malpass  outlined the10

ROTC to higher education and the nation. Malpass particularly focused on how ROTC supplies intelligent,

motivated students to colleges and universities and commissions an officer corps educated in a liberal arts tradition.

Smith  comes closest of this group to touching on the conflict surrounding homosexual exclusion. One of the central11

points he made was that officers must not differ greatly from fellow citizens; indeed the citizenry and its officer

corps must share a core body of essential values. 

This study examines institutional responses to general Department of Defense (DoD) and ROTC policy

regarding homosexuals. There is no difference between DoD and ROTC policy on homosexuality. ROTC, as an

extension of the DoD, is not at liberty to establish its own policy. For the purpose of this study, a homosexual is

defined as one whose “sexual urges are directed principally or exclusively toward persons of his (or her) own sex.”12

This uses the term homosexual in a manner that separates persons into two separate and distinct classes, heterosexual

and homosexual. The distinction is made in this study for purposes of simplicity, and recognizes that scholars

generally identify degrees of sexuality in individuals.  13

MILITARY ATTITUDES TOWARD HOMOSEXUALITY

Early M ilitary Policy Regarding Homosexuality: Behavior Based

Some foreign armies have actively tried to assimilate homosexuals with varying degrees of success.  In the14

United States, since the time of the American Revolution, homosexual acts such as sodomy were considered illegal
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and punishable by imprisonment. Whether the person was homosexual or not made no difference, the homosexual

act itself (sodomy) was the focus of the law.  This distinction is important; a servicemember could only be15

convicted of committing the act of sodomy, not for being homosexual. 

The armed forces were not concerned with the sexual orientation of servicemembers until peacetime

mobilization on the eve of World War II. The focus of military policy was entirely on individual behavior. A 15 July

1941 memo titled “Sodomists” from the Army Judge Advocate General to all commanding generals pointed out that

sodomy was a serious crime, and trial by court martial was the mandated method to remove them from service.16

The onset of World War II initiated a shift in military attitude regarding homosexuality.  The peacetime17

mobilization of 1940-1941 and the Selective Service registration of more than 16,000,000 men between the ages of

21 and 35 allowed the Army and Navy to establish qualification standards as a gatekeeping mechanism for military

service. Admission policies emphasized discipline, and military authorities decided to restrict specific groups.

Blacks were initially not permitted to serve in the Marines or Army Air Corps, and homosexuals were excluded

completely. Military officials felt that homosexuals would perform inadequately in combat conditions, would

negatively impact unit morale and discipline, and that their very presence in the ranks would undermine discipline

by turning the well-ordered military establishment into a “social experimentation laboratory.”  18

The idea of a homosexual as undesirable for military service was introduced into military policy and thought as

techniques were developed to screen for homosexuals. Seeking out and excluding an individual type, as opposed to

the criminal act of sodomy alone, represented the first of two policy shifts in military perceptions regarding

homosexuality. The military had traditionally dealt with homosexuality only through its judicial branch by

prosecuting it as sodomy. Screening for homosexuality represented a shift away from behavior toward personal

identity. 

The initial policy shift was formalized in War Department Circular No. 3, of 3 January 1944, which stated that it

was the intent of the War Department that homosexuals be discharged from the service, or in the case of officers, be

permitted to resign if they were determined to be not reclaimable. An officer was deemed reclaimable if he were a

first offender, if the actions were conditioned by the use of drugs or alcohol, or if he acted under the influence of

older or superior persons; however, the officer were not to be returned to his original unit and was to be observed

under a trial period after his return.  19

The rationale behind exclusion was twofold: that that homosexuality was a personality defect that limited the

ability of those individuals to function in society, and that the presence of homosexuals would impair morale and

discipline.  Homosexuals were regarded as “military liabilities,” and as such were considered security risks who20

could potentially compromise both themselves and the service.21

The 1982 Policy Shift: Identity Based

In 1981, the (DoD) began a review of its policy regarding the admission and retention of homosexuals in the

armed forces. The purpose of the review was to eliminate loopholes in the previous policy, which allowed honorable

discharges for admitted homosexuals and their retention in the service. On 28 January 1982, Directive 1332.14

Section (1) (H) went into effect, closing previous permissive provisions. The revisions also detailed expulsion of

individuals even if they did not commit any in-service homosexual acts and eliminated the provision permitting the

retention of homosexuals during a national emergency.  Under the guidelines of the revised policy simply admitting22

homosexual identity, apart from homosexual acts, was grounds for disenrollment.

Homosexuals were prohibited from joining or serving in any branch of the military. ROTC branches of the

Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marines were included as extensions of the DoD. An ROTC cadet could be removed

from the Corps for engaging in, attempting to engage in, or soliciting another member to engage in homosexual acts;

for stating one is homosexual or bisexual, or for marrying or attempting to marry one of the same sex. This process

of removal was referred to as “disenrollment.”  Its enforcement in all branches of the armed forces and their ROTC23

units was not optional.

Cadets who were discharged from the ROTC were technically required to reimburse the ROTC for cost of their

education, although this provision was rarely enforced.  When asked to explain the policy on exclusion, Pentagon24

spokespersons distributed Directive 1332.14 Section (1) (H) and statements outlining its rationale. They stated that

they abided by the DoD policy and Presidential Executive Order, but due to legal challenges and the possibility that

any personal views shared may be mistakenly perceived as DoD policy they were not permitted to discuss it.  The25

refusal to discuss this policy would become characteristic. 

The implication of the revised policy was to shift the emphasis further toward personal identity and away from
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behavior. Under the 1982 policy, there were no official provisions for the admission or retention of admitted or

discovered homosexuals.  Even membership in homosexual organizations, such as churches and synagogues,26

constituted grounds for discharge.  However, while no official provisions were generated to retain homosexuals,27

unofficial provisions did exist that reflected the identity based emphasis of this policy. While membership in

homosexual organizations was sufficient for dismissal, being caught in a homosexual act did not automatically result

in dismissal. One under investigation for homosexuality could argue that his or her behavior was aberrational,

influenced by the use of alcohol or drugs. If the investigating officers could be convinced that this was indeed the

case and that this behavior had never happened before and would never happen again,  one could be retained.  28 29

UNIVERSITY ATTITUDES TOWARD HOMOSEXUALITY

While the military attitude toward homosexuality was clearly and increasingly exclusionary, higher education

maintained an increasingly accepting and supportive posture.  Many institutions began to take the lead in30

developing a pluralistic community. Homosexual student organizations were established at many universities on

both the graduate  and undergraduate levels.31 32

As places where people could come together to discuss controversial ideas, universities were venues where

homosexual groups could establish themselves. Their organizational establishment was facilitated by occasional

judicial mandates, a trend toward decreased emphasis on in loco parentis, and increased constitutional restraints on

university administrators.  Some universities took the initiative in safeguarding homosexual rights. Institutional33

nondiscrimination statements that barred discrimination based on gender, religion, or race, increasingly included

sexual orientation. Such positions were sometimes motivated my a desire to avoid litigation; at other times they were

driven by moral imperative.  By 1990, the inclusion of homosexuals went far beyond nondiscrimination statements.34

Institutions such as the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, Rutgers University, and the University of Kansas

appointed homosexual staff members and developed offices to deal specifically with homosexual issues. In 1991,

Stanford University began offering benefits including housing, health care, and campus privileges to same-sex

partners.35

The formal protection afforded homosexuals through nondiscrimination statements placed institutions in an

awkward position. The ROTC was a source of scholarship money and a means of attracting high quality students;

however, institutions were faced with the reality of operating a program which openly excluded people in direct

conflict their own with nondiscrimination statements. Institutions with clauses forbidding discrimination based on

sexual orientation found themselves in violation of their own policies by allowing ROTC to operate on campus. 

ANALYSIS and CONCLUSIONS

A comparative history of DoD and university policies regarding homosexuals reveals two different perspectives,

and two different courses over time. Since the time of the Revolution, only sodomy was a crime. Homosexual

identity itself was not prohibited; the focus of the law was on the behavior. The notion of the homosexual person as

sexually deviant and undesirable represented a shift from behavior toward personal identity. In 1982 the DoD

redefined homosexuality entirely in terms of personal identity. Under the revised definition, no homosexual activity

need have occurred for the servicemember or cadet to be removed. DoD policy was contradicted by two DoD

sponsored research reports that found that there was no logical rationale for excluding homosexuals from military

service. Many universities grounded their policy on homosexuals in the value of developing a pluralistic community.

At times, policy development was motivated by a desire to avoid legal action by homosexual student groups seeking

recognition. At other times it was the result of a desire to grant equal treatment and benefits to a group that they

perceived to be the victim of unfair discrimination. 

This study reveals a policy divergence between the military and universities, which resulted in irreconcilable

policy positions on the same issue. This alone would not necessarily have been sufficient to result in conflict.

Organizations commonly maintain differing policies without resorting to open conflict. Religious institutions

maintain differing policies with respect to the ordination of women; however, they are generally characterized by

cordial (if sometimes cool) relations. For some universities, the policy discrepancy could not be overlooked. 

The divergence of these two policy perspectives was partly the result of a lack of dialogue. Until 1982, there

seems to have been little dialogue, or even awareness, on the part of universities and the DoD that they were each

moving apart on the issue of homosexuality. Dialogue seems to have begun only after the 1982 policy shift, yet even

that was disappointing. An attempt at dialogue was made during the early 1980s when universities banned military

recruiters from law schools; however, the response from the military was to threaten withdrawal of research funding

if military recruiters were barred. This was the first example of a pattern on the part of the military to shut down
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dialogue on the issue. The second example was the refusal in 1984 of Secretary of Defense Richard Cheney to meet

with or discuss DoD policy on homosexuals with the leaders of the four groups representing nearly all the nation’s

colleges and universities. Throughout the 1982 to 1992 conflict when DoD spokespersons were questioned on this

policy they would only distribute copies of Directive 1332.14 Section (1) (H) and would stat that due to legal

challenges and the possibility that any personal views shared may be mistakenly perceived as DoD policy, they were

not permitted to discuss it. 

From a military perspective, any discussion of the policy would have placed the DoD in an uncomfortable

position. The military operates most efficiently when it has the autonomy to make its own policy and deal with its

members free from outside interference. To have entered into a dialogue with universities would have forced the

military to justify its position to an institution that was not burdened with the need to maintain order and discipline.

In this framework, ROTC has been able to establish the autonomy, distance, and isolation necessary to deal with its

members as it thought best with a minimum of societal interference.  Universities would have had a difficult time36

understanding that the mission of the military is sometimes best accomplished by the suppression of individuality or

the rejection of those with specific personal characteristics. Inquiries into the disenrollment process, requests for

justifications of policy excluding homosexuals, and investigations into particular cases were interpreted as a threat to

military activities. 

To ROTC authorities, their policy was grounded in the idea of rational exclusion. The armed forces have

historically sought to screen out various groups on the basis that certain characteristics made for unsuitable

servicemembers. It is rational and permissible to exclude violent criminal offenders, drug users, mentally ill persons,

or those avowed to overthrowing the United States government, because of the risk to morale, security, safety, and

custodianship of confidential information. ROTC authorities did not perceive this as discrimination but as

differentiated standards intended to select those best suited for leadership. It was neither considered discrimination

nor meant to reflect a judgment on the worth of the individual, but rather a selection of the best fit persons for the

armed forces.37

From the perspective of many in higher education, this was an issue of autonomy regarding the authority of

internal institutional nondiscrimination policies over a discriminatory program operating within the institution.

Allowing outside authorities to determine, in part, institutional policy is nothing new to higher education. This is

often the case with grant or research funding guidelines, and accrediting agencies; however, by allowing the DoD to

operate a program within the institution that openly discriminated against a particular group, institutions effectively

allowed the military to violate internal institutional policies. 

This study reveals continuing implications for the relationship between the military and higher education. This is

most apparent with contemporary ROTC policy that still excludes cadets who admit they are homosexual or

bisexual. Faculty groups at some institutions continue to advocate the removal of the ROTC. Were this to occur,

logical alternatives for the DoD would be to lower commissioning standards, expand the existing military academies,

and recruit more heavily from private military colleges such as The Citadel or Virginia Military Institute.  Under38

such circumstances, the majority of the officer corps would be educated at institutions that do not share the diverse

and inclusive curriculum and environment common at many of our existing universities, and that are often isolated

and alienated form the values and ideas of general society.  39

Removal may serve to ease tensions; however, likely consequences would be that ROTC officers would less

likely develop fully into free thinking, critically minded individuals who are best developed in an inclusive higher

education environment. The presence of prospective military officers in the higher education environment stimulates

the open discussion of a military’s unique responsibility in preserving a free society and exposes officer candidates

to the wide range of attitudes, values and beliefs they will be called on to preserve. 

The dispute over the place of homosexuals in the military is more than just a matter of differing policy

perspectives, it is the continuation of a national battle on homosexual rights.  Both the military and many40

universities reflected what each likely perceived to be the consensus of public sentiment toward homosexuality.

Closer to the truth, they represented two segments of society deeply divided on the acceptability of homosexuality.
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TEACHING THE CHILDREN OF THE MEDIA CULTURE

Laura East

Louisiana State University

As our society stands at the end of the twentieth century, we have seen sweeping changes take place in nearly

every aspect of our lives. The changes have come largely from the rapid increase of the technology at our disposal.

Technology has spawned a media culture. Forms of media, including television, film, music, and computers, have

brought the use of image to the forefront as a way of making meaning. Even music is no longer merely an auditory

experience. If you are under the age of twenty-five, you have seen the video for every new song released. The image

is part of the experience, part of the music.

 With the advent of the Internet, one can sit at his or her PC and experience all forms of media. The computer

and the Internet have brought almost endless sources of information and images into our homes. Computers have

become an everyday part of the average person’s life, including children–perhaps even more so for children, because

they have grown up with computers and are very much at home with their use. Sherry Turkle points to this in her

book The Second Self. 

“Because the computer is no longer confined to expert subcultures, this book addresses yet another kind of

question: How do ideas born within the technical communities around computation find their way out to the

culture beyond? This is the province of the sociology of knowledge. Ideas that begin their life in the world

of science can move out; they are popularized and simplified, often only half understood, but they can have a

profound effect on how people think.” (1984)

During the years between 1946 and 1964, the largest generation ever was born. These babies came during a time

of peace and prosperity following World War II. They also came during a time when a new communication device,

television, began to shape and transform the world. Tapscott tells us in growing Up Digital: The Rise of the Net

Generation, “Generations are forged through common experience. The baby boom generation was shaped by pivotal

events such as the war in Vietnam, Woodstock, the Moon landing–all of which were brought to youth by the new

glowing device in the living room.” (1998) 

The youth of today, born from1977 to 1997, are being influenced by a vastly different form of interactive

communication as the computer and the Internet become an ever-increasing presence in our lives. They are

permeating our culture almost as fast as television did in the 1950s and 60s. While television is a passive, top-down

communication device with the viewer sitting and watching whatever programming someone else has decided to

provide, new technologies are very much the opposite. “Children control much of their world on the Net. It is

something they do themselves, they are users, and they are active. They do not just observe: they participate. They

inquire, discuss, argue, play, shop, critique, investigate, ridicule, fantasize, seek, and inform.” (Tapscott, 1998)

Being a viewer or listener is not enough to satisfy these youngsters. The move from broadcast to interactive is the

hallmark of the Net Generation. (Tapscott, 1998)

The media world of television, film, and cyberspace has captivated our students through images. Television,

which was once seen by some as the ruination of our world, may actually be one of the less influential forms of

media that our students are exposed to. It is almost as if television is taken for granted, as the toaster or microwave

might be. A casual observation of nearly any group of adolescents will likely confirm this. They talk about film,

music, and cyberspace with greater frequency. A study by Teenage Research Unlimited found that the number of

teens who believe it is “hip” to be online has risen from 50 percent in 1994 to 88 percent in 1997. These rates are

similar to those of dating and partying. (“Teenage Marketing and Lifestyle Update,” Spring 1997)

A phenomenal shift in society is taking place. “For the first time in history, children are more comfortable,

knowledgeable, and literate than their parents about an innovation central to society. And it is through the use of the

digital media that the N-Generation will develop and superimpose its culture on the rest of society.” (Tapscott, 1998)

This shift has turned the knowledge and skill hierarchy upside down, creating a generation lap rather than a

generation gap. Many high school and college-aged students have early memories of explaining to their parents what

a mouse is or just what it means to “get on line.” These memories are a source of discomfort and insecurity for many

in the baby boom generation. They will put off asking their children for help with the computer, for they dislike

being seen as a lower life form by their offspring. As one youngster was heard to say, “I don’t get why they don’t get

it!” In fact, children are able to learn to use the new technologies much faster than adults; they merely assimilate it.
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Adults, on the other hand, must accommodate the information and skills into existing structures. This is a more

difficult way to learn. (Tapscott, 1998)

 It would be naive to believe that new forms of technology are creating an ideal world for the Net-Generation.

One need only read the newspaper to be reminded that there are a host of problems with our youth and in our

schools–high dropout rates, violence, and groups of students who feel disenfranchised and isolated. Still, the new

technologies have had substantial and far-reaching effects on the youth of today, many of which are quite positive

and prepare them well for an ever-changing and uncertain future.

Several common characteristics among this generation have been identified. While 47 percent of the population

of the United States shows low levels or no level of literacy, the young people growing up wired demonstrate much

higher literacy levels. The group is more savvy and smarter than the boomer generation at similar stages of

development. (Tapscott, 1998) 

Tapscott makes an interesting comparison of the media that influenced the two generations.

TV does not support intellectual and cognitive development because it is not designed to take into account

children’s developmental needs. Other researchers have argued that passive viewing of such complete sensory

information leads to reduced mental effort and shallow information processing. ... Compare TV watching to the

digital media where children are active. They must seek out. They are always reading. They must compose their

thoughts. And they must evaluate. (Tapscott, 1998)

As a whole, young people are articulate and have opinions on subjects that are thought to be advanced for their

age group. Use of the technology at their disposal encourages critical thinking. This generation is more likely to

question, challenge, and disagree than their parents’ generation. Many boomer parents are finding that the old adage

they heard so often while growing up, “because I said so,” is more likely to bring a laugh than a “yes sir.” 

The members of the Net Generation are considered by many who work with them to be more confident than the

previous generation. Developmental Psychologist Jean Piaget described the way in which a child develops a sense of

self, as well as theories of number, time, space, causality, mind and life, by working with the objects in his world.

Young people today encounter much more sophisticated and vastly different objects than any generation before

them. Today’s media are interactive requiring a wider range of actions (Tapscott, 1998; Turkle, 1996). The Net

provides children the means to investigate the self and establish an identity based on independence and

self-governance (Tapscott, 1998).

In Life on the Screen, Sherry Turkle discusses the development of simulation on the Net and how it is affecting

concept of self. She describes an emerging self image that is decentered and multiple, resulting from dramatic

increases in Internet usage. 

In the story of constructing identity in the culture of simulation, experiences on the Internet figure prominently,

but these experiences can only be understood as part of a larger cultural context. That context is the story of

eroding boundaries between the real and the virtual, the animate and the inanimate, the unitary and the multiple

self, which is occurring both in advanced scientific fields of research and in patterns of everyday life. From

scientists trying to create artificial life to children “morphing” through a series of virtual personae, we shall see

evidence of fundamental shifts in the way we create and experience human identity (Turkle, 1996).

This may allow the Net Generation to be the first to effectively deal with and embrace the many selves that grow

within each of us (Tapscott, 1998). It also allows them a second chance to build self esteem if one persona is not

accepted by cyber peers. That is quite unlike the “nightmares” many students have faced, on school campuses, at the

hands of an uncaring or bullying classmate. Virtual communities, Howard Rheingold calls them, on the Internet,

make this possible. In fact, there are many instances where truly human communities are formed that reach beyond

the virtual reality of the computer screen. These communities are far from the first images of the antisocial geek,

once thought to be the only sort of person who would use the Internet as a means of communication (Rheingold,

1999).

Learning has generally been seen as a linear process in which the learner moves from one skill to the next.

Textbooks and the broadcast media of the day promoted this type of learning. For the Net Generation this process is

not relevant. These students have been raised with media and technology that are highly interactive. Michael

Foucault, the late French postmodernist, developed a model for the sharing of knowledge he called the “Web of

Power.” Interestingly, even though Foucault’s death preceded the birth of the Internet, this model describes the

interactive nature of the Internet and the resulting culture of the Net Generation. Tapscott describes the model this

way:
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Foucault believed that the ‘incitement to discourse,’ or the start of discussion about a particular subject, leads to

increased knowledge on that subject, which leads to increased power. Power comes from any given person who

starts a discussion. The discussion forms a web outward to the discussion group, weaves its way out from there

through other conversations, and sometimes even returns along the same or new paths to where it started. The

lines of the web branch out in every direction, but they also branch inward. Communication is possible in every

direction. (Tapscott, 1998)

Theories of knowledge are beginning to break from a centralized concept of knowledge that assumes, for

example, that meaning is made by an author and conveyed by his or her writing. Poststructuralism and

deconstructionism, more current schools of thought, view the reader as the maker of meaning. Further, meaning is

changed through the interactions of a group of readers. This kind of decentralization of meaning and thinking is

more relevant for today’s youth. Many of the activities that students participate in with computers will enhance

decentralized thinking and interactive learning. Current research about learning points to the existence of a variety of

learning styles. With the implementation of new technologies, an individual can access information in the way that is

best suited for his or her learning style. The learning model, then, becomes one of discovery, directed by the

learner–not something designed for the masses. Developing this model will be important for the knowledge-based

economy of the future (Reznick, 1995; Tapscott, 1998; Huston, 1995).

 As students become increasingly sophisticated and savvy users of technology, changes in teaching strategies are

imperative if educators are going to compete for students’ attention. “As the foundations of linear thinking,

cumulative history and pure thought collapse under the reign of media ... the challenge is to create a vision that sells,

a criticism that magnetizes, a product-line that delivers technologically advanced products for an age that will not

survive without explosive new thinking, analysis and synthesis.” (Taylor & Saarinen, 1994)

Technology and computers present a new reality that cannot be ignored, particularly in the field of education. Yet

comments from students are very telling. “Students are encouraged to think openly and think for themselves, only

after memorizing everything they are told by a teacher or made to read in a textbook. By this time, if you think for

yourself, question things that don’t seem right or question things that don’t seem relevant, you go away empty

handed, ridiculed for ‘not paying attention to the teacher.’” (Matthew Macdonald, Tapscott, 1998) 

Perhaps, in more situations than we would like to admit, even where computers have been added to the

classroom, old methods and ideas prevail. There is little point in placing computers in schools that still operate on

the factory model inspired by the Industrial Age. Lewis Perelman, from the Discovery Institute, makes this point:

“Integrating technology into [today’s classrooms] makes about as much sense as integrating the internal combustion

engine into the horse.” (Gidlund, 1995)

The generation lap is as prevalent in our schools as it is in our homes. There is a shift taking place in the

fundamental power structure of our schools. For the first time, students are recognized as authorities in the

classroom. This adds an interesting dynamic to teacher-student relationships. Sixteen-year-old Kim Devereaux

describes it this way. “I think technology has changed the way adults treat me. They seem to take my opinions more

seriously because they realize I just may know something they don’t.” (Tapscott, 1998) 

Another facet of technology that is impacting the power structure in our schools is the explosion of the use of E-

mail. One can hardly imagine a student phoning a teacher at home to ask questions or discuss a project. E-mail has

opened up an entirely new means of communication. One-on-one communication can easily take place between the

teacher and the student via E-mail (Tapscott, 1998). This kind of interaction makes it possible for teachers and

students to build stronger, closer working relationships. 

Educators must be prepared to join their students, for they are already there, in the new media culture.

Instructional strategies must be relevant if educators hope to be part of the intellectual development of their students.

What is needed are schools that have been established by both teachers and students, in which both are recognized as

learner and teacher, to move us into a postmodern, interactive world. In the words of Philosopher Mark Taylor, “ ...

Worlds are being transformed by images– and these transformations are going to take place regardless of whether or

not cultural critics are involved in them. The challenge, therefore, is to find new ways to intervene in processes of

cultural transformation and thereby not leave everything to the multinational corporations and governmental

agencies.” (Seulemonde conversation) For this reason, educators can no longer afford to lag behind in the fast-paced,

and ever-changing environment in which we find ourselves today.
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THE BIFURCATION OF DISCOURSE AND THE ENLIGHTENMENT IDEALS OF FREEDOM:

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION POLICY AND PRACTICE

Charles J. Fazzaro

University of Missouri, St. Louis

Introduction

The Enlightenment is characterized by three dominant discourses: the Humanities, a discourse promising

liberation from all forms of political and religious repression and two competing discourses, Rationalism  and

Empiricism, promising material well-being through liberation from ignorance. These three discourses came out of

the great eruption of ideas that bifurcated the long established single, Church controlled Mediaeval age discourse,

whose surface, at least, was only recently called into question by the Renaissance. By discourse I mean the

conscious representation of texts (written and symbolic) and practices within the experience of those who write,

read, or perform them so that the texts and/or practices systematically form the objects they represent.  This paper--41

more of an essay--is an attempt to highlight the problems this bifurcation of discourse causes for current education

policy and practices in light of democratic ideals. These problems stem from contradictory notions of totality and

division. Totality finds its full expression in the great “isms” of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and division in

the name of both individual freedom on the one hand and repression on the other.

What the Enlightenment Promised

Although there are many views concerning the inclusive dates of the Enlightenment, for this discussion,

paralleling Foucault’s Classical episteme, I will settle on 1650-1800. This period of history was given its “official”

name in 1760 by the French philosopher Jean Le Rond d’Alembert when he described the eighteenth century as, “the

l’age des lumieres, the age of splendid illumination, of light and enlightenment.”  In its most general sense, the goal42

of the Enlightenment project was to have light triumph over darkness, truth over ignorance, reason over unreason,

love over hate, tolerance over intolerance, and compassion over revenge. To this end, the Enlightenment was a

period of unparalleled intellectual frenzy which, ultimately, prepared the conceptual foundation upon which the

modern Western world would be erected. The opening of intellectual thought came about because the hegemonic,

homogeneous Mediaeval age discourse was fractured by the Renaissance.

The fracturing of the Mediaeval discourse left open the possibility and opportunity for other ways of seeking

truth other than reference to the book of God or the book of nature. Out of this Enlightenment spirit of inquiry came

two particular epistemologies for seeking objective “truths” – rationalism  and empiricism, both expressions of

totality as a sum of divisions. What remained was a third discourse, the Humanities--made up of many subjective

discourses, each an expression and celebration of liberty.

Competing Epistemologies

The precise instant of the birth of the epistemological eruptions of the Enlightenment would indeed be difficult to

pinpoint with absolute accuracy, but one could argue that the Enlightenment, after a long, often difficult, period of

incubation, was finally born the morning of 19 November 1619 when Descartes came to his famous conclusion,

“Cogito ergo sum” (I think therefore I am). By effectively separating the mind from the body, Descartes’s legacy

was to allow the Human to seek truth through conscience reasoning and control of the verb to be in matters of truths

about the world. Operating through the Grammar of the Solitaries of Port-Royal, the sign in the form of language as

discourse could now represent truth about the world, no longer simply mirror it as in the Mediaeval episteme.

What does it mean to represent with discourse? With Descartes’ appropriation of language to the speaking

subject regarding truth, both experience and thought could now be expressed through signs, serving as surrogates for

the real. But this exposes a gap, an abyss, between symbols and the things they represent. More specifically

regarding Enlightenment thought, with one critical flash of his intellect, Descartes ultimately provided a

“reasonable” argument for ways of knowing other than similitude (resemblance), the hegemonic epistemological

foundation of Mediaeval knowledge, which recognized no gap between symbols and things. Once the gap between

meaning and expressing was recognized, the modern human sciences would soon employ the notions of theory and

hypothesis in order to explain what could not be seen directly through the senses (the unseen) but what was essential

to account for both totality and division.

It can be argued that two thousand years before Descartes the intellectual foundation for the Enlightenment was

prepared by Plato, who, along with his mentor Socrates introduced the notions of totality and division into Western
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thought while effectively dispatching the Sophists. But by 1800 A.D. all was in place in Western thought for the

discourse of modern science to emerge in its full form. This form ultimately would cause science to be separated

completely from the discourses of the Humanities -- if not the other possible discourses constituting the unbounded

domain of the All. While the discourse of the Humanities argued that liberty was a nonmaterial “natural” right,

science, in the name of progress, was promising to liberate the Human through objectively defined material

technologies, independent of moral judgements.

By the end of the eighteenth century, the discourse of the natural sciences was being applied as techniques for

dividing the human on not only material (seen) attributes but nonmaterial (unseen) attributes–later to be called

constructs by the self-ordained human science professionals. This transition would lead to what Foucault

documented as a plethora of technologies of discipline, of repression itself, that operate through institutions such as

schools. These sophisticated “science like” technologies would be used to justify totalities by justifying divisions.

This transformation of science into the servant of technology would constitute the epistemology of the Modern, the

dangers of which Nietzsche warned but few heeded. By the end of the twentieth century, the full spectrum of science

– both the natural and human sciences -- would be transformed into Technology itself, the unified discourse

allowing the possibility of a Brave New World totality. The notions of totality and division, and techniques for

effecting and justifying them, characterize Modern Western thought.

The Modern

If one could mark the birth of modern Western thought it would be at the instant that Kant completed his Critique

of Judgement, the third leg of the epistemological tour de force that, in one form or another, would dominate modern

Western thought. All Western thought before that Kantian moment served as a necessary and sufficient prologue to

his final dispatch to Western scholars. Kant attempted to bind together empiricism and rationalism with moral

judgement. What he did instead was to weld in place the last member of the epistemological scaffold upon which the

human would be sacrificed in the name of “progress.” But if Kant failed in his efforts to form a unified, pure

discourse that would allow the Human to fulfill the Enlightenment promises of liberation, then that failure lies

somewhere in the hegemony of intellectual thought that served as prologue to his work. Again, that thought was

grounded in notions of totality and division.

Socrates, in his allegory of the cave, the “parable of education and ignorance,” allowed for the notions of both

totality and division to take root in Western thought. Socrates argued that new rulers of the state must have an

education that goes beyond music, literature, and the martial arts. Future rulers must be given pure mathematics and

ways of applying numbers (quantification) to governing. This notion lay dormant until a few centuries before the

Enlightenment when mathematics, in the form of what was called political arithmetic, was being used to analyze

population data to inform political decisions. By the 1660s, John Graunt was using mathematics in the form of

statistical analysis to make judgements about differences in physical human attributes. But this use was governed by

the epistemology of empiricism in that the data were apparent to the senses.

By the early 1800s the notion of mathematics as a transparent technology of governing finds its full expression in

the work of Adolphe Quetelet (1796-1874). Published in 1835, Quetelet’s Sur L'Homme, et le Dévelopment de ses

Facultíes (A Treatise on Man and the Development of His Faculties) popularized the use of statistical analysis to

make rational “inferential” judgements about willfully expressed human behavior (morals) from the analysis of

sense data, heights of conscripts into the French army.  Quetelet thus used descriptive mathematics to make43

judgements about non physical (unseen) attributes from purely observable (seen) physical characteristics. This

marked the birth of both the notion of the “normal man” and the epistemology of the modern human sciences.

Linking Quetelet’s work to that of Francis Galton (1829-1911), James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879), Charles Sanders

Peirce (1839-1914), and Karl Pearson (1857-1936) constitutes a genealogy of discursive elements that presently

operate as modern technologies to both effect division within a totality and to justify the division with the

imprimatur of a supposedly objective science.

 From the first publication of Quetelet's work, there has been an almost exponential growth in the applications of

Quetelet's assumptions in the Human sciences. In psychology, for example, the third edition of the Diagnostic and

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-III) published in 1987 listed 311 diagnoses of psycho-pathologies.

The fourth edition (DSM-IV) listed 397; therefore, according to the DSM, there were, on average, more than nine (9)

new human psychologies “discovered” each year. In education, Oscar Buros' first bibliography of testing, published

in 1934, contained only forty-four (44) pages. By 1938, now known as the familiar Mental Measurement Yearbook

(MMY), it had more than 400 pages listing about 4000 tests.  The 1995 edition of the MMY has 1259 pages and44
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many more thousand tests. But how, at the end of the twentieth century, does this unceasing emphasis on division

and classification square with the Enlightenment discourse of liberation?

Discourse of Liberation

Along with the liberating technologies of Modern thought that allowed for an unparalleled level of material well-

being in the name of progress, both the “ideals of freedom” and the bloodless technologies of repression

simultaneously came to maturity during the Enlightenment. In short, the Enlightenment was characterized by an

emphasis on both human experience and reason in pursuit of a materialistic view of Human agency. Near the end of

the Enlightenment, one finds the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the United States, often cited

as concrete expressions, crown jewels of the Enlightenment. But contrary to a materialistic view of progress, the

characters of the two documents are not materialistic and utilitarian; instead they constitute an ethic of natural human

rights, which need neither the discourses of empiricism nor rationalism or science for their legitimation or definition.

Human rights are amenable only to the distributive discourse of the Humanities. 

What Enlightenment notions regarding human rights might be considered within the domain of American ideals

of freedom? Serious historians likely would include such notions as “access,” “community,” “equity,” and “free

speech.” Embedded in these notions are contradictions. For example, on the one hand the Declaration of

Independence expresses an ethic of “community,” which carries within it the notion of a “whole,” a totality. On the

other hand, the Bill of Rights of the Constitution is a warrant guaranteeing individual rights (a notion of division)

against the will of the majority, a totality. Since long before the Founding fathers first embedded the notion of

inviolable individual freedoms and other like notions in the Founding documents, American history has been an

almost seamless chronology of often bloody, but more commonly bloodless social wars in which the combatants

often never fully recognize, if at all, that a war is taking place and which the effects are imperceptibly hegemonic.

The more often obfuscated battle lines divide those not able to exercise the warrants that guarantee freedom rights

and those who find themselves socially, economically and/or politically advantaged because others are

disadvantaged regarding freedom rights. In this war, the Modern, politically sophisticated advantaged employ an

endless array of “weapons” in the form of bloodless technologies constructed from tightly controlled

professionalized discourses. These technologies operate transparently through a multitude of institutions, in

particular the schools. 

Unlike the code of the Geneva Convention, intended to establish and regulate “acceptable” bloodletting weapons

of war, the bloodless weapons designed for the modern social wars are made acceptable by what might be called the

“Modern Convention.” This new “convention of fairness” is not identified by geography, but, instead, is an

amorphous web of legitimating organizations of “experts,” each claiming to speak the objective discourse of science.

Each member organization of the “convention” represents a form of the Modern sciences, both physical and

“human.” New organizations are admitted only upon the existing members’ acceptance of the quality of a newcomer

organization’s research--research governed by the canons of scientific inquiry, regardless of the ethics of any

technology that might be championed by the newcomer organization. Cloning comes to mind here. 

The Present State of Individual Liberty

What is the status of individual liberty in America at the close of the twentieth century? One measure of

individual liberty is equity, defined here as the inherent right of individuals to seek their full measure of life, liberty,

and happiness unencumbered by social status. The Enlightenment meaning of individual liberty regarding social

status was expressed in a scene in Beaumarchais’ 1778 play, Le Mariage de Figaro (“The Marriage of Figaro”)–later

transformed by Mozart into his famous opera of the same name. Figaro, speaking to himself concerning his

aristocratic employer and tormentor, Almaviva, with whom Figaro is vying for the affection of Susanah, says:

 Because you are a great noble, you think you are a great genius! Nobility, a fortunate, a rank, appointments to

office: all this makes a man so proud! What did you do to earn all this? You took the trouble to be born–nothing

more. 

Two hundred years after Figaro, and in spite of the Founding documents, socioeconomic class lines are still

barriers to access to the “good life” for many if not most Americans. Despite a few exceptions, Americans are more

likely than not to die in the social class into which they were born. Only the naive would believe that wealth is not a

classification. But how were the promises of access embedded in the Founding documents to be fulfilled? Jefferson

and others believed that it was through public education that we would prepare politically active, virtuous citizens.

By the end of the nineteenth century in the Western world the notion, if not the practice, of universal public

education had gained broad acceptance. Where provided, it would be an education characterized by a generally
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utilitarian view of both society and ethics. Over the next 100 years, governed by the late nineteenth century notions

of “scientific management,” the structures and technologies of schooling serve to legitimate division into

socioeconomic classes, whose borders today are only slightly blurred and all too rarely breached. The specific

technologies of testing for virtually every aspect of schooling contribute to the sorting of students – more often than

not along socioeconomic lines. Yet, critics of the schools demand that students be tested even more, in order to

insure that schools are accountable for preparing students to contribute to making America economically stronger.45

This demand is justified on the underlying assumptions that serve as the “natural”foundation of the last remaining

totalizing force of the twentieth century, Capitalism.

What can be learned from history about the price that must ultimately be paid by a society that prizes totality

over individual liberties? Jean-François Lyotard, a critic of Modernism gone astray, warns of the consequences of

attempting to mask the inability of discourse, in the form of language games, to fully represent totality as reality.

Consistent with Kant, Lyotard believes that the only way to reconcile the differences between language games such

as those that describe, those that prescribe, and those of efficiency is to create a transcendental illusion. These

illusions are in the form of the great “isms.” Likewise consistent with Kant, Lyotard believes that the price a society

must ultimately must pay for such an illusion is terror. In Lyotard’s words,

The nineteenth and twentieth centuries have given us as much terror as we can take. We have paid a high enough

price for the nostalgia of the whole and the one, for the reconciliation of the concept and the sensible, of the

transparent and the communicable experience. Under the general demand for slackening and for appeasement,

we can hear the muttering of the desire for a return to terror, for the realization of the fantasy to seize reality. The

answer is, Let us wage a war on totality; let us be witnesses to the unrepresentable; let us activate the differences

and save the honor of the name.46

ENDNOTES
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A QUICK LOOK AT THE MEDIEVAL VIEW OF PHILOSOPHY AND HEALTH CARE

Bill Fisher and Jim Van Patten

University of Montana and University of Arkansas

Avicenna, Averroes and Maimonides were medieval philosophers who each in his own way worked to free

science from dogma, secularize the sciences and free them from hardening of the categories. Each in the face of a

deeply suspicious church worked to move out of the middle age of intolerance, mysticism, and fear. Each in his own

time was influential in integrating philosophy with medicine and surgery. They were for their time vigorous,

enterprising, and empirically minded (Thorndike, 1929).

The Muslims

Avicenna-981-1037 (Abu Ali Al-Hussain Ibn Abdallah Ibn Sina) was a famous physician, philosopher and

scholar of his day. His major contribution to medical science was known in the west as Canon. Born in central Asia,

by age ten he was well- versed in the basic sciences and studied philosophy under the greatest scholars of his

community. At age seventeen he cured the King of Bukhara of an illness for which all the greatest physicians had

given up hope. The king wanted to reward him, but the young scholar only wanted permission to use his uniquely

stocked library. His writings on medicine became the text for medical education in European schools. It was issued

sixteen times (fifteen editions in Latin and one in Hebrew). His book of healing was a philosophical encyclopedia

covering knowledge of philosophy and science. His philosophy synthesizes Aristotelian tradition, Neoplatonic

influences and Muslim theology. Avicenna, as Aristotle, classified knowledge into the theoretical and practical—the

former included physics, mathematics, metaphysics while the latter included ethics, economics and politics. Ibn

Sina’s portrait adorns the great hall of the Faculty of Medicine in the University of Paris.

Averroes-1128-1198, (Abul-Waleed Muhammad Ibn Rushd) was a genius who spent his life as a judge and

physician. Averroes studied Aristotle and people went to him for consultation in medicine as well as law and

jurisprudence. Born in Cordova, Spain in 1128 to a family of noted scholars, he studied religious law, medicine,

mathematics and philosophy. At age 27 he was invited to the Movahid Court at Marrakesh in Morocco to help

establish Islamic educational institutions. He tried to reconcile religion and philosophy and wrote seventy-eight

books on various subjects. Ibn Rushd said that true happiness for man can surely be achieved through mental and

psychological health, and people cannot enjoy psychological health unless they follow ways that lead to happiness in

the hereafter, and unless they believe in God and His oneness. Averroes believed that Islam aims at true knowledge,

which is knowledge of God and his creation. True knowledge also includes various means that lead to worldly

satisfaction and avoidance of misery in the Hereafter. Practical knowledge covers two branches (1) jurisprudence

which deals with the material or tangible aspect of human life and (2) the spiritual sciences which deal with matters

like patience, gratitude to God and morals. He compared spiritual laws to medicine in the effect on human beings

physically on the one hand and morally and spiritually on the other. 

Moses Ben Maimon: A Jewish Philosopher-Physician

Maimonides (1135-1204), Jewish commentator and philosopher, was born in Cordova of Spanish Jewish parents.

He settled down in Old Cairo, Egypt in 1165, after having lived in Spain, Palestine, and Northern Africa. A scholar

like Avicenna and Averroes, his publications influenced the age in which he lived and he like them was a

philosopher and physician of great repute His Mishneh Torah (Copy of the Law) was the first systematic exposition

of Jewish religion. He anticipated modern medical discoveries in his treatises on allergies, epilepsy, the nervous

system and individual constitution. Maimonides understood individual differences and wrote of a sense of balance

essential for health. Individuals, according to Maimonides, should not be hilarious and mirthful, nor gloomy and

melancholy, but always happy and contented and of cheerful countenance. In the same manner should all their

dispositions be. This is the way of the wise; every man whose dispositions are intermediate, on the middle course, is

called wise (Runes: 771-74). One of his greatest books was the Guide of the Perplexed which influenced Scholastic

philosophers, Albert the Great, St. Thomas and Duns Scotus. His fundamental principle, like the Scholastics, was

that there can be no contradiction between the truths which God has revealed and the findings of the human mind in

science and philosophy. St. Thomas Aquinas proof for the existence of God was adapted from Maimonides (Runes:

251).

Overview and Discussion

Avicenna’s name is still revered in the East after a thousand years have passed. He viewed cause and effect as
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simultaneous and therefore God and the world as coeternal. God created intelligence or soul, and intelligence is

sustained by God; its multiple extensions are not dependent on Him, for He is not concerned with matter. Avicenna

worked to reconcile science and theology, difficult though that was in his era. Avicenna saw Aristotle as seeing the

passive intellect as an individual mind in a state of potency in regard to knowledge while the active intellect in the

impersonal mind is the state of actual and perennial thought. Although he saw the necessity for the passive intellect

to come in contact with the active intellect, that contact does not interfere with the independent substantiality of the

passive intellect--the individual mind retains its individuality. Thus we have the opening for the move from the

medieval era into tempered empiricism so essential in Avicenna’s medical contributions.

William Occam, a Franciscan who clashed with the Pope over his views, was excommunicated in 1328 but

escaped to Bavaria taking refuge with Emperor Louis. The Emperor welcomed Occam and asked, “Do you defend

me with your sword?” “I will defend you with my pen.” Occam replied. Occam’s guiding principle was, “what can

be explained on fewer principles is explained needlessly by more.” “ Occam’s razor,” as it came to be known,

formed a basis for the development of modern scientific thought. “Avoid postulating  unverifiable entities to account

for what can be explained more simply and directly”; As, “Between two hypotheses, both of which will account for

a given fact, prefer the simpler,” forms the basis for modern scientific thought. 

It was in this period that Averroes denied personal immortality and affirmed the eternity of the world. With these

views, Occam and Averroes, moved toward a separation of theology and philosophy--to secularize science and

philosophy and to free them from the restraints of dogma, so the Averroists were successful in maintaining their

position against a deeply suspicious Church. What was true in philosophy (no personal immortality) was false in

theology, and vice versa. 

One can still find a statute of Maimonides in Cordova, Spain where Jewish ghettos of the 12  century are seen inth

the narrow, and winding streets. The plaque below his statute reads “From Moses to Moses there is none like unto

Moses.” His intertwining of philosophy, religion and medicine gave him unique insights into the larger issues of the

human condition. Maimonides made a contribution to preventive medicine. 

Each of these medieval philosophers, physicians and theologians raised comprehensive questions about the

nature of the intellect, of the soul, of the human condition, of the range of human emotions and of the importance of

holistic thinking and action. These were the holistic philosophers of yesteryear whose contributions still live in the

hearts and minds of scholars and seekers for knowledge and truth everywhere.
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THE EDUCATION OF LOUIS GOLDMAN

(AN EXERCISE IN NAME-DROPPING)

Louis Goldman

Wichita State University, Emeritus

Introduction

Like Henry Adams, I will use the term "education" in the loosest and most imprecise way, to include the

influences of family, community, society, travels, and ancestry. 

Unlike Adams, who could trace his ancestry back through two presidents and probably the Mayflower

immigrants and possibly to some English puritans, I cannot go beyond my grandparents for my immediate

forbearers, but then again, if I wished to be bold, I could go back not a few centuries like Adams, but a few millennia

and claim such folks as Abraham, Moses and David. Should I take this bold approach I would adduce a lineage from

the Levites, one of three ancient Hebrew classes, with whom we associate The Book of Leviticus, and law generally.

I would cite a rabbinical connection with my grandfather and namesake, Louis Goldman, born Louis Duvosarsky,

and with my father's cousin Levi Olin, a prominent Dallas rabbi and teacher at Southern Methodist University's

Perkins School of Theology. I would cite the legal training of both my mother and father, of my brother and of my

two oldest nephews, one of whom is currently president of the Washington, D.C. Bar Association. But I do not

believe that there are law genes nor that I have any genetic connection whatsoever with the Jews of the Old

Testament middle east who are now referred to as Sephardic.

Rather, I believe my mother, whose parents were from Minsk, and my father who was born near Kiev, derive

from a medieval pagan people known as the Khazars. According to Arthur Koestler, the Khazar Kingdom was

situated north of the Caucasus mountains in a strategic location between the Volga and the Don rivers where they are

a mere 50 miles apart. Much commerce from northern Russia flowed down these rivers, probably controlled by the

Khazars, into the Black and Caspian Seas. Not long after the vigorously nascent Islamic culture was turned back by

Charles Martel at Tours in 732 A.D., another Muslim army drove north through the Caucasus, apparently intent on

conquering Russia and Eastern Europe. Like the Franks under Martel, the Khazars inflicted a rare defeat upon the

Muslims. In the ensuing centuries the Khazars enjoyed peaceful and profitable trade relations with the southern

Muslims, and also with their northern and eastern neighbors who were recent converts to Christianity. According to

Koestler, a time came when both their Muslim neighbors to the south and their Christian neighbors to the north

began to pressure the Khazars to convert to their respective faiths. The Khazar King, ignorant of both religions,

inquired about the particulars of each. He was intrigued to discover that they both traced their origin to an ancient

patriarch named Abraham, a Hebrew. The wily king reasoned that if he decided to convert to Christianity, he would

alienate his Muslim friends, and likewise, if he converted to Islam his Christian friends would not be happy, but if he

converted to Judaism neither could feel slighted. He promptly informed his subjects that henceforth they would

become Jews, and he imported rabbis and scholars to instruct him and his people into their new faith.

In subsequent centuries Mongols, Turks and other central Asian people drove westward, displacing the Khazars

to the Ukraine, Eastern Europe and Germany. These people are now known as Ashkenazi Jews. Here they may have

mingled with the indigenous people, until they were ghettoized. Of course, the idea of "indigenous people" is a

slippery concept. How much of Russia was - and still is - indigenously Russian? The name itself, Rus, derives from

the Swedes or Vikings who swept through in the 10th century only to be followed by the Mongols of Ghengis Khan

whose descendants remained in power for centuries, their last remnants driven out of Russia by the Cossacks in the

19th century. (My mother was a blue-eyed red head, devoid of Semitic features; perhaps her ancestry included the

Viking invaders from the north.)

At any rate, it is to this Ashkenazi Jewish tradition I belong. Whether it enjoys any kind of genetic superiority I

do not know. Today, it constitutes the majority of the worldwide membership of Jews which is approximately 14

million, which would be at least 20 million had not Hitler blundered by exterminating six million rather than

harvesting their talents to enrich the Third Reich. I have to be immensely proud that this tiny culture which today

represents less than 3% of the American population, and even less than 3% of the (pre-Hitler) European population,

has produced great leaders in almost every field of human endeavor: in music, Felix Mendelssohn, Rubenstein,

Horowitz, Isaac Stern, J. Heifitz, I. Perlman, B. Streisand, Arnold Schoenberg, Gustav Mahler, Leonard Bernstein,

George Gershwin, Irving Berlin, Jerome Kern, Harold Arlen, Richard Rodgers (and Oscar Hammerstein), Aaron
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Copland and even Bob Dylan; in fine art, Marc Chagall, Ben Shahn, Amedo Modigliani, Jules Pascin, Jacob Epstein;

in literature, Franz Kafka, Arthur Koestler, Isaac Bashevis Singer, J. D. Salinger, J. Brodsky, H. Wouk, Thomas

Mann, Marcel Proust, Saul Bellow, Phillip Roth, Bernard Malamud, Norman Mailer, Delmore Schwartz, Karl

Shapiro, Robert Pinsky, Arthur Miller, Neil Simon; in science, Albert Einstein, Niels Bohr, Leo Szilard, Edward

Teller, Robert Oppenheimer, Eugene Wigner, Richard Feynman, Jonas Salk, Carl Sagan, and Isador Rabi; in

psychology, Sigmund Freud and most of his followers in the Vienna school, Erich Fromm and the Frankfurt school;

Lawrence Kohlberg, Howard Gardner, Abraham Maslow, et. al.; in philosophy and philosophy of education,

Spinoza (Sephardic), Karl Marx, Henri Bergson, Herbert Marcuse, Israel Schefler, and Jonas Soltis.

What would the Clinton administration be without Madeline Albright, Alan Greenspan, Robert Rubin, Mickey

Kantor, Dan Glickman, Charlene Barshevsky, William Cohen and - Monica Lewinsky?

Jewish preeminence in the modern world can be traced to some accidental factors and to some intrinsic factors.

The persecution and ghettoizing of the Jews prohibited them from owning land; hence they became an urban

rather than a rural culture. Additionally, because of Christian biases against moneylender and usury, they became

bankers by default. As the world became more and more urbanized and monetarized, Jews were at an advantage and

produced the likes of the Rothchilds, Lehman Brothers, Solomon Brothers, the Loebs, and Goldman, Sachs.

Unlike most other religions which seek an escape from this world into a heavenly kingdom, Paradise or Nirvana,

Judaism's focus is ameliorative and this-worldly. It has chosen itself to be God's agent for improving the lot of man

by promoting justice, compassion, kindness and noble works in human societies rather than focusing on the salvation

and purity of heart of isolated individuals. It emphasizes the family as a prime agent for rearing good and wise

children, not through a rigid authoritarian patriarchy, but through a book-centered authority subject to continuous

revision, discussion and reinterpretation, and a quest for insight rather than conversion, for wisdom rather than a

non-rational revelation.

Unlike authoritarian Protestant fundamentalists who insist on the literal meaning of the scriptures which thwarts

interpretation, the Jewish tradition, which also sanctifies God's word, and especially the Torah, the first five books of

the Bible, recognized the imperative of interpretation. This has created the vast Talmudic tradition and is reiterated

in the work of Maimonides and Spinoza who emphasize the ambiguities, metaphors and the poetic nature of

scripture. Multiple interpretations imply rational debate and toleration, not dogmatism. The fundamentalist lacks all

sophistication of language and seizes on the most blatantly obvious meaning; there are no subtleties or subterranean

meanings. Hence he has no sense of humor like the Jew and is incapable of great literary works which explore the

layers and depths of character and the rich complexities of existence.

The Jew can think and feel anything without there being any moral consequence: only behavior is to be praised

or condemned. The Christian, on the other hand, is sometimes not so free, as he was warned that "whosoever looketh

on a woman to lust after her hath committed adultery with her already in his heart." (Matthew V, 28) John Dewey

once defined mind as "the symbolic functioning of events," that is, the capacity to imagine alternative scenarios

before acting upon any one of them. How intellectually crippled we are if we install a moral policeman to limit our

imaginations!

For the Jew not only is God's word something to be interpreted, analyzed and debated; so is God's work, the

world of nature. And here, of course, is an explanation of the preponderance and excellence of Jews in medicine,

science and psychology. The Jew answers a question with another question; everything is provisional, hypothetical.

Open to alternatives, he is humble and skeptical of any claim to a final or absolute answer. After the most impressive

exegesis or convincing argument, the Jew is prone to respond, "On the other hand -." The little boy who saw that the

Emperor had no clothes must have been Jewish; and all Emperors and regimes that proclaim their own omniscience

have hated Jewish openness and skepticism - hence official anti-Semitism. And all politicians and rulers who wish to

impose their enacted civic laws hate to be reminded that there are superseding natural or divine laws, however

poorly or provisionally they may be formulated.

It becomes apparent then that the Jewish mind and the modern mind are the same: democratic and scientific.

Personal Experiences

Apart from schooling and intellectual experiences, which I shall touch upon, my interests in tennis and in fine art

have had some influence on my life as well as my place of residence which included Brooklyn and Greenwich

Village in New York City, a summer cottage in Pomona, (upstate New York) and Wichita, Kansas.

My father had been a good athlete. As a young boy he was a teammate of Nat Holman, and I too wanted to excel

at basketball. I failed, and quickly turned to tennis when a pretty 12 year old girl who lived across the street from the
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tennis courts in our summer community was eager to play with me. Soon thereafter my next door neighbor, Jerry

Orans, became my regular tennis partner. Our friendship lasted from 1942 through 1962 when I left New York. We

both went to Brooklyn high schools, then he went to the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania and I

went to Michigan and finally we both ended up at Columbia - he in law and me in philosophy. One day Jerry invited

me to lunch with him and his pal Warren who attended Wharton with him and was now at Columbia in the Business

School. I declined because of a previous commitment. A few years ago I was reading a biography of the second

wealthiest man in America, and was shocked to find Jerry's name prominently mentioned. "Warren" was Warren

Buffet! 

Incidentally, Jerry's wife Jane was the niece of Irving Kristol who owned Basic Books, and the cousin of Bill

Kristol, the neo-Conservative. Thanks to Jerry who helped me hone my tennis skills, I became captain of my high

school tennis team, and later played some college tennis. Jerry made it to the #2 position on his team - his #1 man,

whom I had to play, was the 1945 National Indoor Junior Champion, Len Steiner.

New York City had several elite specialty high schools in those days - the Bronx High School of Science,

Stuyvasent High School, Music and Art and Brooklyn Tech where Jerry went. I attended what I thought was an

average comprehensive high school, James Madison High School in Brooklyn. Only in later years did I learn that

Madison was outstanding: among its grads are two Nobel Laureates, Arthur Miller, Ruth Bader Ginsberg, Dr. Laura

Schlessinger and Sandra Feldman. In my class Steven Schwebel, U. S. representative on the World Court, was most

outstanding.

I excelled more in extracurricular than in academic affairs, participating in the newspaper, yearbook, clubs and

politics. Perhaps my high point academically was in Creative Writing, where Mrs. Tannenbaum introduced us to the

likes of T. S. Eliot and e. e. cummings and praised my poetry writing. We were never told our I. Q. or S. A. T. scores

and my grades were not outstanding, so I had no real idea how bright or stupid I was. The competition, I now know,

was tough, with something like 90% of the graduates going on to college, and dropping out was unheard of.

In 1946, the year I was graduated from high school, I was fortunate that my father's business prospered, allowing

us to move to a lovely apartment in Greenwich Village and me to go to an out-of-town college. My choice was

Williams. Unfortunately, American colleges were flooded with applications from returning GI's who were given

preferential treatment, and Williams rejected me. I hastily chose Drew University in New Jersey which was close

enough to New York for me to return home weekends and begin to savor life in Greenwich Village. Drew's greatest

contribution to my education was its requirement that all freshmen take a course in Greek and Latin literature in

translation. I encourage such a requirement today for all college freshmen. Drew tested all second year students with

something called the Sophomore Comprehensives, perhaps an ETS instrument, and I did well on it. With only one

professor in English and in Philosophy, my probable major fields, I decided to leave Drew. Both the University of

Michigan and the University of Chicago accepted me, but Chicago had required that I take their entrance exam.

Their acceptance, based on their exam, specified that I would enter as a second-year graduate student. In those days

fear of being drafted into the army hung over us, and I wondered if other universities would recognize my Chicago

graduate experience if I were drafted and later decided to transfer to a more conventional bachelor's program. Much

flattered by Chicago, I nonetheless chose Michigan, which I have never regretted.

My sister was graduating from N.Y.U., just down the street from our Village apartment, and my father's

graduation present to her was a summer trip to Europe. I was told a similar gift awaited me; I asked to take it then

with my sister, and my cousin Hal proposed to his father that he join us. So in 1948, long before the advent of

trans-Atlantic jet travel, the three of us - aged 21, 19 and 18, set sail on the Queen Mary for Europe for an education

in fine art, church architecture, history and comparative cuisine. We visited bombed-out London and went to

Stratford and Wimbledon, bicycled through Holland and Belgium and bused and trained it through France,

Switzerland and - best of all - Italy, returning after three months ready for another trip - to Ann Arbor.

I had developed an early interest in theater. Since the age of 12, cousin Hal and I went to Broadway matinees

together and in high school I took dates to such shows as Maurice Evans' Hamlet. Arthur Miller had become

something of a hero to me, graduating 10 years earlier from James Madison High School before he went on to

Michigan. I was accepted into an interdisciplinary program called Honors in Ethics & Politics, which required

courses in the English Bible, Shakespeare, Political Theory and, most centrally, a four-semester, five credit "tutorial"

with only three other students which met evenings at our tutor's home. Here we read the Iliad, Aristotle's Organon,

Plato's Republic, Augustine's City of God, Machiavelli's Prince, Hobbes' Leviathan, Hume's Treatise on Human

Nature, Dewey's Human Nature and Conduct and Collingwood's Idea of Nature and Idea of History, among others.
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Rumor had it that our senior tutor, Professor James Meisel, had at one time been the private secretary to Thomas

Mann. I regret that we had not encouraged him to reminisce about the great writer. When Meisel complimented me

on my writing it had a special significance.

Of course, I also elected to take K. T. Rowe's course in playwriting since Miller had taken it, and Dewitt Parker's

courses in Plato and Aristotle. Occasionally I would audit Charles Stevenson who was making a stir with his

"emotive theory of ethics," William Frankena, Irving Copi and William Alston. Michigan attracted some first rate

speakers and I got to hear Dylan Thomas recite his poetry and Saturday Review editor, Norman Cousins, whose

Modern Man Is Obsolete impressed me in my senior year in high school, in the early months after Hiroshima.

Campus life at Michigan was often exciting, attending Saturday football games as the Wolverines won a National

championship, with the sound of "Hail to the Victors" ringing in our ears. My roommate and most of my friends

were English majors, and as graduation neared I wasn't sure about what field of graduate education to pursue. I

decided to apply to Yale, in philosophy. They seemed encouraging but wrote that before they would accept me I

needed to take the Graduate Record Exam in philosophy. I did so as soon as possible, spending a few extra dollars to

take the English exam as well. I was encouraged by the results. In English, having taken only a few courses, I scored

in the 85th percentile, and about the same on the mathematics section. I exceeded the 99th percentile in both

philosophy and vocabulary. Yale rejected me nonetheless, claiming that they gave preference to Yale graduates.

June had come and I hurriedly applied to Columbia. I wanted to begin taking courses in summer school, but they

would not count toward my degree requirements unless I had first been accepted. As registration day approached and

I still had not been accepted I visited the admissions office to explain my predicament. The admissions officer

secured my file and informed me that they still had not received my transcript from Michigan, hence the delay. He

then extracted a letter of recommendation from the file from Professor Meisel and read it to himself as I sat there. He

put it down and said, "On the basis of this letter, you are accepted."

Including some prior summer school work at Columbia when I saw Eisenhower installed as President, I took an

anthropology course with Gene Weltfish who had coauthored a book with Ruth Benedict on the Races of Man, a

history of drama with John Gassner, a history of music with Henry Cowell, and philosophy courses with several

former students of John Dewey such as Irwin Edman, Ernest Nagel, Joseph Blau, Horace Friess, James Gutman and

John Herman Randall, Jr. who was renowned for The Making of the Modern Mind. Other faculty included Charles

Frankel, Paul Oscar Kristeller, Albert Hofstadter, Corliss Lamont and Arthur Danto. Visiting professors included W.

T. Stace, who had been governor of Ceylon, who taught a course in metaphysics, beginning with the Upanishads;

Lewis White Beck taught Kant and I spent two semesters in a seminar on Hegel's Phenomenology of Mind with

Jacques Lowenberg who claimed to have studied Hegel with Josiah Royce who had studied with a leading disciple

of Hegel's who, of course, got it from the horse's mouth. When time permitted, I audited other courses, especially

Meyer Schapiro's Art History and Gilbert Highet's Theory of Rhetoric, plus Mark Van Doren, Joseph Wood Krutch,

Robert Merton, and a course in symbolism taught jointly by Randall and Paul Tillich who was across the street at

Union Theological Seminary. I regret not going to the Jewish Theological Seminary to hear Abraham Heschel.

New York and Columbia attract the great from around the world. Bertrand Russell, soon after winning the Nobel

Prize, gave a speech at Columbia. Martin Buber, whom Randall described as "a Yiddish Santa Claus" also visited as

did Jean-Louis Barrault, the great French actor and director of the Comedie Francaise. One day Professor Edman,

who taught our seminar in Plato at the Men's Faculty Club where we could sip wine or sherry, announced that the

following week we would have a guest speaker: Somerset Maugham, a friend of his would discuss Kant's Critique of

Judgment. The Philosophy Department ran a monthly (Thursday) seminar for the faculty and graduate students with

a prominent visitor, often a logical positivist or linguistic analyst, such as J. L. Austin, A. J. Ayers, Peter Strawson,

Richard McKeon and Stephen Toulmin.

Around 1953 I began psychoanalysis with Ben Wolstein of the William Alanson White Institute which espoused

the Interpersonal Theory of Harry Stack Sullivan. I also took some courses which the Institute offered to their

trainees and others, and became friendly with the Institute's secretary. Near the beginning of a new semester she

offered me a deal: I would get free tuition for the courses I was taking if I took attendance for the instructor and for

another course or two. Thus I assisted C. Wright Mills in his Sociology course and Cora Du Bois in her

Anthropology, while simultaneously taking attendance for Erich Fromm in the next room. (I had earlier attended

some Fromm lectures at the famous YMHA on 96th St.). At other times I studied with Clara Thompson, then head

of the Institute, and heard Rollo May lecture at the New school in the Village.

My classmates at Columbia in those days included Paul Kurtz (who became head of the American Humanist
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Society), Mary Mothersill, Judy Jarvis Thompson, Irving Louis Horowitz (C. Wright Mills' disciple), Richard

Bernstein, a fellow who was teaching math in the public schools, Albert Shanker, and close friends Sarah Butte, Sue

Yankauer, Tom Roussel, Bernie Schiff (with whom I traveled in Europe in 1952), Arnold Kaufman, Fred Somers

and Milton Mayeroff. Fred, who taught at Brandeis, lived with me for a few months when my parents were away in

Europe. Milton, who wrote On Caring was also close. He never hesitated to write to authors he admired - especially

Fromm, David Reisman and the novelist Herman Hesse, with whom he conducted a protracted correspondence.

From this I learned that even world-famous writers and scholars receive little feedback from their readers and

usually appreciate even critical letters - at least someone is reading their work with real attention! I myself have

exchanged correspondence with Arthur Schlessinger, Jr., Thomas Kuhn, M. Scott Peck, Oliver Sachs, Carl Sagan,

Dean Rusk, Robert McNamara, McGeorge Bundy, Thomas Watson and others.

By 1953 I had completed almost all of the requirements for the Ph.D. in philosophy - course work, French and

German language proficiency and most of the Comprehensive exams. These consisted of two major exams, a two-

day, six-hours-a-day history of philosophy exam and a two-day, six-hours-a-day Four Fields exam consisting of

ethics, aesthetics, metaphysics and logic. I passed all with the exception of logic, which meant symbolic logic.

Traditional logic had given me no trouble when I studied Aristotle's Organon at Michigan, but symbolic logic was

something else. Whether I failed to see the utility of symbolic logic for the kind of philosophy I had expected to do,

or whether I subconsciously desired to fail and remain a graduate student forever, I do not know.

The Korean War had ended but the draft continued and despite my 99th percentile score on the student deferment

exam, military service loomed ahead. I therefore decided to do two things - first, I enlisted in the Army Reserve so I

could choose the kind of military work I would do (I chose Military Intelligence) and second, I would quickly write

a Master's Thesis so that I would have something to show for my three years of graduate work. I worked diligently

for a few weeks and produced an essay on the subject of ethical nihilism. In it I claimed that ethical nihilism was

essentially a function of the transition from one world view or cultural epoch to another. I used Stephen Pepper's

World Hypotheses as a central text. Only thirty years later did I realize that my approach was similar to Thomas

Kuhn's Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962) and my own article on "The Revolution in Education" published in

Educational Theory (Winter, 1989). 

Shortly after submitting it to my advisor Irwin Edman (was department chairman and the Johnsonian Professor of

Philosophy), I received a phone call on a Sunday afternoon from him and Professor Gutman who had both just

finished reading the thesis. "Nihil obstat" proclaimed Edman, who went on to explain the meaning of the Latin

phrase "no objections"; it was approved, as is, on the first draft.

Selective Service soon was ready to draft me. The alternative was to activate my reserve status and enter Military

Intelligence. This entailed going for a physical exam with army doctors. My fellow examinees all seemed gung-ho

military men - officers going for promotion and long time veterans in the reserve who wanted active service for

whatever reason. At the conclusion of the physical which I easily passed, the examining doctor, ready to stamp an

"Approved for Service" on my papers, asked if I knew of any reason I should not be approved. I told him of my

psychoanalysis and his cheerful visage turned grim. "I'm sorry, but I can't approve of your activation under these

circumstances," he said. "But -," I said. "No buts about it, your military career is over," he said. "Quel domage," I

muttered to myself as I left the building into a sunlit day which never seemed brighter. The clouds hovering over my

head for many years had lifted.

About the same time, some weeks after my thesis was approved, Professor Edman called me into his office. He

explained to me that every year he chose a graduate student to be his "protegé" and I could join a long and

distinguished group that included Clifton Fadiman, Francis Stegmuller and Herman Wouk. "It sounds good to me," I

said, "what do I have to do?" "Nothing," said Edman, "I do things for you - introduce you to people, take you places

and see to it that a good college teaching job awaits you. Columbia is usually the first place other universities come

when they have job openings." The spring semester was winding down and I had only one opportunity to be a

protegé, when I was invited to lunch at "Uncle Irwin's" residential hotel, the Croyden. The overt agenda included

reading his introduction to his new book on John Dewey (Bobbs-Merrill) and discussing a few points about which he

had some questions. When it was time to leave, until we would both return in the fall after summer vacations,

Edman gave me an avuncular kiss on the cheek. Perhaps this would have been appropriate had he been a Frenchman,

but it confirmed what many of us had surmised, that he was homosexual. (The term "gay" had not yet entered the

vocabulary.)

I was shocked to read a few weeks later in the New York Times that he had died of a heart attack, perhaps due to
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overwork as he had been chairman of the committee to plan for Columbia's 200th anniversary celebration. The

article further revealed that he was the chairman of the Pulitzer Prize committee, the brother-in-law of the editor of

the New York Times magazine, etc., etc. So much for my tenure as a "protegé."

Some of my friends had friends who were close to the center of the intellectual world of New York at the time. I

was fortunate to have been able to attend a party whose guests included Robert Penn Warren and his wife Elinor

Clark, Lionel and Diana Trilling, Sidney Hook, Walker Evans and, I believe, the painters Jack Tworkov and Bill

Kienbusch.

I was getting to feel more and more dissatisfied with the abstractness of pure philosophy and felt the urge to do

something rather than read and think all day. I decided to teach, but since I had no certification - indeed, had not a

single course in education - only private education was an option. The Ethical Culture school had an opening and I

interviewed with Algernon Black, the head of the Society. I wasn't quite right for the job, he said, but he liked my

background and thought I should go into training to become a "leader" (i.e., minister) in the Society. I declined.

I then accepted a job teaching 7th grade in a Jewish parochial school, the Yeshiva Toras Chaim, in East New

York. (This was a tough Brooklyn neighborhood that had spawned the likes of Louis Lepke and "Murder

Incorporated.") It was ironic that I, a near atheist, I would have to don a yarmulka to teach a class of 25 orthodox

boys. They spent the morning in the Hebrew school, and I got them between one and five to teach the so-called

"common branch" subjects - the required curriculum in New York. To this I added a little art education, sex

education and P. E. which was essential for them to let off some steam after long hours of lessons.

I got an offer to teach part-time at Brooklyn College for the spring semester and remained there for a year and a

half teaching mainly the Introductory course, but also an elective in metaphysics.

Around this time I also began a business which I thought might be short-lived, for the Christmas season. It was a

discount mail-order book service which I called New World Books. I advertised discounts up to 30% in the New

York Times Book Review classified and filled the orders, accompanied by checks, as they came in. I kept no

inventory and consequently needed only a minimum investment. I operated out of a cheap storefront on Hudson

Street, around the corner from Christopher Street. Five years later, when I left New York for Wichita, I sold the

business to a neighbor in Pomona who ran it till around 1996 when he sold it.

I was getting more interested in public education. The Brown v Topeka decision of 1954 and the Russian Sputnik

of October 1957 had repercussions for education making it more and more a social, political and even a military

issue. I shared the bias of my liberal arts background and suspected that colleges of education were intellectually

shallow places, but I thought I would give Teachers College Columbia a try. I enrolled in Jim McClellan's class in

philosophy of education. I was impressed. The reading list included Karl Mannheim, Arnold Toynbee and Charles

Frankel. McClellan's personality also appealed to me. He would elucidate the position of these great thinkers fairly

enough, but then weigh into them with sharp, critical comments bordering on cockiness.

I became a full time candidate for the doctorate for the academic years 1960-61 and 61-62. After a temporary

decline following the retirement of the likes of Edward Thorndike, William Heard Kilpatrick and George Counts, T.

C. was rebuilding with a new generation of "young Turks" in the words of Time magazine. I studied comparative

education with George Bereday, the history of higher education with R. Freeman Butts, more philosophy of

education with Jim McClellan and several courses outside the department: Max Weiss on higher education, Florence

Stratameyer on curriculum, school law with Ed Reutter, Phil Lange on the junior high school, Elizabeth Hagen on

tests and measurement and McKonakie on the psychology of communication. The high point was a seminar required

of all foundations students and "taught" by the whole foundations faculty. It was structured in three week cycles: the

first week a faculty member would discuss his (there were no female foundation faculty then) research and latest

publication. Lawrence Cremin discussed his Transformation of the Schools, McClellan and Solon Kimball their

Education and the New America, John Childs, his American Pragmatism and Education and Bereday, his

Comparative Method. Others in attendance were Phil Phenix, R. Freeman Butts and Goodwin Watson.

For the second week in the cycle, a visiting scholar would present his or her recent work. Richard S. Peters spoke

about Authority, Responsibility & Education, Jerome Bruner, on The Process of Education, Robert Ulich on The

Education of Nations and Margaret Mead on her latest. 

We had a tiny graduate students' philosophy of education club which met on rare occasions. We were composed

of Bert Bandman, Howard Ozmon, Seymour Itzkoff and myself. The great William Heard Kilpatrick spent an

evening with us, saying little; on another evening we met at the apartment of Isaac Berkson who, along with Horace

Kallen (who lectured at the New School), was an early voice for cultural pluralism. I think we also met with
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Professor Louise Antz' N. Y. U. group which included Mary Ann Raywid.

T. C. then - and probably even now - produced a large number of doctorates, perhaps more than the five next

highest in the country combined. Among those I knew and remember best were Patricia Ahlberg Graham (who

became dean at Harvard), Harold Noah (who became a Dean at T. C.) and Morris Weinberger whom I joined at

Wichita State.

I was honored especially by two things at T. C.: first, Jim McClellan asked me to be his graduate assistant and

share his office which once was Kilpatrick's; and second being invited to represent the graduate students in

foundations at the 90th birthday celebration of Kilpatrick at the old Hotel Astor on Times Square, a gala affair

attended by outstanding political leaders, writers and journalists (e.g., Agnes Meyer, owner of the Washington Post).

Kilpatrick had a huge reputation. He was known as the "million-dollar professor" for the revenue he brought T. C.

and someone once estimated that one out of every three major school administrators in America had studied with

him (such was the ambitiousness of the T. C. doctoral producing factory also.)

Having completed all my course requirements and having passed all the qualifying exams, and having just

become the father of a baby girl, in August of 1962 I set out for Wichita, Kansas with my A. B. D., hoping to write a

dissertation in my first few years on the job.

Dropping names:

In the arts: Lily Pons, Helen Hays, Dustin Hoffman, Zero Mostel, Andrew Wyeth, Marc Chagall, Salvador Dali,

Samuel Ramey, Joan Mitchell, Gerald Arpino, Tom Otterness, David Salle, Craig McPherson, Knox Martin, Lily

Harmon (Hirshorn), Louise Nevelson, Picasso's engineer Carl Nesjar, Sol Hurok.

In politics: Carmine De Sapio (Tammany Hall), Dan Glickman, Nancy Landon Kassebaum, Strobe Talbot.

In the Civil Rights movement: Roger Baldwin (founder of the A.C.L.U.), Saul Alinsky, Whitney Young (Urban

League).

In the peace movement: Linus Pauling, Edward Teller, Joanna Macy, Randall Forsberg, Richard Garwin, Robert

Lifton. Miscellany: Charles Osgood, General Jimmy Doolittle, Robert Havighurst, Thomas Pettigrew. 
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THE ARTS AND SPIRITUALITY: INSCAPES OF KNOWING THROUGH IMAGINATION

Rita E. Guare

Fordham University

Prelude

The deep parts of my life pour onward, 

as if the river shores were opening out.

It seems that things are more like me now,

that I can see farther into paintings.

I feel closer to what language can’t reach.

With my senses, as with birds, I climb

into the windy heaven, out of the oak,

And in the ponds broken off from the sky

my feeling sinks, as if standing on fishes.

Rilke1

I have always loved these lines. The fish image is a triumph, a spectacular union of the senses. It embodies

passion, possibility and power in one swift image. “Moving Forward” is Rilke’s vivid description of the frightening

sensations of growth when one abandons familiar ways of knowing and moves into unknowing where one’s “feeling

sinks, as if standing on fishes.”2

Another poet, Theodore Roethke describes the experience of letting go of familiar shores in this way:

Knowing slows for a moment,

And not-knowing enters, silent,

Bearing being itself,

And the fire dances

To the stream’s 

Flowing.3

The poet surrenders his known world for the silence of an unknown one which is brimming and burning in the

recesses of his imagination. He knows that life calls him to an infinite inscape and he wonders:

How can I dream except beyond this life?

Can I out leap the sea-

The edge of all the land, the final sea?4

The poem celebrates the kind of knowledge that is always transgressing the borders of what is known to glimpse the

landscape of the unknown.

Elizabeth Bishop, in the poem “January First” stretches towards those unexplored horizons in the company of

another. She writes:

When you open your eyes 

We’ll walk, once more, 

among the hours and their inventions

We’ll walk among appearances

and bear witness to time and its conjugations.

Perhaps we’ll open the day’s doors.

And then we shall enter the unknown.5

In all that we know, we can be certain of this: there will always remain dimensions of the unknown. Unknowing

is not merely the absence of knowledge. Rather, it is a kind of knowing, a level of consciousness that recognizes

there is something more to be known but not in the usual way.  This hint of recognition suggests a way of knowing6

that proceeds through imaginative vision and intuitive awareness rather than through rational intellectual perception.

Poets get us “closer to what language can’t reach”,  and, in the process, reveal the deep hungers of the human7

spirit for transcendence. What signifies transcendent knowledge is its capacity to be transgressive. Aesthetically, it is

like an I-Thou encounter, a compelling engagement with a person, a poem or a painting, which transcends reason by

imagination. Spiritually, it is like fly-fishing at the edge of Blackfoot River where infinity of thought dances on the
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river and graceful moves trace the complexity and beauty of an ordinary day.

One of the most illuminating experiences we can have is to discover that something we thought we knew we

really never knew at all or never knew all that it could be. “At the Fishhouses” is Elizabeth Bishop’s attempt to

recapture one such childhood experience. The familiar scene of an old man repairing nets at a fishhouse suddenly

sparkles with new brilliance and bursts the barriers that kept her from noticing the stones and the sea. She writes as

though seeing the entire experience from the reversed unnoticed side. With new understanding, the poet compares

knowledge to the cold water of the sea, “icily free above the stones”.  Through the power of metaphor and simile,8

the poet invites us to feel the ache of icy cold, to see the fire that burns on the other side of freeze, and to taste the

bitter, briny water on our tongues. Then with a poet’s precision, Bishop claims:

It is like what we imagine knowledge to be:

dark, salt, clear, moving, utterly free,

 drawn from the cold hard mouth of the world, 

derived from the rocky breasts

forever, flowing and drawn, and since 

our knowledge is historical, flowing and flown.9

Michel Foucault points out that there are multiple ways in which the personal story of any historical event may

be told. The most politically powerful and the dominant narratives that survive the telling constitute knowledge.10

This knowledge, privileged, powerful and partial, is rooted in a life, a language and a culture with its own history

and is the explicit part of one’s historical consciousness. Determined by historical processes, this knowledge can be

analyzed and critiqued in terms of its beginnings. In the process of such critique, knowledge may be created or re-

created leading to new personal vision and insight into what is worth living for and what is worth pursuing in life. 

In the poem, “Moss-Gathering”, Theodore Roethke reveals the insight of this discovery. After he describes the

intricate patterns of moss, the poet goes on to describe what he learned about the act of moss gathering and the secret

that life awakened in him.

But something always went out of me when I dug loose those carpets

Of green, or plunged to my elbows in the spongy yellowish 

moss of the marshes:

And afterwards I always felt mean, jogging back over the logging road,

As if I had broken the natural order of things in that swampland;

Disturbed some rhythm, old and of vast importance,

By pulling off flesh from the living planet;

As if I had committed, against the whole scheme of life, a desecration.11

Roethke arrives at a new vision of life through a kind of knowing which is never separate from the knower.

That unity of experience between knower and known is best captured in Norman Maclean’s novella, A River

Runs Through It. In this poignant memoir, Maclean describes growing up in Montana as the son of a Presbyterian

minister and fly – fisherman. After an afternoon of fly-fishing, Maclean recalls sitting by the edge of the Blackfoot

River:

…mirages on the river in front of me danced with and through each other, I could feel patterns from my own life

joining with them. It was here, while waiting for my brother, that I started this story, although, of course, at the

time I did not know that stories of life are often more like rivers than books. But I knew a story had begun,

perhaps long ago near the sound of water. And I sensed that ahead I would meet something that would never

erode so there would be a sharp turn, deep circles, a deposit, and quietness.12

This literary work of art presents a vision of life as total engagement. Characterizing this vision is the experience

of engrossment, in which one is deeply present and totally caught up in whatever compels one’s attention. For me,

Maclean’s words show how committing oneself to a practice that demands full engagement, in which one feels

grounded in reality, actually expands our comprehension of the world and our consciousness of ourselves. 

Maclean’s wisdom is achieved through the active mastery of writing and fly-fishing. In that unity of knowing

and living, a unity which is transparent, we may be fortunate enough to hear said of us what the minister said of his

youngest son, an extraordinary fly fisherman, “Your brother was beautiful.” Totally absorbed in the act of fly -

fishing, attentive to the rhythm of the river, the direction of the wind, the feel of the rod in his hands, Maclean’s

younger brother became more than he ever knew he was. At the edge of Blackfoot River, that young man met

something and something met him “that would never erode.”  Those who read the novel will glimpse inscapes of13
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knowing “a sharp turn, deep circles, a deposit, and quietness,”  openings to the landscape of the spirit.14

Historical Perspective

The earliest traditions of Western thought promoted a belief that one’s knowing and being are intimately

interwined. Unfortunately, this unity of knowing and living did not prevail in the West. During the Enlightenment,

the quest for reason eclipsed this holistic intent. Descartes’s search for rational certainty led to a dualism where the

mind alone was valued and to a scientific way of knowing in which knowledge had no meaningful connection to the

life of the knower.

This modernist view has encouraged us to see the universe and its reality in mechanical and atomistic terms. We

have been taught to think in terms of bits and pieces that can be taken apart, combined, and analyzed separately.

Thus modernity has defined knowledge exclusively in its technical – rational dimensions.

In today’s schools, the predominant approach to knowing is a technical rational one. Technical knowing begins

with language precise and measured. This kind of knowing emerges from an effort to create highly controlled and

managed situations. The new physics, however, has proven that this is both the lure and the illusion of technical

rational knowing.  Generally, the criteria for technical knowledge is what is useful in the narrow practical sense.15

While no one would deny the usefulness of technical knowledge, an exclusive reliance on this kind of knowing has

become problematic. Essentially, such knowledge is outside of our intimate relations and has little to do with who

we are as persons. However, the wisdom of our very best teachers instructed us to learn with every morsel of

ourselves engaged in the project. Some ancient teachers called this learning with soul and warned of the dangers of

learning without it.

The modernist view that reality can be broken, and, thus the meaning of knowledge fractured suggests that the

whole creative process of imagining, abstracting, symbol-making and thinking metaphorically is reduced from an

adventure in learning to a set of technical tasks. If we are to challenge the rule of technical rationality, we can do so

only through the practice of full human engagement with “life in all its manifestations”.16

That engagement occurs only when the kind of knowing which makes arid lands fertile, unlocks the secrets of

the universe, and heals broken hearts, and when unknowing which is that tacit dimension of life in all of its fullness,

are in-formed by the human imagination. 

Rilke, Roethke, Bishop, and Maclean are artists who witness to that kind of living and knowing through which

“deep parts of life pour onward” , transforming the strange and unfamiliar so that we “may see farther into17

paintings”  beyond where lines are drawn. Such knowing is grounded in an intimate relationship that is both tacit18

and sympathetic. For serious seekers of a way that is deep and grounded, one that believes in the full flourishing of

human potential, beyond the limitations of the modernist view, inscapes of knowing through the imagination offer

some promise. 

Liberating the Imagination 

The rediscovery of the imagination is one of the most important events of our time. This revival of interest in the

imagination is taking place within a new context of concern for the wholeness of experience and knowledge, where

reason and imagination need no longer be pitted against one another as rivals. Rather, we recognize the importance

of the imagination in science as well as in art, spirituality, and poetry. We are returning to what the philosopher Paul

Ricoeur has called a second naivete. A first naivete, the unquestioning dwelling in a world of symbol, myth, and

ritual, is probably no longer possible for us, but we can approximate such consciousness. Yet, it is a struggle to

return to a new and ancient way of experiencing and knowing, the way of myth and music, symbol and story, image

and poetry. It is a time according to Ricoeur, when people are moved by experiencing their imaginations touched by

someone or something that excites them into hoping and acting. In Images of Hope, William Lynch describes the

imagination as the healer of hopelessness, and the break-thru to new reality.  According to Lynch, it is not a single19

or special faculty; it is all the resources of a person, all faculties, the whole history, one’s whole life and heritage

brought to bear upon the concrete world inside and outside, to form images of the world, and thus, to find it, cope

with it, shape it, and even make it.  The imagination not only show us a possible future, it evokes the energies20

needed to participate in that future.

The imagination has a prospective and explorative function in regard to the inherent possibilities of human

beings. It is, par excellence, the instituting and constituting of what is humanly possible.21

Imaginative activity seeks to achieve three goals. It tries first to objectify reality as accurately as it can; for

example, when an image is employed to describe the Transcendent as the Rock of one’s life, or to describe oneself

as a feather on the breath of the universe. Secondly, imaginative activity is passionately concerned with maintaining
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the basic well-being of the human person. Though we can employ our imagination in a destructive way, on its

deepest level the imagination operates to support and promote psychic survival, integrity, and balance. Thirdly, the

imagination has a creative thrust. Through the use of one’s imagination, a person can sometimes come into touch

with the deepest levels of being. 

Imagination emerges then not only as a reconciler but what it has always been, a form of complete consciousness

that creates a new ordering as it brings ‘the severed parts together.”  It is within the setting of the imagination,22

according to Wordsworth, that “amplitude of mind…of reason in her most exalted mood” that a new attitudinal

power is disclosed. This belief in the basic unity of all life and knowing undergirds the multiplicity of meanings and

asserts an incredible solidarity with others.

The imagination breaks open new paths for the mystic-artist in each of us, pathways to fresh images, holy and

gracious. Images are not always easy to trust, for they bear within themselves, precisely because they are new, a

capacity to disturb the comfortable, to question the familiar, to rock the status quo, to wonder about the way things

are, and to suggest that at times unknowing is more authentic than superficial claims of certainty. 

In the classic text, The Burning Fountain, Philip Wheelwright illuminates four ways of imagination with such

power that even if we remain in darkness, in the shadow of not knowing what all this means, we can still feel what

he is saying with our eyes.  Brilliantly, Wheelwright weaves what has been an argument for some but what is a way23

of living for others, namely that, the imagination is an original contributor to the very nature of our world.

The author explores in detail the principal ways in which the imagination appears to operate, and, since these

four emphases closely parallel some of the psychological development in the second half of life, they deserve

attention. What is directly confronted in the first part of imagining is the awareness of an individual presence in its

radical uniqueness. Such experience tends to be expressive of the “I-Thou” relationship. There is deep recognition

that some “unspeakable” moments have more ontological tenderness and call for a depth-meaning poetic response.

In these moments, something of a spiritual experience is felt, the experience of transcendence and immanence, an

experience, which is both the source and the occasion of overcoming distance and alienation. We experience the

courage to be and the desire to live what we have come to know. 

The second movement of the imagination involves imaginative distancing not simply of space and time, but

distancing in relation to the whole object of experience. It involves “putting the phenomenon out of gear with our

practical and actual self so as to give us a sudden view of things from the reverse unnoticed side”.24

Since ours is a world not completely or predominantly rational but full of surprises, confusions, and dramatic

oppositions, the third act of the imagination, composite imaging, provides the necessary blend of disparate elements.

All meanings have their subjective condition in a certain readiness to make connections, to see a single perspective

as forming a single individuality, an oasis, a Something Meant. Creative synthesis of meaning is all the more

necessary in a world where paradox, dramatic tension, and ambiguity reveal and conceal mystery.

Finally, archetypal imaging sees the particular embodying more universal meanings. They are “eminent

instances” standing forth in amplitude and stirring in the soul something familiar and strange. The imagination, then,

the inscape of hope and promise, is the bridge of possibility where we can find depth in the ordinary. By liberating

the imagination, we can pursue paths to transcendent knowledge and restore the unity of knowing and living. 

Inscapes of Knowing: Waking Up to Wonder and Wisdom

I have faith in all those things that are not yet said. 

I want to set free my most holy feelings.

What no one has dared to want will be for me impossible to refuse. Rilke25

When people engage in linguistic creativity through the metaphoric process, the imagination is as work. I have

attempted I this paper to describe inscapes of knowing through imagination by drawing on the language of the arts

and the spirit. The richness of such language wakes us up to the wonder and wisdom in life. I am reminded of the

poet Rumi who calls us from sleep because the dawn has secrets to tell. He repeats over and over again: “ Don’t go

back to sleep…the door is round and open”. Such urging comes from poets and artists who invite us to see the world

anew.

Imagination enables us to form vision, to see reality as a whole on a conceptual level and to name it. Wonder and

wisdom characterize this worldview. Wonder invites us to see the familiar and the strange that lie just below the

surface in the commonest things of daily life. Wonder celebrates the human quest for knowledge while wisdom is

the way that knowledge is held, the reverence we have for knowing and unknowing.

On a more sense-oriented level, imagination helps form images out of which new vision can spring. Such was the
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experience of Lily Briscoe in Virginia Woolf’s To a Lighthouse. She remembered laying her head on Mrs. Ramsay’s

knees, and she thought:

Was it wisdom? Was it knowledge Was it, one more, the deceptiveness of beauty…if they knew, could they tell

one what they knew?…Could loving, as people called it, make her and Mrs. Ramsay one? For it was not

knowledge but unity that she desired… 26

Through the imagination, persons are able to suspend judgment in conflictual or ambiguous relationships and

find new meanings in life. That is what Lily Briscoe was doing as she imagined the chambers of Mrs. Ramsay’s

mind and heart and wondered if there was room there for her. The imagination allows us to create alternative worlds,

other living spaces in which we can act with new hope. This is the critical work of imagination. 

Through the creative imagination, we can escape the meaninglessness and death that continually press us.

Without this creative openness, those new horizons of possibility would never be revealed. With imagination, we

have the key to another world, the world of the spirit, the world of fly-fishing, where there is no limit to the infinite

possibilities available to those who know that:

Eventually, all things merge into one, and a river runs through it. 

Maclean27
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MODERN OR POSTMODERN: CREATIVE TENSION OR CONTENTIOUS DICHOTOMY IN THE

RELIGION/PUBLIC SCHOOL DEBATE? 

Don Hufford, Ph.D.

Newman University

A Couple of Questions

The contending--often contentious--reform movements relating to public education are reflections of underlying

philosophical differences which permeate our society. Any meaningful discussion of public school reform must

address the philosophical implications of how a "sociology of knowledge" impacts educational purposes and

methods.  The problems facing public education revolve around defining the purposes of education in terms of the1

basic question: "What kind of society do we want to create (sustain)?" This question presupposes Emile Durkheim's

understanding that "each society sets up a certain ideal of man (and) it is this ideal.... That is the focus of education."

Historically, cultures and subcultures--the powerful and the powerless--have centered ongoing educational

struggles around socially divisive attempts to answer the philosophical question: "what is the good society?"

Religion--as a social institution--has played a part in formulating sectarian answers to this question, and in

challenging secular responses. 

The question, “What role should religion play in public schools?” is politically, sociologically, and pedagogically

valid. The courts have answered the question in terms of Constitutional/legal interpretations. Conservative religious

and political groups have been more interested in answers related to what Durkheim defined as "the principles of a

religious culture." Today's responses to the public school/religion debate are--as they have been historically--

formulated in light of Modernist metaphysical assumptions. It is time to consider the issues in light of the

philosophical foundations of Postmodern discourse. 

Modern/Postmodern Responses

The rubrics and "attitudes" of Postmodern thought provide theoretical foundations upon which to reframe the

discussion. The Modern worldview which has long dominated American public education has tended to restrict the

dialogue, and to create rigid boundaries which circumscribe the social/political discussion. The Postmodern

worldview provides a philosophical foundation for a new sociology of education, and also for rethinking the

religion/public school dichotomy. As Henry Giroux has reminded us "the new sociology of education emerged ... as

a critical response to what can be loosely termed the traditional (Modernist) educational theory and practice."  The2

public school system, as a secular institution--and the diverse religious and political vested interest groups, as

sectarian institutions--are challenged to move from a Modern either/or, "convergent thinking" mind set to a

Postmodern both/and, "divergent thinking" interpretive understanding. 

This paper is not intended to be a discussion about the varying--often mystifying--judicial interpretations of the

First Amendment's "Establishment" clause, or of the "free exercise" clause. It is not a defense of--or challenge to--

the Jeffersonian "impenetrable wall." It is not about a specific issue, i.e., school prayer, or school vouchers, or

parental "choice," or federal aid to parochial schools, or the creationism/evolution curricular battle, or textbook

adoptions. It is not about the sociologically pertinent debate regarding the "who, what, or why" of religious and/or

educational "political correctness." It is about the thought process and philosophical principles which determine the

rules of discourse that must ultimately be used to place the specific issues in perspective. It is about the possibility --

translated into opportunities--that currently exists to reframe the religion/public school debate. It is about a

Postmodern "attitude" that encourages open, continual dialogue between divergent ideological voices. 

A legitimate concern for separation of the institutional church from the responsibilities of the state is based on

Constitutional precepts as well as historically grounded sociological knowledge. This concern, however, has caused

society--perhaps inadvertently--to separate not just the institutional dogma but also the religiously relevant from the

public school educational process. As a society we recognize the negative divisiveness inherent in religious

sectarianism. We understand the history of religious bigotry and persecution, and the power of churchly institutions

to dominate social processes and to demonize the "other." This makes it difficult to separate the institutional from

the religious, and to bring the spiritual dimension into the public school curriculum--to allow the vitality of the

positive religious experience to share a place at the table of curricular knowledge. 

The empiricist epistemology undergirding the Modernist worldview which has dominated the public school

system has tended toward the creation of contradictory dichotomies. A Postmodern philosophical thought process

provides a counterpoint, and recognizes the "essential positive tension" that is generated when divergent religious
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views are allowed to share space in the marketplace of ideas. 

What the terms "Modern" and "Postmodern" mean are, of course, not always clear. Both terms resonate with a

certain "Postmodern ambiguity" when placed under a semantic microscope.  Postmodernism is a current "in" word3

having subtle definitional differences depending on its use in a particular academic discipline. In art, architecture,

music, and literature the word has certain historical and aesthetic meaning. To "be" Postmodern in sociology or

religion or education is to infuse the historical and the aesthetic into the sociopolitical and moral discourse. 

Postmodernism as an "idea" can be traced to Friedrich Nietzsche's challenges to nineteenth century ideologies of

rational and scientific certainties. These challenges were further expanded on and articulated by French intellectuals

in the 1960s and 1970s--particularly Jacques Derrida, Michael Foucault, and Jean-Francois Lyotard. Other

Postmodernist challenges to Enlightenment era presuppositions were articulated by 19th and 20th century

intellectuals such as Sigmund Freud, Max Weber, and Bernedetto Croce. More recently, education has been

influenced by a Postmodern Critical Pedagogy inspired by the Critical Theory philosophy of the Frankfort School

represented by Max Horkeimer and Theodore Adorno, and put into practice by Paulo Freire.4

Science and technology--beginning with the Enlightenment era--have been the driving forces of Western

civilization, and have significantly contributed to the secularization of the modern world. Stanley Fish has noted that

"we already had the Enlightenment, and religion lost. The loss is not simply a matter of historical fact; it is inscribed

in the very consciousness of those who live in its wake."  The metaphysical "wall of separation" which today divides5

religion and public education was put in place not just as a political statement in response to historical events, but as

a statement of Modernist social philosophy. 

Postmodern thought and discourse allow us to create new questions regarding the religion/public school issue,

and to articulate answers from diverse perspectives. The Modernist view of the issue has tended toward polarization

of ideological and tactical positions. From a sociological perspective the battle lines have been drawn between the

"Religious Right" and the causes articulated by "Secular Humanism." On one side of the battlements we find forces

seeking to dismantle the church/state wall and to restore religious purposes to public school curriculum and

practices. On the other side we have defenders of the wall who seek to remove any residues of religious motivation,

purpose, or teaching from the public schools. From a Modernist perspective there is Truth to be defended, and each

side holds its Truth banner high. Here we face a dilemma in which alternatives are presented in stark either/or terms-

-there is no retreat--take no prisoners. A Postmodern worldview, however, allows for a "both/and" position regarding

competing religious and sociopolitical truths. 

In order to be authentically religious--that is, in order to nurture and deepen our religious experience and

knowledge--we cannot be religiously monolingual. The analogy of learning another foreign language applies to

religion.... To refuse to learn other religious languages is to lock oneself into religious isolation and to rest

content within the limits of our own language.... The epistemology of dialogue ... to be engaged in the pursuit of

the pursuit of truth ... is to be engaged in conversation.... We must open ourselves to the possibilities of truth

from others.6

 A Postmodern worldview allows for the possibility of--even encourages--religiously multilingual dialogue. This

leads to "democratic discourse ... articulated by looking at cultures through multiple lenses, (and allowing)

individuals and groups to express their different perspectives and interests but also participate in a dialogue across

differences."  And, as the scientific didactic of Modernism give way to the questioning conversations of7

Postmodernism this is a dialogue that may be allowed to enrich the curricular process of American public education.

The Modern empiricist dominated approach to educational theory and practice has long negated the opportunity to

explore the contextual validity of the religious experience as a social reality worthy of study within the public school

setting.

Likewise, the modern technological approach to curriculum development will continue to avoid the questions of

morality, spirituality, and theology as essential elements of schooling because these issues are considered outside

the modern scientific parameters of the schools. This stalemate requires that we invert the syllogism and

reexplore the theological dialogue. Thus, revisionary Postmodern scholars propose a model of the curriculum as

theological text where the educational enterprise will include the metaphysical dialogue. In this proposal self-

reflection, intuition, nonrational discourse, nonlinear teaching methodologies, meditation, and wisdom are all

encouraged and nurtured in the curriculum .8

The quotation above does not use the phrase, "new sociology of curriculum," but does reflect the concept as

interpreted by Henry Giroux.
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The new sociology of curriculum has mounted a serious challenge against many of the deeply held beliefs and

assumptions that characterize traditional curriculum.... The new sociology of curriculum speaks a language that

may seem strange when compared to the input-output language of the traditional curriculum model.... The new

sociology of curriculum group argues that schools are part of a wider process and that they must be judged within

a specific socioeconomic framework.9

The "wider process" involves a new Postmodern educational thought process in which secular knowledge and

religious faith are not viewed as totally irreconcilable opposites in the educational arena. Rather, they are allowed to

exist in a state of dynamic, creative tension as sociological realities. The Modernist worldview--translated into

educational philosophy--has made it difficult to achieve and sustain a positive tension between the religious and the

secular in the public school curriculum. Postmodern thought, however, allows for divergent ideas and fruitful

dialogue regarding the place of religion in the public schools.

A "bridge building" meeting of organizations from both ideological sides of the "wall" of separation gave

evidence of the Postmodern possibility that exists for moving from reactionary rhetoric to responsible dialogue.

Eighteen organizations (ranging on the religious/political spectrum from the Christian Coalition to the People for the

American Way) met to discuss principles of "religious liberty, public education, and democracy," and to work

toward the "shared vision of public schools as places where religion and religious diversity are treated with

fairness."  Speaking to the assembled delegates Richard Riley, U.S. Secretary of Education, recognized the10

importance of Postmodernist open dialogue as antidote to Modernist determined dogmatism.

Public education must be sensitive to, and open to, the concerns of religious-minded parents who sometimes feel

that they are less than welcome. But, at the same time, religious-minded Americans must be willing to build

bridges, to respect the freedom of conscience of other Americans, and to not see public education as the enemy.11

Public education will continue to provide ideological battlegrounds for the cultural wars--including religious

skirmishes--even as bridges are being built. As Michael Apple and Los Weis have written, "the culture of the school

(is) a terrain of ideological conflict, not merely a set of facts, skills, dispositions, and social relationships to be taught

in the most efficient and effective way."  Modernist educational philosophy has tended to emphasize the "efficient12

and effective way,” to define education in measurable, quantifiable, student-as-human capital, terms that fit an

empiricist, scientific, corporate mind set. This Modern worldview is pervasive in public schools, and shapes much of

the content of curriculum, instructional methodology, and assessment procedures. Students are given minimal

academic resources and few pedagogically sound psychological/emotional opportunities to be exposed to--and to

understand--diverse religious belief systems and other "terrain of ideological conflict." 

This paradigm (Modernist/empiricist) has sustained a rigid approach to education, ... an understanding of

knowledge as discrete and predigested bits of information that can be easily transferred from the teacher to the

learner, and an obsession with what can be easily measured.... Other theorists (Postmodernist) suggest that we

should include the entire range of experience ... in an expanded definition of curriculum. It becomes very clear

how very important are the subjectivities of the students and the cultural context of learning ... The discussion of

spirituality and education asks us to reconsider what knowledge is truly of most worth.... Dare we ask for an

education that nurtures the deepest longings of the human spirit for mystery, connection, meaning, awe, and

delight?13

The Postmodern worldview has led to the "new sociology of education" which understands the educational

importance of the "entire range of experience." This leads to a recognition that knowledge is not a metaphysical

"given," but is personally, socially and historically determined. A Postmodern view of the purposes of public

education considers the educational importance of both the subjectivity of the religious impulse and the cultural

context of religious knowledge. From this perspective religion and public education not only can, but must, coexist.

Hans Kung has reminded us that "the intellectual crisis of our time is decisively co-determined by the religious

crisis, and without diagnosing and solving the religious crisis no diagnosis and solution of the intellectual situation

of our age can be successful."14

A Postmodern vision of what schooling may be encourages subject matter integration, and the breakdown of self-

imposed barriers that enclose and separate academic disciplines. This vision is broad enough to allow the

religious/spiritual/ --even theological--into the social and intellectual ferment that evolves from the philosophical

foundation upon which a Postmodern education may be built.

The opportunity exists to use the secular/sacred tension in the public schools to enhance student socialization to a

Postmodern world in which diverse voices are allowed to participate in the construction of social knowledge. It will
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not be easy. Educational reform movements continue to be dominated by Modernist worldview principles.

Curricular decisions are influenced by the concern for measurable outcomes, standardized tests, scientific efficiency,

a stress on competition over cooperation, and the power of bureaucratic process to subvert humanistic goals. These

decisions in turn influence classroom content and instructional method. 

But some educators, influenced by such Postmodern concepts as the value of diversity, a search for truths instead

of a Truth, openness to opposing views, a recognition that the process may be as important as the product and a

question may be as important as the answer, etc., proclaim an alternate vision for the public schools of America.

Patrick Slattery has stated that ". . . despite the seemingly insurmountable obstacles to this project, a reverent and

equalitarian Postmodern education will emerge once authentic attention is given to the spiritual and theological

issues of the human heart."  Slattery's thinking does, of course, differ from the religious view held by those who see15

religion in narrow, dogmatic terms, and who insist that prayers, scripture readings and religious practices be part of

public education. But his thinking does connect to Alfred North Whitehead's belief that "the essence of education is

that it be religious."  This is not the kind of "religious" education that transmits a catechism of answers, but one16

that--as Elliot Eisner has stated--"cajoles students into asking questions about basic assumptions ... generates doubts

and uncertainties."17

In the public school setting, to encourage questions about basic assumptions, doubts, and uncertainties is to

extend student intellectual curiosity beyond the circumscribed boundaries of a totally secularized curriculum, and to

open new channels of student/teacher and student/student communication and interaction. It is to "listen"--and

respond--to religious curiosity, interest, and knowledge. It is to bring repressed issues "out of the closet," and to

allow currently silenced voices to speak.

Silence on issues of religion in schools, far from easing tension, fosters ignorance and mutual incomprehension

among people with widespread religious beliefs and practices and that live in an increasingly pluralistic

society.... Teaching about religion in public schools, as opposed to religious instruction, would fulfill a need for

fuller knowledge and increased awareness of religious motivation in our history and culture.18

Awareness of religious motivation is one of the keys to understanding the self and others. Such an awareness is a

Postmodern educational goal. Thinking from a Postmodern worldview one may envision an educational system that

is more than a linear ladder to success in the world of work. The school should be a marketplace of ideas. And in

that marketplace there should be room for the creative tension generated between secular and religious ways of

defining knowledge and making sense of the world. 

A total divorce of the secular and the sacred--whether by legal fiat or the social power of vested interests--makes

much more difficult the understanding of other individuals and groups. As stated earlier, it will not be easy to replace

the Modernist attitude of "irreconcilable opposition" with the Postmodern view of "creative tension" regarding

religion and the public schools. It will

require serious reflection, psychological investigation, and open-ended dialogue about past experience and vision

for the future. (But) engaging in ecumenical, cooperative, and self-reflective dialogue on the difficult issues of

religion ... in the schooling context is essential.19

Benjamin Barber reminds us that "education is a training in the middle way between belief in absolutes and the

cynical negation of all belief."  This relates to a pedagogical process that allows religious conversation and20

questioning to be part of the public school curriculum. If it is a purpose of public school education to create citizens

for a democratic society, then we are led to consider John Dewey's concepts of both education and democracy, and

how they relate to the religion/public school issue.

Democracy, as Dewey conceived it, 

offers liberal democratic societies opportunity to recover their spiritual centers.... The democratic way involves

full integration of religious life and secular life. Democratic transformation means commitment to the creation of

social institutions (i.e., schools) that will enable all human beings to develop fully their capacities for spiritual

freedom, intelligent judgment, aesthetic enjoyment, creating, sharing, cooperating, and loving.21

Dewey's theory does not sit well with those educational reformers who operate from a Modernist mind set in

which education is judged to be "successful" (or not) based on the "efficiency" model of business-world-bottom-line

accountability. In this model there is little room for that which cannot be objectively and empirically quantified;

particularly the subjective feelings, emotions, and intuitive search for meaning that are part of a religious quest.

Warren Nold writes with understanding that "for many folk, securely ensconced within modernity, religion has come

to seem implausible, a museum piece, a relic of olden times: they have become tone deaf to its charms."22
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Perhaps a Postmodern thought process will allow--even encourage--opportunities within the public school

system for students to hear different "tones," and to speculate on the intellectual and emotional tonal quality they

hear. They may even learn to integrate the voices of the "other" into their own knowledge construction. Social and

curricular integration flows from a Postmodern educational model, and, as Ernest Boyer has stated, "the goal of

common learning is to understand the connectedness of things."23

The philosophical foundation of Postmodernism leads to a vision of public schooling that recognizes the

importance of a social and curricular connectedness that is integrative, ecumenical, heterogeneous, and inclusive.

This vision welcomes diversity--including the incongruity of religious differences--into the educational cacophony

that is a social reality in public schools.  This diversity is recognized not as educationally divisive, but as a learning24

opportunity. In this context one public education possibility will be to use the learning potential of personal and

group religious understandings--as well as misunderstandings--to help students "come to terms with their own and

other's identities and to understand how the world shapes and is shaped by social interaction."  Public schools will25

be better able to help students understand the self and the "other" as part of the continuing search for a universal and

a personal socially constructed knowledge base. 

Postmodern thought allows us to consider the religious/public school debate as more sociological than

theological. It helps us recognize the "false dilemma" that is involved in an either/or--"you lose, I win"--mind set,

and to consider Alaine Touraine's caveat that "the choice between a religious and a positivist worldview is an

artificial choice."  As William Nold has written: "We need not make schools Christian or eliminate all religion from26

public education; there are alternatives. We need not dismantle the wall of separation or build it higher, there are

alternatives ... (in the) Reasonable Center."27 

It is the search for alternatives that is supported by the Postmodern view. We will never find an alternative that

will satisfy all groups on the sociopolitical/religious spectrum, but we might achieve a "reasonable center." Perhaps

the search may be characterized by the Chinese term for "crisis," wei-ji, formed by a combination of the characters

for "danger" and "opportunity." This is what the religion/public school issue contains, both danger and opportunity.

We know that religion as dogma and misused power can indoctrinate, divide, control, oppress, suppress, and silence.

But religion may also encourage, enlighten, liberate, motivate, and raise questions of meaning--all valid educational

goals.

Perhaps the opportunity is worth the danger if educational reformers--either of the political right or left--are

really serious about critical thinking as a pedagogical goal then a critical appraisal of religious ideas and practices

will be part of the reform process. William Reinsmith reminds us that

critical thought is no enemy (to religion). On the contrary, the critical faculty, when employed properly, is its

most useful ally.... Critical thought must not see itself perpetually at odds with religion or spiritual practice;

rather it must get to know and value its place within that domain.28

But there is a problem. Ideological rigidities in both the "religious" and the "nonreligious" camps--based on

Modernist philosophical assumptions and sociological practices--make it difficult to even discuss the role of religion

in the public schools without defining uncompromising adversarial positions and proceeding to defend the positions

accordingly. It is at his this point that a "Postmodern" vision may be called upon to provide foundational

assumptions for renewed dialogical possibilities regarding the role of religion in the public schools. This is a vision

that transcends but does not exclude all Modernist educational philosophy.  It is a vision that sees the public school29

as a "realm where no one owns the truth and everyone has a right to be understood."30

Using Postmodern thought as a foundation for educational philosophy makes it possible to include knowledge of

the cultural validity of diverse religious perspectives as part of the "purpose" of public schooling. The sociologist

speaks of the functionalist perspective of education in much the same way that the educator speaks of educational

purpose. A major purpose of public schooling is to enable the student to function successfully as an individual in a

particular social milieu. This socialization process has been described by Talcott Parsons as "the development in

individuals of the commitments and capacities which are essential prerequisites of their future role performances."31

Durkheim wrote of educational purpose as existing "to arouse and to develop in the child a number of physical,

intellectual and moral states which are demanded of him by both the political society as a whole and the special

milieu for which he is (as an individual) destined."32

To achieve this individual/social purpose requires exposure to various subcultures that are defined in significant

ways by religious beliefs and practices, as Young Pai has written:

A person's ability to function effectively in a socioculturally diverse society depends on the individual's specific
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knowledge about other subcultures (including religions) ... hence learning to understand other cultures and to

interact effectively with their members should be an integral part of the educational goal in any society.33

This "functionalist" goal for education has meaning for both the political/religious "right" and for those on the

"left" of the political/religious spectrum, and should be woven into any movement touting educational "reform." This

calls for educators, working within judicially established legal guidelines, to bring a Postmodern educational

philosophy to bear upon public school curricular issues. The resulting dialogue will provide a possibility for

structural change. 

Conclusion

From a "Modernist" perspective there must be closure, in this case a completion to this paper. Technically this

will happen. There will be an end to the written words. But from a "Postmodern" perspective the issue is part of an

ongoing dialogue, always open for reevaluation. More questions are raised than are answered, and any given answer

is continually in a state of flux, always open to challenge. This paper has been "Postmodern" in that it has provided

scaffolding from which to construct dialogical questions, but has "framed in" no universal, definitive answers. 

The question, "What role should religion play in public schools?" has been raised, not answered. Here process,

not product, has been the objective. I have only tried to raise awareness that a Postmodern worldview allows and

encourages educators, legislators, lawyers, judges, parents, clerics, academics, the religious and the nonreligious, to

rethink the religion/public school issue from a more flexible, open perspective. For all of its definitional ambiguity,

faddishness, and "cuteness" of phraseology, "Postmodern" means being open to dialogue and conversation, seeking

to understand differences, and actually listening to and learning from the voices of others. 

Postscript

One of many possible Postmodern responses to the religion/public school question is for schools of teacher

education to help prospective teachers become more aware of and better able to understand and deal with the

ambiguities, complexities, controversies, and epistemological variety which religious sensitivities bring to the

classroom. Henry Giroux has reminded us that teachers-to-be "need to understand the sociology of school cultures,

the meaning of the hidden curriculum, a politics of knowledge and power, a philosophy of school/state relations, and

a sociology of teaching."  To be pedagogically sound a "sociology of teaching" requires a knowledge of and34

sensitivity to diverse religious beliefs. 

Many parents of school age children have opted out of the public school system because of a perceived lack of

sensitivity--even hostility --to their religious beliefs. Public school privatization movements, proponents of school

vouchers, corporate sponsored educational management organizations, etc. have aggressively reacted to this "voting

with the feet" response. This has intensified a "market mentality" approach to education, and, in turn, has weakened

and fragmented the fabric of public education. Perhaps teachers with a better understanding of the religious needs,

motivations, and "wants" of parents and students will help stem the flow of children from public schools. There will,

of course, always be a legitimate--and important--need for religious and other private schools in our diverse society.

But teacher understanding of the diverse religious needs of students who desire a public school education would

make the classroom a more accepting place for all students. Peter Cookson, Jr. has reminded us: 

Schools belong to the communities in which they are located.... The last thing we need is a disruption of a

delicate social fiber that is already stretched thin.... I suggest that what is desperately needed is a recommitment

to communities, their schools, and the children they serve through a reinvigoration of those public institutions

that were established to level an unequal playing field, to promote a feeling of civic participation, and to ensure

that equality of opportunity remains the bedrock of modern democracy. 35

The current concern for multicultural education, diverse learning styles, multiple intelligences, cooperative

learning, etc. in the public schools reflects an effort to shore up the bedrock of democracy. But the shoring up

process also requires teacher awareness of--and attention to --diverse student, parent, and community religious (and

also antireligious) motivations. Teachers need to understand how and why these differing motivations affect not only

broad curricular issues but also the learning climate of the individual classroom. This calls for teacher education

programs to be cognizant of the need, and to prepare teachers accordingly. 

 In a carefully articulated study of social theory, education, and religion Philip Wexler has called for an

alternative model of teacher education which would even further broaden the recognition of diverse religious

sensitivities as part of the pedagogical process. He indicates that this recognition

does not mean teaching religion. What it does mean is that cultural conditions exist that facilitate the sort of

intersubjectivity, relationality, or, simply, social interaction that is simultaneously part of a collective process of
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sociocultural renewal and part of individual transformation and development that we understand as constituting

education ... This entirely different training of educators is a training for being ... of awareness that enables

inclusion of the other ... that rationalizes and elaborates worldviews deriving from renewals of ancient symbolic

traditions of the sacred.36

On most campuses this aspect of teacher education--the teaching of being (if it is considered at all)--falls within

the responsibility of "social foundations" courses. And ... most teacher education programs give minimal--often

grudging--attention to "foundations of education" courses.  Such courses are expected to superficially deal with37

religion as only one of many variables in the social, political, historical, philosophical and legal overviews of

education. 

A recommendation flowing from this paper is that "foundation" courses be strengthened in teacher education

programs. A strong "foundations" element in teacher education preparation represents the best opportunity to help

future teachers understand the dynamics of religious issues in the public school setting. Foundation courses are best

able to use a Postmodern, questioning educational philosophy -- one that challenges Modernist presuppositions. As

Joe Kincheloe has written:

Students often enter the college of education with a set of conservative expectations and predispositions.... Thus

teacher education students tend not to be seekers of alternative ways of seeing.... Instead they walk into class

searching for recipes for information delivery and classroom discipline. Questions of purpose, context, and

power are alien, (and considered) irrelevant.38

It is the search for "alternate ways of seeing"--the result of a Postmodern vision--that relates to the religion/public

school issue. Teachers who have some preparation for understanding and appreciating "alternate ways of seeing"

will be more aware of--and open to--the creative educational opportunities that exist to integrate religious questions,

dialogue and discussion into various academic disciplines. These teachers will be exposed to the Postmodern praxis

(reflective practice) of "negotiating passages" -- finding ways to connect varying worldviews, while encouraging all

voices to be heard. Perhaps many of these teachers will agree with Nel Noddings:

I will argue that schools--public schools--should play a major role in educating for intelligent belief or unbelief.

There is nothing in the establishment clause of the first amendment that prevents classroom instruction about

religion. Further, so long as our presentations are balanced, I see no legal reason why various religious claims

and critiques cannot be discussed in all their richness.... Existential (religious) questions should form the

organizing backbone of the curriculum, and they should be appropriate everywhere. We rob study of its richness

when we insist on rigid boundaries between subject matters, and the traditional disciplinary organization makes

learning fragmentary and--I dare say--boring and unnecessarily separated from the central issues of life.39

And education should be about the central issues of life.
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unlike other domains of learning, perhaps, is something that, in principle at least, should be of value to everyone.

Paul Farber, “Tongue Tied: On Taking Religion Seriously in School,” Educational Theory, Winter, 1995, 89.
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METAPHIVES: BEYOND METAPHOR*

Stanley D. Ivie 

Texas Woman’s University

One of the things I enjoyed watching on television was Rod Serling’s “The Twilight Zone.” The programs

touched on universal themes, which always ended in strange, ironic twists. The viewer was led down the primrose

path toward one conclusion; then, in the blink of an eye, he or she was required to switch mental sets. What appeared

to be real turned out to be merely an illusion. The world was turned upside down. The viewer was required to

expand his or her range of consciousness. I am now going to ask you to make a similar switch in mental sets—to

move beyond metaphors and to enter the “twilight zone” of metaphives.

Emerson in his famous “Divinity School Address” (1838) shocked the faculty at Harvard when he told the

graduating class “God is, not was; that He speaketh, not spake. The true Christianity—a faith like Christ’s in the

infinitude of man—is lost.” Emerson went on to say that intuition, not revelation, is the proper way of knowing

eternal things. The error of formal religion was that it had become preoccupied with “ritual and theology.” Those

who really wish to know the truth must trust their intuition and tune into the Over-Soul.

I come before you now in a spirit similar of Emerson’s. I am sure I will say a few things that some of you will

take exception to. (I may even say a thing or two that no one will believe.) And perhaps—like Emerson—I won’t be

invited back again for another thirty years. What radical truth do I have to share with you now? Simply this: Things

are not what they seem! We have been tricked into believing many things because we have bought into a faulty set

of philosophical assumptions. These mistaken presuppositions have become the “ritual and theology” of western

philosophy.

What are the philosophical presuppositions that obscure our understanding? They are the Siamese twins,

Aristotelian logic and Cartesian rationalism. These twins have caused more havoc in western philosophy than all the

other bug-a-boos combined. The core of Aristotelian logic is to be found in the Law of Identity, “A is A.” The

assumption underlying this law is that everything has an essence, which can be clearly identified. Further, an essence

is “that which makes a thing that which it is without which it would not be that which it is.” The Law of Identity

holds that “a dog is a dog.” All of this seems self-evident enough. If we accept the Law of Identity, we are led to the

next logical step—the Law of Contradiction. This law states that “A is not non-A.” A dog is not a non-dog. Well and

good. Having accepted the former statements, we are now ready for the Law of the Excluded Middle. It simply states

that “A cannot be both ‘A’ and ‘non-A’ at one and the same time.” A dog cannot be both a dog and a non-dog at one

and the same moment in time. (If you fail to buy into all of these distinctions, you are simply chasing a dog with the

wrong stick.) The other Siamese twin comes to us from the eighteenth century Enlightenment. Descartes, as much as

anyone, helped to father the rationalist movement in western thought. Rationalism holds that “the real is rational and

the rational is real.” The world and the human mind are coterminous with one another. Mankind, through reason, can

come to understand all things. There are no divine secrets or hidden mysteries in the universe. Nature is an open

book from which any right-minded person can read. God does not have any cards stuffed up his sleeve. 

Aristotelian logic and Cartesian rationalism are the mental props supporting our world-view. The question is,

however, have we built our mental edifice on a faulty foundation? Cracks have recently begun to appear in what we

thought were unquestionable truths. Take, for instance, the matter of sexual identity. A person’s sexual essence is

about as basic as anything in life. According to Aristotelian logic, one cannot be both a male and a non-male at one

and the same time. Yet, we are told by medical science that one baby in every 200,000 is born with both sex organs,

male and female. Which sex to choose? Also, there is the matter of psychological identity. A person may be

biologically a male, but he may feel that he is a female. Where is his essence—in his biology or in his psychology?

Similar problems are encountered when we examine African-American history. During the era of

segregation—between the Civil War and the Civil Rights movement—the various southern states passed laws

defining what it meant to be a “Negro.” The definition was based on a legal fiction, “blood.” How much “Negro

blood” one had determined his or her race. State laws were far from consistent. The state of Texas, for example,
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stated that 1/8 “Negro blood” was enough to classify a person as a “Negro.” The law in North Carolina, however,

read 1/16 “Negro blood.” Tennessee set its level at 1/32 “Negro blood.” And the law in Mississippi simply stated

“any known historical trace.” Suppose, just for the sake of argument, we could actually determine the percentage of

“Negro blood” that ran in someone’s veins. Further, let us suppose that the amount was exactly 1/32. What would

such a fraction mean? Legally, the person would be white in Texas and North Carolina, but he or she would be a

“Negro” in Tennessee and Mississippi. What determines “racial essence?”

The most basic thing in the universe is light. Without light life is not possible. The Bible has God saying

—before He created anything else—“Let there be light.” But what is light? Textbooks talk about photons and

electromagnetic waves. We know that light travels about 186,000 miles per second, but other than that it remains the

object of much speculation. Modern physics has given us two contradictory theories of light—one that it is a packet

of particles, and the other that it is a set of waves. Both theories have been confirmed by alternative experiments.

One group of experiments tells us that light is a packet of particles. Another group of experiments confirms that light

is a set of waves. No one has, as of yet, devised an experiment where we have been able to catch light behaving like

a packet of particles and a set of waves at one and the same time. So what is the essence of light? There is no

Aristotelian answer.

Can the human mind really comprehend reality? Scientists are no longer sure that the human mind corresponds to

the way in which the world turns. Rationalistic optimism has given way to a scientific skepticism. Some scientists

are saying we will not begin to understand the universe until we are willing to admit what a strange place it happens

to be. Einstein once remarked, “God does not play dice with the universe.” Hocking—taking exception to

Einstein—is saying that “God not only plays dice with the universe but sometimes he rolls them into the corner

where we can’t find them.” Wheeler, who is a physicist at the University of Texas, asserts that “subatomic particles

both exist and do not exist.” They appear when scientists are in the laboratory looking for them, but we do not know

if they are still then when scientists are no longer looking for them. (Welcome to the modern version of whether

there is sound when the tree falls in the forest and no one is there.) The matter is even more bizarre. Some

laboratories—those who believe in certain subatomic particle—have no difficulty in finding them in their

experiments. Other laboratories—those who do not believe in such particles—cannot find them experimentally.

Perhaps Berkeley was right: “To be is to be perceived.”

Quantum physics has left us with a paradox that seems to defy common sense. If, for example, we were to catch

two photons (particles of light); and if we were to polarize them (give them a certain orientation); and if we were to

shoot them out into the universe so that they were moving in separate directions; and if we were to allow them to

travel for 1,000 light years; and if we were to catch one photon and change its polarity, then the other photon would

change its polarity immediately. How is this possible? It would take 1,000 light years—light being the universal

speed limit—just for one photon to send a message to the other photon. Experimental evidence, however, supports

such a scenario. The two photons behave as if they were one and the same photon. Perhaps the mystics were right

after all—there is only the One. 

Not all truths are contained within the halls of science. Important insights into human affairs can also be gleaned

from literature. Shakespeare, for example, has Hamlet inform us: “There are more things in heaven and earth,

Horatio, than are dreamt of in your philosophy.” Emerson chides us to remember that, “a foolish consistency is the

hobgoblin of little minds.” Life is profoundly complex and paradoxical. Things are rarely what they seem. Capra,

writing in The Tao of Physics, supports the thesis that eastern paradoxical logic is more in line with the world-view

coming from modern physics than is western Aristotelian logic. The mystic is not handicapped by the Law of the

Excluded Middle. Things can both exist and not exist at one and the same time. Contradiction is the nature of reality.

Lao-tsu, the founder of Taoism, informs us that “God is all of that which belongs to God. God is also all of that

which does not belong to God.” Whorf and Sapir, the theorists of linguistic relativity, tell us that English (being

constructed around nouns) is not a particularly good language for thinking about the world as it is pictured by

modern physics. Hopi (being built around verbs) is far more compatible with the world-view coming to us from

modern science. 

Science—which was supposed to make the world clear and comprehensible—leaves it more confused and

mysterious every day. One of the journals I subscribe to is the Scientific American. I have always been intrigued by

theories about the cosmos. Here are some interesting statements made by scientists: (1) At the time of the Big Bang,

according to some theorists, the primeval universe was about the size of a grapefruit, which was infinitely dense and

infinitely hot. Stephen Hocking, however, is now saying that everything came from nothing, which sounds very
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much like the Bible’s account of creation. (2) “At the time of the Big Bang, galaxies separated at a speed faster than

that of light.” If light is a universal speed limit, how is this possible? (3) We find ourselves living in an "infinite

universe within finite space.” (This paradox would have kept Hegel up nights.) (4) The expansion of the universe

rather than slowing down is actually speeding up. What accounts for this expansion? There appears to exist some

“mysterious new source of vacuum energy” governing the expansion. (5) Neutron stars, when they collapse in upon

themselves, “send out sound waves that travel faster than the speed of light.” (6) “Elementary particles, it turned out,

can spontaneously pop out of nothingness and disappear again, if they do so for a time so short that one cannot

measure them.” (7) And here is the clincher, “The discrepancy between theory and observation is the most

perplexing quantitative puzzle in physics today.”

Thus far I have spoken of the strange, paradoxical universe in which we happen to find ourselves. I have also

suggested that Aristotelian logic and rationalistic epistemology are not adequate for understanding the complex

nature of such a reality. I have not, to this point, touched upon two topics that I promised to examine at the

beginning of this talk—namely, metaphors and their more elusive cousins, metaphives. Hence it is to these two

topics that I now turn.

A Texas billboard reads, “What is a metaphor?” The answer given was, “A place for horses to graze.” (Meadow

for.) Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary offers a different definition: “A figure of speech denoting by a word or

phrase usually one kind of object or idea in place of another to suggest a likeness or analogy between them.”

Webster goes on to explain that the concept of metaphor includes “a compressed simile that makes explicit an

implied comparison.” Lakoff and Johnson, the authors of Metaphors We Live By, have written persuasively about the

power of metaphor. They support the thesis that most thought is metaphorical. “Metaphor is persuasive in everyday

life, not just in language but in thought and action.” 

Metaphors, according to Carl Jung, belong to the same class of psychic phenomena as myths, dreams, and

parables. They all speak a common symbolic language. Jung believes humanity shares in a mythopoeic level of

mind. He calls this level the collective unconscious. The unconscious mind generates primeval images or archetypes.

Jung’s archetypes are similar to Plato’s Forms. Both perform the function of providing the mind with an “a priori”

structure. Archetypes are like flexible molds into which cultural experiences are poured, “not determined as regards

their content, but only as regards their form and then only to a very limited degree.” Only a small fraction of human

thought is ordered according to rational principles. The great bulk of the mind is preoccupied with dreams, myths,

and fantasies. Jung contends that life is lived archetypically. Archetypes are primordial metaphors (or at least the

shells for such metaphors). They furnish the underlying structure around which we organize our thinking. 

Stephen Pepper’s book, World Hypotheses, presents a carefully reasoned argument for how “root metaphors”

shape our thinking. There is a simple root metaphor lying at the heart of every complex system of thought. “A world

hypothesis is determined by its root metaphor.” Not all root metaphors, however, are of equal worth. Some are more

fruitful, expansive than others. “These survive in comparison with the others and generate the relatively adequate

world theories.” Root metaphors are useful tools for analyzing abstract systems of thought. They are keys for

“unlocking the doors of those cognitive closets which constitute the literature of structural hypotheses in philosophy

and science.” 

Metaphors are useful tools for thought, but they can also trip up our thinking. Metaphors are single-minded

images. The picture they paint of the world is all of one stripe. The symbolism suggested by one metaphor cancels

out the symbolism of other metaphors. Take, for example, metaphors about life: “If life is just a bowl of cherries,

then why am I in the pits?” John Dewey in Experience and Education tells us that educational theory is divided by

two metaphors—growth from within (progressives) or imposition from without (traditionalists). Astronomers are

currently entertaining three alternative theories (metaphors) for the topology of the cosmos. The first metaphor

pictures the universe as flat like a pancake. Such a universe would follow Euclidean geometry, where triangles

contain 180 degrees. The second metaphor views the cosmos as a giant sphere, which is a non-Euclidean closed

system, where parallel lines converge. Triangles in such a universe might have up to 540 degrees. The third

metaphor suggests that the universe is hyperbolic. After the Big Bang, matter and energy spread out in the shape of

an English riding saddle. Such a universe would be an open system, where parallel lines diverge and triangles have

less than 180 degrees. 

One of the oldest problems in the history of philosophy is that of the One and the Many. Is everything really One

or is it Many? The problem finds its expression in the language of religion, politics, and education. How we answer

the question depends upon the “root metaphor” that lies at the base of our thinking. Buddhism, for instance, tells us
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that there is just the One. New Age religion suggests that the One divided itself and left us with “just” the Many.

Hegel believed that only the state was real; individuals did not exist apart from the life of the state. Herbert Spencer,

on the other hand, argued for the primacy of individuals; the state was merely a joint stock company. In recent years

education theory has been torn between preparing children for the common culture (Americanization) or teaching

them their separate cultural heritages (multiculturalism). Colorful metaphors have merely served to compound the

problem. What is required is a qualitative leap to a higher level of consciousness. I have chosen to call such leaps

Metaphives. Metaphives are super-metaphors or theories of everything. They possess the power to resolve the

problem of the One and the Many. Where as metaphors are analytical and exclusive, metaphives are synthetic and

inclusive. Metaphives allow us to integrate discordant metaphors into a larger, unified whole. 

What are some examples of metaphives at work in our thinking? Mankind has focused on religion longer than it

has on science. One of the oldest metaphives in the western world is the story of creation in the Bible. Genesis

weaves together a long series of metaphors into a comprehensive story. It offers a tenable solution to the problem of

the One and the Many—the relationship between God and humanity. We are all familiar with the opening words to

the story:

In the beginning when God created the heavens and the earth. The earth was a formless void and darkness

covered the face of the deep, while the wind from God swept over the face of the waters. Then God said, ‘Let

there be light”; and there was light. And God saw that the light was good; and God separated the light from the

darkness. God called the light Day, and the darkness He called Night. And there was evening and there was

morning, the first day.

Notice how everything in the story—all of the different metaphors—come together in one meaningful tale.

Everything comes from God and, at least in traditional Christian theology, when we come to the end of time,

everything returns once again to God. The story is a theory of everything that resolves the problem of the One and

the Many. 

Schopenhauer, writing in The World as Will and Idea, offers us another example of a metaphive. In a lovely

poetic line he resolves the problem of the One and the Many. “Life is a dream dreamt by a dreamer, but all the

creatures in the dream are also dreaming.” The world—which appears to be filled with plurality and division—is

nothing more than an illusion. The only reality is the dreamer, the One. Michael Talbot’s book, The Holographic

Universe, offers a similar solution to the problem of the One and the Many. The world we perceive with our sense is

merely a hologram, which is actually a projection of our consciousness. The pictures we have of “reality” come from

inside, not outside, our own heads. Consciousness is like a motion picture projector casting images on a blank

screen. Furthermore, consciousness is not a separate, individual thing; all minds are joined together in One universal

mind. 

The problem of the One and the Many is not restricted to the idle speculation of theologians and philosophers.

Physicists and mathematicians have joined the fray. Brian Greene’s book, The Elegant Universe: Superstrings,

Hidden Dimensions, and the Quest for the Ultimate Theory, is a beautiful example of a metaphive in contemporary

science. All of modern physics, according to Greene, rests on two pillars: Einstein’s Theory of General Relativity,

which describes the workings of the universe, and quantum mechanics, which describes the actions going on inside

the atom. The two theories have both been confirmed by scientific experiments. These two theories—at least as we

currently understand them—stand in direct contradiction to one another. The violent fluctuations on the

ultramicroscopic scale implied by the uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics are at odds with the smooth

geometry of space-time that is the central feature of the Theory of General Relativity. Both theories—if we accept

Aristotelian logic—cannot be true. 

How can the dichotomy posed by the Theory of General Relativity and theory of quantum mechanics be

resolved? Many physicists and mathematicians are placing their hopes on string theory, which is a theory of

everything. String theory asserts that the fundamental constituents of the universe are not elementary particles but

are tiny strings. “The resonant patterns of vibrations of the strings are the microscopic origin of the masses of what

we perceive as particles and the strengths we assign to the fundamental forces.” String theory also requires extra

space dimensions (of which there are ten) that must be curled up to a very small size to be consistent with our never

having seen them. “One reason that string theory appeals so powerfully to scientists is that it is the most symmetrical

theory ever conceived. The principle of symmetry—which holds that things that appear to be different are really one

and the same—offers a solution to the problem of the One and the Many in modern science.

I began this piece by quoting from Emerson on the importance of intuition as a way of knowing things that lie
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beyond the boundary of our immediate sense perceptions. Let me conclude by remarks this evening by returning to

the same theme. John Dewey made the word “experience” a central concept in his philosophical system. The

problem with experience—at least from a naturalist’s perspective—is that it is too narrowly defined. Dewey’s

epistemology failed to adequately account for mystical experiences (though he is reported to have had such an

experience when he was a young man). Mystical experiences are no less genuine than common everyday

experiences. Because they occur infrequently does not make them any less real. We have ample evidence of persons

who have had such experiences. Paul, for instance, had a mystical experience on the road to Damascus. The

experience caused him to make an about face in the course of his life. President Lincoln had a dream—another form

of mystical experience—about his own death a few days before his assassination. Plato, writing in the Republic, tells

us the story of Ur—a Greek soldier who had fallen in battle and who came back to life on the funeral pyre. Ur’s

story is an early account of what are now referred to as “near death experiences,” and it bears a remarkable

resemblance to present-day experiences. 

Have you ever had a mystical experience? If you had, you would certainly remember it. I have had a number of

such experiences in my lifetime. Time does not permit me to catalogue all of them. I would, however, like to share

one of the more vivid ones with you. This particular experience occurred during the Christmas Holiday of 1993. I

was staying at my family’s home in Utah. The experience occurred while I was sleeping in my grandfather’s old

bed. (There are many good vibrations in that bedroom.) I was fast asleep when the following information came

floating into my mind very much like it was being printed on a ticker tape. The information told me that “. . . a

couple, George and Trish ... who lived in northern California ... who were into spiritual development ... were moving

or planning to move to Tucson.” The stream of information broke off. Then it gave me the name of a book, The

Mystical Way. When I received the name of the book, I suddenly came awake. I flipped on the light and wrote down

all the information I could remember. What was George’s and Trish’s last name? I did not recall. 

When I returned to Dallas, I went to Borders Bookstore to see if they had a book by George and Trish. I assumed

they had written The Mystical Way. The clerk was very helpful. She explained that the computer could not locate

books by authors’ first names. She asked: “Where did you get the reference?” I replied, “It was given to me by a

friend.” “Well,” she offered, “would you like to call your friend?” “No,” I answer, “He has an unlisted number.” We

turned to the title of the book, The Mystical Way. The computer listed one such title, which had been written by a

William Johnston. I bought the book and read it with much interest. Johnston, a Catholic theologian, had spent many

years in the Orient. His thesis in the book is that Christianity is essentially a mystical religion. 

Though I enjoyed Johnston’s book, I was still curious about George and Trish. A few days later I was back in the

bookstore looking through the New Age collection. There—setting on the shelf was a book written by a Georg and

Trisha Feuerstein, Voices on the Threshold of Tomorrow. The book did not list any university or professional

address for the authors. If I wished to contact them, I would have to write to the publisher. I purchased the book and

went home to compose my letter. I told Georg and Trisha about the information I had received while I was sleeping

in my grandfather’s bed, and I mailed it to them in care of the publisher. 

A week or so later, I received the following letter in the mail. 

January 31, 1994

Stan Ivie

Dept. of Educational Leadership

Texas Woman’s University 

Denton, TX 76204

Dear Stan, 

Thank you for your fascinating letter. Both Trisha and I are intrigued by the information you received.

In spring of 1992 we were indeed considering a move to Arizona, with Tucson being a good possibility.

However, we changed our minds after my wife made a special trip to Arizona in April of that year. Too many

positive things were starting to happen for us here, and we dropped our plan to relocate completely. 

As for writing a book called The Mystical Way, that may be a project awaiting us in the future. I did publish a

book in 1991 entitled Sacred Paths, which sounds pretty similar, but this was not co-authored with Trisha. Our

next joint project is a volume provisionally entitled Celebrate The Great. Apart from this we are working on our

own books. 

As you indicated in your letter, psychic information tends to come in disjointed segments, with little regard for
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temporal sequencing. Still, it’s pretty remarkable that you got the Tucson consideration right, since we shared

this only with our closest friends. However, it was a fairly intense consideration, which must have left a

pronounced imprint in the psychic dimension. Why you should have picked up on this particular episode

in our lives rather than currently important developments is puzzling but opens up exciting possibilities for

speculation. 

Of course, we’d be interested in learning more about your abilities and any further fragments from the psychic

template that might relate to our lives.

Kind regards and best wishes, 

Georg

Box 1386

Lower Lake, CA 95457

In sum, what are we to make of mystical experiences, and how do they lend themselves to the construction of

super-metaphors or metaphives? First, I believe Teilhard de Chardin, the Catholic theologian, is correct: “We are all

spiritual beings, and we are here on earth to have a human experience.” Life is like a Halloween party. The price of

admission is to wear a costume (a 3-D body). Mystical experiences offer a brief glimpse into the spiritual purposes

lying behind the physical universe. Secondly, A. J. Ayer and the logical positivists are barking up the wrong tree.

The philosophical quandaries of the world cannot be resolved by a narrow empiricism. Metaphives, by their very

nature, reach beyond empirical experiences. There isn’t, for instance, a shred of empirical evidence to support

Greene’s string theory. Theories of everything usually come to us via the route of intuition. Einstein was correct

when he said about his theories of relativity: “To these elementary laws there leads no logical path, but only

intuition.” Thirdly, it is time we placed Aristotle back on the shelf where he belongs. The western mind has labored

long enough under the heavy hand of Greek philosophy. Modern physicists—as is evident from the theory of

quantum mechanics—have moved beyond Aristotelian logic. Perhaps educators should consider a similar shift in

their thinking.
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DEWEYAN “EXPERIENCE,” AUTOBIOGRAPHY, AND ADULT SELF-DEVELOPMENT

Irene E. Karpiak

University of Oklahoma

Autobiography—writing our story—is both the simplest and commonest of literary enterprises. It can also be the

most daring, even foolhardy, of undertakings (Olney, 1980, p.3). While it may be the least complicated of writing, it

can also be the most elusive from the standpoint of literary criticism (Olney, 1980). Autobiography or writing ones’

life has been prominent as a literary form since the 18th century. Its value as an educational tool is only beginning to

be recognized. But even in its short life it has attracted its share of supporters and detractors. Teachers of writing

skills have caught onto autobiographical writing as a tool that permits students to write in their own voice with

perhaps less intimidation than through the more traditional methods. Some recommend the method as the answer to

disembodied academic demands on students. Others disregard it, seemingly on the same basis as they would

disregard the personal relevance approach to education as being “too subjective, dependent upon the idiosyncratic

decision of teachers and students themselves,” and “hampered by ill-defined measures of outcome” (Schubert, p.

205). But could it be possible that both of these views of autobiography may be missing the mark. Could both be

missing the full appreciation of this tool?

What if autobiography could actually be viewed as accomplishing educational goals that serve the learners with

respect to enlarging their understanding of themselves and of the world around them?  What if it could help

individuals to know themselves, to appreciate their own accomplishments and to reach a level of integration

concerning their life experiences? What if there were criteria by which autobiography could be assessed to discern it

more limited and its more enduring value? 

This paper attempts to identify those conditions under which autobiography would constitute a valued

educational event—those conditions under which the learner, in writing, undergoes some breakthrough, some

growth in understanding, some deeper appreciation of herself and the conditions that contributed to whom she is

today. For this task I turn to the work of John Dewey (1964), in particular his chapters under the title of Art as

Experience. This volume presents arguably the most relevant and direct statement of qualities that would constitute a

transformative learning experience, one which would distinguish such an experience from simply the everyday

events that occur in our lives. I consider these qualities with regard to the work I have been doing in autobiography

with students who have been “writing their life” in a graduate seminar on adult learning and development.

Theoretical Propositions underlying Autobiography

Certain theoretical propositions concerning autobiography, adult development, and adult learning, underlie my

work on writing our story as an educational tool. To begin with, in autobiographical writing we transform our life

into a story. As Gusdorf (1980) explains, “The author of an autobiography gives himself the job of narrating his own

history; what he sets out to do is to reassemble the scattered elements of his individual life and to regroup them in a

comprehensive sketch” (p. 35). Autobiography requires one to take a distance with regard to oneself, to look at

oneself as an object, and to draw the meaning from one's life (Gusdorf, 1980). Learning results from finding this

meaning in our life, perhaps even building a theory of our life, or of life in general. Having stepped back and

reflected, we know something now we did not know before. Our knowledge has been extended (Olney, 1980). 

Concerning adult learning, recent theory especially prominent in adult education posits that whereas much of

adult learning parallels that of the younger school-aged population, adults (as well as many adolescents) have the

capacity for transformative learning. It is learning that permits a more inclusive, differentiated, and integrated view

of themselves and the world around them (Mezirow, 1991; Tennant & Pogson, 1995). Central to transformative

learning is critical self-reflection, whereby adults examine the cultural and personal assumptions and the meanings

that underlie and shape their view of life (Mezirow, 1991; Brookfield, 1987). 

Finally, adult development theory maintains that learning and development continue throughout life. A person

never is but is always becoming his or her self (Jung, 1954; Kegan, 1982).  This development is directed toward

greater inclusiveness, complexity, and coherence of personality (Mezirow, 1991; Kegan, 1982; Labouvie-Vief,

1994). Jung (1954) called this process "individuation"—becoming all that one is capable of becoming. Erikson

(1980) called it "integrity"—coming to terms with our life, a task that entails enlarging our perspective to encompass

more that just our own histories.

My Work with Students and Autobiography
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For the past several years, students have been writing five chapters of their life story, as an optional project in a

graduate course on adult learning and development. In my reading of their stories I have been struck with the

admirable quality of their work, the way in which many, if not most, invest themselves into the process, and the

benefits to writing that emerge from the pages of their work. In an effort to understand more about this process of

writing and any benefits thereof, I interviewed one group of fifteen students, six months after they had written. I

asked each of them to reflect back over the writing and to recall what about it was most enjoyable, what was the

most difficult, what benefits if any arose? I recorded these interviews on tape, had them transcribed, and then I

analyzed the data. Since then, I have described my work with autobiography and presented the findings of this

follow-up study at several conferences and most recently in a forthcoming manuscript (Karpiak, 2000). 

For the purposes of this paper I have selected one student’s paper and subsequent interview, because it presents a

“best case” illustration of the work and benefits of autobiography. I will focus most of my attention on the case of

Lori, both her five-chapter autobiography and my interview with her six months later. 

Lori is a woman in her early 40’s. She works in a large corporation in training and development. Lori’s life story

centers on the theme of “friends.” Throughout her chapters she explores the various people who have been friends to

her—not friends as normally defined, but rather, persons who have “friended” her and contributed to her growth.

One important chapter of her story deals with the death of her second born son, only four months after his birth. She

begins this chapter by writing, “This is naturally the one chapter in my life that I would rather not be writing.” 

Dewey and Development in Relation to Life Changes

Dewey’s works, in particular, Art as Experience, provide valuable criteria by which to determine the educational

value of autobiographical writing. In this regard, I have selected four such factors suggested by Dewey (1964)

through which to consider the writings of Lori. These include; the event of an individual’s “falling out of step,” the

presence of emotion in experience, the aspect of the esthetic in experience, and coming to fulfillment in experience.

“Falling out of Step”

The process of experience forms the philosophical center of all of Dewey’s writing. Dewey’s conception of

experience is one of interaction with, as well as a reconstruction of the environment. Through this process of

interaction with, adjustment to, and reorganization of the environment, both self and world undergo change

(Hofstadter & Kuhns, 1964). Often this process begins with the experience of “falling out of step.” Dewey states,

“we become conscious when there is a rift, otherwise there is less need for the system to wake up”(p. 596). He

further observes: 

Life itself consists of phases in which the organism falls out of step with the march of surrounding things and

then recovers unison with it—either through effort or by some happy chance. And, in a growing life, the recovery

is never mere return to a prior state, for it is enriched by the state of disparity and resistance through which it has

successfully passed....  Life grows when a temporary falling out is a transition to a more extensive balance of the

energies of the organism with those of the conditions under which it lives (p. 587). 

Dewey (1964) emphasizes the significance for development of falling out of step, and correspondingly, the

element of undergoing, of suffering. There is the process of “taking in” of what happened and a “reconstruction

which may be painful” (p. 601). The recovery ends with the individual’s return not to the same space, but to a place

of enrichment, that is, of development. This process of development could be viewed as a spiral to which we might

return but at a level of development that is advanced over the previous. 

Turning to the case of Lori, her crisis event changed her life. Lori writes about her infant son, “If I thought

Bryce’s entry into the world was early, his exit was as premature as anything I could have ever imagined.” She

dedicates one chapter to Bryce’s death and the impact it has had on her and her family. She describes his sudden

death while in the care of a sitter and her subsequent efforts throughout the past nine years to cope with and to

recover from this tragic loss. In time, she has another child, and recalls, “And the day I found out I was pregnant I

cried all day—tears of joy, tears of guilt, tears of sorrow.” And throughout all she describes coping with the intense

pain of recurring memories of this other child, and recalling the consolation that these tears offered.

The first criterion then might be that of falling out of step. Autobiography, if it is to be of a transformative nature,

entails an event of falling out of step, out of a state of integration; then follows the process of reconstructing that

experience, and, finally, the recovery of union of integration, which in Lori’s case, appeared to come through the

writing. 

Emotion as the Moving and Cementing Force in Experience

Dewey (1964) defines a second necessary criterion of “an experience” — the presence of emotion. Emotion is
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our qualification of the objects and events in our life. Through our emotion we indicate the extent to which these are

significant to our life. Dewey observes the role of emotion in “falling out of step”:

Emotion is the conscious sign of a break, actual or impending. The discord is the occasion that induces

reflection. Desire for restoration of the union converts mere emotion into interest in objects as conditions of

harmony.

Dewey is emphasizing emotion as the “moving and cementing force” that extends to objects and events

surrounding the situation, and then brings order to the discord. Accordingly, either a joyful, or frightening, or

saddening event can qualify as “an experience.” 

Turning to Lori, in her story she writes that initially she directs her feelings into action related to her son’s

death—becoming involved in organizing a chapter directed to sudden infant death, then on attending related

conferences, and even helping other grieving parents with the memorials for their babies. And later she recognizes

that the emotion also needed to be directed to herself and to her own process of recovering unity, and she describes

her efforts to deal with her pain and anxiety through professional help. For Lori the discord has been harsh, and the

reflection has continued in the form of journals that, in rereading now, reveal to her the pain of that time.

In her subsequent interview, Lori several times mentions how hard it was to write her story, and the emotional

investment she made in writing. She recalls:

Nothing I had ever learned, read or imagined could have prepared me for that day or for the following days,

weeks, months and even years. It will be eight years this October and although I have made quantum strides in

dealing with the loss, I will never be the same and I will never “get over it.” I realize now that people don’t get

over the pain and grief of death, they “go through it.” The pain is not as constant, nor as sharp, but it can sneak

up on you unsuspecting and cut you like a knife ...  

The Esthetics of “An Experience”

In Art as Experience, Dewey (1964) describes the features of art that may reside in experience, and more

specifically in the artistic way individuals make sense of their experience. He observes, “Art is the living and

concrete proof that man is capable of restoring consciously, and thus on the plane of meaning, the union of sense,

need, impulse and action characteristic of the live creature” (p. 596). The artist through her art, brings form to what

initially is a formless idea. Similarly, when individuals attempt to bring form into what are confusing and random

events, they are no less engaging in artistic endeavor than is the artist; their effort of bringing form has art-like

qualities. Concerning the process of her writing, Lori in the follow-up interview reflects on the role of her

autobiography in bringing order to the emotion: 

There is so much emotion. I think this kind of [writing] helps you be a little more objective about yourself.

Almost like you can remove yourself from the emotional side—not totally—but a little more than you can if you are

just sitting and dwelling on a certain [memory]. When you do something like [autobiography], it is so intentional and

you are forced to go back and reflect. It is a totally different viewpoint, a totally different way of looking at things,

and you can be more objective. I think in my case the objectivity was that I gave myself permission to tell myself

that you’ve done really well. You’ve come through it, and now its time to move on and develop the next stage in

life. 

Autobiography, then, may be a way of bringing form to the seemingly random events of our life, and thereby can

be an artistic endeavor. A critical feature of the autobiographical writing of students is the discovery of a central

metaphor that connects the five chapters and often offers clues to what will be the final title of the written work.

Those students who are able to uncover an underlying metaphor in their story ultimately present a more coherent and

integrated image of themselves. Lori chooses the metaphor of “friends” to explore the role of significant others in

her life. Throughout her chapters she explores the various people who have been friends to her—not friends as

normally defined, but rather persons who have “friended” her in a way that furthered her development. She begins

with her first friend—her mother—then moves to finding a friend in her husband, then to cherishing it in her young

surviving son. In her last chapter she discovers that through all, her best friend has been herself. (The significance of

this process of connecting with her lived past and integrating it into her autobiographical self is detailed in a recent

book by Antonio Damasio [1999]. On the basis of clinical research, he demonstrates how this process of connecting

and integrating our autobiographical self features in the development of the individual’s “extended consciousness,”

with its attendant capacity to enlarge the individual’s sense of perspective and autonomy.) 

Dewey observes that at in those times in which we struggle to make sense out of life—to give form to the

seemingly random events in our life—our effort is similar to that of an artist, who struggles to represent some
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emotion or perception in her art form—be it canvas or sculpture, or poetry. When individuals, in this case students,

undertake this project of making sense of the events of their life, of the seemingly random events, and when they

approach this task authentically, then they too are engaging in artistic work. And in this sense, autobiography is

artistic expression. 

Experience in its Fulfillment

The final criterion that Dewey (1964) offers concerns the sense of fulfillment and integration that resides in a

transformative experience. He observes: 

 [W]e have an experience when the material experienced runs its course to fulfillment. Then and then only is it

integrated within and demarcated in the general stream of experience from other experiences. A piece of work is

finished in a way that is satisfactory; a problem receives its solution; a game is played through; a situation ...  is

so rounded out that its close is a consummation and not a cessation. Such an experience is a whole and carries

with it its own individualizing quality and self-sufficiency. It is an experience (p. 596).

This is the central thesis and on which this paper is built. An experience is transformative when it flows to its

fruition, when it comes to closure, to a sense of completion. Such an experience is a “whole.” And it is accorded a

special quality of being “an experience.” There is no doubt that for Lori her life event was an experience, and that

writing about it and describing herself going through it was an opportunity to bring closure, fruition, to that

experience.

[Writing the story] was a very enjoyable experience, and yet I learned an awful lot, and there were times when it

was painful....  When you lose someone like that ... Sometimes if I sit down or I think about him, or look at his

pictures, or whatever, and I will have a few tears, it is actually consoling. It is. It legitimizes. It makes me feel

like he was here for a reason. I still haven't decided or discovered what that reason was. But I know that I have

learned a lot. I have changed. My outlook on things has changed.

The most significant aspect of Lori’s autobiography centers on her sense of having brought some closure to the

loss of her son. Up until the time of writing her story, Lori had been commemorating both Bryce’s birth and his

death in a special way. Below, she reveals her newfound capacity to move somewhat beyond the need to carry on

this yearly ritual: 

For the first (lets see, it will be nine years; he died in 1988), so it will be nine years; and up until last year I had

written something every year on the anniversary of his death, usually a poem or something. And this year, for the

first year I didn’t. I felt that I had reached a point where I didn’t have to do that. And when I was writing this

[autobiography], he was just a big part of it, and I really felt that this was kind of for him. And in some crazy

way it was my way of showing him that I was OK now, and that I had gotten through all of this.

For Lori writing her story touched her in another way—in what she learned about herself and about her life

priorities. And finally, the metaphor of “friends” led to a discovery of the friend residing within her: 

 [W]hen I got to the end of the chapter, my last chapter was about becoming a lifelong learner, and just how hard

I’ve worked to get where I am. And who is going to be my friend here? And it just seemed so evident who my

best friend had been ...  It was a real revelation to me. I might have intuitively thought it, but by the time I

finished writing the story I realized I am my own best friend. I don’t think that there is very much that I think I

cannot do. It just gave me, just opened my eyes to the fact that I could do anything I wanted to do. I just have to

want it bad enough. I can persevere through anything. And maybe it had to do [with] that I had written four other

chapters and had seen the progression of how I had gone through these different stages. And friends are really

important. But in the end, if you’re not your own best friend, then you are going to have difficulties. 

Based upon her written story and the subsequent interview, I would suggest that for Lori, writing her story

completed this a circle; it brought the experience of her son’s death to an integration, a unity and, on that basis,

according to Dewey’s criteria, the experience was transformative. In addition, on the basis of the enormity of the

experience it was profoundly transformative, in that Lori has emerged as more a more complex and more integrated

individual. Dewey’s description of transformation and its criteria would support this contention. Lori, herself, sees

the change in herself. Looking back over her journals, she notes, “When it happened I did keep a journal. And I’d go

back and I’d read that journal, and [then] it was a different person writing. It was a person [then] that was struggling

to survive.”

In this last section, Lori reflects upon the power of this learning experience for her:

[Writing the story] really showed me the depth that you can learn at. When it gets emotional and revealing, on

different levels it all comes together, and there is some incredible learning ...  And I think because the [thinking]
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was around a lot of things that I hadn’t given a lot of thought to in years, it was that much more challenging and

difficult. But again, I can’t [overstate] how much in the end I enjoyed it, how much I learned, and how valuable

it has been. I really think it’s changed me.  Conclusion

When I review the papers of the many students who have written their stories, and review the interview data of

the fifteen students who were part of the follow-up study, I find that most have, albeit to widely varying degrees, met

the conditions defined above. Most have experienced some degree of discord and most express emotion related to

the varying experiences they have undergone. Further, as did Lori, most acknowledge the value of reviewing their

life, of seeing or bringing to awareness what they have accomplished (and what is still left to do). They note patterns

in their life over time and signals of shifts over time. And most come away with a greater appreciation of what they

had lived through, and how their own histories had shaped their life. As students write their stories, take a step back

or outside of their life, and look over their life—from its beginning, its middle, and ahead, where they want it to go,

they are participating in the act of creating this life and their identity within it—they are self-sculpting.

Autobiography, to the extent that it furthers this process, becomes a valued tool of self-development. 

In closing, I offer the last word to Lori, as she reflects a final time on the autobiographical method: “When you

gave us this assignment I thought, ‘Boy, how progressive!’ ...  And then when you think about it, storytelling is the

oldest form of education there is.” 
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PUBLIC SCHOOL GOVERNANCE: A PROPOSED MODEL FOR CHANGE

Jack Klotz, Ph.D.

The University of Southern Mississippi

Since the publication of the national report, A Nation at Risk, in 1983, by the National Commission on

Excellence in Education, fourteen national reports dealing with education have been generated (see Appendix One

for a full listing of these reports). Each report details the evolution of the sorry state of affairs of public education in

the United States. Additionally, each further provides not only criticism of public education but also proposes in

some manner, actions that public education needs to take to cure itself. According to Danzberger and Usdan (1994),

"... the local system for governing the nation's public schools has had little coherent attention and except for the

movement toward site-based decision making -- remains largely untouched by the nation's education reform

agenda." Indeed, of the fourteen national reports that have been published on education, only one, i.e., the Institute

for Educational Leadership's “School Boards: Strengthening Grass-Roots Leadership” (1986), addresses the concern

of school board governance. Since then, two additional reports, Facing the Challenge (1992) by the Twentieth

Century Fund Task Force on School Governance and the Committee for Economic Development’s Subcommittee on

Education Governance, Management, and Organization’s, Governing Public Schools (1992), have shown any formal

interest in the issue of public school governance (Harrington-Lucker, 1993). On rare occasions, a few states even

chose to pass legislative action intended to modify the responsibilities of local public school boards, notably

Kentucky, West Virginia, and Massachusetts (ibid.).

On closer inspection, the observation can be drawn, that the various waves of educational reform which surfaced

during the last thirty years have for the most part bypassed the responsibilities and function of local boards of

education. These local boards are situated between higher-level educational agencies (state and federal) and the local

schools which are charged with the education of youth (Wong, 1995). In theory, the last major reform to public

school governance occurred between 1900 and 1920, when "... the notion of the school board as a trusteeship and the

notion of the superintendent as a chief manager generally changed school boards from operating boards into policy

boards (Danzberger and Usdan, 1994). Yet, since the 1960's, local school boards have tended to return to an earlier

operational orientation, i.e., micromanagement. Indeed, Todras (1993), conjectures that "... perhaps the greatest

problem facing both rural and urban school boards is their tendency to micromanage and become bogged down in

minutiae." According to Chalker and Haynes (1997), many new school board members begin their membership on

local school boards with specific agenda items, which in turn become local roadblocks to educational reform.

According to the Twentieth Century Fund Task Force on School Governance (1992), school boards are deficient

in meeting today's major educational challenges. In the New York Times, Robert Wagner, Jr., former president of

the New York Board of Education warned that, "... local control of education is out of control and ... school reform

will remain an illusion" (Wong 1995). Seymour Sarason, a professor emeritus at Yale University, has called for

reform in public school governance for more than thirty years (Harrison, 1996). Furthermore, Chester Finn, a former

Reagan official responsible for educational research, has called for the abolition of school boards; arguing that local

control is "... a legacy of our agrarian past and is no longer an appropriate governing tool for the high-tech future."

(Wong, 1995).

Associated with the conflicting constraints of micromanagement, other factors have been at play over the years

bringing about a growing cry for the reform of local school governance. Among these factors are a growing number

of superintendent-cited conflicts between themselves and school boards. Indeed, McCurdy (1992) and McAdams

and Cressman (1997) sited growing superintendent dissatisfaction with boards of education over confusion related to

role responsibilities between themselves and their boards. Van Alfren and Schmidt (1993) reported that analysis of

rural board of education decisions indicated a pattern of preoccupation with details of governance, i.e., financial and

personnel issues. Further supporting the encroachment of boards into the daily decision-making of schools and

school districts is a report by Marlow (1997) stating that "... bad board members, although they often describe

themselves as well meaning, tend to get on the board to further personal political aspirations or personal agendas"

Indeed, such preoccupation by board members is leading many school systems to become bogged down because

educational leaders are not being supported in their efforts to lead courageously and imaginatively (ibid.).

Danzberger (1994) adds to the growing list of complaints about the quality of school board governance by

illustrating a litany of criticisms associated with school board member performance. Among these reported concerns
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as determined by Danzberger (1994) are that boards have:

1. failed to provide far-reaching or politically risky leadership and reform

2.   have become another level of administration, often micromanaging districts

3. are so splintered by members' attempts to represent special interest or meet their individual political needs that

they cannot govern effectively

4. are not spending enough time on educating themselves about issues or about education policy making

5. have not provided the leadership required to mobilize other agencies and organizations to meet the health and

social service needs of students and their families

6. do not exercise adequate policy oversight, lack adequate acceptability measures, and fail to communicate

schools’ and school systems’ progress to the public

7. rely on rhetoric rather than action in devolving decision making on the schools

8. exhibit serious problems in their capacity to develop positive and productive, lasting relationships with

superintendents

9. pay little or no attention to their performance and their needs for ongoing training, and,

10. tend either to make decisions in response to the "issue of the day" in changing communities or to govern so as to

maintain the status quo in more stable communities.

Given all of the proceeding it seems evident that as Hutchinson states, “... this system which has been the

foundation for the greatest industrial democracy in the world ... but that system is not changing fast enough to meet

the demands of a much different world, one that is transforming itself at an unprecedented pace. In the context of

such rapid change the system we invented and have supported for over 100 years is not good enough.” Essentially,

we need a new and better system, one that has the capability of producing better results. Hutchinson (1999) contends

that “... educational reform needs to be about creating that better [system], which we will get either by transforming

the [system] we have or by replacing it with an alternative.” Thus, the reality of the necessity for evolving a new and

different model for school governance is coming to fruition as the working relationships between superintendents

and boards of education are moving to a more fractious state. Early on during this century, superintendents were

functionaries of the board, ostensibly filling clerical rather than their current chief executive roles (McAdams &

Cressman, 1997). Certainly, the contentious state between superintendents and school boards may well be a major

contributing factor to the urban superintendent’s average longevity tenure of two and a half years. Danzberger

(1994) has said that the challenge to school governance reform is “... not local control, as many defenders to the

status quo would have us believe, but how to ensure an effective central policy-making body for public education at

the local level.”

Local school boards are at the center of the controversy and in reality are responsible for overseeing very large

financial interest for their communities, such as: employee costs, facilities management / maintenance, strategic

planning, transportation functions, bonding, and other general business functions (Sewall, 1996). Indeed, in most

local communities school districts are often the largest employers, having if not the largest, one of the largest

operational budgets, and working with the greatest natural resource our country has, i.e., its youth. Consequently, as

presented in Figure 1, it can be argued that public education shares many things in common with big business and

therefore, a business-oriented model of governance has theoretical applicability.

Figure 1

Business - Public School District Position and Function Comparability

Business / Industry Public School District

Board of Directors Board of Education

Board President Board of Education President

Chief Executive Officer Superintendent of Schools

Comptroller or Chief Assistant Superintendent / Financial Officer / Business Affairs Director

Vice-presidents Assistant / Associate Superintendents

Company Plants School Buildings

Plant Managers Building Principals

Assistant Plant Assistant Principals

Managers

Supervisors Supervisors / Coordinators

Foremen Department Heads
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Labor Force Professional and Support Staff

Assembly Line K-12 Instructional Program

Product Produced Knowledge / Student Graduates

Common Stockholders General Taxpayers

Preferred Stockholders Parents

Product Customers Community /State /Nation/ Students

Harrington (1997), states that “Unless public schools change to meet new economic realities, ... they risk

becoming marginalized.” Why look toward the business world for a viable governance model for public schools?

The answer lies in multiple assertions, namely: (1) much of what is currently practiced / operationalized in public

education has its roots in the business world (e.g., management theories, motivational theories, site-based

management design, Deming’s quality concepts, and some fiscal practices to name but a few) and (2) general

organizational charts utilized to conceptualize public school organizations have their basis in the business world.

Cleghorn (1997) in “Governing Principals” stipulates that within the business world “... boards of directors have

three principal roles: to safeguard the interest of stakeholders (fiduciary); to oversee long-term strategic development

and performance (supervisory); and to select, evaluate and compensate the top management team (management

development).” He goes further in stating that it is imperative that business organizations have highly qualified

directors in order to achieve effective operational status (ibid.). As presented earlier, this has become a frequent

problem within the governance structure of public school boards of education, as the number of individuals with

professional backgrounds opting to run for public school boards in recent decades has significantly diminished. A

fact that is influenced by public withdrawal of their desired professional services when needed is that undesired

board decisions are reached. This is coupled with the reality that numbers of individuals opting to run for seats on

boards of education tend to either represent special interest groups or have a personal agenda. This gives rise to the

possibility that such potentially prejudiced board members may become tempted to “... argue for processes based on

their own prejudices and experiences, rather than on close knowledge of the situation in the company” (Goold,

1996). Thus, the creation of the “... 10% versus 100% paradox suggesting that tough judgment calls should almost

always be made better my informed executive managers (school administrators) rather than by more distant board

members” (ibid.).

What then is a viable model for school governance as the institution heads into the next millennium?

Consideration should be given to the continuation of public school boards of education; however, their function

should be limited to specifically identified areas of responsibility, namely, selection of a chief administrator,

identification of both short and long-term goals (one year - three-year organizational goals), establishment of the

annual tax levy for generation of the operational budget, adoption of curriculums (developed by members of the

professional staff following extensive curriculum analysis and mapping), purchase and/or sale of land or buildings,

and where collective bargaining exists, the approval of contractual agreements reached via that process.

Furthermore, such boards, operating under a quasi-business model, should not meet on a monthly or a bimonthly

basis (current practice) but rather meet four to six times per fiscal year for extended periods of a day to receive

reports, recommendations for formal action, and to evaluate the performance of the chief executive officer and when

dissatisfied with that individual’s performance, pursue formal action to terminate them, as practiced within the

business world. One final recommendation relative to this proposed governance model is to permit elected board

members to be paid for their service. Such practice is permissible in some states (e.g., Illinois). The amount of

remuneration for such service should be established by legislative action.

The implementation of such a modified model of governance for public education will undoubtably require

formal legislative action in each state within the union. Yet, as Hutchinson (1999) has stated, “Regardless of the path

we choose, transforming education requires us to leave behind our ideologies, to leave behind some of the most

ingrained habits and beliefs that govern education today.” In conclusion, failure to look for and consider new and

different alternatives to achieving the effective governance of public education in the coming millennium can only

leave the institution to continue struggling in the quagmire of status quo and non responsiveness.

APPENDIX ONE

Selected National Reports Dealing with Education and Its Reform

A Nation at Risk, National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983)

This ground breaking report outlined several pitfalls within the educational system and called for improved
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textbooks and other instructional materials, heightened graduation and college entrance requirements, a longer

school day, provisions for more rigorous course work and five new basics: English, math, science, social studies,

and computer science. The report also recommended more homework, more difficult grading practices and a

tightened attendance and discipline policies.

Action for Excellence, Education Commission of the States (1983)

This report gave recommendations to enhance the academic growth of students in particular, the report suggested

that minimum standards needed to be adopted for reading, writing, speaking, listening, reasoning, and

economics. In addition, the report called for a unilateral “hike” of college entrance standards. Other suggestions

included: promotion of a longer school day, week, and/or year, a twelve-year plan for math and science, and

more daily homework.

Educating Americans for the 21st Century, National Science Foundation (1983)

This report centered around devoting more time to math and science on both the elementary and secondary

levels. As in the “Excellence” report, the 21st Century report also advocated the rise of college entrance

standards, a twelve-year plan for math and science and a longer school year.

High School, Carnegie Foundation for Achievement in Teaching (1983)

This report focused on the importance of mastery of language, including reading, writing, speaking, and

listening. In addition, the report discussed expanding the curriculum to strengthen a student’s ability to transition

from school to work or from school to college. This report also called for improved working conditions for

teachers and endorsed a none-track system for students.

A Study of High Schools, National Association of Secondary School Principals (1983)

This report addressed the need for a reduction in traditional subject matter and a need for an emphasis on

higher-order thinking skills. The report also recommended that schools eliminate age grouping and teacher

specializations.

The Condition of Teaching: A State by State Analysis, The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching

(1985)

This book reported on the condition of teaching in the United States and presented an analysis of variables for

each state and the District of Columbia that affected teaching then and into the future. The reported variables

included population changes, enrollment patterns, number of teachers, projected teacher salaries, and school

spending trends.

The First Lesson: A Report on Elementary Education in America, The Secretary of Education, William Bennett

(1986)

This report noted the importance of improving basic skills of children, improvement in complex learning tasks

and abilities of higher-grade children, increased knowledge bases essential for a democratic society, improved

textbooks and raises in academic standards. Secretary Bennett, as in the other previous reports, supported a

longer school day, more homework, and more challenging tests.

Report Card on School Reform: The Teachers Speak, The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching

(1988)

This comprehensive survey gathered data on more than 13,500 teachers. The purpose of the questionnaire was to

gather data to evaluate teacher perspectives on the school renewal movement. The survey included questions on

school goals, student achievement, school climate, testing, school autonomy, administrative decisions, and

community and parent support.

Time for Results: The Governors’ 1991 Report on Education, National Governors’ Association (1991)

This report focused on teenage pregnancy, school dropouts, adult illiteracy, and drug abuse. The report called for

Kindergarten for all children, early childhood programs for at-risk students, parental education programs, and

year-round schooling.

Goals 2000 U.S. Department of Education, President Clinton and Secretary of Education Riley (1994)

This report sets into law the original six National Education Goals, previously established during the

Bush-Bennett administration. The focus of Goals 2000 was to develop national performance standards in the core

subject areas; improve teacher training, textbooks, instructional materials and technologies for students;

development of rigorous occupational-skill standards to ensure that workers are better paid; encourage greater

parental involvement; produce better ways of testing and assessing students, and increase flexibility for states
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and school districts by waving federal regulations that might impede local reform efforts.

High School Restructuring: A National Study, Educational Research Service (1994)

This document presented findings of a nationwide study that examined the extent to which American high

schools were implementing various restructuring activities. School governance was evaluated but only one-half

of the respondent’s reported shared governance. In total, 10,365 principals were mailed surveys and the study

reported a response rate of 33%.

Transforming the Education system: The 1997 Education Agenda, The Education Commission of the States

(9197)

This report declared that “... improvement efforts in American education must be supported and sustained.” In

particular, the agenda outlined reform efforts to include new approaches to school governance, academic

standards and assessment, alternatives to public schools, etc.

The Progress of Education Reform 1998, The Education Commission of States (1998)

This fourth annual report examined the status of efforts to improve the public education system. Governance was

discussed as well as the issue of whole-school reform. Other topics reported were: school finance, standards,

assessment and accountability, and school choice.

A Nation Still at Risk, William Bennett (1998)

This report showed that the weaknesses of American education outlined in A Nation at Risk fifteen years ago had

not been remedied, according to the author. Equal educational opportunity was viewed as the next great civil

rights issue.
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Abstract

Bureaucracy and politics have definitely played a role in the history of educational technology. The years from 1950

through 1980 saw the effects and influence of several U.S. Presidents and their political affiliations. There was

lobbying to secure educational channels in the 1940s. The 1950s saw the formation of the Joint Council on

Educational Television and the Communications Act. In the 1960s, the Ford Foundation funded The National

Educational Television and Radio Center. Based on a Carnegie Corporation report, the Public Broadcasting Act was

passed during the Johnson administration. This Act led to the formation of the National Public Radio (NPR) network

and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. Public broadcasting in the 1970s suffered during the Nixon

administration. In the late 1970s Presidents Ford and Carter both put for efforts to heal the damage by increasing

funding for public broadcasting. The Reagan administration phased out much of the funding for public broadcasting

and NPR nearly fell into bankruptcy. Even in the 1990s, public broadcasting has yet to fully recover from this crisis.

Introduction

Bureaucracy and politics have definitely played a role in the history of educational technology. The years from

1950 through 1980 saw the effects and influence of several U.S. Presidents and their political affiliations. There was

lobbying to secure educational channels in the 1940s. The 1950s saw the formation of the Joint Council on

Educational Television and the Communications Act. In the 1960s, the Ford Foundation funded The National

Educational Television and Radio Center. Based on a Carnegie Corporation report, the Public Broadcasting Act was

passed during the Johnson administration. This Act led to the formation of the National Public Radio (NPR) network

and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. Public broadcasting in the 1970s suffered during the Nixon

administration. In the late 1970s Presidents Ford and Carter both put for efforts to heal the damage by increasing

funding for public broadcasting. The Reagan administration phased out much of the funding for public broadcasting

and NPR nearly fell into bankruptcy. Even in the 1990s, public broadcasting has yet to fully recover from this crisis

(Saettler, 1990).

Reserved Television Stations

In order to fully understand what went on in 1950s educational broadcasting, certain developments in the late

1940s should be discussed. Frieda Hennock, head of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), was

educational television's most primary and vocal champion during the 1940s and 1950s. Hennock developed a

definition of educational television as "a medium for providing classroom instruction, both at school and home"

(Brinson, 1998, p. 414). She worked to reserve television channels for noncommercial use (Brinson, 1998). The

education community struggled for reserved channels and knew they must do so in order to survive and compete

with the commercial broadcasters. The FCC resumed licensing stations after World War II, but made no effort to

reserve any stations for educational purposes. The number of television stations rose from 17 to 41 during 1948

alone. The FCC ordered a freeze on all new stations at the end of 1948 because of this rapid growth. The freeze

allowed educators to organize and submit formal requests for educational channels. These educators couldn’t come

to an agreement on whether to have the reserved channels on VHF or UHF. In 1949, the FCC resumed station

assignments. Because of the educators’ indecisiveness, the FCC did not take their requests for channels seriously.

(Saettler, 1990). The education community banded together in 1950 and formed the Joint Council on Educational

Television. In November 1950, educational television allocation hearings began. The Joint Council testified before

the FCC during the first series of hearings (Saettler, 1990). More than 60 witnesses in support of noncommercial

television were located by Hennock (Brinson, 1998). There were several more hearings. There was extreme

opposition by the commercial entities. CBS argued that utilizing television for commercial interest was a much

better use of the resource than using it for educational purposes (Saettler, 1990). The hearings ended January 1951

and Hennock had accomplished what she had set out to do. Although she had lobbied for 25 percent, the commission

set aside approximately 10 percent of television frequencies for noncommercial use (Brinson, 1998). Of these 242

reserved channels, 80 were on VHF and 162 were located on UHF. Operations on these channels began in 1953 and

by 1955, 16 had been activated.(Saettler, 1990). Of the original 242 channels allocated in 1951, 41 percent are

currently affiliated with the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) (Brinson, 1998).
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Funding

Public acceptance of educational television was not as quick to catch on as commercial television. This slow

acceptance was due in part to educational television’s limited budgets and staffing. They just did not have the

financial resources as the commercial broadcasters. This made it difficult for educational television to produce

comparable programming (Saettler, 1990). 

Although foundation's funds were available, it was not until 1962 monies from the government were available for

educational television. John F. Kennedy, President at that time, signed the Communications Act into law. This Act

provided $32 million for the construction of educational stations. The Ford Foundation was the primary private

funding agent of the heavily funding National Educational Television and Radio Center (NETRC). The three

commercial networks at the time were ABC, CBS, and NBC. NETRC wanted to create a fourth network devoted to

educational television. Unfortunately the goals of the NETRC were not realized. (Saettler, 1990).

Satellite Communications

Satellites entered the educational television debate as early as 1960 (UNESCO, 1968) and the discussions

continued for many years. Commercial broadcasters supported the idea of using satellite technology for television

broadcasts and the American Broadcasting Company even requested its own satellite in 1965 (Schiller, 1968).

However, opposition to the idea of using satellites for this purpose was met with opposition from several different

directions. As the Cold War raged, many people had serious concerns about the potential threat this technology

might pose to our national security. The vast broadcasting potential caused many to fear that the widespread use of

satellites might leave the United States and its allies vulnerable to unwanted broadcasts from behind the Iron Curtain

(Weil, 1969). Political concerns weren’t the only obstacles to the widespread use of satellite communications in

broadcasting. As had always been the case, funding for educational television was limited and the cost of satellite

technology was still prohibitively high. A plan to allow National Educational Television (NET) to share space on a

broadcast satellite to be used by the commercial networks at no charge seemed to offer an ideal solution. This plan

was acceptable to NET, the commercial networks and the FCC under the Johnson administration (Saettler, 1990).

However, A. T. & T. and Comsat were vehemently opposed to the plan, believing that it was unfair to their interests

as common carriers (Schiller, 1968). A decision on this plan was postponed pending the results of the 1966 study

conducted by the Carnegie Commission on behalf of the Johnson administration and, ultimately, no action was ever

taken (Saettler, 1990). 

The Carnegie Commission

Under pressure from various organizations including the National Association of Educational Broadcasters

(NAEB), President Johnson approved the formation of a commission to assess the state of educational television and

to formulate a plan to develop it into an ongoing and far-reaching program with maximum benefits for all (Macy,

1974). The Carnegie Commission on Educational Television issued their report, Public Television: A Program for

Action, in January 1967. The plan called for a program which would be supported by the federal government but

would operate as an independent entity, free of political control (Hoynes, 1994). This report outlined the design of a

non-governmental, nonprofit corporation that would oversee the project. This corporation would distribute funds to

improve programming; support local stations; provide interconnection between stations and support research in the

field of television technology (Macy, 1974). This plan was the foundation of what would become the Corporation for

Public Broadcasting. In addition to the sweeping organizational changes that the Carnegie Commission proposed,

another significant change was recommended. The Carnegie Commission determined that the term, educational

television, was too narrow in scope. The commission favored the term public television because they felt that it was

more representative of the broader mission they envisioned (Noll, 1973). 

The Public Broadcasting Act of 1967

Based on the recommendations of the Carnegie Commission report, Johnson requested the Congress to: increase

federal funds for television and radio construction to $10,500,000 for fiscal year 1968, a threefold increase; create a

Corporation for Public Broadcasting authorized to provide support to noncommercial television and radio; and

provide $9 million in fiscal year 1968 as initial funding. (Macy, 1974, p.25-26) The legislation was submitted to

congress in March 1967 and reached President by early November of the same year. The speed with which congress

acted was remarkable given the magnitude and scope of the program in question (Macy, 1974). With the approval of

this legislation, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB), the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS), and National

Public Radio (NPR) were born. Despite the fact that President Johnson had been an ardent supporter of this

legislation, he failed to appropriate the requested funding in his 1968 budget and progress was delayed until
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Congress made up the shortfall for the 1969 fiscal year. The Carnegie Commission, along with the Ford Foundation

and several other organizations and corporations donated several million dollars to help get the program started

(Saettler, 1990). Despite his support for the program, President Johnson never developed the long range funding plan

he promised when the legislation was signed into law and disagreement and debates over how to fund public

television continue to this day (Hoynes, 1994). 

The Nixon Administration and Public Television

The passage of the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 led to rapid growth in public television. In late 1959, only 45

educational television stations were operating in the United States (National Educational Television and Radio

Center [NETRC], 1960). In just eleven years this number had increased more than 400 percent to 190 stations in

1970 (National Center for Educational Statistics [NCES] & Corporation for Public Broadcasting [CPB], 1972). By

June of 1972, this number had increased to 214 (Noll, 1973). As the number of stations increased, the amount of

programming produced by CPB, NET and others also increased. Public affairs programming became a common

staple in the public broadcasting lineup with programs such as Bill Moyers’ Journal and Washington Week in

Review (Bullert, 1997). These programs often carried reports that were critical of the Nixon administration (Macy,

1974) and when NET began broadcasting documentaries critical of American policy in Vietnam, the Nixon

administration began a campaign to take control of public broadcasting (Bullert, 1997). Nixon’s staff began an all-

out war against the Corporation for Public Broadcasting which included pressure on local stations, reductions in

funding and an effort to populate the board of the CPB with Nixon appointees (Nixon, 1989). In 1972, the President

vetoed funding for the CPB complaining that was becoming too powerful (Hoynes, 1994). A series of memos

between members of the Nixon cabinet including H.R. Haldeman and Charles Colson indicate the administration’s

determination to take control of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and prevent broadcast of programming

unflattering to the President and his policies.

 A memo from Haldeman to Colson, December 17, 1970, reported: 

The corporation is run by John Macy, who was chairman of the Civil Rights Commission and Johnson’s

personnel manùno friend (Nixon, 1989, p. 190). 

From Haldeman to Colson, July 9, 1971: 

There should be a change of top management at the Public Broadcasting Service [members of the board] should

be replaced with professionals who reflect our thinking (Nixon, 1989, p. 290). 

From Colson to L. Higby, November 10, 1971: 

The President shouldn’t meet with anybody from Corporation for public Broadcasting under any circumstances.

The fight is going to get dirty. (Nixon, 1989, p. 333).

President Nixon’s assault on the CPB continued until he became mired in the Watergate scandal. As the political

controversy of Watergate began to dominate the national scene, the President no longer had the time or political

energy to fight the CPB and ultimately his administration was forced to work with the Financing Task Force on what

would eventually become the Public Broadcasting Financing Act (McKay, 1976). The Public Broadcasting

Financing Act of 1975When President Gerald Ford signed the Public Broadcasting Financing Act into law on

January 1, 1976, it signaled a new beginning in public television, not so much because of the funding it guaranteed

but because it proved that public television had survived in spite of efforts of the Nixon administration (Nyhan,

1976). Indeed, throughout both the Ford and Carter administrations, public television continued to grow, as did

federal funding in support of the program (Hoynes, 1994). A second Carnegie Commission study in 1977, suggested

that the growth of public television was damaged by President Nixon’s policies and that this proved the need for

more separation between the federal government and the CPB. Based on this report, President Carter proposed

further expansion of funding in an effort to discourage political intervention in public broadcasting operation. His

efforts were partially successful and funding for public broadcasting continued to expand (Saettler, 1990).

Ronald Reagan

As the 70s drew to a close, a new administration entered the White House. Ronald Reagan was determined to cut

funding for public television and began making reductions with the 1981 Public Broadcasting Amendments Act

(Hoynes, 1994). Ronald Reagan’s attempts to reduce and eventually eliminate public broadcasting paved the way for

continued attacks by other political organizations (Bullert, 1997). The struggle for the survival of public television,

which began in the 1980s, has continued into the 90s with continued calls for an end to public broadcasting.

Opponents argue that the growth of the cable industry and the increase in the number of cable television channels

has made public broadcasting obsolete (Hoynes, 1994). Other opponents object to what they see as the liberal
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programming of PBS and the CPB and have waged a campaign to control the types of programming much like

Nixon did in the early 70s (Bullert, 1997).

 Conclusion

Viewers of public television have enjoyed more than 30 years of quality educational, cultural and public affairs

programming thanks to the work of the Ford Foundation, Carnegie Commission, President Lyndon Johnson and

many others. The very thing that makes public television most beneficial, the independence of the CPB and its

ability to control programming without government interference, is also what makes it vulnerable to further political

attacks by groups determined to cut or eliminate funding. These groups will continue to work to undermine public

television as long as program content is kept separate from legislative control. Conservative gains in the United

States congress during the 90s have assured that this debate will continue for many years to come.
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THE CHANGING ROLE OF EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

 AS IT RELATES TO SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES
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Predicament

Bobby, a 7  grade junior high school student, asked his second period social studies teacher if he could beth

excused from class as he didn’t feel well. The teacher told him to go to the principal’s office. Upon his entrance to

the main office area, the secretary asked Bobby if she could help him. Bobby informed her that he had some stomach

pains and had vomited right after homeroom period at 8:30 A.M.. The secretary told Bobby to take a seat as she

proceeded to call Bobby’s mother at home. Within fifteen minutes, Bobby’s mother arrived and took him home for

the day. (Scenario and resolution in MOST public school districts in the U.S. during the 1955 and 1999 school

years)

Bobby, a 7  level student in a middle grades school, asked the lead teacher of his interdisciplinary teaching teamth

if he could be excused from the exploratory science session of class as he didn’t feel well. The lead teacher, after

briefly conferring with his colleagues, called the health suite on the interoffice page system and alerted the nurse’s

assistant of Bobby’s condition and told him that one of the team’s teachers was escorting Bobby to the suite for a

physical audit. Bobby informed the school nurse (a B.S.N.) that he had stomach pains and had vomited right after

chess club at 8:30 A.M.. After a brief examination, a half hour of rest, some crackers and apple juice, Bobby

returned to his team in time for the 3  block and exploratory language. (Scenario and resolution in SOME publicrd

school districts in the U.S. during the 1999 school year)

Introduction

Although many public school districts in the U.S. are mandatorily and/or voluntarily providing educational

programs from “cradle to grave,” most are not implementing student health and wellness initiatives to enhance the

students’ opportunities to learn. Daleo (1994) has maintained that by almost any social indicator, children are losing

ground. The research of DeLellis, Henry, and Decker (1998) supported Daleo’s claim by indicating that children

today are not as healthy as the generation before them: developing lifelong addictions to drugs, alcohol, and

cigarettes; not as physically active; having poor diets; and being exposed daily to many dangers within our

environments. Additionally, the American Cancer Society has urged school systems to offer our youth high quality

health education programs as it estimates that only 5 percent of public schools in the U.S. provide adequate health

education.

Daleo contends that public schools are in an unparalleled position to improve conditions for children and their

families, and educators need to become more active as advocates for health care services and health education

programs for students. The studies of Klein and Sadowski in the beginning of this decade and Anglin, Naylor, and

Kaplan’s (1996) work each reflected that a collaborative and comprehensive school-based health care program of

education and personal student health services needs to be initiated by local school boards with assistance from

community health agencies, government departments, business and industry, mental health organizations, and

judicial systems.

Evidence reported in Effective Schools: A Summary of Research, the 1998 study by the Educational Research

Service, shows that leadership is an essential element common to effective schools; thereby, the roles of

superintendents and their assistants, deputies, and associates, along with principals, and their assistants have

significantly changed over the last twenty five years as the roles have been impacted by responsibilities for school

health services.

Search for Solutions

The Annie E. Casey Foundation’s 10  Annual Kids Count Data Book ranked Mississippi last among 50 states inth

the conditions of children. It pointed to a number of factors that have hampered child development in the state: low

birth weight babies, child death rate (ages 1-14), teen death rates by accident, homicide, and suicide (ages 15-19),

teen birth rate (females, ages 15-17), teen high school dropouts (ages 16-19), teens not attending school and not

working (ages 16-19), children living with parents who do not have full time, year-round employment, children in

poverty, and families with children headed by a single parent. The study of the well-being of children showed that

one in five Mississippi children lived in families that put them at high risk.
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John L. Hartman, Executive Director of the Mississippi School Boards Association when the report was released,

stated that the latest data should motivate education leaders to “intensify our resolve to ensure that each child in our

state reaches his or her potential. Our children deserve a chance at the best life has to offer.”

The faculties, staff, and communities of three Mississippi public school districts, with caring and progressive

leadership, were working on student health and wellness initiatives when the report was released. Its contents evoked

an even greater urgency and the initiative’s efforts were fast tracked. The McComb School district’s project chaired

by Superintendent Pat Cooper, the Nettleton School District’s model led by Supt. Larry Williams, and the Johnson

School Model of Jackson School District facilitated by Assistant Superintendent Barbara Hogan were activated

during school year 1997-98.

The McComb School District’s “Nine Component Coordinated School Health and Wellness Model” provided the

focus for this discourse as Dr. Cooper’s leadership efforts exemplified the premise of the changing role of

educational leaders as it related to school health services. Cooper’s vision was to provide education and

educationally linked health and wellness services to all children in his school district, noting that he considered all of

the children to be “at risk.” Through collaboration and an improved service delivery system, he could provide many

social, health, and educational services in a coordinated manner. His quest was to improve every child’s

performance at school and enhance their potential for success by the school system reaching out to families and

working with other agencies. His belief was that the physical, social and emotional “wellnesses” could be developed

so that all of his children could acquire necessary knowledge, be able to use their skills, and develop sound values

and attitudes.

The school health initiative process began by collecting data on the school system and the surrounding

community. Findings were then presented to the community in hopes to create or increase awareness about the

health and/or potential health problems in the community. As a result, members of the McComb community formed

the Community School Health Advisory Board and were charged with designing a model, comprehensive school

health program to address the needs of the community. Goals of the advisory board were to:

1. Assure access to health care,

2. Provide systems for identifying and solving students’ health and related educational problems,

3. Provide comprehensive and appropriate health-related education and instruction,

4. Provide a healthful and safe school environment that facilitates learning; and,

5. Provide a system for evaluation of effectiveness of the school health program.

Behaviors that lead to preventable illness, accident and premature death are almost always developed and/or

sustained during the school years. Comprehensive school health education programs can greatly enhance an

individual’s opportunity and ability to develop skills for independent thinking and decision making, and add

longevity and quality to the lives of those students as adults. The ultimate reward is that healthier adults make for a

healthier and more prosperous society for everyone.

As part of the restructuring and enhancement of service models, all students are valued and respected and it is

expected that all children can and will learn. The district acknowledged that physical and mental health affect the

students’ social, emotional and academic progress. A decision making process was put in place that actively

encouraged flexible adaptations in curricula and in behavior management systems. Each school was involved in

developing and delivering programs that fit students, not in seeking ways to exclude students. Students were offered

an array of services that identified vulnerable families and students and placed a safety net under them. Students in

need have their needs addressed, thus assuring school success and reducing the need for future corrective or remedial

efforts.

Federal, state and local funds were reoriented toward prevention, intervention, and direct physical health,

self-concept, self-esteem and self-efficacy programs. Additionally, curriculum realignment assured that appropriate

cognitive (academic) programs at all levels for all students were enhancing the system. It provided adaptations in

many diverse areas such as gifted education, teenage mothers, or tech-prep programs in association with business

and industry. Advanced placement students were enrolled in high level classes, and distance learning utilized.

Technology and partnerships with regional universities were promoted. The Health & Wellness Student Assistance

Teams located at each school site were used in ways that focus on child advocacy, prevention and early intervention.

Crisis management was planned and was anticipatory rather than reaction driven.

A planned health education program has been developed by the health advisory committee. Coordinated from the

central office, curriculum adaptations and integration of health concepts across courses were offered. Direct health
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services were available through the school-based clinics and the District Health Center which was placed in a wing

of the recently renovated and centrally located Higgins Middle School.

Nine types of interventions, heretofore fragmented and independently operating, were administratively packaged

and prepared as a unique and transitional approach by Dr. Cooper and his administrative staff. They had to “sell” for

“buy-ins” by faculty, parents, community leaders, non certified staff, and a host of allied health agencies. 

The administrative approach concentrated on every school site as well as a district wide outreach network with

the intent to counteract the negative societal conditions affecting many of McComb’s students. The comprehensive

and sequential approach was subsequently accepted by the community after many administrative “sales pitches” and

a 180-degree turn in the emphasis placed on administrative duties. The central office and building administrators’

responsibilities went from reactive and clerical to proactive and interventive.

Dr. Cooper’s vision started becoming a reality in school year 1997-98 and he attributed it to the nine components

and the practicalities and “hands-on” administration of these factors:

1. A collaboratively developed District Working Plan that had been put into place with broad input from the

community and involvement of all community agencies.

2. A sound instructional program based on a curriculum responsive to identified needs with effective teaching

methods.

3. Providing all students sufficient time to learn and appropriate instruction, because all students can and will learn.

4. Emphasizing early identification and intervention to ensure that all children in the McComb School District

begin their formal education experiences prepared for success, being healthy, adjusted and able to achieve,

academically, to their potential.

5. Placing a health clinic at each school site with a full-time Registered Nurse and establishing a health center for

the district with a Health Supervisor on site.

6. Establishing a full-time “Health & Wellness Student Assistance Team” at each school site to address student

needs utilizing a pro-active preventive approach.

7. Implementing model programs with proven results such as “Success for All,” “Second Step,” “Health &

Wellness Student Assistance Program,” and “Character Counts.”

8. Providing a safe learning environment conducive to learning with landscaped and renovated facilities, security

officers on site, and a customer friendly staff with a motivated attitude.

9. Encouraging parent training in literacy, parenting, family violence prevention and in helping their children with

schoolwork.

10. Implementing comprehensive school health education programs to enhance students’ opportunities and their 

ability to develop skills for independent thinking and decision-making, and add longevity and quality to the lives

of those students as adults.

Because of the school system’s focus on the total child’s needs, other agencies began to collaborate with the

schools through interagency partnerships, bringing services, at no or little cost, into the school system/site. Assisting

agencies became involved, including the Southwest Mississippi Rural Health Coalition, the Office of Public Health,

Southwest Region Mental Health and Substance Abuse, Pike County Youth Court, The Department of Human

Services, Charter Behavioral Health, Department of Vocational Rehabilitation Services, Pike County Sheriff’s

Department, McComb Police Department, Summit Police Department, Mississippi School Attendance Staff,

American Cancer Society, National Nursing Association, American Heart Association, the Pastoral Association, and

numerous other private and public providers. Additionally, numerous businesses in the community played a

partnership role assisting the district and individual schools on an as needed basis. For example, Croft Metals, Inc.

assisted in the provision of study carols to the district. Bell South provided financial assistance for the development

of a model health system. Mentors came from industries in the area. Southwest Mississippi Community College, the

University of Southern Mississippi, Alcorn A. & M. University, Mississippi State University, John Hopkins

University and Memphis State University got involved at different levels in the process.

A need’s-assessment-driven, teacher-friendly, staff-development program was put in place. Changes in the nature

of training included more input by teachers into selection of topics and provision of ongoing support for fostering

adoption of new techniques or strategies. This was quite a change from the traditional administrative, “top-down”

and force fed inservices of the past.

Difficult to manage students were taught and counseled, using effective approaches that most teachers had not

been provided during their college pre service years. In class demonstrations and coaching were used to translate
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research and theory into practice. The promotion of positive actions emphasized student responsibility through

expectations.

In classrooms, discipline was maintained through school-wide discipline programs. Teacher training was geared

to developing and maintaining students in their classrooms through “positive action” interventions and case specific

strategies to limit suspensions and expulsions. Counseling and in-house alternatives were proactive and aimed to

prevent recurrences and increase the focus of control of students. This enabled students to assume more autonomy

and responsibility while phasing out of support services. Staying in school was the projected outcome. The Health &

Wellness Student Assistance Team located at each school site consisted of a Team Leader/Administrator, School

Counselor, Diagnostician (Psychometrist or Psychologist), Liaison or Social Worker, Academic Facilitator,

Registered Nurse, and Strategist (Primary Level only). Community agencies were involved on an as needed basis

while parents and students were always part of the process.

Summary

The typical and traditional administrative governance of public schools involving “people, places, programs,

policies, and problems” has been changing over the last twenty five years as school health services for students have

begun to emerge as a responsibility of the schools as well as society. Increased attention to the needs of the whole

child has created gaps in the training of our educational leaders as most confront the allied student health services

responsibilities when they get “on the job” training. Funding, collaboration with external agencies, arranging for new

types of staff development, initiating creative inservicing for the faculty, and promoting cooperative alliances with

business, industry, mental health and law enforcement entities are just a sampling of the new and additional

administrative tasks for our educational leaders.

As Deutsch (1998) suggests:

The complex, intractable problems of children, youth, and families cannot be solved by increasing the number of

fragmented, sporadic projects. They require coherent, concerted, sustained, and comprehensive efforts with a

basis in science, measurable goals, systematic strategies, frequent re-assessment, and public accountability. In

leading such efforts, community systems have to work and plan together, and this is not typical. Education,

health, family service, community development, recreation, and other systems inherit and reproduce the

fragmentation their personnel learned in college. The states where those habits are being unlearned are more

likely to articulate a coherent set of priorities. Then they can call the post secondary institutions together to find

the fit between what needs to be done to achieve those priorities, and what the institutions do well. And then they

must orchestrate. To advance knowledge or stimulate creativity, people usually need to be turned loose, free of

constraints. To apply knowledge – make music, win at football, build an ark against the flood – they need to

work in concert toward a specific goal.

As Dr. Pat Cooper of McComb School District constantly reminds himself and his staff:

“NO ONE IS REALLY EDUCATED UNLESS EVERYONE IS EDUCATED”
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INTER-STATE AND INTRA-STATE DISPARITIES IN DISTRICTS’ PER-PUPIL REVENUES FOR

PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION: A SUMMARY OF SOME OF THE RESULTS OF A RECENT U. S.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION PUBLICATION

John J. Marshak, Ph. D.

University of Southern Mississippi

Introduction

It is a commonly held position that more dollars for education does not necessarily mean better education.  The

report summarized here does not address this issue. No attempt is made to connect educational outcomes with the

dollars spent.  The National Center for Education Statistics of the U. S. Department of Education created a statistical

analysis report entitled Inequalities in Public School District Revenues.   The elements used in this  examination are :

1) the total dollar amounts of school district revenues (federal, state and local), 2) variations in total revenues

available to local school districts within a state expressed in the 5 , 25 , 50 , 75  and 95  percentiles and 3) anth th th th th

attempt to assess equity of distribution between the various states.

Sources of Data Used

The date of publication for this document is stated as July 1998.  The sources of information used in the report

are not nearly as current.  Even though the data was described as the most current available for the entire population

of districts in the nation, they are from the early 1990’s.  Specifically they are:

1992 Survey of Local Governmental Finances, commonly known as F-33.  It provided the actual revenue and

expenditures.

1991-92 Common Core of Data (CCD).  This provided data on the school-level as well as district-level.

1990 Census School District Special Tabulation (CM).  This provided data on the characteristics on the district

and community.

Definition of Terms Used

In an attempt to make equitable comparisons of revenue dollars for education, in addition to the nominal values

of variables used, some derived values were also used.  Specifically they are:

Resource-cost-adjustment is based on a Teacher Cost Index (TCI) which measures variations in the cost of

comparable teachers across the United States.  This seems appropriate due to the fact teachers’ salaries make up

about 80 percent of educational expenses.

Student-need-adjustment attempts to account for differing student needs within the student population.  

A factor that weighted student needs was used.  The weights were:

Special Education was weighted 2.3

Compensatory Education was weighted 1.2

Limited English Proficiency (LEP) was weighted 1.2

Resource-cost and Student-need-adjustment is the application of both adjustments. As to the measures of equity of

educational revenues across the states, five alternative measures of dispersion commonly used were employed.  They

are:

The restricted range is the difference between the values of the 5  and 95  percentiles.th th

The federal range ratio is the restricted range divided by the value for the 5  percentile.  This measure providesth

an indication of how much greater allocations of resources are at the high end of the distribution than at the low

end.

The McLoone Index compares the total revenue for all students below the median student with a calculation of

what would have to be received to bring all of them up to the median revenue per student in the state.  The closer

this value is to 1, the less dispersion there is among students in low revenue districts.

The coefficient of variation is 100 times the standard deviation divided by the mean (i.e., the standard deviation

as percentage of the mean).  It roughly indicates the percentage above and below the mean within which 68% of

the observations lie.  The coefficient of variation can take on only positive values, with zero indicating perfect

equity.

The Gini coefficient compares the cumulative proportion of the aggregate revenues per student with the

cumulative proportion of students, when students are ranked in ascending order of revenue per student.  This

coefficient ranges from 0 to 1, with 0 indicating perfect equity.
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Inter-State Disparities Findings Derived from Table IV-1 and IV-2 Found in the Appendix

From an inter-state perspective, the greatest disparity presented was that of the lowest per pupil level of funding

of Tennessee’s 5  percentile ($2,736) and the highest level of funding of Alaska’s 95  percentile ($15,413) orth th

$12,677 in actual revenues.  Using the cost- and need-adjusted figures, the comparison for greatest disparity

becomes that of Utah’s 5  percentile ($2,619) and Alaska’s 95  percentile ($9,845) or $7,226.  For the nation as ath th

whole, the 5  percentile for actual dollar is $3,555 while the 95  percentile is $8,842, a difference of $5,287.  For theth th

national average, the cost- and need-adjusted values at the 5  percentile ($3,178) and 95  ($6,851) create ath th

difference of $3,673. 

Moving away from the extreme values, median values for the states’ total per pupil revenues still differ

considerably.  The highest mean revenue is that of New Jersey and the lowest Utah, both in terms of actual dollars

($9,257 versus $3,185) or $6,072 and in cost- and need-adjusted dollars ($6,721 versus $2,862) or $3,859.

Intra-State Disparities Findings Derived from Table IV-1 and IV-2Found in the Appendix

Regarding intra-state comparisons, the degree of variation in revenue behind students within individual states

also varies considerably across the nation.  For example while the degree of disparity in revenues between students

at the 5  and 95  percentiles is over two to one in nine states, this same difference is less than 50 percent in nineth th

other states (not counting Hawaii and District of Columbia, which are single-school districts).

The data represented in this report also illustrate the relative importance of concerns related to inter-state equity

from the perspective of per child expenditure.  For example, although New York is one of the lowest ranking states

in terms of intra-state equity, students at the lowest levels of revenue in that state (i.e., at the 5  percentile of districtth

funding), receive $7,364, an amount in actual dollars more than the median amount per student (i.e., at the 50 th

percentile of district funding) in 45 of the 50 states.  Thus children in low equity but high revenue states, such as

New York and Vermont, appear to be better off in terms of the quantities of educational services received than those

in highly equitable, but relatively low revenue states such as Kentucky. (U.S.D.E, p. 121)

Equity in Per Pupil Funding Within a State Findings from Table IV-3 and IV-4 Found in the Appendix 

The results of the computation of each of the selected five indicators of the equity of a state’s education

allocation system are shown for 49 states (Hawaii and the District of Columbia, which are one-district entities, are

excluded).  Because a state may appear much more equitable on the basis of some of these measures than others, the

authors determined that, for the purpose of this analysis, a ‘best’ single indicator of state equity was needed.  This

was to be a derivative of all five measures.  Specifically, each indicator’s value for the state allowed the states to be

placed in rank order.  This list was then divided into quartiles.  A mean of the quartile ranks on the five measures

was used as the ‘best’ single indicator.

Based on this combined measure, and in terms of actual dollars, the highest overall equity states are shown to be

Delaware, Iowa, Kentucky, Nevada and West Virginia.  They all ranked in the first quartile (lowest disparity in

allocations) on all five measures.  Conversely seven states ranked in the highest quartile of on all five indicators. 

These states are Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, New Hampshire, Ohio, and Vermont.  

However, although not so frequently used, the authors argue that cost- and need-adjusted indicators are more

useful for purpose of equity comparisons across states, because they are more representative of variations in

purchasing power, as opposed to nominal dollars.  In terms of purchasing power, the highest overall equity states are

shown to be Delaware, Florida, Nevada, North Carolina and West Virginia.  Here, again, all five ranked in the first

quartile (lowest disparity in allocations) on all five measures.  At the other end of the spectrum, Illinois, Missouri,

Montana, Nebraska, New York, Ohio and Vermont fell in the fourth quartile on all five measures. 

Conclusion

The question of dollars available for the education of children is neither equally or equitably distributed to school

districts.  Whether one looks within a state or across state boundaries, whether it is actual dollars or adjusted dollars,

very little equity can be found.  (Copies of the complete listing of revenues and equity measures are provided in the

Appendix so that the reader may examine his/her own state’s figures.)  This is not a new conclusion.  After all, the

federal constitution fails to directly address this issue.  Except for the equity enforced by the U. S. Congress for the

supplemental funding it provides, states have taken a great deal of latitude in the allocation of funds for local

schools.  This is not to say that there is no limit on their authority.  States have what is usually termed ‘equal protect’

clauses in their state constitutions.  In has been upon this basis an ever-growing number of legislatures have been

sued by school districts or coalitions of school districts for a more equitable share of the monies.  State Supreme

Courts have ruled in favor of these districts much more often than not.  The responsibility for the remedy in such
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cases falls back on the state legislatures, subject to review by the states’ high court.  Once a disbursement program

has passed the review, it becomes law for that state.  As is true for all laws, they get amended over time.  Some

school districts will then feel they are ‘short-changed’ and the cycle begins again.

It is this author’s opinion that this cycle of inequity will not be allowed to continue.  The National Education

Goals, renamed and codified in legislation as Goals 2000:Educate America in 1994, states, in part, that students are

to leave grades four, eight and twelve with competency in English, mathematics, science, history, and geography.  It

is the National Education Goals Panel responsibility to report annually on the progress toward these goals.  Since the

National Educational Goals Panel is an independent, bipartisan panel, there is a clear attempt to keep the process

outside the federal bureaucracy.  To this end, it employed the National Assessment of Educational Progress, a well

established, independent organization, to assist in the development of guideline for states to include in their

assessments.  As nationwide results become available in a consistent form (based on the guidelines), information

from documents such as the one examined here will undoubtedly be applied to them.

It does not take a great leap to reach the conclusion that comparisons of dollars expended and educational

achievement across state lines will be made and pressures created to make changes.  While the federal government

may not have authority over a state’s public schools, it certainly can influence what goes on there.
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EDUCATION, TECHNOLOGY, AND THE POSTMODERN WORLD:

 TOWARDS A PHILOSOPHICAL FRAMEWORK FOR EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

James E. Martin

University of Arkansas

During the spring of 1999, an educational technology trends and issues seminar in which I participated

considered the ways in which Richard Rorty's philosophy might be used as a philosophical basis for the practice of

educational technology. My goal here is to recapitulate some of the issues raised in that semester-long discussing

while proposing some solutions of my own. I think that our exploration here should rightly begin with a larger

question: does educational technology need a philosophical basis? If we decide tentatively that it does, then we can

consider what might function as that basis and what the positive effects of a grounded practice are, while also

considering the possible dangers of proceeding without any sort of explicit philosophical base.

There is a wealth of writing on technological topics. Commercial bookstores are not without their selections of

books speculating about the future of technology and how it will impact our lives. Among these, there are utopian

and dystopian visions. In many of these works, we find a wealth of speculation but a serious lack of rigorous

argumentation. At least in my own reading, clarion calls are more common that examinations which empower us

with the ability to make wise decisions about technology. In such an environment, a philosophically rigorous

demonstration of how we can go about making technological decisions could be of great importance. 

Rorty himself has expressed reservations about the view of philosophy as a discourse on a pedestal--one with

more ability and authority than other discourses to tell us how to live our lives. In fact, such a view of any discourse

stands in contradiction to Rorty's own anti-realist philosophical assumptions. Philosophy cannot stand outside of all

cultures and provide (as Hilary Putnam says and Rorty is fond of repeating) a “gods'-eye-view” analysis any more

than other discourses can. The best philosophy can hope to do is provide guidance for people who already have a

tendency to appreciate the insights that philosophy can offer.

If the hostility with which Rorty's work was received by many in our seminar is an indicator of the same or a

greater hostility toward philosophy in educational technology, then convincing educational technologists of the

importance of philosophical arguments will be an uphill battle. If this is the case, it would be neither unique nor

surprising: educational technology would hardly be the only discipline hostile to theory. Most educational

technologists, after all, do not have backgrounds which heavily incorporate philosophical texts. Because of this lack

of familiarity, Rorty's works can seem strange and difficult to comprehend even though they are, compared to many

if not most canonical philosophical texts, relatively concise and often eloquent. Rorty's views are not outlandish in

the context of postmodern philosophy, but without that context (or even the broader context of the philosophical

tradition) they can seem so. If Rorty's views are to be of use to educational technologists not familiar with theory, his

views will need to be (re)contextualized in a way that makes them more readily available to educational

technologists. Such a recontextualization would show how Rorty's assumptions and arguments can specifically be

used in making technology decisions for education. If such a recontextualization could take place, I am convinced

that Rorty's work could have widespread importance. 

Rorty's Philosophy

If educational technologists are willing to rise to the occasion, Rorty's texts can provide a useful basis or

grounding for their practice, and I hope to show here, briefly, why this is so. But in order to understand why Rorty's

works can provide such a basis, we first need to understand the relevant aspects of his work. So what follows is a

very brief, but hopefully not shallow, explication.

Rorty's philosophical perspective is pragmatic and anti representationalist, a term which he glosses in Objectivity,

Relativism, and Truth as “one which does not view knowledge as a matter of getting reality right, but rather as a

matter of acquiring habits of action for coping with reality” (1). Rorty's distrust of the concept of truth which relies

on “getting reality right” involves the role of the observer. Consider the following illustration (henceforth, figure 1):

CULTURE A 

CULTURE C views and

(Observer) CULTURE B
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In figure 1, the observer is viewing two cultures with values which substantially conflict with each other and is given

the task of deciding, without reference to any third culture, which culture embraces “true values” and which culture

is in error (with “in error” being defined as rejecting any aspect of “true values”). Rorty maintains, rightly, that this

situation puts the observer in an impossible situation. The first impulse would be for the observer to judge culture A

and culture B by the observer's own values, but the observer cannot make reference to his or her own values since

there is no guarantee that the observer's culture embraces “true values” (such would merely be an unproven and

possibly inaccurate assumption).  But the way the model is presented leads us to this mistake, since the fact that the1

observer must belong to some culture or other is not emphasized in the model. Instead, we have an observer

seemingly detached from all cultures, yet somehow poised to make ultimate pronouncements about their closeness

or distance to something called “true values” which are assumed to exist independent of cultures. Rorty refers to this

attempt at detachment as the desire for a “gods'-eye view” of culture. The attempt to take such a view is a step

toward error: 

[O]ne consequence of anti representationalism is the recognition that no description of how things are from a

God’s-eye point of view, no skyhook provided by some contemporary or yet-to-be-developed science, is going to

free us from the contingency of having been acculturated as we were. (13) 

From Rorty's perspective, the idea of values existing outside of cultures is nonsensical. Values do not exist in the

same way that rocks and trees do. They are thought up by people in communities for the betterment (or detriment) of

people in communities. They are not simply found lying on the ground. From this perspective, our model of ethical

observation becomes something closer to figure 2 (below):

Our once detached observer is an observer still, but this time one grounded in his or her own culture. The

observer is quite capable of making pronouncements about the ethicality of culture A versus culture B, but the

observer is not free to claim that such a judgement makes use of a culturally independent system of “true values.” At

best, the observer from culture C can say “based on my own cultural assumptions (i.e., what we take to be 'true

values'), I find X culture's practices to be abhorrent and unethical” 

The Problem of Relativism

At this point, the temptation is to see Rorty's system as merely a restating of cultural relativism in its most

extreme form, but to do so would be a mistake. The relativist assumption is that all cultural practices are equal. But

this statement implies the same model of the observer outside of culture presented in figure 1. It is only from a

gods'-eye view (with reference to some standard outside of all cultures) that we can make such a pronouncement. So,

in our scenario, both relativists and those who claim to judge ethical situations with reference to “absolute values”

are epistemological bedfellows; they each rely on an untenable model of the role of the observer. 

The pragmatist/anti representationalist proposition is that we simply cannot know anything about values outside

of cultures (even whether or not they exist). The only standards by which we can judge other cultures (and

ourselves) are the standards which we have thought up and agreed upon. There's no way of knowing which culture in

our example is closer to some universal ideal culture which only embraces “true values” or even if that statement has

any meaning, since there is no way to stand outside of all cultures and make such a pronouncement. But such a

judgement is not meant to usher in an age of nihilism. We do, after all, have values, we just don't have values which

transcend all cultures (past, present, and future). Nor, maintains Rorty, do we need any such trans-cultural,

trans-historical, values. What we need to do (and what all thriving cultures in fact do) is to continually rework our

own values in light of new knowledge (including, of course, knowledge of the ways in which other cultures do

things). 

Such a model has implications for practice. One important upshot of Rorty's perspective is that it forces us to

consider our values as cultural values rather than as trans-cultural, absolute, values. It also suggests that we can

benefit from taking an introspective look at our own values and an anthropological look at the values of other

cultures and weigh both in terms of our own cultures' ideals. Rorty maintains that our criteria for making decisions

about our own culture should not be in terms of some trans-cultural standard, but in terms of our vision of our own

culture “at it's best” and with an emphasis on what works in getting us closer to those self-appointed ideals with

which we define ourselves. So any decision about educational technology (and, in fact, any decision we make) must

be grounded in what our culture holds to be valuable. 

One of the repeating metaphors which we find in Rorty's work is the model of culture as a conversation. Cultures

do not have monolithic values. The values of a culture are always, to a greater or lesser degree, in a state of flux:
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We cannot, I think, imagine a moment at which the human race could settle back and say, “Well, now that we've

finally arrived at the Truth we can relax.” We should relish the thought that the sciences as well as the arts will

always provide a spectacle of fierce competition between alternative theories, movements, and schools. The end

of human activity is not rest, but rather richer and better human activity. (39)

But certain values are dominant at one time or another. Rorty maintains that it is important for a culture to appraise

as many alternative viewpoints as possible. This does not imply that all views are to be given equal value, but it does

imply that all views are considered before they are judged. Because of its incorporation of diversity, Rorty's

philosophy seems well suited to the postmodern world which, I believe, we inhabit (one in which there are many

competing views and values). 

In many ways, it is profitable to see Rorty as a postmodern moralist. Ethics is one of his ongoing concerns, a

concern which he discusses at length in the essay “Human Rights, Rationality, and Sentimentality” from his volume

Truth and Progress. It is in this sense that he directly champions education--a broader sort of education than what

generally comes to mind at the utterance of the term (e.g., reading, writing, and mathematical skills). Rorty is

concerned with how we educate or create ourselves as moral beings and considers it of tantamount importance that

we do so: “Producing generations of nice, tolerant, well-off, secure, other-respecting students of this sort in all parts

of the world is just what is needed—indeed, all that is needed—to achieve an Enlightenment utopia” (179). But

Rorty's answer to the problem of teaching ethics has little in common with the answers generally provided by

moralists (who generally believe, as Rorty does not, in moral absolutes). Rorty doesn't have a hand list of ethical

commands for us to memorize. Instead, he focuses on what he refers to as a “sentimental education.” And by that

phrase he means an education which enlarges our sympathies--one which increases our ability to see other people as

belonging to our own “moral community.” Rorty maintains that the traditional humanist answer to this dilemma,

which amounts to the positing of an essential human nature and, along with it, a list of essential human rights, comes

short of the mark since it has historically been very hard to convince people that belonging to the same biological

community is equivalent with belonging to the same moral community. To borrow one of his examples, Serbs don’t

deny that Muslims share a similar biology, but that fact by itself does not convince them that Serbs and Muslims

belong to the same moral community and should thus be extended the same rights and privileges: “most people are

simply unable to understand why membership in a biological species is supposed to suffice for membership in a

moral community” (178). That realization would require a widening of moral sympathy, not merely an

acknowledgment of biological fact. Mere biological similarities have never been enough to convince antagonistic

groups that the other should be considered as human beings in the same sense that members of their own

communities are considered human beings: “For everything turns on who counts as a fellow human being, as a

rational agent in the only relevant sense—the sense in which rational agency is synonymous with membership in our

moral community” (177).  2

Some Other Possible Philosophical Bases

Rorty's philosophy is not the only possible basis for educational technology, though it may be the most useful

one currently on offer. Numerous philosophies have or could provide a grounding for the work of educational

technologists and/or educators generally. A brief survey will emphasize this point. It is important to note that Rorty's

philosophy is not necessarily in conflict with these other approaches. In fact, there is very little contradiction and

much overlapping between his views and the ones we will survey.

Humanism has long provided a philosophical basis for education. In fact, the humanist movement, especially as

articulated by writers such as Sir Thomas Moore, encouraged the spread of education to populations for whom it had

been previously excluded  Much continental philosophy (e.g., Foucault's works, the Frankfurt School) has been3

devoted to the death of humanism and has sketched what life will be after its (supposed) demise. But it is relevant to

note that, outside of these philosophical circles, humanism still has wide currency. Its very familiarity lends to its

popularity. Humanism, in its basic forms, also has the advantage of being a very easy philosophy for most people to

understand. As such, it is a philosophical outlook which has grounded a good deal of educational practice, and with

good results. And it is probable that it will continue in that function. 

Existentialism, which is itself a type of humanism, can also provide a base for the practice of education and the

practice of educational technology. Its emphasis on individual choice and becoming are consistent with many

educators' visions of the goals of education. Existentialism encourages the individual to make decisions and consider

the inevitable consequences of all decision making. On the downside, existentialism has always had difficulty

justifying why an individual should be loyal to the larger community. Sartre himself tried to show that existentialism
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actually is a humanistic philosophy and one in which the larger community (of “all men” to use Sartre's phrase) is as

important as the individual. But these efforts leave much to be desired, and existentialism remains a philosophy

focused on the decisions and dilemmas of individuals rather than the decisions of groups or societies.

Existentialism's emphasis on individual choice has often been understood as a championing of “free will” which

overlooks the importance of determinate factors such as socioeconomic status, education, and race. However, such

an interpretation lacks textual support. It is closer to the truth to say that existentialism emphasizes choice (perhaps

to a fault), but it is untrue to say that it makes no consideration for the economic and social backgrounds of the

subjects under consideration (though it may well be true that it doesn't give these considerations enough weight). But

some of Sartre's insights fit in well with Rorty's philosophy generally. Consider this passage from “The Ethics of

Existentialism”:

The existentialist, on the contrary, thinks it very distressing that God does not exist, because all possibility of

finding values in a heaven of ideas disappears along with Him; There can no longer be an a priori good since

there is no infinite and perfect consciousness to think it .... (W)e are on a plane where there are only men. (260).

One of the key differences between Sartre's position and Rorty's is that Rorty does not focus on existential

despair in the process of making decisions. Rorty's philosophy is more optimistic—more focussed on the utility in

making decisions than on the angst which goes along with not being able to choose two mutually exclusive good

things. 

Denis Hlynka and John Belland's collection, Paradigms Regained, maintains that various modes of criticism can

provide insight for educational technologists. Co-editor of the volume, John C. Belland's, leading article,

“Developing Connoisseurship in Educational Technology,” presents connoisseurship as a value for educational

technologists. Belland, drawing on Eisner's The Educational Imagination, defines the concept, in part, as an “act of

knowledgeable perception” (23). It is also presented as a way of integrating new developments with the ongoing

history of educational technology (especially educational films). Such fine-tuned sensibilities and wide-ranging

knowledge facilitate “the development and refinement of technology-based instructional systems without subjecting

learners to design flaws and other subtle factors which affect both cognition and affect” (27). Editor Denis Hlynka's

“Applying Semiotic Theory to Educational Technology” makes a case for the value of the insights of semiotics. In

“The Production of Distribution of Knowledge Through Open and Distance Learning,” Stephen Fox champions the

tradition of education as passing along a humanistic core of beliefs (a role which he sees as one challenged by

distance education). Other authors provide other bases, mostly drawn from philosophers or literary theorists. What is

important to keep in mind here is that there are many possible bases for the practice of educational technology,

though not all potential bases are equally valuable. 

Dangers of Baseless Practice

The main danger of proceeding in the practice of educational technology without a basis is a phenomenon I will

refer to as technology fetish. To make a fetish of technology (especially of computer technology) is to see it as an

absolute requirement rather than one possible option among many. It is often the case that technology is seen as the

only solution to life's problems (in a similar way that prisons, as a technology for managing criminal behavior, are

often seen as the only choice for addressing criminal behavior). A vivid image of the sort of blinding fascination,

which we could describe as a strange loyalty to technology, can be found in Fanz Kafka's modernist classic “In the

Penal Colony” in which a character referred to only as “the officer” tries fervently and unsuccessfully to influence

the new political regime to continue to use an obviously barbaric but once popular form of capital punishment in

spite of the fact that the new government and the population in general are clearly opposed to it. It would be better if

our schools had the goal of being educationally advanced rather than being technologically advanced. For there is

still much research to be done if we are to establish which contemporary technologies really contribute to student

achievement. It is important to remember that the technologies themselves are not the only consideration. The best

possible technologies must still be activated by the teacher in the wider context of education. 

Without a grounding of some sort, educational technologists run the risk of basing their decisions on the

available technology rather than on student, administrative, and community needs. Pacey's contextual model of

technology is useful in minimizing this possibility. By considering technology as one option (rather than the only

option) and by considering the needs of the students, teachers, administrators, and community before proceeding to

solutions, we minimize the risk of allowing technological development to drive practice (even when the technologies

themselves have not been shown to fulfill our educational goals). 

Another risk which educational technologists might do well to consider is the increasing role that corporations
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1. To take the argument further, there is no way to determine if one's own culture's values are in line with some

external, absolute standard either.

2.  Though, it is important to note, antagonistic groups often seek out and create arguments based on biology in order

to exclude the other as less than human. Rorty's point is that, even if no such evidence could be found or constructed,

it would not be enough to convince antagonistic groups to respect one another as human beings. The antagonist in

question would merely shift his or her arguments to cultural differences rather than biological ones.

3.  Moore, for instance, provided for the education of his daughter--a very uncommon practice in his historical

epoch. His Utopia extends education to women, though it still emphasizes their role as primarily domestic.

play in education at the high school level. With school funding a continuing issue and a greater willingness to allow

corporate sponsorship in return for advertising, technologists may find pressure to incorporate a given technology

because it is manufactured by a school sponsor rather than because it is fully in line with the educational goals of the

institution. We can consider this issue further by taking up two related questions: shouldn't schools provide the

training that their students will likely need in the postmodern workplace? Or should specific training be the

prerogative of the companies themselves while education has some other goal? 

Technological training is certainly of increasing importance to graduating high school seniors. Even menial tasks

are often mediated by technological developments. Students certainly feel the pressure of graduating with degrees

which are less valuable in the workplace than they once were. Many schools have taken the initiative of offering

skills-based training programs (e.g., internships in hospitals, with architecture firms, etc.) along with the core of

traditional topics (i.e., reading, writing, mathematics, science, and history). How much of this sort of skills-based

training is desirable ultimately depends upon our vision of what education should be. 

In this regard, I think it is best to avoid views at either extreme. The desire for some imaginary past where all

education was focused on knowledge for its own sake, with no view to application, is only tenable to those operating

from a very selective view of history. Until the advent of modern public education, learning was the prerogative a

privileged few. The education that most people received was neither formal nor, primarily, in the school house. It

was, rather, informal and focused on the daily tasks and skills necessary to live and work. On the other hand, the

idea that the schoolhouse itself should be little more than a factory for the production of highly-skilled workers is

one which we, likewise, should not advocate. Even with a large amount of every kind of diversity, it is hard to

imagine what a society would be like without any shared knowledge (in fact, the term society, used in that context,

would be empty of meaning). Education has a history of providing some of the social glue which bonds citizens and

societies together: a bond dependent upon a certain amount of shared experience and shared knowledge (though not

necessarily shared values or ideology). There is room in our educational practice both for specific skills-based

training and for the imparting of broader-based knowledge of our intellectual, cultural, and historical development.

The goal should be neither to turn our schools into certified training classes nor to construct them as institutions

devoted only to “higher things” while turning a blind eye and a deaf ear to the employment needs of students and

industry. A good balance can be achieved by envisioning our students as citizens (i.e., people with an adequate

knowledge of their culture's history and the history of cultures) and workers (i.e., people with adequate skills to

survive in the workplace) rather than either exclusively.

Conclusions

Assuming that his work can be recontexualized in such a way as to make it accessible to educational

technologists, I believe that Rorty's philosophy can provide an adequate basis for the theory and practice of

educational technology. Rorty's works encourage us to take a closer look at our own culture and the cultures of

others in order to examine what we value. His philosophy embraces multiplicity without giving in to relativism or

nihilism. Instead, the focus is on the ongoing quest for new answers to new and old problems. His philosophy also

contains a usefully progressive element, in that it encourages us to imagine what our culture, at its best, could be and

to take pragmatic steps toward these imagined ends.

ENDNOTES
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LEADERSHIP REFORM IN A POST-MODERN WORLD

Spencer J. Maxcy

Louisiana State University

Introduction

After a decade of attempts to reform university preparation programs for school leaders, the experts are about to

throw in the towel (Shakeshaft, 1999; Cambron-McCabe, 1999; Van Meter, 1999)! Whatever 'educational

leadership' may be, the so-called Educational Leadership Reform Movement has not made much of a dent in school

leadership thus far. But then, changes in culture and educational leadership practices have been so radical recently, it

is no wonder that reformers should have failed to see the fruitlessness of their reforms until recently. 

Background of the Reform

In the 1980's, driven by deteriorating conditions in public schools across the U.S., a series of criticisms from

powerful professional groups like the American Association of Colleges of Teacher Education (AACTE), some

academics in school administration and their professional associations, and certain state department of education

experts, rallied around the flag of reform. The University Council for Educational Administration (UCEA) and the

National Policy Board for Educational Administration generated the NPBEA administrator preparation program

reforms. This group published Principals for Our Changing Schools, which would set the tone for changes in

principal preparation programs in universities and colleges across the nation. The UCEA sought to impact

professionals in the educational administration preparation departments in higher education institutions by offering a

yearly meeting and publishing Leaders for America's Schools. The American Educational Research Association

aided the reform efforts by publishing a Handbook of Research in Educational Administration, and a creating a SIG

dedicated to teaching and learning in educational administration. And, the Interstate School Leaders Licensure

Consortium (ISLLC) was created and issued Standards for School Leaders. 

The core beliefs of the reformers rested upon historic values of structuralist thinking joined to a conservative

political desire for the reclamation of power and place. Reformers argued that what was needed was better university

and college of education leadership preparation programs, buffered by a new “scientific data base” of the best

research information on school leadership. Once this knowledge base was published, the reformers thought it could

be used to change the way colleges of education prepared school principals. 

To add to the impact of the reforms, a few of the reformers acting as consultants for states conducted surveys of

college and university educational administration preparation programs, lauding those that accepted the reform

template and criticizing those that did not. Educational administration programs that followed the guidelines were

given high marks, while the others were recommended for dismantling. To date, the reform of principal preparation

programs in North Carolina, Virginia, Georgia, and Mississippi have been particularly virulent, with a number of

historic players in school administration preparation being exorcized.

On the surface, the fundamental programmatic objective of the reform movement in educational administration

was to improve the preparation of school principals by: 1) recruiting and retaining a better and more diverse group of

students; 2) improving and expanding research into educational administration; 3) enlarging the focus on student

outcomes, viewed from multiple perspectives; 4) embracing reflective practice; and 5) improving the effectiveness

of preparation programs with an increased relevance to the problems of practice in the schools.

After more than a decade of efforts to operationalize these goals, the reform seems to have hit rough waters.

Recruitment and retention of diverse students to educational leadership programs seem not to have taken place. The

research data base, made up of edited books of surveys valorizing core-reformer programmatic values, has produced

less rather than more scientific certainty. Multiple perspectives have not included those views critical of reformer

core beliefs, but rather celebrations of bureaucratic management models, narrow administrative “effectiveness,” and

principal licensure. Reflective practice has been devoid of critical reflection, serving more as a mirror of the core

beliefs of the reform. Finally, the real world problems of schools seem not to have impacted the preparation

programs, which assumed theory to be more important than practice in the first place. 

Professionals in the field and university professors of educational administration and leadership are discouraged

(Murphy, 1999, Shakeshaft, 1999). The conservative reforms in educational administration fit the scientific

management mentality of the early decades of the 20  Century which failed (Callahan, 1962), but are they sufficientth

for our new postmodern era?
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Reasons for the Failure of the Educational Leadership Reform 

There has been, from the beginning, a mis-match between the educational leadership preparation programmatic

assumptions and the world of educator practice. While, the cultural conditions under which schools and our nation

have come to operate are vastly different from those of just a decade ago.

The educational leadership preparation initiatives were (and are) highly formalistic. The values underwriting the

programs accept the centrality of one research discourse (empirical) and one tool of inquiry (survey) (English, 1992). 

Educational leadership preparation programs were created which drew upon business management theories

rather than leadership practices in schools. Reformers continued to define 'leader' as someone who is

business-minded, achieving production goals through increasingly efficient means. 

Only in the eleventh hour, and then only in token ways were values to play a role in the preparation of leaders

(Beck & Murphy, 1994). Neither the goals nor the means were seriously questioned if results were deemed

significant. Moral and ethical values in particular stood out in sharp contrast to the achievement philosophy.

National reforms were translated into local forms of coping by educational administration faculty and staff in

universities. Local or home-grown reforms are always modifications, and hence the unique conditions in the

academic arena colors the reform, producing uneven compliance. Moreover, there has been little financial backing

for such reforms at the local level (Van Meter, 1999).

University educational leadership department reforms, drawn as they were from business school programs,

challenged traditional graduate school policies and requirements. For example the credit hour and semester structure

seem cast in stone. Going against traditional course hours and Monday through Friday class schedules is difficult

(Van Meter, 1999).

In sum, the educational leadership reformers underestimated the cultural conditions and the power culture has in

change. Cambron-McCabe (1999) states: “Our conversations about reforming leadership preparation may focus too

frequently on identifying the right structure/content/approach for preparing leaders when we need to make a

commitment as a field to an ongoing evolutionary process …within a larger partnership with practice” (225) More is

needed than merely restructuring preparation programs to accommodate the critics.

An Example of a Failure of Vision

The Educational Leadership Reform Movement has failed to identify salient features of contemporary American

culture and build into the leadership program goals a means to deal with them. Perhaps the best example is that of

technology. 

When we look at the sensitivity to one area of cultural change, the increased presence of technology, little

reference is harbored within these educational leadership reform agendas for dealing with it. We find scant evidence

of either serious understanding of the post-modern changes in information technology or their implications for use

by the leadership in schools. Murphy (1992) surveying the “re-framing” of educational administration programs

going on across the country, reports only that technology might influence teaching and learning. The next year, his

edited volume, Preparing Tomorrow's School Leaders: Alternative Designs (1993), fails to mention technology at

all.

Leadership reformers were blinded to the increased use of computers and the Internet. They did not encourage

either professors of educational leadership or student leaders-to-be to learn how to understand and use new

technologies. This oversight is perhaps understandable given the characteristics of the reformers (white males, over

fifty years of age, tenured full professors in major universities, holding offices in key professional associations, etc.).

On August 30, 1999, USA Today, reported that fully two-thirds of the faculty in American universities report that

technology is stressful on faculty. “Computer stress” has been visited upon professors 45 years of age and older.

This group is less likely to use computers and information technology than their colleagues 35 years of age and

younger. Researchers tell us that when older professors use technology, they become more stressed out than their

younger colleagues do. Technology is everywhere, yet senior academic faculty members do not seem to embrace it

readily. 

Thus, it is no small surprise that the leaders of the educational leadership reform movement of the last decade

view technology as invisible, even though the place of computing and information technology in contemporary

culture has become a defining feature of that culture and its leadership in the 1990's.

Backward Once More?

We have been speaking about cultural change and certainly features of this culture. Certainly, one of the most

striking things about the failure of educational leadership preparation programs today is their investment in outdated
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conceptions of technology. The conservative investment in research has been built upon mistaken views of schooling

for the 21  Century culture and has fostered narrow ideas of leadership (Maxcy, 1995). st

Yet, as Cambron-McCabe reports, “We are being asked to reconceptualize school leadership fundamentally and

radically” (225). How may we move forward with educational leadership reforms that will work? I believe there are

three requirements here: 1) We must re-examine American culture and its directions; 2) we must re-think the concept

of educational leadership; and, 3) we need to re-examine the negative force of structural and bureaucratic norms.

Culture. The Internet is a good example of a change in culture (communication) that has had and will have great

impact on the way we get and receive information. Already a number of colleges and universities are dominating the

Internet by offering courses online. Educational leadership preparation will be influenced by this medium. Research

data bases will far exceed Primus, while modes of inquiry will change as they are discussed and debated

democratically on the Web.

The world of practice will certainly make a greater demand on the programs and experts within those programs,

as they seek to prepare principals and others for the new era (Duke, 1998). A lockstep curriculum with loads of

prerequisites and multiple courses containing the same old knowledge and methods will be challenged by

practitioners in the field. We need better to understand the beliefs of students, parents, and teachers regarding what

kind of leader they need. It is the conditions in the schools that drive the search for a leadership response. 

In keeping with the cultural dynamics that seems so evident today, diverse and one-shot educational experiences

aimed at preparing leaders for contingencies is required. Smaller and smaller units of experience are likely.

Leadership. Historically, educational leadership concepts were derived from the disciplines of Psychology and

Sociology. The best example of applications of leadership theory to an arena of practice occurred within Business

School curricula and popular books by gurus of the business mind like Tom Peters and Peter Senge (Maxcy, 1995). 

These discipline-driven theories of leadership are less likely to control the concepts and orientations in programs

for leaders-to-be schools of the future. Students are coming to educational administration preparation programs filled

with coursework from Curriculum and Instruction, and Educational Foundations dealing with oral history, narrative,

and design. These students will challenge the centralized knowledge of the Social Science research community

which pivots upon 'replication of study,' 'effectiveness,' 'efficiency,' and other tropes of business school thinking.

Bureaucratic Norms.

Finally, the reform efforts of the past ten years were bureaucratic and structural responses to outside criticisms by

such groups as the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education. The AACTE reported in 1988: “School

administrators risk becoming an anachronism if their preparation programs in schools, colleges, and departments of

education do not respond to calls for change in preparing them for professional leadership functions” (Murphy,

1993, 9). It was perhaps only natural for a relatively new field of study such as Educational Administration, to use its

core set of beliefs to re-invent itself. These beliefs are deeply riddled with business efficiency and behaviorist

psychology theories and concepts. Hence, rather than respond to cultural conditions and the vast changes in

leadership practice already going on in institutions like schools, the reforms re-instantiated the core business values

by pushing “standards of performance” over pragmatic problem-solving, licensure over certification, and formal

testing of leaders over practical impact. Policy was formulated in a rational and technical manner, in hopes that

professional academics could re-establish power and control over university training programs for administrators. 

In the end, all that seems to have occurred is that school leader preparation programs have been disemboweled

by state legislatures based upon new “standards.” Departments of Educational Leadership and Administration

around the country have scurried about seeking to meet the programmatic recommendations set out by professional

associations and state departments of education. And a large number of academic preparation units which had been

successful, with large enrollments of students in school leadership programs, have vanished. 

As Van Meter (1999) and Shakeshaft (1999) point out, we are not certain these structural changes will lead to

better leaders in the schools after all. The New York Times editorial section for Sunday, September 26, 1999 (16)

asks “Who Wants a School Principal's Job in New York City?” Fewer candidates who are qualified are really

interested in posts as principals given the low pay and responsibilities attached to the job. If educational leadership

programs are to work, they must be able to recruit people to the profession of school leadership: this is clearly not

happening under the present conditions.

New Directions in Educational Leadership: Reforms that Work

If we are to encourage school leadership development, programmatic efforts to reform educational leadership

curricula must be more broadly construed. I wish to argue that rather than repainting the landscape, the experts in
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educational administration should have cast off their old assumptions and taken a hard look at the world of practice

and the skills leadership requires. Schools and leaders have changed. Given these changes (culture from modern to

post-modern, educational leadership models from business school management to post-modern leadership, etc.),

several new and exiting options for redoing educational leadership are apparent. One of the new directions that has

potential to reshape educational leading in the schools is informed by art and pivots upon the use of imagination.

Educational leadership is coming to be defined as an art form rather than a managerial checklist (Maxcy, 1995).

In the present volume of the Journal of Philosophy and History of Education, Ellen Wickersham and Laura East

help us to understand the changed nature of school culture, the impact of diversity, and the need for more appropriate

modes of leadership. They see these changes requiring us to see the good side of technology. These writers are

interested in the shift from text to image in the lives of their students and the impact this shift is having upon

teaching methods and curriculum. 

Future research in educational leadership must focus less on the structural and bureaucratic characteristics of

organization and the control variables of “effective leadership” as viewed through narrative and text, and more upon

the artistic nature of leading and the role of image and imagination in leadership praxis. It is hoped that if we can

come to understand how the engine of imagination and the stock and trade of images may move us to new concepts

of educational leadership for new schools, we can arrest the misguided efforts of reformers to turn schools into 20 th

Century factories.
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ROSCOE DUNJEE VERSUS THE PILL PEDDLER PRESIDENT:

POLITICS, THE BLACK PRESS, AND LANGSTON UNIVERSITY

Karen McKellips

Cameron University

Investigation into Oklahoma African-American history must take into account aspects of the state’s creation and

development. Between 1880 and 1907, land was taken from Native American nations, opened to white (and black)

settlement, “Twin Territories” formed, merged and statehood achieved. White Oklahoma settlers were divided as to

geographic origin, political party, and attitudes toward African-American rights. In the period studied for this paper,

Oklahoma’s population was about two million of whom approximately 7.4% were African American.1

The first Oklahoma African-Americans were slaves of the so called “five civilized tribes,” ownership of slaves

being one reason these Native Americans were considered “civilized.” While Oklahoma African-American nations

fighting in the Civil War were officially Confederate, sentiment within them was split and internal civil wars

occurred in some. Some of their freedmen were given tribal citizenship. There was an attempt to make Oklahoma a

“black homeland.” A Kansas Republican, African-American Edward P. McCabe, hoped to attract enough black

settlers that they would be the majority and was even considered for territorial governor. He and Charles H. Robbins

purchased land for the town of Langston and conducted a campaign to populate it and to establish other African-

American towns in the territories. There were twenty-nine such towns. McCabe has been described as a “separatist”2

and Langston’s settlers as “closer to Garveyism than as followers of either the Washington or DuBois camps.”3

Langston University was established by the Territorial Legislature in 1897 as the Colored Agricultural and

Normal University. An African-American’s attempt to attend the territorial normal school  and desire to secure4

Morrill Act funds motivated the state’s white “founding fathers” to establish the school. Langston citizens bought

land for the institution with money raised by donations, bake sales, and pie suppers. At the insistence of McCabe and

the Langston settlers, the institution never had a white president. In investigating Langston relative to the debate

between the Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. DuBois camps as to the form of education appropriate for African-

Americans, a major determinant of educational form at Langston was found to be partisan politics. The Langston

presidency was held at the pleasure of the governor. The party out of power would attack the Langston president as

an example of corruption within the party in power. Black voters were urged to vote in order to retain, or to secure

the firing of, the current Langston president.

A “grandfather clause” law involving reading the notoriously long and complicated Oklahoma State

Constitution  was declared unconstitutional in 1915.  Thereafter, enough African-Americans voted to cause political5 6

parties to court their support. There were three important political patronage jobs for African-American party

faithful, those heading the State Deaf, Blind, and Orphans Home for Negro Children at Taft, the State Training

School for Negro Boys at Boley, and Langston University. The first board of regents included three whites and an

African-American husband and wife. The first and most highly respected Langston president, Inman E. Page, served

from 1898 to 1915. Born into slavery, he worked clearing ground at Howard University and as a Freedman’s Bureau

clerk. He held degrees from Brown University and was Lincoln Institute’s first African-American teacher and later

its president. Following his tenure at Langston, he taught in Missouri, served as President of Roger Williams

University, and returned in 1924 as principal of a black high school in Oklahoma City.

Zella Black Patterson, who was born in the town of Langston, received her high school and college educations at

the school, and was a Langston employee for thirty-seven years, said,

During Page’s administration there was continuing conflict over the type of education that was suitable for Negro

youth. Page believed that industrial and agricultural courses offered the most opportunity. He strengthened the

farming, blacksmithing, and carpentry curricula. At the same time he was instrumental in establishing the

College Department, and he listed this as one of his major accomplishments.7

Jimmie Lewis Franklin indicated that Page was not so supportive of the vocational model. He said,

Langston ...  reflected the influence of the Washington-Tuskegee philosophy immediately following its

establishment ...  Inman E. Page, an urbane and cultured man, believed strongly that black students could become

as proficient with their heads as with their hands, and he pushed vigorously for a broad, well-rounded

curriculum. Whether Langston’s governing board removed Page because of his philosophical distance from

Booker T. Washington is speculative, but his beliefs unsettled some who desired a more conservative educator to
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lead the black school.8

Donald Spivey said that under Page “the emphasis was unquestionably on the liberal arts.9

The second president, Isaac Berry McCutcheon, served six months. After he fired a history professor, someone

shot at him, and his wife began carrying a pistol. The McCutcheons moved to Atoka where he became principal of

the black high school. An “interim” president, R.E. Bullitt, served five months.

During the 1916-1923 tenure of third president, John Miller Marquess, the college course was dropped and

industrial education dominated the curriculum. Patterson said that while he tried to “make friends of both sides” in

the “controversy over industrial versus liberal education,” he “let Langston slide in the direction of industrial

education.”10

Dr. Isaac William Young, M.D. was both the fourth (1923-27), and the sixth (1930-1935), president. Patterson

said in his tenure “a shift was made from manual and technical training to more emphasis on arts and sciences

courses,” with an “upgrading” of the library and the science laboratories.  Not everyone agreed with this11

assessment.

Political bickering complicates attempts to ascertain both the stance of Langston leadership in regard the

industrial versus classical studies debate and the actual situation at the institution. In examining contemporary

evidence about the matter, one must consider the political party of the speaker or writer. The most interesting and

illustrative situation is that during Dr. Young’s tenure.

Biographical sources say Young was a graduate of Gilbert College and New Orleans University medical school.

In 1910 he moved to Boley, Oklahoma, a center of Oklahoma Democratic African-American activity where he

practiced medicine and served as mayor, becoming active in Democratic party politics. In 1917 he moved to

Oklahoma City and became associated with Jack Walton who became governor in 1923 and selected Young for the

Langston presidency.

Walton, a controversial governor, blamed his difficulties on the Ku Klux Klan, a powerful force in Oklahoma at

the time. Once a small boy threw eggs at Walton, and he said that the Klan had corrupted the “innocent youth.”12

When Republicans attempted to call a special session of the legislature, Walton called out the National Guard to

prevent it, but later called a special session himself. In this session he was impeached, refused to attend the trial, and

was removed from office.

From the time of Young’s selection, Republicans attacked his qualifications and performance, sometimes

criticizing him as too oriented toward a classical curriculum, other times as not enough. A major forum was the

black press. There were at least 78 black newspapers in Oklahoma between 1889 and 1930. McCabe’s Langston City

Herald was established in 1891. Boley had six African-American newspapers between 1905 and 1926, Guthrie 12,

and Muskogee 21,  during most of that time, the majority of the Black press was Republican.13

The dean of Oklahoma African-American newspaper men was Roscoe Dunjee. He was president of the National

Negro Business League, a member of the national board of the NAACP, and leader of the Oklahoma NAACP when

it won the Sipuel and McLauren cases, desegregating Oklahoma university programs with no counterparts at

Langston. That he financed much of the early Oklahoma civil rights movement became known only at his funeral in

1965. Thurgood Marshall’s eulogy said, “Roscoe could have been the wealthiest man in the world, but he never

wanted anything for himself. He wanted it for his people.”  A leading black Republican and editor and publisher of14

The Black Dispatch, Dunjee used the paper to attack Young.

Dunjee established The Black Dispatch in 1915 in Oklahoma City. He had worked as a printer at the Langston

City Herald while a student at Langston and was well aware of the power of the press and its political endorsements.

One white politician offered to buy him a new printing plant in exchange for an endorsement and another offered

him $400 a month for control of the paper’s editorial policy.  Dunjee was in a difficult position. He could support15

President Marquess and the all white Republican board of regents or support replacing the white board with African-

American Democrats and their choice of a president. Even before Young’s appointment, Dunjee reported “rumors”

that Young instructed the governor whom to appoint as Regents who would select him as President and S.L.

Hargroves as Dean. Hargroves would actually run the institution, Dunjee said because Young “is not a school

man.”16

On April 26, 1923, the newspaper reported the Regents had unanimously “reelected” Marquess. However, the

next day Marquess submitted his resignation when Governor Walton replaced the withe board with a Negro board

following a visit from a group of Negro Democrats, none of whom, Dunjee complained, was a “prominent

educator.” The new regents, Dunjee added, would be “figure heads under Young.” Dunjee thought that Young
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would install a printing plant “in the interest of his work,” implying that Young would use the paper to counter17 

charges made against him in The Black Dispatch.

Governor Walton granted “leaves of absence” from the penitentiary to men serving life sentences for lynching.

Dunjee reminded readers he had warned that Walton would release “these fiendish, self-confessed murderers, while

Young claimed Walton had authorized him to say there was “not one word of truth in it,” and “law violators must

pay the penalty.”18

During the summer, Dunjee wrote, 

“If President Young is given the support he deserves from his own race, it will only be a short time until we will

have an institution at Langston that will not only be the pride of the state, but of the nation.”19

He spoke to the Summer Normal graduating class in August. However, he castigated Young and “his Walton for

Governor clubs” for believing that Walton would “overcome his party’s policy and attitude toward the Negro.” He

pointed out that even thought Walton voted to allow African-Americans to use public Carnegie libraries, his vote

was canceled out by the vote of his fellow Democrats, and his personal liberalism was wasted in the Oklahoma

Democratic Party. He compared Walton to President Wilson who Dunjee said went into office “above the level” of

his fellow party members, but “went out of office sprawling in the ditch of southern prejudice.”20

A theme in Dunjee’s attacks was that, as a physician, Young was not well enough educated to head the

institution. He acknowledged that Booker T. Washington had no more “literary preparation than Young”but doubted

Young could “measure up to the mark of the Wizard of Tuskegee.”  Dunjee published a letter to the editor from21

William S. Peters, a prominent Boley attorney, who accused Walton of “being a traitor” to African-American

Democrats by placing Young “at the head of Langston ...  an absolutely incompetent man, educationally.” Peters

said that Walton “does not give a tinker’s damn for the best interest of the Negro race,” the new regents “accepted

their positions with the string that Young must be president” and “proved weaklings in the case of Young and

Langston.”  Dunjee wondered why Peters waited so long to speak up.22 23

Peters claimed to have toured the state looking for people who opposed Young’s appointment but only found

one, a man who said that although Young was not competent, he supposed he would “get a competent dean and

Young [would] just walk around and look pretty.” Peters said he would have acted had not a “fair lady friend”

reminded him that an attempt had been made to assassinate him and that the “would be assassins” still walked the

streets of Boley, “holding high positions of public trust,” men who had already impaired his ability to make a

livelihood.” She advised him to let those who “had children to send there [to Langston] make the fight.” Peters said

he wrote the governor that Young was “not sufficiently educated for the position.” Dunjee’s comment was that

Peters was “hiding safely behind a woman’s skirt.”  On December 20, Dunjee published another Peters’ letter24

stating that Young was his personal physician, and a good one, but had not finished high school.25

A Langston regent suggested that Dunjee visit Langston.  He had visited during the Summer Normal when Dr.26

Young took him on a “tour of inspection” to the kindergarten where student teachers were “getting practical

experience.” A class was sitting on the floor having a “number lesson.” Dunjee wrote,

The student teacher had hardly commenced before Dr. Young abruptly interrupted her and getting up out of his

chair ordered the young lady to form the little tots into a straight line ...  ”What we want to teach first to the

Negro child is order and discipline” announced Dr. Young. “There is too much of the other sort of thing in the

life of our group and the first thing I want you to do in this schoolroom is to teach the children to do things in

straight lines, everything else can follow.” The “Student Teacher” was visibly embarrassed ...  She spent about

five minutes trying to create a straight line out of those babies and finally gave up with the kids in a jammed

cramped position ...  trying to discover what it was all about. There was everything there but a STRAIGHT

LINE. “That’s all right now” said Dr. Young, who I could readily see had decided that it would take all day to

made [sic] those kids form the line that he had demanded and he proceeded to preach another sermon on order,

discipline, etc.... [The Langston teacher educator] had instructed [the student teacher] to permit the kiddies to

take any sort of position they desired ...  she said, “The children standing over there in that cramped and

distressed condition ...  It would be practically impossible for me or anyone else to attempt to teach them

anything at this moment for the reason that their little tender minds are already crowded with the thot. [sic]-‘Am

I in a straight line’ ...  I HAVE ATTENDED THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO AND THE UNIVERSITY OF

CALIFORNIA AND THIS IS THE METHOD TAUGHT IN BOTH UNIVERSITIES IN KINDERGARTEN

WORK AND I HAVE INSTRUCTED MY TEACHERS to permit these little children to assume any sort of

position ...  ” She turned to her student teachers and said ...  “which would you recommend in kindergarten work
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...  the natural or the unnatural position?” You might know what they shouted ...  with a vengeance ...  Dr. Young

again arose to his feet and stated to Mrs. Winslett that he did not care where she received her information ...  he

wanted her and all of the other kindergarten teachers to understand that the first requisite and the starting point

there and in that kindergarten must be the STRAIGHT LINE, ORDER, AND DISCIPLINE. We have related this

story for two reasons ...  here was a man totally devoid of any of the techniques of kindergarten instruction who

was trying to force his totally discredited theories upon a competent instructor who was teaching with the most

advanced methods gathered from ...  the best universities of the United States. Another reason ...  to place a man

over a group of men who while subordinated in authority, know that the boss knows the least of them all, was but

to breed insubordination. Those teachers, every one of them, showed in their voice and face the utter disregard

and contempt for the sort of information being offered them that morning AND YOU DEAR READER WOULD

HAVE FELT THE SAME WAY ABOUT IT HAD YOU BEEN IN THEIR SHOES.27

Dunjee charged that Young had demanded front page coverage, and he had published for Young “a lot of gush”

Young “slipped into Associated Negro Press dispatches.” He also asserted that “near riots” occurred at Langston

dances, and that Young never consulted his Dean regarding faculty appointments or university policy.  He quoted a28

fired university night watchman’s claim that students were drunk in the dormitories, and children as young as 10

were at dances until 4:00 a.m.,  and a “rumor” that a friend of Young was issued an unearned diploma.29 30

When Governor Walton was removed from office, the new governor Martin E. Trapp fired the African-American

members of the Board of Regents. Dunjee reported the reason as “Young and his advisors getting too far away from

the practical sort of education the Negro needed.”  Young was not removed by the new board. The State Board of31

Education adopted a new rule that the president of any Oklahoma teachers college have a bachelor’s degree from a

“standard” four year college or university. Dunjee took the opportunity to say that Young got his job “in return for

political work,”  and reported that Young had been given an “honorary” degree from New Orleans University and32

had the Langston dean confer the degree at the Langston graduation ceremony.33

In May 1925, Dunjee’s editorial supported Booker T. Washington’s position.

The Negro boy who drops out of school in the grades has four years head start over the black boy who remains

through high school, at the art of manufacturing dollars ...  the average Negro boy who stumbles out of school in

the grades uses rare judgement ...  the boys who come out of college prepared to labor in highly specialized

fields, stand around a few years looking for a chance to work. That chance never comes. The white world has no

place for him and in our business and industrial life they find no ground on which they may stand. Is it any

wonder that in a few years you find them full-fledged rounders on every street corner in America? Until the

Negro decides to erect a larger and more substantial economic structure, he had better slow up on education.

Without such a complement to join with the life of an educated black boy and girl, we are but contributing to

their delinquency. The Negro church and every social agency must unite and join in performing this great task.34

He listed shortages in black and racially mixed Oklahoma towns of electrical workers, linotype operators, auto

mechanics, blacksmiths, and dry goods clerks. He concluded with “we can afford to forget a little of Latin and Greek

for a while and stress more the importance of training the youth of the race in the technical and skilled fields of

endeavor.”  In 1923, he had taken a different stand. The headline for an article on a government report included “ ... 35

Demands State University Train Negro for Professional Life.”  He quoted the report’s statement that a college36

department should be developed at Langston to allow students preparing for professions other than teaching to

“receive college training without leaving the state,” and said it was unfair to the “Negro taxpayer” that those wishing

to study law, medicine, or theology must leave.”37

A 1925 editorial aimed at businessmen coming to the state for the conference of the National Negro Business

League broke from his usual stance that Oklahoma drastically underfunded its separate schools, greatly

handicapping the progress of its black citizens, and proclaimed Oklahoma a wonderful place for black Americans.

He claimed the recent Tulsa race riot, the worst racist incident in state history, “mis-represented Oklahoma before

the bar of public opinion.” He asserted that “the Oklahoma Negro has reduced his illiteracy below that of his racial

unit in any other state ...  through a school system unequaled in the South ...  The state maintains a university for the

higher training of the Negro youth.” His motive was apparent from his concluding statement. “We want our visitors

to observe the friendly relationship between the races ...  tell the folks back home that your new address is

OKLAHOMA.”  Also in this issue was a detailed description of Langston and its programs.38 39

Dunjee was concerned with the split of the Democratic party into Walton and Trapp factions. Dunjee preferred

Walton and said, “It is significant ...  that Walton would find time to think of his colored friends.” As to Young’s
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place, “Young has proved a fairly good political strategist,” he wrote, “It took a real politician to leap from the

Walton hacienda to the Trapp mansion ...  [Trapp] would have removed Young long ago ...  were it not for the

inability of the Negro educators of the state to agree on a man ...  [Young] is expected to line the colored vote up for

the Trapp machine.”40

In February W.E.B. DuBois spoke at the Oklahoma Association of Negro Teachers’ convention. Dunjee’s

editorial following DuBois’ speech focused on his call for the study of “Negro history,” and the failure of the

audience to listen.

In very beautiful and descriptive language Dr. DuBois skipped about in the pages of the past and furnished his

audience with a glimpse of the trail that black folk have made through the ages ...  Seated by the writer were

three teachers, Negroes, who slept through the entire address. One actually snored. At one time the nasal storm

that exuded from the head of the slumberer threatened to drown out the voice of Dr. DuBois. It will be easy for

our readers to determine how much information these sleepy-headed individuals will take back home ...  It

probably will never occur to them that wisdom and knowledge stupifys them, and that they in turn are

contributing to the stupification of the black boys and girls who come under their influence.41

Dunjee said Negro club women should stop studying French history and Shakespeare and black ministers stop

thinking of themselves as black “Billy Sunday’s.” He commented that he was “so sorry that so many slept while

DuBois pointed the way.”42

Dunjee claimed Young said to the assembled teachers that prior to his administration, Langston was a “dumping

ground” for “undesirable young folk.” Dunjee’s assessment was that Young controlled the teachers who taught in

the “Summer Normal” so he thought he could control all teachers. “A chance to make several hundred extra dollars

has worked considerably on the minds of some of the state instructors,” he wrote.  He was incensed at the insult to43

former President Inman Page who was present for Young’s speech.

In April, Dunjee turned his editorial attention toward the political races with getting rid of Young his focus.

...with a Republican Governor, black folk in Oklahoma can expect a turn in affairs at Langston University, ...  we

will have a pill peddler back on his native heath twenty minutes after a standard bearer of the G.O.P. is inducted

into the gubernatorial chair. This in itself ought to be sufficient to make long suffering black folk take off their

coats and march to the polls next November in a solid phalanx.44

Dunjee attempted to show current students at Langston to be no better than earlier ones. A headline stated,

“Regents Probe Langston Expulsion, Whiskey Cache in Logan Co. Hills Intoxicates Students.”  To make sure45

readers got the connection, he said,

...the President of Langston University announced to the State Teachers Association at Tulsa that Langston was a

dumping ground for “undesirable” students from over the state prior to his arrival on the campus. “Presto, all this

changed when I put in my expert appearance” said the chairman of the state mutual admiration society. We

wonder what Walton’s man “Friday” thinks now since his “PERFECT PUPILS” interviewed that barrel of mash?

We also wonder whether members of the alumni feel better since they discover that they are not the only BAD

FOLKS IN THE WORLD.46

In reporting a meeting of the Boley Progressive League, Dunjee characterized Young as the “Pill Pedler
President” whose supporters had been “sucking the Summer School Tit.” He said the group included Young (who

asked his name not be mentioned as attending) and that they endorsed reappointment of the heads of all state Negro

institutions. Since Young was one of them, Dunjee wrote, “Young Endorses Self at Boley.”47

Dunjee quoted a U.S. Commissioner of Education’s report that Langston’s programs were such that “colored

students” were forced out of state for quality education and called for a president “professionally equipped, who has

the highest personal qualities and who can organize and direct others well,” implying, although Young was not at

Langston when the report was made, that he did not meet these criteria.48

In May controversy erupted in the Executive Board of the Oklahoma Association of Negro Teachers regarding

its journal. The editor and publisher was the Langston dean, President Young’s son-in-law. Dunjee reported the

journal had not “been a financial success under Hargrove,” and “was used as a political tool by Young and his son-

in-law.” A resolution was introduced in the meeting to request The Black Dispatch to “let up on Langston.” Dunjee

said the resolution was “squelched” because members of the Board felt that “constructive criticism should never be

censored.”  He said, “We shall wait patiently to see whether the next issue of the journal will be as prolific in its49

adoration articles about the political college.”  The Black Dispatch printed minutes from the meeting and its50

endorsement of the “current administration” of Langston. The minutes were preceded by a statement which said,
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The proceedings that follow are alleged to be ...  of the meeting held at Boley recently, when Dr. I.W. Young

held a self-adoration meeting, at which time the resolutions were passed endorsing his administration at Langston

and when Trapp was given a clean bill of health.51

In his May 27 editorial, Dunjee listed reasons why Negroes at the Oklahoma Democratic convention should not

endorse Governor Trapp. He deplored Trapp’s freeing men convicted of lynching and his signing a bill financing the

appeal against a judge’s order that 500 African-Americans be registered to vote. He said “the most grievous sin of

all” was Trapp’s belief “that Dr. I. W. Young controls all the Negroes in Oklahoma.” He advised that “if the Negro

Democrats at Tulsa desire to free themselves of an incubus that threatens to well nigh emasculate them all, they will

take a stand against Trapp and his man Friday–Dr. I.W. Young.”  He said if anyone but Trapp got the nomination, a52

Trapp man such as young “will have no more to do with the appointments made under the new regime than the

Dutch have to do with selecting the King of Abyssinia.”53

Dunjee ran an Associated Negro Press article entitled, ”DuBois Is Right.” It criticized crediting progress of the

race to Hampton, Tuskegee, and such institutions, stating that any “man who stands above the ordinary” may have

“STARTED at Hampton or Tuskegee,” but went on to Atlanta or Talladega or some other institution with higher

academic standing, and that improvements at Hampton and Tuskegee were made by “college bred people.54

The Oklahoma Constitution forbade a governor succeeding himself. Trapp counted on his having assumed the

governorship because of Walton’s impeachment to make it possible for him to be elected to the office. The Supreme

Court of Oklahoma ruled that he could not. Dunjee’s reaction was,

Just what Young and his supporters will do since the Trapp debacle is not known. All the candidates in the

governor’s race except Trapp have drawn their support from among Negroes, on the promise that if elected, they

would oust Young from Langston. His approach to any other camp will not be looked upon kindly by hungry

vote getting candidates as a political asset.55

Horace Mann Bond headed Langston’s Normal Department. In his twenties and just beginning his career, his

publications while at Langston were impressive given the circumstances.  An article of Bond’s appeared,56

accompanied by editorial praise from Victor Harlow, in Harlow’s Weekly, an Oklahoma political periodical.

Describing Harlow as “one of the most liberal-minded men of his race,” Dunjee qualified the praise saying

“whenever a Negro follows a line of thought that leans towards the white man’s viewpoint ...  that Negro suddenly

rises in the estimation of Nordic circles.” He quoted Harlow as saying Bond’s article was “as fine a statement of the

Negro in government ...  the clearest statement of the political problems settling around the Negro that has so far

been made by a black man.” Dunjee agreed that the statement was “fine” and “clear”–“fine in its stupid asininity and

clear as to its puerile and academic origin. The Bond article is the most foolish and random sputter that ever exuded

from a black hide.” Dunjee was incensed at Bond’s writing that he “fails to see any positive good resulting from

enfranchisement,” and “ ...  is not the removal of the Negro from the sphere of active political participation the

wisest procedure to follow, for many years to come?” Dunjee accused Bond of saying Negroes are “less educated

and enlightened” than the “sturdy Swiss or English peasant” [Bond’s terms] who wrestled the tyrants of their day.”57

Dunjee said “the whole article is a labored, yet veiled attempt on the part of the writer to tell the Negro to vote

the Democratic ticket.” He accused Bond of thinking that the Negro votes the Republican ticket because of hero-

worship of Abraham Lincoln.” Dunjee wrote that Lincoln was interested primarily in states’ rights, but the

Republicans had moved through legislation to assure African-American rights while Democrats were using states’

rights to deny them. He ended his editorial by writing that Bond “should not be permitted to run at large. In the

language of the street, we know that ‘He must be either lying or joking.’”  Bond later wrote that Young was58

unqualified for his position, obtained through delivering votes in the governor’s race.59

In October the Democratic editor of the Boley Weekly Progress was arrested for possessing home brew, and

Dunjee used the event for last minute campaigning.  However, the Democrat, Henry S. Johnson, believed to be a60

member of the Ku Klux Klan, was elected. Johnson proceeded to pardon Klansmen convicted of beatings and to

appoint known Klansmen to public offices. (He was impeached and removed from office in 1929.)

After the election, Dunjee was less harsh toward Young and Bond. Bond was no longer at Langston but returned

to attend the State Principals Association meeting. No criticism of Bond was made in The Black Dispatch coverage

of his convention appearance. In regards Young’s behavior at the meeting, Dunjee wrote that it was “the general

sentiment” that he “made the best talk he had ever made” and refrained from using the personal pronoun, “I,” which

he “usually did to excess.”61

Dunjee published letters from possible successors to Young in which each denied interest. William S. Peters’
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letter reminded readers that he had opposed Young’s appointment and reported that the Muskogee County Negro

Jeffersonian League recommended the Superintendent of the Taft Orphans’ Home become President of Langston,

the Superintendent of the Boley Training School become Superintendent at Taft, and Peters himself become head of

the Boley institution.  Dunjee claimed people mentioned in Peters’ letter were not members of the Jeffersonian62

League, but did print the resolutions they sent to the new Governor anyway.63

Dunjee printed a long article by Young titled, “Langston University and its Needs.”  In the next edition Dunjee64

said, “The fellow who wrote last week about ‘Langston University and Its Needs’ had the proverbial cart before the

horse ...  What Langston University needs ...  is a college trained President.”65

Dunjee’s attack shifted to reporting, and promoting, rifts between Young and the Oklahoma Association of

Negro Teachers and the Langston University Alumni Association. When Young and the Langston orchestra and glee

club did not make a scheduled appearance at the Teachers Association meeting, Dunjee reported Young was

summoned by the legislature to discuss funding matters but wondered if the glee club and orchestra were summoned

also.

Inman Page was moved to tears to receive a silver loving-cup at the convention, and Dunjee took the opportunity

to mention the “political debacle” which swept him from Langston.  Dunjee asserted Page was there to “answer66

lies” about his accomplishments and that “the noblest Roman of them all proved himself and defended his record

against his traducers to the howling satisfaction of everybody.”67

Once Dunjee did mention Young without negative comment. In a review of Drusilla Dunjee Huston’s book,

Wonderful Ethiopians, was the statement, “Dr. Young, President of the University at Langston, predicted that the

writings of this author would have a place in the final adjustment of conditions in this country.”  68

Looking toward possible replacements for Young, Dunjee reported one candidate being sued by a second for

“criminal libel” and a third, W.H. Fort, a Fisk graduate and principal of the Okmulgee separate schools to be

“perhaps the most outstanding educator of the state.”  He endorsed Fort and reminded readers that “The Black69

Dispatch has sought to serve its proper function as a newspaper” by warning citizens that selection of the Langston

president had been a “political football since statehood.” He chastised readers for “not speaking out” and “giving up

the right to condemn the governor if he makes the wrong choice.”70

None of these men were selected. In September a major portion of the newspaper was devoted to the

appointment of Z.T. Hubert, President of Jackson College, Jackson, Mississippi, as the new president. Dunjee

approved his background--Morehouse and Amherst degrees and teaching experience at Morehouse preceded the

Jackson presidency.

Dunjee’s version of the four-year battle to oust Young and the role of The Black Dispatch in it was,

Paradoxical as it may seem, it is nevertheless true that politicians and politics cleaned up the ugly situation at

Langston University. The Negro educators of Oklahoma can lay no claims whatsoever to this signal victory.

While they were busy like hungry wolves grabbing at the few loaves and fishes that the president of Langston

cast from his table, a small handful of men who were allied with the Democratic party in this state, but smarting

under the lash of the Black Dispatch ...  exacted a promise from every one of the gubernatorial candidates ... 

except Martin E. Trapp, that they would separate Dr. I.W. Young from Langston University ...  This is not as it

should have been. The Negro educators of the state could have accomplished this task three years ago had they

been willing to lift themselves above selfishness, forget summer jobs at Langston’s Summer Normal, and

demand the return of the institution to the people ...  If the Negro educators of the state will rise up to the

responsibility ...  they will write at once to Dr. Hubert and pledge their ...  support ...  A letter should also be

directed by the readers of the Black Dispatch to Governor Henry S. Johnson, thanking him.”  71

Dunjee presented letters from prominent Oklahoma African-Americans to Governor Johnson and State

Superintendent John Vaughn and printed them in his newspaper. They pledged support of the new president, one

stating that he would be a good president if “he did nothing more” than “rid the buildings of rats, keep the flies off

the food, and clean the bathtubs in the boys dormitory.”72

Dunjee credited Hubert’s selection to Oklahoma University President, William Bennett Bizzell, who met him

while surveying African-American land grant colleges for the federal government. While Dunjee acknowledged that

there was “something humiliating in the Negro’s inability to unite on a man,” and he was selected by a white board

of regents, his coming without the support of a political group was good. Dunjee recommended everyone “assume

the attitude that he can give us advice, rather than we can give him advice.”73

Dunjee began a campaign to establish a Langston Board of Regents who were not the governor’s “puppets” but
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modeled on the University of Oklahoma system in which regents served staggered seven year terms. He moved

away from linking the Langston presidency to party politics just as a major political shift began within the Oklahoma

African-American community. In 1932 when Dunjee and another important black newspaper publisher, W.H. Twine

of the Muskogee Cimiter, switched parties, they were not far ahead of the African-American electorate. By 1936 the

Republican party had almost ceased to exist in the Oklahoma black community. Although controversy regarding

Young’s qualifications to be, and leadership as, Langston’s president eased at this point, it was temporary. In four

years a new Democratic governor, W.H. (Alfalfa Bill) Murray, would reappoint Young to the Langston presidency.

Dunjee’s attempts to improve educational opportunities and institutions for Oklahoma African-Americans was

lifelong. No one contributed more toward efforts to improve Langston and Oklahoma’s separate common schools, to

secure black Oklahomans’ right to have input into running their own educational institutions, and to desegregate

white institutions in order to provide educational opportunities. He fought valiantly with all means at his disposal,

including desegregation when that was the only way to secure equality. And to him political parties and the press

were powerful tools to accomplish these goals.
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CONSILIENCE, CONTEXTUALIZATION AND THE AFRICAN CRITIQUE OF M ODERNISM:

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION

Bartley L. McSwine

Chicago State University

Edward O. Wilson in his recent book, Consilience: The Unity of Knowledge (l999), raises many important

questions that Western society must address if it is to survive deep into the next millennium. A Harvard professor, an

eminent biologist, an environmentalist, an admitted deist and empiricist, Wilson challenges modern society to come

to grips with its many deficiencies or face extinction. Searching for the holy grail that would save a society hurtling

with ever increasing speed toward an Armageddon-like self-destruction, Wilson makes a passionate and forceful

argument that we should look to biology (the biological sciences) and its modern wonders for solutions to many if

not most of our modern ills. Among the ills that Wilson is referring to are: 1) the destruction of the rain forest, 2) the

increasing pollution of lakes and rivers, 3) the population explosion and the resulting decrease in the availability of

arable land, 4) the connection between the heavy reliance on fossil fuels, the increasing pollution of air and global

warming, 5) fractured knowledge, the fractured university and in general, the fractured educational system, and 6) a

shortage of food for most of the world’s population among many others.

“Biological diversity,” says Wilson “. . . is in trouble.” Mass extinctions are commonplace, especially in tropical

regions where most of the biodiversity occurs. Among the more recent are more than half the exclusively freshwater

fishes of peninsular Asia, half of the fourteen birds of the Philippine island of Cebu, and more than ninety plant

species growing on a single mountain ridge in Ecuador. In the United States an estimated 1 percent of all species

have been extinguished; another 32 percent are imperiled.

He then goes on to say that: 

It is notoriously difficult to estimate the overall rate of extinction, but biologists, using several indirect methods

of analysis, generally agree that on the land at least, species are vanishing at a rate one hundred to a thousand

times faster than before the arrival of Homo sapiens. Tropical rain forests are the site of most of the known

damage. Although they cover only 6 percent of the land surface, they contain more than half the species of plants

and animals of the entire world. The rate of clearing and burning of the surviving rain forests averaged about 1

percent a year through the l980s and into the l990s, an area about equal to the entire country of Ireland. That

magnitude of habitat loss means that each year 0.25 percent or more of the forest species are doomed to

immediate or early extinction (Wilson, p. 320, 99).

Summarizing the general state of the environment, Wilson says:

The global population is precariously large, and will become much more so before peaking some time after 2050.

Humanity overall is improving per capita production, health, and longevity. But it is doing so by eating up the

planet’s capital, including natural resources and biological diversity millions of years old. Homo sapiens is

approaching the limit of its food and water supply. Unlike any species that lived before, it is also changing the

world’s atmosphere and climate, lowering and polluting water tables, shrinking forests, and spreading deserts.

Most of the stress originates directly or indirectly from a handful of industrialized countries. Their proven

formulas for prosperity are being eagerly adopted by the rest of the world. The emulation cannot be sustained,

not with the same levels of consumption and waste. Even if the industrialization of developing countries is only

partly successful, the environmental after-shock will dwarf the population explosion that preceded it (Wilson, p.

306, 99).

Another major concern of Wilson’s is the fracturing of knowledge, the fracturing of education, particularly the

curriculum of higher education, resulting in the subsequent need for consilience. This has resulted in what he refers

to as “the ongoing fragmentation of knowledge and resulting chaos in philosophy” (p. 8) which is an artifact of

scholarship. He says that:

During the past thirty years the ideal of the unity of learning, which the Renaissance and Enlightenment

bequeathed us, has been largely abandoned. With rare exceptions American universities and colleges have

dissolved their curriculum into a slurry of minor disciplines and specialized courses. While the average number

of undergraduate courses per institution doubled, the percentage of mandatory courses in general education

dropped by more than half ...  The trend cannot be reversed by force-feeding students with some-of-this and

some-of-that across the branches of learning. Win or lose, true reform will aim at the consilience of science with
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the social sciences and humanities in scholarship and teaching. Every college student should be able to answer

the following question: What is the relation between science and the humanities, and how is it important for

human welfare (Wilson, p. 13, 99). 

Wilson sees consilience as the necessary remedy for the fragmentation that has been created; it is a concept

which he sees as the basis of a new philosophical paradigm rooted in natural law. The consilience that he argues for

would come from our natural biological roots --- the cumulative genetic heritage of humankind. Going back millions

of years to the Paleolithic age and on through to the subsequent development of Homo erectus, Homo sapiens, and

finally Homo sapiens sapiens, Wilson sees an unbroken pattern of evolutionary genetic selection leading to the

modern age. From Sociobiology, he argues, we now know that not only are physical traits inherited, but also some

ethical and moral traits. The heritability of altrusim and compassion would be prime examples that he would cite,

along with the more widely known taboo against incest in almost every known culture in the world. Science today

can explain these phenomena through the process of natural selection. Wilson also believes that science eventually

will be able to not only explain how the brain works, but also the genetic heritability of virtually all human and

animal behavior and emotions. In fact he believes that science is already about 30 to 40 percent there. 

Insofar as modern education and the vast production of knowledge are concerned, we should see these, according

to Wilson, as end products of our genetic heritage which is a linear evolutionary progression passed down to us over

eons of time. Thus, in Wilson’s view, we are not as free as the existentialists thinkers would have us to believe.

Modern humanity bears the weight of its ancestral past and we must take this into account if we are to chart a course

for the future that does not leave us shipwrecked on the sands of time. 

Knowledge consilience, then, for Wilson is a must. Rooted in our biology, in our very genetic makeup, it is an

epigenetic phenomenon that grows out of another epigenetic product called human culture. The human mind for

Wilson is also a product of epigenesis and will eventually be explained as having a physical/material basis rooted in

the chemistry and biology of the human brain. Wilson would use psychiatric or clinical depression as an example of

the progress we’ve made in understanding the human brain. For many years it was believed that depression was

purely psychological --- the result of internalized unreleased anger. Today, we know that depression has a chemical

basis as well, and it is frequently treated with antidepressive drugs. 

Much of the consilience that Wilson is calling for is already taking place in the sciences and to some extent

between the natural sciences and the social sciences. Examples of this would be biochemistry, genetic psychology,

astrophysics, biophysics, and sociobiology. Even the consilience between the natural sciences and the social sciences

themselves grew out of a need to make the study of human behavior more scientific. There is virtually no bridge,

however, between the humanities and the natural sciences. Wilson sees biology as a possible bridge.

I have spent some time now explaining Wilson’s position because of the influence it is having in society today,

and because I believe that in many ways it is correct but also essentially limited because of its entrapment in the

conundrum of scientific materialism. Beyond that I feel that what his theory is missing is itself a reflection or

manifestation of the very problem he is attempting to address. Using a brilliant mind to stretch the limits of his own

education, he doesn’t see or can’t see beyond those limits. Like the Enlightenment philosophers of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries to which Wilson owes his belief in the unity of knowledge, and his belief in the power of

reason and insight to solve human problems, Wilson can’t or doesn’t explain why reason and the brilliant insights of

many eminent scientists in the past have led us into the predicament we find ourselves in today. For example,

Einstein’s brilliant insight into the binding energy of matter has led us to the terrors of atomic proliferation and the

edge of atomic annihilation. And the discoveries of the chemist Friedrich Kekule have led to the terrors of a

chemical world in pollution. This amounts to what Joseph Chilton Pearce has called an “error correction error”

(Pearce, l981).

Biology, in fact, may be a key for understanding today’s human drama, according to Pearce, but it is only one

key. It must be placed within a broader context of the divine if a complete understanding is to occur and error

correction error is to be avoided. This is a plan of “magnificent proportions, a straight-line course of development

that is built into our genes” according to Pearce.

The plan is flexible, to accommodate an infinite number of variables, while its goal is specific and clear: a way of

creating a new hologram out of the holonomic movement, a new representative of the whole; a new creator out of

the creation. The plan is a way to develop thought out of consciousness as a tool of insight-intelligence (Pearce, p.

92, 81).

For Pearce, error-correction error means that a human intelligence that is out of alignment with its divine creative
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source cannot produce solutions that are not also reflections of this same misalignment. Thus, brilliant insights

(solutions) into the many problems that society faces, also, at the same time, contain the seeds that sabotage their

success. This is how he explains it:

When the infant is in the mother’s arms, everything is right and nothing much can go wrong. When “out-of-

arms,” or in abandonment, nothing is right and everything goes wrong. The one main signal of need is not being

met and none of the other signals then work. When we are in-arms biologically, development is smooth, playful,

fairly effortless, and all energies remain coordinated. When we are out-of-arms biologically, uneasiness

immediately sets in since the body and brain are looking for cues and responses expected from millions of years

of development, and not getting them. Processes go out of synchrony and internal conflict begins to pile up. We

fall into anxiety over our error and are impelled to correct that error.... So error proliferates; each error breeds

new ones like a tree that branches at every tip.... Culture can’t possibly be the vehicle for implementing the

developmental plan when caught in error-correction. It becomes a taboo system of prediction and control, trying

to organize the machinery for error-correction (Pearce, p. 95, 81).

The outcome of this is a society functioning out of context. The resulting educational system and the

miseducation it produces are only reflections of this lack of context. R. A. Schwaller DeLubicz (l961/1988) argues

that this is a sharp deviation from the sacred science model demonstrated by the ancient African Kemites

(Egyptians). He traces this deviation to the ancient Greeks who he says used the tools of rationalism in a search for

the lost word. The Greeks searched for answers that reason could accept. Finding none, they ended up rejecting the

mystery of irrationalism because it was not reasonable. As a result, some of the first deviations can be traced to this

thought process. And according to DeLubicz, they ended up “attribut[ing] a physical character to metaphysical

principles which analyze a genesis born of the Heliopolitan mystery” (DeLubicz, p. 18, 88). 

The particular Greeks to whom he traces this type of thinking were the Eleatics. Some of the individuals

belonging to this school were philosophers such as Xenophanes of Colophon, Parmenides and Zeno of Elea.

Apparently a prime topic of the Greeks of this period (550 BC-500 BC) was the nature of the universe --- whether

the universe is one or many. Their arguments reveal the use of rationality to attempt to settle the case once and for

all. Thus, as DeLubicz points out, we see Xenophanes, for example, arguing that “all is opinion (DeLubicz, p. l9,

88).” However, it is Zeno of Elea, who he credits with creating the beginning of the shift to a heavy reliance on

scientific or rational thought (DeLubicz, p. 30, 88). Born approximately sixty years before Plato (430 BC), Zeno

(490 BC) is seen arguing in Plato’s Parmenides for unity against plurality or multiplicity by attempting to

demonstrate a rational oneness of the universe through the use of rationality. 

In his arguments against plurality, “Zeno proceeds by dichotomy and divides to infinity any element whatsoever

of infinite plurality; he thus manages to demonstrate that by reason of this division to infinity, the magnitude of each

element of the plurality is nil”(DeLubicz, p. 32, 88).

DeLubicz says this is false reasoning. That if a division to infinity is acknowledged, then there would be no end

to dividing. While Zeno shows here a possible value of analyzing the mathematical “point,” today’s Physics shows

that such reasoning can only go so far in being applied to the physical world.

Sacred science, [DeLubicz argues] starts from this mysterious but demonstrated reality which shows an energetic

(spiritual) world preceding the material and quantitative world.

Decontextualized thought has led to decontextualized education, education based on the fragmentation of

knowledge which is merely a reflection of the fragmentation of the individual. If we fast forward to the seventeenth

century (1596 A.C.E. - 1650 A.C.E.), we find Rene Descartes reflecting the epitome of fragmentation in his famous

statement “Cogito Ego Sum” (“I think, therefore, I am”). Marimba Ani would argue that this is the logical result of

Platonic thought, particularly Platonic epistemology which attempted to objectify truth. Man (humans, but

apparently Plato did mean men) must separate themselves out from reality in order to discern truth. This led, she

argues, to the isolated thinking self --- which Descartes, nineteen centuries later, would come to reflect.

African philosophy is based on wholeness and complementarity. Apparent opposites such as good and evil, light

and darkness, heaven and earth, rational and irrational, are seen as complementary aspects of the same divine Self.

The artificial divisions that we place on things come from a fragmented view of reality based on a belief in a

concretized semantic universe. Spirit is primary in African culture and philosophy, or what Carruthers has referred to

as African deep thought (Carruthers, l995). Spirit is the source of all that is, ever was and ever has been. Uncreated,

self-existent, self-moving and self-empowered, it is reflected in all and, therefore, the entire universe is a reflection

of itself (its-Self). This is what Pearce and others came to call the holonomic reality (Pearce, l981). African peoples,
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like Native Americans, and all indigenous peoples around the world, lived in harmony with nature and reality, and

indeed saw it as a reflection of who they were. 

Thus, the culture and educational systems that they created reflected a culture in balance with nature. Long

before the creation of market-driven economically-based educational institutions and/or the institutionalization of

education, the purpose of education was connected with creating whole ethical human beings. In ancient Egypt

(Kemet), the seven liberal arts, what the Romans came to call the Quadrivium (grammar, Arithmetic, Rhetoric and

Dialectic) and the Trivium (Geometry, Astronomy and Music) served as the basis of the mystery system of

education for the Neophyte initiates into the mysteries of the universe. It was a stepping stone toward the creation of

enlightened human beings. This is the same Quadrivium and Trivium that came to serve as the basis of today’s

liberal arts. According to Asa Hilliard (l995), the goals of Kemetic Egyptian education were the following:

Unity of the person, unity of the tribe, and unity with nature

The development of social responsibility

The development of character

The development of spiritual power 

He then goes on to say that: 

In the ancient Egyptian educational system, little thought seems to have been given to the question of the “inept

intellectual capacity” of a person. Much more attention was given to the character as an impediment or as a

facilitator of educational development. While learning was obviously done by individuals, the picture that we get

of the method used is that it was a collective rather than an individual effort. The educational process was

designed in such a way that it seemed to be a true rebirth that occurs through successive series of personal and

social transformations.

In contrast Doll (1993) argues that modernistic education came to reflect the scientific rationalistic thought of the

industrial age. Tracing this type of technocratic thought and its application in industry to the nineteenth century

writer Comte de Saint-Simon (1760-1825) who he identifies as “the father of technocracy and premiere theoretician

of industrialism” on through to Frederick Taylor’s application of “scientific management” to industrial productivity,

he finally connects it to the development of education through such individuals as Joseph Mayer Rice (l914), 

It was through Elwood Cubberley (l916), and Franklin Bobbitt (1918) that these same principles of scientific

management came to be applied to the development of curriculum and the management of public schools. Doll

argues that modern education simply came to reflect the efficiency machine of industrialism in the modern age. Still

later individuals such as John Dewey (l902/l915/l916), Harold Rugg (l927/1969), Ralph Tyler (l950), and Madeline

Hunter (l982) also came to be seduced in varying degrees by the scientific model of efficiency.

Finally, the rise of the multicultural movement in education beginning in l970’s and the Afrocentric movement in

education beginning in the l980s are symptomatic of another aspect of decontextualized education. These

movements are actually rebellions against the decontextualized educational process that had its most recent

beginnings with Cubberley’s advocacy of an education that would promote the melting pot ideology. This has

historically meant the promotion of an Anglocentric monocultural education in a multicultural society. It has

functioned in such a way to marginalize and devalue all but Anglocentric values in the educational process. Thus, for

example, Black, Latino, and Native American children have had to function in schools that have historically not

taken into account their learning styles or behavioral styles (Hilliard, pp. 160-177, 95). Low standardized test scores

and poor academic achievement have been the predictable result of this decontextualized process. This, I believe, is

simply another way that the scientific model of efficiency has dictated the structure and content of pedagogy and

curriculum in the modern age. 

We began this paper with an analysis of Wilson’s call for knowledge consilience. I believe this call is also a call

for something much broader: namely, the contextualization of knowledge across disciplines and across cultures.

Without being aware of the full implications of what he is arguing for, I believe that Wilson is really calling for a

return to the unity of knowledge and culture that has not existed since the rise of the modern and Postmodern age.
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MULTICULTURALISM: MAKING THE CASE FOR EQUITY IN TEACHING AND LEARNING

 FROM  A CONSTRUCTIVIST VIEWPOINT

Joseph Nwoye

Illinois State University

“As new discoveries are made, new truths disclosed, and new opinions change with the change of

circumstances, institutions must change also and keep pace with time.” (John Dewey, Freedom and

Culture, 1939, p.157).

Dewey’s statement underscores the significance of research in discovering the truth and more importantly in the

formation of a new paradigm to reflect the new truth. In almost every field of study with the exception of education,

discovering and disclosing of the truth via research has led to a significant advancement. Educational research

remains limited in scope and modest in its goals.

In the medical field, research has led us to new and improved ways of protecting and preserving life through

discovery of new medication and procedures. Similarly, research in technological development has taken us to new

heights and breakthroughs.  For instance, we can now watch CNN and other television networks reporting events as

they happen in any part of the world, even in space. Furthermore, advancement in computer technology has enabled

us to move from 386 to 486DX and now Pentium 1, II, and III respectively, maximizing the efficiency and

effectiveness of what we do with computers. Research has served us well, and propelled us to new frontiers in

almost all aspects of our lives. Unfortunately, we cannot claim that multicultural education and cognitive discovery

of truth through  research in the area of teaching and learning are reflected as in other fields of study. 

In light of this situation, I will attempt to focus on the wonders of cognitive science, multicultural, and other

research as they are related to teaching and learning, and finally provide some strategies teachers can adopt to ensure

that future generations of leaders learn meaningfully.  I will further point out that the similarities in research by

sociologists, psychologists, multiculturalists, and those in the teaching profession have to be embraced and

implemented if we truly want every child to learn irrespective of the individual’s class, race, gender or sexual

orientation.

I started by highlighting John Dewey’s statement in 1938 which was triggered by his research in education in

which he stressed the need for a new paradigm based on his research. Dewey’s view is relevant when we reflect on

multicultural theory, which some have criticized for not having theoretical orientation. Contrary to the view that

multicultural education has no theoretical orientation, I suggest that multicultural education is grounded in the theory

of cognition.

Hilliard (1992) suggests that multicultural education is not without a theoretical base.  That it is solidly supported

by the theory of cognition.  Cognition is a general term used to designate all processes involved in knowing (Brook

& Brook, 1993).  Cognition, therefore, includes all mental activities involved in knowing how the mind functions

and encompasses perception, memory, imagery, language function, and developmental processes (Ausubel, 1968;

Gowin & Novak, 1994).  Each and every one of us makes sense of our world by synthesizing new experiences into

what we have previously come to understand (Brook & Brook, 1993).  Ausubel (1968) reminded us that to learn

meaningfully, individuals must choose to relate new knowledge to relevant concepts and propositions they already

know.  The implication of this statement with regard to multicultural education is that teachers should connect new

information to the experiences (and knowledge) already held by the students.  

This position is consistent with the view of Banks (1993) about the need to understand the differences and

similarities of learning styles among people from various cultures.  Though there are cautions not to overgeneralize

or to stereotype between groups or within groups, Banks posits that Anglo-American students tend to be

“individualistic” in their learning process while Hispanics and Native-Americans tend to be more “group oriented”

in their learning process and more field dependent learners (Banks, 1993).

Taking into consideration what the learner already knows, Stonovich (1986) focused on family background,

pointing out that educated parents often immerse their children in the values of literature, triggering their interest in

reading materials and ultimately providing them with what Ogbu (1994) called cultural capital.  Cultural capital can

best be defined as a phenomenon that exists when students' strong resources of rich and diverse experiences at home

are in sync with the school culture, especially in ways of using language as a way of knowing (Ogbu, 1986).
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Ogbu further reminds us that when there is agreement between school and home culture children’s experiences

of success at school provides cultural continuity.  Cultural discontinuity, on the other hand, most often occurs in

homes of children whose parents are less educated or who are less knowledgeable about how children learn.  It is a

problem often characterized by socioeconomic class, including many minorities families.  In homes where socialized

verbal interactions, reading, and oral discussions are limited, a mismatch will occur between the school values and

practices and the experiences needed to support learning and the values and practices of homes that do not have a

high regard for education. In homes where there is cultural discontinuity, the school values, which lead to effective

reading and other forms of communication fostered in schools, are not encouraged in the same way as they are in

homes where cultural continuity between home and school exists.

Villegas (1988) and Hilliard (1992) echoed the same sentiment in their discussions of language differences of

children.  Villegas pointed out that those children whose language use at home and in their immediate community 

corresponds more closely with what is expected in the classroom will have an advantage in taking advantage of

opportunities for learning.  For those students, experience outside the school transfers to the classroom and facilitates

their successful academic performance.  This seems to be true for White, middle-class students and many middle-

class students of under-represented minority groups.  In contrast, minority children and children from low

socioeconomic groups frequently experience discontinuity between home and school, especially in ways of using

language as a way of knowing (Ogbu, 1986).  They are often misunderstood when applying their prior knowledge to

classroom tasks.  Of what use is non school experience to these children if their established ways of using language

and making sense of the world are deemed unacceptable or prohibited in the classroom?  This discontinuity could 

be a critical source of unsuccessful academic performances of minority children.

Banks (1993) echoed this sentiment in his discussion of what sociologists say about prior knowledge of the

students and of those who teach them.  

Many sociologists, indicated that knowledge about groups to which an individual belongs provides important

clues to the explanations for the individual's behavior.  The more we know about a student's identification with a

particular group and socialization the more accurately we can predict, explain, and understand the student's

behavior in the classroom. (p. 13)

Gilligan's (1982) research strengthens this position of the relationship between cognition and multicultural

education from a gender perspective.  She reminded us that female students do seem to have preferred ways of

knowing, thinking, and learning that differ to some extent from those often preferred by males.

Awareness of students’ culture and knowledge of their versions of history and life outside of the school

community helps teachers challenge students, making school experiences both contextual and meaningful.  Every

student's point of view is an instructional entry point that sits at the gateway of personalized education (Ausubel,

1968; Wolfgang & Wolfgang, 1992).  These statements are consistent with the view espoused by cognitivists,

particularly those familiar with Gardner's theory of multiple intelligence (Armstrong, 1994; Gardner, 1983; Gowin &

Novak, 1994). Gardner's theory of multiple intelligence takes into consideration the importance of the cultural and

school experiences of the students in classrooms. However, his greatest contribution to the field of education, and

especially the multiculturalists, is the message he sends to teachers.  He has strongly suggested in all of his work that

teachers must expand their repertoire of techniques, tools, and strategies beyond the traditional linguistic and logical

forms used in classrooms.  Those educators who do not take into consideration the variety of learning styles and

disregard their students' points of view and their cultural experiences often doom students to dull, irrelevant

experiences, and even failure (Wolfgang & Wolfgang, 1992). 

Multiculturalists and cognitive theorists believe that children learn differently and at different times depending

on their cultural capital (Ogbu, 1989; Nieto, 1991).  They support the concept that all children possess some specific

resources that could enhance their ability to succeed in any endeavor.  For instance, when a learner’s cultural

experiences are known and used in instruction by a teacher in a classroom, the learner is enabled to better understand

concepts that are unfamiliar and relate them to everyday life. Learning is more meaningful, more relevant to the

student.  Learning that utilizes the multicultural approach taps into the cultural experiences of diverse students.

Ausubel (1968) posits that it enables students to connect what they already know to what the teacher wants them to

learn. This is the basis of the theory of cognition, which is in sync with research in multicultural education.

If the above statement is true and we reflect on Dewey’s statements sixty years ago,  why has not the need to

change our views to be compatible with the new research findings on the issue associated with multicultural

education–a paradigm shift--become a priority.  A paradigm shift, which will give every child the opportunity to
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learn meaningfully. As new discoveries are made and truths disclosed about the contributions of all ethnic groups, it

is time for educators and curriculum specialists to begin to adhere to Dewey’s statements and change the schools’

curriculum to reflect Dewey’s “new truths” and “keep pace with time?”  Research in cognitive psychology has

revealed new truths on human cognitive development, specifically, and more importantly the significance of prior

knowledge/experience in learning meaningfully. 

In spite of voluminous research beginning with Dewey’s “new truth” in the 1900s to psychologists and

multiculturalists in 2000 who are focusing on experience-based teaching and learning, professionals are still debating

the value of multicultural education rather than accepting the new research findings. I believe that utilizing the

research finding to achieve a new paradigm in teaching and learning that will be in sync with John Dewey’s view six

decades ago will be the right thing to do.  Specialists in reading instruction, cognitive psychology and

multiculturalism have, in unison, pointed out that experience is significant in determining what one can learn.  David

Asubell (1968) stressed the point, when he was asked about the most significant determinant in what one can learn

conceptually.  In an effort to respond to the question, he reminded us that background experiences are the key.  Yet

now, in the year 2000, we are still debating whether or not we should have multicultural curriculum.  

In this article, the author attempts to share with the readers the need for multicultural based teaching and learning

from a multicultural and cognitivist perspective. If we intend to insure that all children are provided with an equal

opportunity to learn, we must then adhere to Dewey’s thought and to the current research on teaching.
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DEWEYAN ‘HABIT’ AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF VOICE

 IN GIRL STUDENTS AND WOM EN TEACHERS

Deborah Redwine

University of Oklahoma Health Science Center

Habit is plastic to the transforming touch of impulse.

John Dewey1

John Dewey’s theory of habit, impulse, plasticity and customs may help to conceptualize developments that Lyn

Mikel Brown and Carol Gilligan found in women teachers when those teachers were challenged to take girls’

development of voice seriously. Brown and Gilligan only reported, they did not conceptualize, the developments

they found in their studies, nor did Dewey single out patriarchal relations or women’s responses to them for his

theoretical scrutiny as Brown and Gilligan do. I will use Dewey’s theoretical analysis of changing habits to

conceptualize their empirical findings along with offering some new theoretical concepts. Drawing on Dewey’s

language in the female gender, I will transform it so it’s clearly a part of a new theory about gender and education.

On the way to womanhood, what does a girl give up? For five years, Lyn Mikel Brown and Carol Gilligan, ask

this question, they listened to one hundred girls who were negotiating the rough terrain of adolescence. They invite

us to listen, too, and to hear in these girls’ voices what is rarely spoken, often ignored, and generally misunderstood:

how the passage out of girlhood is a journey into silence, disconnection, and dissembling, a troubled crossing that

our culture has plotted with dead ends and detours. They witness the struggle girls undergo as they enter adolescence

only to find that what they feel and think and know can no longer be said directly. We see them at a cultural

impasse, and listen as they make the painful, necessary adjustments, outspokenness giving way to circumspection,

self-knowledge to uncertainty, authority to compliance. These changes mark the edge of adolescence as a watershed

in women’s psychological development, a time of wrenching disjunctions between body and psyche, voice and

desire, self and relationship. The authors encourage girls at different ages to speak about themselves in conversation

with women. They follow some of these girls over time, listening to changes in their distinct voices from one year to

the next, addressing their successes and failures as they confront one barrier after another. Their groundbreaking

work offers major new insights into girls’ development and women’s psychology. And, perhaps more importantly, it

provides women with the means of meeting girls at the critical crossroads of adolescence, of listening to the voices

of girlhood and sustaining their self-affirming notes.2

Dewey while he didn’t speak of specific genders in his work, he stated theories of the self, their habits and

habits’ plasticity, customs and how we change the self within our society. Dewey didn’t single out patriarchal

relations as a part of our American culture as I will in this paper.

After looking at Brown and Gilligan’s narrative through a Deweyan lens we can claim a new conceptual tool that

combines their concept of voice and Dewey’s concept of habit that gives us a new concept “habits of voice.” If

habits of voice are to be changed, let’s give some new modifiers to Dewey's concept of impulse: resistance impulse

vs. self-silencing impulses to the habits of voice.

I am calling upon feminist educators to derive insights from Brown and Gilligan’s concepts of voice with

Dewey’s habits and name a new concept to create new tools for theorizing relations between girls and women

teachers. I offer the ideas of habits of voice, self-silencing impulses or resistance impulses.

The Self

As their starting premise Brown and Gilligan imply a fluid concept of self in women and girls that is consistent

with Dewey’s concept of self. Dewey theorized that selfhood ... “is in process of making and any self is capable of

including within itself a number of inconsistent selves, of unharmonized dispositions.” In fact, Dewey says,

“inconsistencies and shiftings in character are the commonest things in experience.” He recognized that there is “no

one ready-made self behind activities but a self that is changing.”  Seventy years later it’s commonly understood that3

an individual’s self is constantly changing. In 1929, Dewey noted that “there are complex, unstable, opposing

attitudes, habits, and impulses, which gradually come to terms with one another and provide a certain consistency for

an individual personality.” Dewey urges us to understand that a self can evolve “through action” vs. a self as

something that is “already made”.  He theorized that when the self is taken as something already made, action has to4

contribute profit or security or consolation to a self. But when the self is seen as still-making through action,
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impulsive action becomes an adventure in discovery of a self, a self which is possible, but as yet unrealized, an

experiment in creating a self which is more inclusive than the one which exists. A self acting impulsively, as Dewey

understands impulsive action, is cause for change in the self.5

Eighty years later Brown and Gilligan conducted experimental inquiry regarding girls’ development and

women’s psychology asking questions about girls’ development of voice. In 1992 they published Meeting at the

Crossroads a five-year study of the development of girls’ voices as they reach puberty and their world expands

beyond their family and their best girl friends. Voice, as used by Brown &Gilligan, includes what the person says,

but also recognizes feelings, choosing what to say or not to say, indeed sometimes what to feel. Voice recognizes

relationships and the relationship with the self as well as with peers, parents, teachers indeed all the girls’

interpersonal contacts. The girls were between the ages of 11-14, students at Laurel School for Girls in Cleveland

with a majority of women faculty. The research design included annual, individual interviews by women

interviewers, who were ideally of the same race as the girl, over a five-year span. Some began at age eight, some at

11 continuing to the ages of 13-17. The interviews were transcribed and analyzed by the research team.

The women faculty, researchers and administrators were included in the dialogue and discussion. Three retreats

were held for the adult women where they discussed the interview results and processed their findings in fact making

new decisions about curricula.

The staff and faculty were very open to participating in the study of how girls, as they reach puberty, develop

their sense of self and patterns of relating with peers, both boys and girls, their parents, siblings, teachers and the

broader community. Brown &Gilligan noted that the generosity and openness that they saw in ten and eleven-year-

old girls when they created spaces for their own and others’ voices tend to give way in these same girls at twelve and

thirteen year olds to self-protection. As the girls felt pressure both from within and without to deny their feelings and

thoughts for the sake of relationships, they no longer could afford to be so generous or open --- at least not in public.6

Habits

The essence of Deweyan “habit is an acquired predisposition to ways or modes of response.”  The women7

teachers and researchers had habits of response that were discouraging for their girl students; it took the girls turning

back to the women to challenge them regarding the women’s habits of voice for the women to become aware of their

own behavior. Habit, according to Dewey, is an ability, “an art ... formed through past experience.”  The women had8

communication habits that they came to see as rigid, as Dewey defined rigid habits.

The women teachers, administrators and researchers could not deny their own habits of feelings, their own

reflections and responses that the girls called into question. The women’s self changed as they related to the

“plasticity of youth,” to girls who as youth have more flexible interpretations regarding their responses, their

feelings. The girls have fewer inhibitions or “rigid habits” than the women and the girls confronted the women.

When the adults urged the girls to speak up, to voice their feelings, their thoughts, to take risks, the girls turned to

them and said “you don’t share your intimate feelings, thoughts, you don’t take risks when communicating with us.”9

The adult women couldn’t deny the fact and were forced to look at their own “rigid habits” regarding challenging

authority, or sharing themselves or treating the girls as selves with something to teach the teachers. Because the girls

listened to their resistant impulses rather than self-silencing impulses they confronted the teachers with their own

silencing.

Impulses: Self-silencing Impulses vs. Resistant Impulses

 Impulse is a concept Dewey used to explain change of self. “The idea that only those impulses have moral

validity which aim at the welfare of others, or are altruistic, is almost as one-sided a doctrine as the dogma of self-

love” according to Dewey. But he recognized that “altruism has at least one mark of superiority; it suggests a

generosity of outgoing action, a liberation of power as against the close, pent in, protected atmosphere of a ready-

made ego.”10

When there is a denial of feeling and thought I’ve called it self-silencing impulses as opposed to resistance

impulses when girls do not deny their feelings and thoughts when speaking within relationships in public.

At age eight speaking up about her feelings was no problem at all for Jessie, of some concern for her at nine, but

by age eleven it was basis for real trepidation. “If a girl doesn’t like another girl.” Jessie says, “she should pretend

that [she] likes her.”  This is an example of a self-silencing impulse as I have defined it. The source of this new fear11

is the “perfect girl.” In white middle-class America she is the girl who has no bad thoughts or feelings, the kind of

person everyone wants to be with, the girl who, in her perfection, is worthy of praise and attention, worthy of

inclusion and love.
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What about the Jessies who close down early in puberty in order to please others, to have friends, to fit in? What

happens to them as they become women? Emily Hancock, author of The Girl Within and a member of the Harvard

research enclave that includes Brown and Gilligan, suggests that a process of remembering and recovery is essential

if women are to claim themselves fully. According to Hancock, “Women’s full development depends on circling

back to the girl within and carrying her into womanhood.”  On the basis of interviews with twenty adult women12

Hancock suggests that reclaiming the authentic identity she’d embodied as a girl appears to be key to women’s

identity.  In every girl there is a woman and in every woman a girl; for full development they need to be able to13

access both aspects. Resistance impulses would overcome the impulse to self-silence of the girl in the woman or the

woman in the girl.

A remedy for rigid habits can be attained only as released impulses are intelligently employed to form

harmonious habits, adapted to one another in a new situation. A laxity due to decadence of old habits cannot be

corrected by exhortations to restore old habits in their former rigidity. Even though it was abstractly desirable it is

impossible and it is not desirable because the inflexibility of old habits is precisely the chief cause of their decay and

disintegration. In other words you cannot lecture to the girls at puberty about habits that you want to change in your

generation and cause that behavior to manifest. In fact Dewey said, “plaintive lamentations at the prevalence of

change and abstract appeals for restoration of senile authority are signs of personal feebleness, of inability to cope

with change.” Dewey labeled this a “defense reaction.”14

The women teachers, researchers and administrators at Laurel School said “it was with shock and a deep

knowing sadness that we listened to the voices of girls tell us that the adult women in their lives provided the models

for silencing themselves and for behaving like ‘good little girls.’”15

Plasticity

 Dewey never considers the effects of changing the patriarchal conditions under which women teach girls, but

Brown and Gilligan’s study illustrates Dewey’s theory that habits are rendered plastic as altered conditions yield

different impulses than previously. In 1922 Dewey wrote “the direction of native activity depends upon acquired

habits, and yet acquired habits can be modified only by redirection of impulses.”  Impulse, in short, brings with it16

the possibility but not the assurance of a steady reorganization of habits to meet new elements in new situations.

Again, Dewey is specific. Impulse is a source, an indispensable source, of liberation, but only as it is employed in

giving habits pertinence and freshness does it liberate power.17

 As the teachers and administrators and researchers changed the conditions and “came into relationship for the

girls’ sake” they saw how they, as adults, hadn’t addressed their own “silencing.” The dean of students at Laurel said

“we couldn’t help noticing that the girls’ behavior reflected a similar kind of behavior among women at the school.

We were not open with each other in public settings, and like the girls, silenced ourselves outside classrooms,

offices, in the presence of authority. ... We didn’t publicly disagree with policy, with others. Clearly how could we

address questions of silencing without acknowledging and understanding ourselves, our own silencing.”18

As habits changed Dewey recognized a pattern that he called a disturbed adjustment of organism and

environment and noted that it is reflected in temporary strife, which concludes in a coming to terms with the old

habit and the new impulse. The women of Laurel School “couldn’t help noticing ... and it concluded in them coming

to terms with the old habit of silencing themselves and the impulse of being open in public settings, outside the

classrooms, in offices in the presence of authority.”  Native activities, or conditions and impulses, are organs of re-19

organization and readjustment. Dewey used a metaphor to describe the effect. “The hen precedes the egg;

nevertheless, this particular egg may be so treated as to modify the future type of hen.”  The woman teacher20

precedes the girl student; nevertheless, this particular student may be so treated that it modifies the future type of

teacher.

Brown and Gilligan found that the cooperative learning situation at Laurel, described in their book Meeting at the

Crossroads offered a vision of women and girls dancing at the crossroads of adolescence, moving in relationship

with one another so that it becomes possible for girls and women to stay in relationship and to say what they know.

When women moved with girls, girls began to speak openly rather than trying to be good or bad girls.  The women21

learned from the girls and the girls learned from the women; this is education in a world that is constantly changing,

student learning from the teacher and the teacher learning from the student. These impulses are resistant to self-

silencing.

Custom

Dewey never identified which customs are especially problematic for women and girls, although his recognition
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that bad habits are consequences of customs finds support in Brown and Gilligan’s findings that the girls’ habit of

self-silencing was a consequence of schooling customs taken for granted by teachers. Let’s consider customs of

gender and class that operate in schooling that can no longer be ignored; they are problematic and questionable; they

do not contribute to girls’ healthy resistance or building of “hardiness zones.”22

What makes a habit bad is enslavement to old ruts. The genuine heart of reasonableness, and of goodness in

conduct, lies in effective mastery of the conditions, which now enter into the action. To be satisfied with repeating,

with traversing the ruts, which in other conditions led to good, is the surest way of creating, carelessness about

present and actual good. During the first retreat of the 18 women administrators, teachers and researchers, the first of

three retreats that occurred over the five-year period, one of the teachers said

It took a very long time to exercise a modicum of courage to speak about this absence of authentic

communication and the resistance to speaking that we mounted as a group of educated, intelligent women. The

familiar standard was to “be nice” and to “facilitate or prevent things getting out of hand.”23

 The question eventually emerged. ... “How can a girls’ school run smoothly without conflict if girls are

becoming educated in the most basic sense—learning to feel deeply, think clearly, to draw out the implications

of what they know through experience, to have the courage of outspokenness? The women, as a result of their

action, their experiences “began listening more seriously and took what they heard more deeply into

themselves.”24

Dewey never identified what changes in school customs might be necessary to change girls’ habits of self-

silencing, but his insight that customs must change in order for habits to change was corroborated by Brown and

Gilligan’s findings that women teachers had to change their own schooling customs so that girls might kick their

self-silencing habit. Brown and Gilligan recommended new schooling customs, concrete changes which respond to

impulses and yield habits that are more congenial to girls’ and women’s development. They recommend changes

within our culture so that girls don’t silence themselves as they inter puberty so they don’t sacrifice their relationship

with themselves in seeking relationships.

How does one successfully change habits? Dewey calls upon the concept of impulse. He said that “impulse

brings with itself the possibility but not the assurance of a steady reorganization of habits to meet new elements in

new situations.”  “The moral problem in child and adult alike as regards to impulse and instinct,” according to25

Dewey, “is to utilize them for formation of new habits, or

 ... the modification of an old habit so that they may be adequately serviceable under novel conditions. The place of

impulse in conduct as a pivot of readjustment, re-organization, in habits may be defined as follows: On one side, it is

marked off from the territory of arrested and encrusted habits. On the other side, it is demarcated from the region in

which impulse is a law unto itself.”  “Impulse is a source, an indispensable source, of liberation; but only as it is26

employed in giving habits pertinence and freshness does it liberate power.”27

“No amount of preaching good will or the golden rule or cultivation of sentiments of love and equity will ...

change habits.”  “There must be change in objective arrangements and institutions. We must work on the28

environment not merely on the hearts of (wo)men.”  The problem is a deeply significant one, how do those29

established and more or less deeply grooved systems of interaction which we call social groups, big and small,

modify the activities of women who are caught up within them, and how do the activities of component individuals

remake and redirect previously established customs.30

The adults in Meeting at the Crossroads came to understand that unless, they, as grown women, were willing to

give up all the good little girl things they continued to do and give up on expectations that the girls would be as good

as they are, they couldn’t successfully empower young women to act on their own knowledge and feelings. Women

had to stop hiding in goodness and control. They dared to believe that one could be intelligently disruptive without

destroying anything except the myths about the high level of female cooperativeness. This work could only be

successful in the supportive bonds of community. A retreat setting allowed the women to understand their

knowledge and feelings with a clarity not possible in a hierarchical work setting.31

At Laurel, concrete changes began to occur in the way the women teachers and administrators conducted their

classes, the way they looked at “right” and “wrong” answers, even changes occurred in the way they participated in

policy and faculty meetings. It was with the girls that the women first began to experiment. For example, one teacher

permitted a loud personal argument to occur in classroom and was surprised when the girls thanked her for allowing

them to reach a natural conclusion. A teacher allowed emotionally volatile classroom conflict—even let the class run

over ... beyond the hour, something she had never done before. Another teacher allowed “new interpretations” and
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graded it ‘correct’ instead of ‘wrong’ and she stood by the student’s “new” interpretation when other faculty graded

the student ‘wrong’.32

Finally Dewey never considered the developmental significance of women’s and girls’ relationships with one

another, but the findings that Brown and Gilligan report do show that women who want their teaching to foster girls'

development must regard their own "selves" from a Deweyan perspective. Consistently the women began to

examine their self, their own silencing habit, their self-silencing impulses, reconnecting with the girl from their own

childhood. This configuration emerged for the women as they experienced new impulses and began to form new

habits within new customs surrounding authenticity and relationships. The girls challenged the teachers to bring

more authenticity into teaching relationships saying the women teachers don't treat us “like people.”

When women and girls meet at the crossroads of adolescence the intergenerational seam of patriarchal culture

opens up. If the girls and women resist giving up relationship with self for relationships then this meeting holds

potential for societal and cultural change.”33

The researchers had questions about whether the women could share sadness and anger and reveal these feelings

without losing control of themselves and of the girls. The women teachers certainly did not have it all planned out so

that they could “train” the girls but, instead, saw the way clear to “educate the girls” as Dewey described education,

providing intelligent direction of native activities in the light of the possibilities and necessities of the social

situation. These concrete changes have the capacity to provide an environment where the girls could learn liberally

and generously. 34

Dewey scholar, Murray Murphey’s words seem to sum up habit, impulse, custom, ... when he paraphrases ...

patterns of verbal behavior which constitute the language of the group, and the ways of perceiving, classifying, and

thinking, is often embodied in the structure of the language itself, and characterizes the group members. These

shared habits, or customs as Dewey calls them, ... what we now call culture ... not only enable us to act in the

environment but define the environment in which we act.... It follows that the individual sees and judges the world

about him as the group does, that (s)he shares with the group not only her habits but her view of the world.... So all

habits at once depend upon and alter the environment in which they are performed.… The self is a dynamic

construct, not a substantive one for both adults and children.35

This new conceptual tool that combines Brown and Gilligan’s concept of voice and Dewey’s concept of habit

gives us a new concept “habits of voice.” If habits of voice are to be changed, we need to look at Dewey’s concept

of impulse. Is the impulse resistant to self-silencing? Is the impulse helpful in altering habit? In order to alter the

habit of silencing the self the impulse must be resistant to self-silencing. Feminist educators may find these insights

helpful in creating new tools for theorizing relations between girls and women teachers. 
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REDESIGN OF EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP PREPARATION

Gerald Siegrist and Richard Schmertzing

Valdosta State University

Valdosta, Georgia

Throughout the 1997-1998 academic year, the Georgia Board of Regents focused on teacher preparation:

studying its current status, developing principles, and taking actions to assure that teachers prepared by the

University System are able to promote the kind and level of learning desired in those they teach. The board focused

on three questions:

1. Who are Georgia’s teachers and how did they get there?

2. What happens when you enter a teacher preparation program?

3. What happens when you graduate and begin teaching?

In July of 1998 the Regents approved a set of ten principles and actions for the preparation of educators in the

Schools. These principles were the completion of a yearlong emphasis on teacher preparation. As part of this study

the Regents learned that the conditions in schools set by school administrators can contribute greatly to the success

of teachers, and the Regents became committed to strengthening preparation programs for school leaders as well.

The ten BOR principles that were finally adopted reflect the University System’s responsibilities and build upon

work already underway by schools, universities, the Department of Education, and the Professional Standards

Commission. They are organized into three categories: 

1) Quality Assurance; 

2) Collaboration; and 

3) Responsiveness. 

The adopted Georgia Board of Regents Principle 4 (Appendix 1) addresses leadership preparation and states: “The

University System will assure that graduates of its programs for school leaders are able to create learning

environments that support teacher success in bringing students from diverse groups to high levels of learning.”

 In July of 1999, after the Board of Regents adopted the Principles, the State of Georgia’s Professional Standards

Commission officially adopted the Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium’s Standards for School Leaders. 

These six standards, commonly known as the ISLLC Standards, were developed by a consortium of the Council of

Chief School State Officers. Personnel from 24 state education agencies and representatives from various

professional associations drafted these standards over a period of several years. They present a common core of

knowledge, dispositions, and performances designed to link leadership more forcefully to productive schools and

enhanced educational outcomes. The standards are also designed to be compatible with the new NCATE Curriculum

Guidelines for school administration. The Department of Educational Leadership at Valdosta State University has

adopted as its conceptual framework the six standards and indicators developed by the Interstate School Leaders

Licensure Consortium, (ISLLC), and has added a seventh which addresses the effective use of inquiry by

educational leaders. The adopted framework is as follows: 

Department of Educational Leadership Conceptual Framework

1. The educational leaders will facilitate the development, articulation, implementation, and stewardship of vision of

learning that is shared and supported by the school community.

2. The educational leader will advocate, nurture, and sustain a school culture and instructional program conducive to

student learning and staff professional growth.

3. The educational leader ensures management of the organization, operations, and resources for a safe, efficient,

and effective learning environment.

4. The educational leader collaborates with families and community members, responding to diverse community

interests and needs, and mobilizing community resources.

5. The educational leader acts with integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner.

6. The educational leader understands, responds to, and influences the larger political, social, economic, legal, and

cultural context.

7. The educational leader effectively uses inquiry, including field-based inquiry, and research, to investigate and

solve educational problems. Appendix 2 gives a more complete view of this framework.

McDaniel’s (1996) study of traditional, transitional, and innovative graduate schools found that faculties that
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meet and plan regularly deliver more rigorous and innovative terminal programs. Alumni of these programs also

reported a more satisfactory graduate experience when they perceived their advisors, the faculty, and doctoral

committee members were well grounded in the research and nuances of graduate study. The institutional

requirements of teaching, research, and service so important to leadership programs often preclude this regular and

ongoing dialogue among faculty. In October of 1998 Georgia Board of Regents held a forum in Atlanta on the

preparation of tomorrow’s school leaders. During this forum a representative from the leadership program at the

University of New Mexico discussed their implementation of a faculty cohort that meets to regularly discuss

curriculum and programmatic issues pertaining to their graduate degree programs. The department decided to

modify this concept to assist in program redefinition and in the development of faculty charged with preparing

school leaders. 

The overarching goal of the activities is to insure that collaborative leadership program graduates will be able to

foster environments in which teachers can challenge diverse student groups to high levels of achievement. (Board of

Regents Principle 4)  Contained within this goal are the beliefs that (1) student achievement must drive the

preparation program and (2) program outcomes must include:

a. Using achievement data to effect change

b. Reducing the effect of environmental and institutional barriers to student success

c. Closing the achievement gap between high and low income and majority/minority groups

d. Working effectively with all stakeholders in the educational community

e. Preparing students to succeed in a variety of post-secondary options

Between the overarching goal of the Board of Regents Principle 4 and the newly adopted conceptual framework,

the department had the basis to examine its graduate programs for adherence to the framework. To accomplish these

objectives, departmental personnel has focused on collaborative professional development activities for both

leadership and research personnel and on the refinement/redesign of the VSU Masters and Specialist programs to

refine and tighten the linkage with the Doctoral program. 

To date activities have included:

1. A two-day meeting in which research and leadership faculties along with selected community members and public

school leaders discussed the enhancement of the linkage between the three graduate leadership degree programs.

Addressed in that discussion were student needs, the degrees’ delivery system, and the following alignment issues.

A.  Alignment of the M.Ed. program with ISLLC Standards

Matrices were developed containing course numbers and framework standards. Course syllabi were examined to

match course objectives with framework standards. Following completion of matrices, professors who taught each

course were asked to review their course content and indicate framework standards taught in their classes but not

stated in the objectives for the class. All framework standards were found to be present in the course syllabi

objectives for the M. Ed. program of study. Course material and content in Research, Fiscal and Facilities

Management, Leadership, and the Internship courses covered some standards that were not reflected in course

objectives. In light of the standards and to the extent that the PRAXIS leadership test emphasizes instructional

supervision it was determined that the curriculum and leadership courses do not provide the appropriate coverage of

these standards. Syllabi review indicated a need to review in what course(s) and to what depth(s) content is covered

related to adult learning theory, systems theory, strategic planning, consensus building, professional development

models, instructional models, community resources/relations, foundations and policy development.

B.  Alignment of Ed.S. program of study with the Framework (ISLLC) Standards.

Matrices were developed containing course numbers and framework standards.

 Course syllabi were examined to match course objectives with framework standards. Following completion of

matrixes, professors who taught each course were asked to review their course content and indicate framework

standards taught in their classes but not stated in the objectives for the class. All framework standards were found to

be present in the course syllabi objectives for the M. Ed. program of study. Some major course additions, deletions,

or changes in LEAD courses were recommended. Concern was raised over articulation between content of research

courses taught by the department. Research concerns were referred to the current research task force working on

research content issues ranging from the Masters degree through the Doctoral program. Doctoral program research

issues were addressed at a May retreat.

C.  Follow-up

1. On May 4 , the department conducted a one-day follow-up planning session and addressed the following areas:th
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Reviewed and refined the Mission Statement and components for the VSU graduate program for Educational

LeadersContinued discussion on critical issues for the department.

Update on professional development progress for service area leaders and emerging leadersHeard the report of the

Research 2000 Task Force

2. In April 1999 Dr. Joseph Murphy of Vanderbilt University, an architect of the ISLLC Standards, with experience

in innovative leadership programs conducted a symposium for leadership faculty from Valdosta, Albany, and

Columbus State Universities and local advisory committee members. Dr. Murphy’s charge was to challenge

administrators and faculty to “think out of the box.” He will be returning this year to follow up.

3. In late April leadership departmental faculty visited several institutions with innovative or redesigned leadership

programs. These visits included the Departments of Educational Leadership at the University of New Mexico, and

Northern Colorado State University.

4. Departmental faculty also attended the second Board of Regents Invitational Forum in Atlanta in the late winter of

1999 where consultants from five visiting institutions critiqued the department’s plan to date. Their suggestions for

Valdosta State’s Department of Educational Leadership included:

Discussion and clarification of program philosophy that can guide program developmentExploration of active

recruitment versus a “drop in” approachReconsideration of a decision to reduce internship hoursA review of

leadership course expectationsExperimentation with alternative hours

At this writing, the departmental curriculum committee is rewriting course syllabi for which the outcome grid has

been completed for the courses around the conceptual framework. The department has moved from vision to mission

statement to conceptual framework to outcomes, activities, and assessment. Plans are to have the redesigned courses

at the Masters, Specialist, and Doctorate and accompanying delivery system in place by the summer of 2000.

Simultaneously, leadership departments at Valdosta State and Columbus State Universities are engaging in the same

process in order to offer a doctorate on the CSU campus in the fall of 2000.
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APPENDIX 1.

Georgia Board of Regents Principle 4

DESIGN FRAMEWORK FOR PREPARATION PROGRAMS FOR

TOMORROW'S SCHOOL LEADERS

Principle:  The University System will assure that graduates of its programs for school leaders are able to create

learning environments that support teacher success in bringing students form diverse groups to high levels of

learning.

School leaders prepared by the University System will be able to create environments in schools in which:

a. Teachers and other educational personnel continue to learn (including how to use Technology);

b. Teachers participate in shaping policies and goals;

c. Teachers become more effective in bringing students from diverse groups to high academic standards;

d. School personnel work closely with parents;

e. Students are well disciplined and safe.

School leaders who receive initial preparation within the University System will:

 Receive support, assistance, and professional development from the University faculty in collaboration with the

schools (limited to school leaders in Georgia).

Receive the guarantee (i.e., additional training provided by the university) that recommended the certification when

the school leader's performance falls short of the expectations outlined in this principle.  (Excerpt from:  Principles

and Actions for the Preparation of Educators for the Schools, approved by the Board of Regents, July 8, 1998).

Implications of this Principle:
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Academic/student achievement should drive the preparation program.Program outcomes must include school leaders

able to:

Use data on student achievement/performance to effect change.Reduce the effect of environmental and

institutional barriers that impede student academic success.Close the achievement gap between students from

high and low income groups and from majority and minority groups.Work effectively with students, teachers,

parents, community; community agencies.Create learning environments in which students are prepared to

succeed in a wide variety of post-secondary options.

APPENDIX 2.

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND DEPARTMENTAL CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK (ISLLC Standards)

A. Graduates of this program are committed to their role of helping professionals

1. The educational leaders will facilitate the development, articulation, implementation, and stewardship of

vision of learning that is shared and supported by the school community.

2. he educational leader will advocate, nurture, and sustain a school culture and instructional program conducive

to student learning and staff professional growth.

B. Graduates are capable of excellence in their professional practice.

1. The educational leader ensures management of the organization, operations, and resources for a safe, efficient,

and effective learning environment.

2. The educational leader collaborates with families and community members, responding to diverse community

interests and needs, and mobilizing community resources.

C. Graduates think systematically about their practice, use research, and contribute to the knowledge base.

1. The educational leader acts with integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner.

2.The educational leader understands, responds to, and influences the larger political, social, economic, legal,

and cultural context.

D. Graduates are members of learning communities.

The educational leader effectively uses inquiry, including field-based inquiry, and research, to investigate and

solve educational problems.

Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium (ISLLC)

Standards for School Leaders: Knowledge, Dispositions, and Performances

Department of Educational Leadership Conceptual Framework

Standard 1

A school administrator is an educational leader who promoted the success of all students by facilitating the

development, articulation, implementation, and stewardship of a vision of learning that is shared and supported by

the school community.

Knowledge

The administrator has knowledge and understanding of:

 learning goals in a pluralistic society the principles of developing and implementing strategic planssystems

theoryinformation sources, data collection, and data analysis strategies effective communication effective

consensus-building and negotiation skills

Dispositions

The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to:

 the educability of all 

 a school vision of high standards of learning 

 continuous school improvement

 the inclusion of all members of the school community 

 ensuring that students have the knowledge, skills, and values needed to become successful adults 

 a willingness to continuously examine one’s own assumptions, beliefs, and practices

 doing the work required for high levels of personal and organization performance

Performances

The administrator facilitates processes and engages in activities ensuring that:

 the vision and mission of the school are effectively communicated to staff, parents, students, and community
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members.

 the vision and mission are communicated through the use of symbols, ceremonies, stories, and similar activities.

 the core beliefs of the school vision are modeled for all stakeholders.

 the vision is developed with and among stakeholders.

 the contributions of school community members to the realization of the vision are recognized and celebrated.

 progress toward the vision and mission is communicated to all stakeholders.

 the school community is involved in school improvement efforts.

 the vision shapes the educational programs, plans, and actions.

 an implementation plan is developed in which objectives and strategies to achieve the vision and goals are clearly

articulated.

 assessment data related to student learning are used to develop the school vision and goals.

 relevant demographic data pertaining to students and their families are used in developing the school mission and

goals.

 barriers to achieving the vision are identified, clarified, and addressed.

 needed resources are sought and obtained to support the implementation of the school mission and goals.

 existing resources are used in support of the school vision and goals.

 the vision, mission, and implementation plans are regularly monitored, evaluated, and revised

Standard 2

A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the success of all students by advocating, nurturing,

and sustaining a school culture and instructional program conducive to student learning and staff professional

growth.

Knowledge

The administrator has knowledge and understanding of:

 student growth and development.

 applied learning theories.

 applied motivational theories.

 curriculum design, implementation, evaluation, and refinement.

 measurement, evaluation, and assessment strategies.

 diversity and its meaning for educational programs.

 adult learning and professional development models.

 the change process for systems, organizations, and individuals.

 the role of technology in promoting student learning and professional growth.

 school cultures

Dispositions

The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to:

 student learning as the fundamental purpose of schooling.

 the proposition that all students can learn.

 the variety of ways in which students can learn.

 life long learning for self and others.

 professional development as an integral part of school improvement.

 the benefits that diversity brings to the school community.

 a safe and supportive learning environment.

 preparing students to be contributing members of society.

Performances

The administrator facilitates processes and engages in activities ensuring that:

 all individuals are treated with fairness, dignity, and respect.

 professional development promotes a focus on student learning consistent with the school visions and goals.

 students and staff feel valued and important.

 the responsibilities and contributions of each individual are acknowledged.

 barriers to student learning are identified, clarified, and addressed.

 diversity is considered in developing learning experiences.

 life long learning is encouraged and modeled.
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 there is a culture of high expectations for self, student, and staff.

 performance technologies are used in teaching and learning.

 student and staff accomplishments are recognized and celebrated.

 multiple opportunities to learn are available to all students.

 the school is organized and aligned for success.

 curricular, co-curricular, and extra-curricular programs are designed, implemented, evaluated, and refined.

 curriculum decisions are based on research, expertise of teachers and the recommendations of learned societies.

 the school culture and climate are assessed on a regular basis.

 a variety of sources of information is used to make decisions.

 student learning is assessed using a variety of techniques.

 multiple sources of information regarding performance are used by staff and students.

 a variety of supervisory and evaluation models is employed.

 pupil personnel programs are developed to meet the needs of students and their families.

Standard 3

A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the success of all students by ensuring management of

the organization, operations, and resources for a safe, efficient, and effective learning environment.

Knowledge

The administrator has knowledge and understanding of:

 theories and models of organizations and the principles of organizational development.

 operational procedures at the school and district level.

 principles and issues relating to school safety and security.

 human resources management and development.

 principles and issues relating to fiscal operations of school management.

 principles and issues relating to school facilities and use of space.

 legal issues impacting school operations.

 current technologies that support management functions.

Dispositions

The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to:

 making management decisions to enhance learning and teaching.

 taking risks to improve schools.

 trusting people and their judgments.

 accepting responsibility.

 high-quality standards, expectations, and performances.

 involving stakeholders in management processes.

 a safe environment.

Performances

The administrator facilitates processes and engages in activities ensuring that:

 knowledge of learning, teaching, and student development is used to inform management decisions.

 operational procedures are designed and managed to maximize opportunities for successful learning.

 emerging trends are recognized, studied, and applied as appropriate.

 operational plans and procedures to achieve the vision and goals of the school are in place.

 collective bargaining and other contractual agreements related to the school are effectively managed.

 the school plant, equipment, and support systems operate safely, efficiently, and effectively.

 time is managed to maximize attainment of organizational goals.

 potential problems and opportunities are identified.

 problems are confronted and resolved in a timely manner.

 financial, human, and material resources are aligned to the goals of schools.

 the school acts entrepreneurally to support continuous improvement.

 organizational systems are regularly monitored and modified as needed.

 stakeholders are involved in decisions affecting schools.

 responsibility is shared to maximize ownership and accountability.

 effective problem-framing and problem-solving skills are used.
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 effective conflict resolution skills are used.

 effective group-process and consensus-building skills are used.

 effective communication skills are used.

 there is effective use of technology in managed school operations.

 fiscal resources of the school are managed responsibly, efficiently, and effectively.

 a safe, clean, and aesthetically pleasing school environment is created and maintained.

 human resource functions support the attainment of school goals.

 confidentiality and privacy of school records are maintained.

Standard 4

A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the success of all students by collaborating with

families and community members, responding to diverse community interests and needs, and mobilizing community

resources.

Knowledge

The administrator has knowledge and understanding of:

 emerging issues and trends that potentially impact the school community.

 the conditions and dynamics of the diverse school community.

 community resources.

 community relations and marketing strategies and processes.

 successful models of school, family, business, community, government and higher education partnerships.

Dispositions

The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to:

 schools operating as an integral part of the larger community.

 collaboration and communication with families.

 involvement of families and other stakeholders in school decision-making processes.

 the proposition that diversity enriches the school.

 families as partners in the education of their children.

 the proposition that families have the best interests of their children in mind.

 resources of the family and community needing to be brought to bear on the education of students.

 an informed public.

Performances

The administrator facilitates processes and engages in activities ensuring that:

 high visibility, active involvement, and communication with the larger community is a priority.

 relationship with community.

 leaders are identified and nurtured.

 information about family and community concerns, expectations, and needs is used regularly.

 there is outreach to different business, religious, political, and service agencies and organizations.

 credence is given to individuals and groups whose values and opinions may conflict.

 the school and community serve one another as resources.

 available community resources are secured to help the school solve problems and achieve goals.

 partnerships are established with area businesses, institutions of higher education, and community groups to

strengthen programs and support school goals.

 community youth family services are integrated with school programs.

 community stakeholders are treated equitably.

 diversity is recognized and valued.

 effective media relations are developed and maintained.

 a comprehensive program of community relations is established.

 public resources and funds are used appropriately and wisely.

 community collaboration is modeled for staff.

 opportunities for staff to develop collaborative skills are provided

Standard 5

A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the success of all students by acting with integrity,

fairness, and in an ethical manner.
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Knowledge

The administrator has knowledge and understanding of:

 the purpose of education and the role of leadership in modern society.

 various ethical frameworks and perspectives of ethics.

 the values of the diverse school community.

 professional code of ethics.

 the philosophy and history of education.

Disposition

The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to:

 the ideal of the common good.

 the principles in the Bill of Rights.

 the right of every student to a free, quality education. 

 bringing ethical principles to the decision-making process.

 subordinating one’s own interest to the good of the school community.

 accepting the consequences for upholding one’s principles and actions.

 using the influence of one’s office constructively and productively in the service of all students and their families.

 development of a caring school community.

Performances

The administrator:

 examines personal and professional values.

 demonstrates a personal and professional code of ethics.

 demonstrates values, beliefs, and attitudes that inspire others to higher levels of performance.

 serves as role model.

 accepts responsibility for school operations.

 considers the impact of one’s administrative practices on others.

 uses the influence of the office to enhance the educational program rather than for personal gain.

 treats people fairly, equitably, and with dignity and respect.

 protects the rights and confidentiality of students and staff.

 demonstrates appreciation for and sensitivity to the diversity in the school community.

 recognizes and respects the legitimate authority of others.

 examines and considers the prevailing values of the diverse school community.

 expects that others in the school community will demonstrate integrity and exercise ethical behavior.

 opens the school to public scrutiny.

 fulfills legal and contractual obligations.

 applies laws and procedures fairly, wisely, and considerately.

Standard 6

A school administrator is an educational leader who promotes the success of all students by understanding,

responding to, and influencing the larger political, social, economic, legal, and cultural context.

Knowledge

The administrator had knowledge and understanding of:

 principles of representative governance that undergird the system of American schools.

 the role of public education in developing and renewing a democratic society and an economically productive

nation.

 the law as related to education and schooling.

 the political, social, cultural and economic systems and processes that impact schools.

 models and strategies of change and conflict resolution as applied to the larger political, social, cultural and

economic contexts of schooling.

 global issues and forces affecting teaching and learning.

 the dynamics of policy development and advocacy under our democratic political system.

 the importance of diversity and equity in a democratic society.

Dispositions
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The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to:

 education as a key to opportunity and social mobility.

 recognizing a variety of ideas, values, and cultures.

 importance of a continuing dialogue with other decision makers affecting education.

 actively participating in the political and policy-making context in the service of education.

 using legal systems to protect student rights and improve students opportunities.

Performance

The administrator facilitates processes and engages in activities ensuring that:

 the environment in which schools operate is influenced on behalf of students and their families.

 communication occurs among the school community concerning trends, issues, and potential changes in the

environment in which school operates.

 there is ongoing dialogue with representatives of diverse community groups.

 the school community works within the framework of policies, laws, and regulations enacted by local, state, and

federal authorities.

 public policy is shaped to provide quality education for students.

 lines of communication are developed with decision makers outside the school community.

Standard 7 (In Preparation)

A school administrator is an educational leader who effectively uses inquiry, including field based inquiry and action

research, to investigate and solve educational problems.

Knowledge

The administrator had knowledge and understanding of:

Dispositions

The administrator believes in, values, and is committed to:

Performance

The administrator facilitates processes and engages in activities ensuring that:
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COGENT ARGUMENTS FOR AWARDING ALL A'S IN HIGHER EDUCATION

 INDISCRETE AND INDISCREET PROFESSORIAL JUSTIFICATIONS

Douglas J. Simpson

Judy Aycock Simpson

University of Louisville

Prologue

For years, researchers throughout the nation have been studying grading practices in the United States and now

agree that a variety of reasons has led to the phenomenal increase in A's being awarded in higher education. While

scholars stress that the question is an exceedingly complex one and does not yield to simplistic analyses, the major

reason for the increase in A's appears to be rooted in a redefinition of the role of the university and its obligations to

students. For the first time in the history of higher education, professors have grasped the import of the term higher

as it is used in their profession. With this sensational breakthrough in understanding, colleges and universities have

been transformed into Meccas of teaching and learning, with student grades directly reflecting the growth that has

resulted from excellent instruction and learning practices. Yet, researchers add that there are many other factors that

have contributed to the joys of giving and, especially, receiving A's in the last two decades. 

In order to summarize the persuasive yet complex data that have been collected on this subject, a representative

sample of professors has been asked to articulate their technical opinions in words that the general public can

apprehend. These professors, we assure you, not only speak for themselves and their institutions but for the substrata

of professors around the nation who also agree with their findings. We have categorized their views under four

general headings, namely philosophical, practical, psychological, and pedagogical. These subdivisions are somewhat

artificial since the four strands of thought overlap at times. Even so, all leading scholars (Agraycell, 1994; Jellybrain,

1995; Sapston, 1996) in the field prefer these categories over other descriptors. 

Philosophical Rationale

•"I gave up grading long ago when I became an epistemological relativist, realizing that one person's perception

is as true or as good as another's. Since every person's beliefs are true for her or him, I realized that I have no basis

for evaluating others’ ideas, including my colleague's research and teaching performance. Opinion is beautiful.

Performance is lovely. We don't have anything that's better than unadulterated opinion and performance. Of course, I

haven't stopped teaching any opinions that are dear to my heart even though I recognize my students' cherished ideas

are just as good as mine. I don't think that the 'teaching' of my opinions infringes on the autonomy of my students

and the development of their independent thinking. I know it is my job to avoid allowing my views to influence or

cause students to reflect on their beliefs. Why should they evaluate that which is already as good as it can possibly

get? Why should I? It is simply my responsibility to profess without influencing anyone and to report grades without

using B's, C's, D's, or F's."

Prof. Protagoras, XIII, Director   

Institute for Personal Perceptions 

University of Western Relativism

•"Grading is an evil, wicked remnant of the West, especially the Middle Ages. I reject everything that is

associated with that era of suffering and torture. If I could, I would refuse to give any kind of grade. But I lack the

courage to act on my principles, so I compromise and give all A's. An A is the closest I can get to no grade at all. But

A also has a special meaning for me. Every A I give really stands for assaulting the past and its insidious practices in

the present. No, I really don't care what so-called serious, studious, and deserving students think about my 'filthy

little unfair practice.' The fact that they are the only ones who deserve A's doesn't trouble me. They're just stuck in

the Dark Ages. Besides, there aren't more than three or four such students in any class anyway. I can put up with

their disgusting little whiney ways. If I need to, I'll flunk them."

Prof. A. M. Buddha 

Senior Contemplative Fellow 

Center for Impartial Intuitions 

University of Eastern Illumination

•"As a Shiite egalitarian, I believe everyone should be treated in precisely the same manner, including those

occasions when we distribute grades. I distribute A's since people need access to them, and we have plenty of them.
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Anyone who disagrees with this philosophy will be treated equally, too, just the same as all the other recently

departed critics of my position have been."

Prof. E. Guillotine 

Visiting Leninist Scholar 

Department of Humane Sciences

Fascist Identicalness Institute

•"In this Postmodern age, I don't think there are any rational grounds for evaluating students' work. Rational

grading is just another form of promoting an oppressive, terroristic, privileged, sexist, corrupt, delusionary,

universalistic, bankrupt, and totalitarian agenda. Thus, I give all A's because there aren't any good reasons for doing

otherwise or anything else. If you want me to provide any arguments for my position, I won't give them. I refuse to

fall into the trap of attempting to be rational. No, I'm not going to give any reasons for using A's rather than F's or

Z's! Why do you think you can challenge my right to give all A's? With academic freedom and the death of reason, I

can do anything."

Prof. Ainta Modernist, Coordinator Division of Coercively Legitimated Impressions & Beliefs

Postpostulate State University

Practical Rationale

•"I truly hate having to explain my grades to students when I use the defiled letters. So I employ the good letter.

Students never ask me why they receive the revered member of the alphabet. Thus, I save a lot of time when I give--

and I do mean give--all A's. I don't have to grade carefully or explain anything. I don't even have to prepare as much

for classes now. Why should I? Students don't. Plus there is the added benefit of having more time for significant

things, such as doing research, writing grant proposals, and consulting. I also get in another 18 to 36 holes each week

this way."

Prof. Edgar Ezwayout, Chairholder

Whinot Chair of Alternative

Academic Lifestyles

Department of Leisure Studies

Flabby State University

•"Awarding A's to everyone is extremely important to me. If I don't award all A's, my students complain to the

department head and tenured faculty. Their complaints undermine my standing in the department. Moreover,

students give me low evaluations each term and further jeopardize my chances of earning tenure if I really evaluate

their work. I may not deserve tenure, but I'm not going to ask for trouble. As you may know, I spend enough time

dodging political and ideological controversies. I don't plan to add another issue to my tenure committee's red-alert

list."

Prof. Laurie Limbo

Assistant Professor

Department of Trepidation

College of the Little Cerebrum

•"Have you ever heard of merit pay? Believe it or not, we get recommended for raises in part based on how well

we teach. Yes, an anomaly in higher education, I know. Well, how effective we are as teachers is partly determined

by what students say about us as they complete an opinionaire form each time they take a course with us. As I pass

out the forms, I say, 'Scratch my back. I'll scratch yours.' It works."

Prof. Merita Pa

Handson Professorship

Department of Criminal Justice

Back Scratching University

•"First, I'd like to set the record straight. I don't give all A's. Approximately, 8 to 10 percent of my students earn

B+'s. Second, the purported 'grade inflation controversy' is a fiction of the administration. Why don't they spend their

time on something important, like getting me an endowed professorship? Third, and most importantly, it is easier to

write A than it is B+ in my gradebook. Certainly, C is easier to write than A, but that letter hasn't been seen since the

dodo was walking around in my backyard. Use an electronic gradebook? Are you kidding? For what I get paid, I'm

not learning anything new!"

Prof. No Dodo, Emeritus Professor 
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Department of Doggery

Lazy Dog Valley State University

Psychological Rationale

•"Although I don't like to admit it, giving all A's is purely an ego thing for me. I need to have a lot of positive

feedback and admiration from people. Since my spouse, children, relatives, neighbors, dogs, and colleagues think

I'm a nincompoop, dinosaur, egghead, jerk, fire hydrant, or misanthrope, I have to look to students for positive

feedback. Students who get A's from me just adore me and shower me with affection. They think I'm a great teacher,

a fabulous member of the human race. King of the species, I'd say. I feel tremendous. I've even stopped going to my

therapist. Life is good."

Prof. Need Y. Purson 

Reality Administrator, Couch Center

State University at Therapyville 

•"I think it is critical that students feel good about themselves so they will become more engaged learners. A's

help build and sustain 'feel-good attitudes' and motivate students to learn better. There aren't any other considerations

as far as I'm concerned. 'One value, one grade' is my motto! Need an ego boost? Take my course PseudoPsych 666

A Million Ways to Grow Your Own Ego."

Prof. Celf Esteam, Adjunct

Professor of Restorative Studies

Department of PseudoPsychology

University of the Rising Ego 

•"I'm not going to make the same mistakes my ancestors made in merry old England during the nineteenth

century. I'm not interested in Facts, Facts, and Facts like them, and I don't know the slightest thing about how to

evaluate Fancy, Fancy, and Fancy. The content in my courses is intentionally kept shallow so that no one will miss

anything if he or she is sick the day of a lecture or cannot get to class for a semester or two. The textbooks I use are

written on the fifth-grade level. Mostly photographs, games, and exercises. In this manner, I ensure that no one

misses anything worthwhile and that everyone does well on my nontests. Besides, I've never heard of a child

choking to death on an A, have you? The real world? Those folk will have to change. I know when I'm right. I have

all of the unfacts behind me on this issue."

Prof. Sadie M'Choakumchild, VII

Agape Professor of Dubiety

Department of Unstatistics

Thomas Gradgrind University

•"I know why I give all A's, but it took me a long time to understand why because I had so much to learn about

myself. I used to give a number of pseudo reasons for the A's I'd give, but the answer is obvious now: I don't have

the courage to engage in the discussions that emanate from evaluative decisions. I simply cannot handle

confrontations. I must have been born an irresolute coward; I've been afraid to defend an unpopular opinion all of

my life. I simply dread doing evaluative thinking and making related decisions. But I am trying. I've learned to

criticize those who think I should make evaluative judgments. My students think I'm a hero when I castigate

Professors Ogre, Gargoyle, and Jerkmore for their grading practices."

Prof. Phyllis Pusillanimity Executive Director 

Personal Growth Institute University of Selfdom

Pedagogical Rationale

•"I'm just doing now what I did for nearly twenty years as a high school teacher. Why should I change my

practice now? These students are the same people who earn all A's in high school, aren't they? I think it is crucial

that we remain consistent in our grading practices."

Prof. Dunnet B. Fore, Head

Division of Tender-minded Stuff

Hollowhead State Teachers College

•"Our students are handpicked, each one is brilliant and dedicated to learning and thinking. They are all equally

talented, socialized, experienced, educated, and motivated. Each student studies exactly the same amount of time and

precisely the same valuable ideas for each class, assignment, and test. How could I give anything less than an A to

these beautifully bright students?" 
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Prof. Ivie Leaf, Stoolholder

Albert Einstein Stool of Physics 

Eastern Elite University

•"I grade students on the basis of the criteria I have established for each grade, not on the basis of the bell curve.

And I certainly don't evaluate them relatively or comparatively. Every student meets the criteria I set for an A.

Consequently, each student gets the grade he or she earns. Yes, my criteria for an A are exceptionally high, and I'm

genuinely surprised that everyone is able to reach them. I'd never realized that I was such an excellent teacher until

now. Wow! No wonder my students are so pleased with my classes, and that I have long waiting lists for each of my

courses every term."

Prof. Loe Criterea, Inmate

and Chief Executive Officer

Academic Amnesia Center

College of Towering Ideals

•"Anyone who knows me knows why my students make all A's. Briefly stated, I am the most effective professor

who has ever lived. I can out lecture, discuss, demonstrate, involve, clarify, and question anyone. Last semester, for

example, I taught in such fantastically effective ways that Mary Margarita, Billy Braindead, Willie

Worksixtyhourweeks, Carol Crack, Geraldine Greekallweeklong, Irene Iqless, Gilbert Glumfellow, and Jimmy

Jockallthetime all made A's. Well, Billy and Irene didn't, but I gave them A's just the same. I knew they'd learn

enough during the holidays to make up for what they didn't get during the term. Learning is learning. They can all do

as well as the healthy, hardworking, well-educated, happy geniuses do when they're with me. I am so much better

than any other professor who has ever lived that it is simply impossible for a student not to learn at the A level."

Prof. Don A. Egomaniac, Jr.

Distinguished Hallucinator

Department of the Gifted

University for Self-Deception

Epilogue

In conclusion, it is accurate to state that recent research indicates that professors and students are delighted with

the outcomes of awarding an A to every person enrolled in a course. One highly desirable outcome of this practice is

that society is now successfully addressing all of its problems. Mental health, economic, gender, professional,

educational, labor, ethnic, political, religious, and class problems have been melting in the face of the cheerful, well-

balanced, just, caring, flexible, and reflective students who make their presence known in all segments of society.

Other nations are beginning to notice the impact of our grading practice and taking steps to explain to higher

education personnel in their universities the causal relationship of A's to a higher plane of civilization. The world

and, perhaps, the universe will soon be transformed into an, or rather A, Utopia. As Prof. Fabrigrade (1997) stated in

This Ain't No Rational Matter, 

The positive influence of awarding each student an A in every course is already marvelous, but the best seems

yet to come. We can soon expect brighter, happier, healthier, prettier, stronger, and richer people in all walks of life

throughout the world. Crime, poverty, neglect, prejudice, abuse, depression, war, and other personal and social

nuisances will soon be things of the past. It is even within our grasp to overcome all natural disasters. The

millennium is truly within the reach of this generation. (p. 899) 

In view of these and corroborative findings, it was a pleasure recently to attend the annual meeting of The

National Association for the Advancement of the A (NAAA) and vote in favor of approving "The Summa Cum

Laude Grading Decalogue" when delegates  unanimously did so. In closing, the commandments are quoted in full

for the ethical edification and perennial guidance of the profession: 

The Summa Cum Laude Grading Decalogue

by

A. Professor

(1)You shall have no other grades before me. 

(2)You shall not make the likeness of any other letter. 

(3) You shall not take my name or letter in vain. 

(4) Remember the A, to keep it holy.

(5) Honor your uppercase A and lowercase a, that your tenured appointment may be extended forever. 
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(6) You shall not kill the A or replace it with another grade in your heart. 

(7) You may not commit adultery by consorting with another grade. 

(8) You shall not steal an A from any student. 

(9) You shall not bear false witness against a student by talking about, suggesting, or awarding any grade other than

the A.

(10)You shall not covet your student's A.Selected Bibliography
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GENDER, PROFESSIONALISM AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHER EDUCATION

 IN THE UNITED STATES: A POSTMODERN PERSPECTIVE**

Joan K. Smith

The University of Oklahoma

Introduction

During the last several years, I have spent a considerable amount of time involved in matters that were related to

policies and practices for improving teacher preparation at both the state and national levels. Starting in the mid-

eighties and continuing to the present, the Oklahoma State legislature has passed laws in an attempt to ensure the

quality of its teachers. The most recent has culminated in the creation of an autonomous board—the Oklahoma

Commission for Teacher Preparation—who has been charged with developing and implementing a more rigorous set

of assessments for initial certification. Included in this assessment are three new tests evaluating the general

education component, the major subject area test (which is a core of math, science, social studies and literacy for

early childhood and elementary majors), a professional education test and a professional portfolio that must begin

with the candidate’s first professional education course. And as a teacher preparation unit we are also under

continuous scrutiny. This new Commission reviews us in partnership with NCATE, the State Regents for Higher

Education, and the State Department, and each certification area must submit a curriculum folio to its particular

learned society for approval. 

At the national level, we continue to work with teachers and other educational professionals through several

national organizations. These are: the Holmes Partnership network (an outgrowth of the Holmes Group); AACTE;

The Council of Great City Schools and Colleges; and NCTAF (the National Commission on Teaching for America’s

Future which is a state effort to assess and plan for ways to implement Linda Darling Hammond’s recommendations

in the Commission’s report by the same name). 

Today as in the past, society has recognized the contributions research has made to the various disciplines of

science, technology, and medicine, but as we come to the end of a century of educational reform, society has failed

to acknowledge the positive effect of research on the profession of teaching.

It occurred to me, as I thought about the Drake lecture, that this issue of teacher professionalism has been a

recurring subject in my own research. Many of the themes that I have studied have invoked a variation on this topic.

In the research questions that I have asked, from who were Ella Flagg Young and Margaret Haley? to: How has

teaching come to be regarded as a semi-profession? I have been searching for answers that would show progress or

make the circumstances more understandable. Then, a year or two ago, I became familiar with some of the writings

of Michel Foucault, and I began to look at teacher professionalization through a Foucauldian lens—or should I say a

prism for his body of work has been produced through a complexity of domains. I do not claim to be a scholar of

Foucault, but the interpretations that have come from his research have provided a framework that for me has

brought added meaning to aspects of the history of teacher education. I would like to spend most of my time this

morning sharing these views with you, but first I will try to lay some groundwork on Foucauldian notions of history.

A Foucauldian Framework

First of all, for those of you who are interested in understanding more about Foucault I would recommend C G

Prado’s Starting with Foucault and Paul Rabinov’s Foucault: A Reader. What I will attempt to do is to give you a

brief sketch of some of the ideas and structures that grew out of his research to form his thought. For him the process

starts with the manner in which the inquiry is posed. For example, in this investigation, the question is not “why” but

“how” has teacher education—especially elementary preparation—developed differently from other professional

preparations, such as medicine or law? Foucault describes this form of inquiry as one that is focused on the human

sciences as systems of knowledge. To that end it is archeological because it is studying the intellectual remains of

some part of a past human life and activity with “the goal of understanding the discursive practices that produced

those systems of knowledge.” As Prado puts it, through this process Foucault is interested in “exhuming the hidden,

the obscure, the marginal, the accidental, the forgotten, the overlooked, the covered-up, the displaced.”  1
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His research is also genealogical in that it traces and describes the descendents (older forms) of intellectual

discourse and systems of knowledge and their related products of power without looking for causality or regulating

principles.  His genealogy does not pretend to search for essences behind historical developments or to demonstrate2

continuity or evolutionary progress. It does, instead, search out redescriptions of past events and forms of discourse,

without asking which ones are right and without claiming to find a new essence of things. The point is to offer other

possible explanations or scenarios that include the obscure or forgotten event, so that a more complex, a more

relative reality is brought forth.  3

By employing these two devices or tools, Foucault has redescribed many aspects of past Western discursive

practices and found different modes by which human beings have been made subjects or, as he puts it, have become

objectified. In offering these redescriptions Foucault has become a metaphor maker or what Harold Bloom calls “ a

strong poet—a thinker who redefines himself or herself in new terms, who invents new metaphors, and so provides a

new vocabulary for the rest of us.” And as such he finds himself placed in the company of Plato, Descartes, Einstein

and Freud.”  4

The process is achieved in three ways or by three modes of objectification: dividing practices; scientific

classification; and subjectification through self-formation. In the first case the subject is manipulated or objectified

through a partitioning of an individual or a group from others. This separation is accomplished by using scientific

knowledge to mediate and exclude an individual or a group from the dominant structure within that particular social

setting. Examples from his research include the isolation of lepers in the middle ages, confinement practices of the

poor and insane in seventeenth and eighteenth century Europe, new medical classifications and related practices in

early nineteenth century France, and “medicalization and stigmatization of sexual deviance in modern Europe.”5

 The second mode is scientific classification or the process of inquiry that produces knowledge about the themes

of life, labor, and language reaching the level of a science or pseudo-science. Examples of this mode include the rise

and domination of the disciplines of medical sciences as important knowledge bases for regulating human life while,

at the same time, being separated from the context of human experiences. In Western societies, medicine regulates

the health of people from the pedestal of a scientific discipline. The doctor is the expert who treats various body

parts or physiological systems—much as a mechanic does a car—with carefully guarded knowledge that is gained in

a special accredited medical program. In this example one can see the interrelatedness between the first and second

modes. The process of inquiry that produces this highly valuable knowledge (the second mode) is confined within

the disciplinary walls of medical science (the first mode). And in this case, the knowledge it produces is exalted to a

level that feeds the social/political machinery for managing people. 

The third mode that Foucault describes is self-formation—a process by which the self is “re-formed” through

self-examination under the direction of an external authority or expert. Using the medical model once again, it is

easy to see how self-formation occurs under the direction of a medical expert. In fact, in this country, the medical

expert has been given a sanctified status as the true holder of knowledge and power so that for example, “when the

Surgeon-General says ‘smoking is hazardous to your health,’” we pass laws and other policies that govern the way

smokers can interact with the rest of society. Or when we lie down on the psychoanalist’s couch, we allow the expert

to use his/her knowledge to mediate our inner feelings about ourselves with the hope that self-improvement or self-

awareness will occur.

Finally, we come to the last aspect of a Foucauldian framework, and that is the matter of knowledge and power.

The correlation between these two concepts has been the source of some confusion, because of the manner in which

Foucault uses them across different contexts. It is probably easiest to describe what the relationship is not, and then

see what remains. Power and knowledge are not synonymous, even though he often appears to use them

interchangeably; nor does one cause the other. Instead, they enable each other to exist and function in the various

contexts as they are exercised over individuals. They share a co-dependency of sorts, so that we don’t find scientific

knowledge or truth without “powerful” influences on others. And conversely, we don’t find powerful structures

without scientific or pseudo-scientific knowledge affecting them. In That Noble Dream, Historian, Peter Novick has

described it this way: [Scientific] “truth” is linked in a circular relation with systems of power which produce and

sustain it, and to [the] effects of power which it induces and which extend it. A “regime” of truth.  Supporting this6

view is the work of Richard Westfall who in “Newton and the Fudge Factor,” concludes, “Science is a form of

competitive and aggressive activity, a contest of man against man that provides knowledge [and its twin, power] as a

side product. That side product is its only advantage over football.” 7

The general problematic for Foucault has been the self or the selves in a group. In other words, how has the self
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(or selves) come to have the particular scientific, psychological, and social meanings and understandings that each

holds as an individual member? How is the self or a group of selves managed in a social context? The modes of

objectification and the knowledge/power produced are the ways that people are regulated in western societies. The

power is a controlling sort that works with its subjects in the same manner that vectors can force directional

movement. Prado sums up Foucauldian power as: “the relational environment in which actions take place, or is the

sum of influences on actions or what Foucault calls, comportments.” Put another way, “It is the conditioning of

ongoing actions by the totality of previous and concurrent actions ... a set of actions upon other actions.” 8

With this very sketchy explanation in mind, we might rephrase our question in the following manner: “How have

the politics of knowledge and power developed so that teachers are relegated to the status of semi-professionals

whose work has been targeted for continuous reform?” The goal of such an investigation, then, is to understand the

discursive practices that produced this apparent outcome. Also, it is to redescribe the process by which teachers have

become objectified or have been made objects within this particular social setting or context. 

Gender and the Historical Roots of Knowledge and Power in Teacher Preparation

The knowledge and power backdrop that encompassed the development of teacher education had its roots in

Enlightenment thinking. Feminist historians of science, such as Sandra Harding, have examined the seventeenth

century’s scientific revolution, when inquiry and the knowledge it produced led to a process of domination and

power. It was advanced by a community of scholars who assumed scientific objectivity as a necessity for producing

a truly rational knowledge. This positivistic view of knowledge fit well with the human cognitive structures that

were seen as genetically male. As Harding notes male rationality valued “highly his ability to separate himself from

others and to make decisions independent of what others think—to develop ‘autonomy.’”  9

The Enlightenment vision did not extend these rational powers to women who, on the other hand, were not

thought to be capable of that type of rationality. A rash of scientific, empirically-produced studies were conducted

supporting the hypothesis: that women were rationally inferior, being implicated by their intuitive and subjective

forms of thought. Those few women who did transcend these boundaries, stepping into this male world of scientific

and empirical research were judged as being able “to think like a man.” 10

Women may not have been the true bearers of reasoned scientific pursuit, but they were deemed to be the

inheritors of teaching. In fact, throughout most of the twentieth century it has been described as “Woman’s True

Profession.” Susan Laird has artfully captured this context in her article, “Teaching And Educational Theory: Can

(And Should) This Marriage Be Saved?” In the article she discusses how the work of teachers and educational

theorists, has been dichotomized along gender lines. She skillfully describes the gender distinctions and the

intellectual implications they produce while noting that these contradictions were not just unfortunate accidents. 11

The idea of woman’s true profession was popular with some of the founding fathers and common school

architects such as Benjamin Rush and Horace Mann. For example, Rush was very supportive of educating women,

but not for their intellectual acuity. He believed that girls’ education should prepare them for motherhood so that

they could instruct their sons in the right values and ethical standards so critical for the citizens of a new republic.

Horace Mann saw women as natural mothers. As such they possessed the innate qualities that were crucial in

working with the children attending these free, tax-supported, compulsory, and bureaucratic common schools. 

Unfortunately, intellectual inferiority went along with this idea, and teaching, especially at the elementary level,

was relegated to the status of a quasi-profession. The normal institutions that developed to prepare these teachers

suffered from the same stigma of inferiority, as did the pedagogical knowledge that was imprisoned within their

walls.

Dividing Practices and the Development of Normal Schools

Teacher preparation was an important part of the common school crusade and developed in normal schools. The

idea that teachers should receive special preparation became popular in Europe when schooling spread to the masses.

The term “normal” meant “ordinary” and was used in the sense that the children of the poor should receive an

ordinary education giving them instruction in the primary or basic subjects—those of primary concern in order to

function in society. The subjects, of course, were the three “R’s” of reading, writing, and arithmetic and, perhaps,

some trade or occupational training on the side. Young men of the more affluent classes received a secondary

education that reached far beyond the three R’s. Theirs included collegiate study in the arts and sciences and after

that they might even study religion or law. Originally, classes for these two groups of boys were not blended

together. Instead they were tracked in different school settings. England’s great public (secondary) schools had their

beginnings in such a context while free primary or charity schools were opened for the poor. (In this country the
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social class distinctions for primary and secondary were replaced with developmental, age-related meanings.) 

By the end of the eighteenth century men such as Phillip Von Fellenberg at Hofwyl and Johann Heinrich

Pestalozzi at Yverdon opened normal schools where those who wanted to devote their careers to teaching the poor

could get special preparation in teaching them. At the hands of the “Friends of Education,” this notion of mass

education went through an American transformation of sorts. Carl Kaestle discusses this change in Evolution of an

Urban School System and Pillars of the Republic and Glenn Smith has developed parts of this theme in “Compel a

Barbarous People to Civilitie,”  Instead of developing two distinct tracks for children of the poor and affluent12

classes, “Friends of Education” crusaded for a school “common” to all people. To that end terminology was

redefined in the mid-eighteenth century. Public—originally meaning open to those who could afford to pay without

regard to geographical location—was redefined to mean free through tax-support. Private, a term that since Roman

days had meant a more tutorial form of schooling conducted in a private setting, came to mean schools which

charged fees or tuition and room and board. And, of course, common no longer referred to peasants, commoners, or

masses; it referred to the school—a setting “common” to all people where all social classes were mingled. This

linguistic transformation was accomplished in the span of about twenty years so that by 1880 the new definitions

were solidly in place. 

Until 1874, common schooling applied to primary education or the three R’s, and it had no age distinction, so the

“Friends' platform” called for graded schools and compulsory attendance. After 1874 and the Kalamazoo Case other

states experienced similar court rulings and eventually common education was extended to include secondary arts

and sciences subjects and commercial and industrial courses for students to at least age sixteen. The rapid

development of common high schools was an outgrowth of this legislation. (This is also when the primary and

secondary meanings were changed.)

The final pieces of this American transformation came with greater state control of education and the spread of

normal school institutions and departments. In “Teacher Preparation: From Common School Training to Professional

Education,” Courtney Vaughn and I have traced this development of normal training across the late nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries. Between 1870 and 1920 normal schools increased from 69 to 326 and state certification

systems replaced district/county authority. In addition to normal schools, public high schools developed normal

courses of study that were offered in normal departments—a division separate from the college preparatory arts and

sciences department. In 1921 no state required college work for elementary preparation, but it was required for

secondary teaching. And, beliefs of Benjamin Rush and Horace Mann seemed to become prophetic as women

flocked to normal schools to prepare for elementary teaching.  13

From 1920-1950 normal school education was upgraded in terms of the setting and the type of credential

earned—usually a Bachelor of Science in Education instead of a diploma. However, the curriculum was still isolated

in teacher’s colleges, special departments within liberal arts colleges or special schools and colleges within

universities. 

In “Male Teachers, Male Roles,” Courtney Vaughn and Jeffrey Liles carefully show how the profession also

became more and more feminized.  Indeed, as Vaughn and others point out: 14

. . . the image of all women as nurturers and men as managers has encouraged teaching to be seen largely as a

non-intellectual woman’s field. Despite the label, significant strides to augment teachers’ academic credentials

continued. But these changes were influenced by social convention as evidenced by the greater emphasis on the

professionalization of administration and secondary [teaching] than on elementary teaching. 15

Today, as Laird and others note, both elementary and secondary levels of teaching have larger numbers of

women than men, thereby remaining “woman’s true profession.”

So what does all of this mean for my premise? Simply this: through our long road to common school education

including semantic changes, the training and preparation of its teachers has been isolated from the more academic

and professional courses of study. It is true that today we are on university campuses, but teacher training, being

implicated by its normal school heritage, is not seen as having the intellectual vitality of a liberal arts and science

preparation or the professional rigor of programs in engineering, law, or medicine. With regard to the latter, once

medicine had felt the impact of the new biological sciences, their confinement in medical schools also spread, but for

different reasons: they were seen as the true developers of the knowledge/power that could really manage and

objectify people. And this brings us to Foucault’s second mode of objectification.

Scientific Classification and Pedagogrcal Study 

What of the curriculum that was offered behind the doors of normal schools? First of all, was it rigorous and
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professional enough? And secondly, was the professional component scientific enough? With regard to the first

question, I believe the answer is “yes.” Normal schools offered a liberal arts content including the latest

philosophical and psychological theories. For example, in 1860 a typical normal course of study, such as the one that

Ella Flagg Young pursued, was comparable to a college preparatory program. It included algebra, political and

physical geography, English literature, general and U. S. history, principles of government or political science,

natural and mental philosophy, botany, chemistry, and astronomy. In fact, only 6 percent of the coursework was

pedagogical in nature and there was no practice teaching. Nevertheless, upon completing this course of study, Ella

did not receive the type of regular high school diploma that would allow her to enter a college or university. 16

Thirty-six years later, Young was pursuing a Ph.D. at the University of Chicago under the direction of John

Dewey, and after evaluating her previous work, President Harper and Professor Dewey had decided that it could

substitute for undergraduate work at the bachelor’s degree level.  The point is that when they looked solely at the17

academic nature of her work without regard to the department from which it came, the rigor and intellectual or

academic vitality emerged. Of course, it was a time when undergraduate preparation for graduate work was still in

the process of being standardized, and President Harper had another motive: he wanted to hire her to develop a new

normal-type of curriculum that would prepare teachers. (She was not preparing to join the ranks of liberal arts

faculty.) It was also more confusing, because by 1898, high schools had closed their normal departments; teacher

preparation courses of study were developing almost exclusively in normal schools that were viewed as post-

secondary.

By 1907 a post-secondary normal course of study included more pedagogical work (about 30 percent of the

curriculum) and practice teaching was a major part of it—about 44 percent of the 30 percent. And it still consisted of

a strong core of liberal arts and sciences, and for that reason many were advocating degree-granting status.18

However, the road to a Bachelor of Arts or Science degree was harder to travel for the typical normal graduate than

it was for Ella Flagg Young. One woman graduating from the Illinois State Normal University in the early part of the

twentieth century (around 1912) tried to matriculate at the University of Michigan and have her three-year Bachelor

of Education degree be evaluated as equivalent to three years of university work. She was barely given one year’s

worth of academic credit for her normal degree, even though the content and hours of study were very similar to

those at the university.

With regard to the second question: Was the professional component scientific enough, I also think the answer is

“yes.” To demonstrate this, I am going to compare it to the transformation that took place in medical education.

During the first two decades of the twentieth century, the study of medicine was revolutionized as the scientific or

positivistic paradigm enveloped the curriculum. Prior to this, however, medical practitioners were likened to

charlatans whose preparation consisted of eight months of didactic courses culminating in a brief oral examination.

And there was no state licensing.  Once the paradigm shift occurred, the medical profession became the prototype19

for all other professions: i. e., there had to be an exclusive body of knowledge that could be practiced for the benefit

of clients. 

Pedagogy experienced a similar scientific transformation during that same time period. The point can be

illustrated, once again, by examining the circumstances at the University of Chicago when John Dewey and Ella

Flagg Young were on the faculty. William James probably said it best in a letter to English philosopher, F. C. S.

Schiller when he wrote in 1903, “it appears that under Dewey’s inspiration, they have at [the University of] Chicago

a flourishing school of radical empiricism of which I for one have been entirely ignorant.” He also went on to say

that he had been led to neglect their work due to the “lack of ‘terseness,’ ‘crispness,’ ‘raciness,’ ... though I could

discern that Dewey himself was laboring with a big freight toward the light.”  Of course, we know that this heavy20

load of radical empiricism developed into Instrumentalism and gave to education its first impulses toward a science

of teaching. 

Under Dewey’s direction, Young wrote several articles that were part of the University of Chicago's decennial

publications to which James referred. One entitled, “Ethics in the Schools” addressed issues related to classroom

discipline, warning of the dangers of current practices: teachers being too concerned with obedience and not

understanding individual patterns of children; and too much sarcasm and punishment at the expense of rewards. For

our purposes, however, the most significant piece was her article, “Scientific Method in Education.” Here she argued

that:

Educational method to be of worth should be [the] scientific method applied to the art of teaching. The method of

the teacher is simply an attitude of mind like that of the scientist. There are two elements involved, the learning
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mind and the subject-matter or environment. To have an intimate acquaintance with each, to appreciate the

expectant longing of mind, to interpret its responses to stimuli, to form valid conceptions of the activity and

assimilating power of each child in the environment made by the subject, is to have a great art. It is to have the

method of science applied to education. This means that the teacher should have a method applicable to every

subject, in every division of the school, beginning with the kindergarten and extending through the graduate

school. A distinct method for every subject is not necessary any more than a special scientific method for each

branch of science would be necessary. Whatever be the subject one is teaching, the aim is identical with that of

all other subjects taught: to determine how the mind is working with the material in its environment, what

nourishment it is selecting and assimilating. 21

She went on to explain that “The teacher with the grasp of the subject-matter and knowledge of the laws that

underlie mental activity and growth has ... this end in view: to keep track of the way in which different minds in the

class act upon the stimuli presented.” 22

While the some of the language and the labels are part of the times and sound quaint to us today, the concepts are

certainly familiar: identifying and understanding children’s differences and instructing them so that all learn. Here,

in Progressivism, we have a constructivist-type of scientific base in the first decade of the twentieth century, so the

obvious question is, “Why has it taken most of the century to claim it for education?” Certainly developments in

psychology as a newly emerging discipline with its ultimate reliance on a behavioristic form of empiricism, affected

the field of education. And I have argued elsewhere how political circumstances at the University of Chicago,

resulting in the resignation of both Dewey and Young, dampened the flame of this new scientific pedagogy.23

However, I do not think that gives us the whole story. Here are a couple of pieces that I think are missing. First,

much of Young’s work was buried in the plethora of other philosophical works written mostly by men who had little

knowledge of how the principles might be applied in classrooms. Second, although Dewey went on to become world

renown for his instrumentalist form of pragmatism, he was seen more as a philosopher, and he did not have the

benefit of Young’s schooling experiences. He alluded to this in several comments about her. He told one of her

former students, 

More times than I could well say I didn’t see the meaning or force of some favorite conception of my own till

Mrs. Young had given it back to me.... She gave me credit for seeing all of the bearings and implication which

she with her experience and outlook got out of what I said. As a student ... her chief mark was the ineradicable

tendency to test all philosophic formulations by restatement of them in terms of experience—and this [was] not

the conventional ‘experience’ of philosophy, but a very definite experience of what the doctrine would mean if

attempted in practice—the difference it would actually make in the way of looking at other things than just

philosophy. She had by temperament and training the gist of a concrete empirical pragmatism with reference to

philosophical conceptions before the doctrine was ever formulated in print.  24

He also told his editor, Max Eastman, that “I would come to her with these abstract ideas of mine and she would

tell me what they meant.” 25

Dewey and Young went their separate ways when they left the University of Chicago in 1904—Dewey to

Columbia University and Young to the Chicago Normal School. They never collaborated again, although Young did

a book review of Democracy and Education. Her ideas blossomed at the Normal where students talked about the

positive effect her leadership had on the curriculum, students and environment in general. But she did not get the

credit for spreading any of her scholarship. Her published works never reached the philosophical or psychological

circles where knowledge/power was being sanctified. Instead, many of the ideas were diffused throughout the

country’s normal programs in the writings of Dewey, Kilpatrick, James and other pragmatists. The teaching force sat

at the feet of the male educational experts, and the credit that Dewey gave Young remained buried. Nevertheless,

this new science did become the new ethic by which teachers conducted themselves in these early decades of the

twentieth century. 26

Self-Formation and The Teaching Profession

This brings us to the third and last mode of Foucauldian objectification. The opportunity to learn and practice this

new educational ethic in the early twentieth century was made easier by the growth and development of teachers’

organizations. As early as 1900 Chicago had witnessed the formation of a predominantly elementary women’s

teachers’ union—the Chicago Teachers Federation—CTF. Under the direction of Margaret A. Haley, a former

teacher and strong proponent of Ella Flagg Young, the CTF had organized for salary schedules, a pension plan and

better working conditions, and had made Young’s dissertation, Isolation in the Schools into their “Bible.” (Haley had
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known Young when she was the Assistant Superintendent in her district and had been personally influenced by her

democratic ideas. Haley and the CTF were strong supporters of Young’s appointment to the superintendency of

Chicago’s schools in 1909.) The group also read and listened to authorities such as John Dewey, William James and

Maria Montessori and reformers such as Jane Addams, and Susan B. Anthony.

By 1916 teachers had organized themselves on a national level with the formation of the AFT. Haley also had

been instrumental in organizing teachers nationally, admonishing them to take charge of their professional lives, and

subscribe to the philosophical ideals of a scientific pragmatism for transforming their classrooms. Under the

direction of Dewey and other leaders of the Progressive Education Association (PEA) the AFT became the

professional forum for the new ethic, the blueprint for building teachers into true autonomous professionals lives and

their classrooms into progressive environments that demonstrated more effective approaches to the teaching/learning

process. Long after the PEA withered under the threatening force of those who labeled it communistic, Dewey

remained their incomparable leader even after his death in 1952.

Conclusion

The development of common schooling and teacher preparation experienced a transformation during the period

that has come to be known as the Progressive Era in late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Its spread

paralleled the rise of rational and positivistic sciences. With roots in Enlightenment thinking these sciences were

redefining the knowledge that was worth studying, that held the power. The professions of medicine and engineering

along with teaching—especially at the elementary level—were the receptors of this new knowledge. While medical

professionals went on to claim it as being critical to the health of its citizens, “educational professionals—whose

majority were women—studied the new tenets behind the walls of normal institutions and were relegated to a semi-

professional status, with a growing body of knowledge that was held in little regard. ” 27

Why did none of this work for education as it did for medicine? Certainly, the Depression and the stigma of

Communism applied to the PEA were handicaps, but I think the other archeological artifacts that I have “re-

presented” in this paper contributed to the ranking. By applying Foucault’s modes of objectification in a “re-

description” it becomes more apparent how the status of educational professionals was diminished. Digging up

remnants of normal school accounts and examining their gender-related confinement or isolation, sheds light on the

manner in which the profession—especially at the elementary level—developed. Removed from the mainstream of

intellectual power as it prepared women teachers, this archeological dig helps to explain how the scientific base for

teaching was ignored by the public who continued to call for educational improvements. It helps to explain how the

scientific curricular advancements that Young had hailed were devalued for their benefits to instructional practice,

thereby leaving teaching and teacher preparation as targets of continuous reform across most of this century. As

recently as ten years ago, David Berliner played the song again when he said, “ We are on the threshold of creating a

truly scientific basis for the art of teaching that will be acceptable to the general public as a truly specialized

knowledge. ”  28

But here we are exiting the century under the same reform mode as we entered: that we cannot reach all children

with our approaches to teaching and learning. In Young’s day it was a call to remove the “fads and frills” of

vocational preparation and fine arts and return to the three “R’s”; in the middle of the century it was a call to return

to basics; today it is the need to stress the “core” subjects – especially reading. (Sometimes it seems that we are so

busy dodging the continuous rounds of reform bullets that we don’t have time to increase the paltry salaries

schedules and improve inferior working conditions that continue to haunt common education.) As an historian, I

have noticed that others are involved in archeology. Certainly, in the last twenty years, we have exhumed many

artifacts related to gender, teaching and educational professionalism. Feminist scholars, such Lorraine Code, have

engaged in Foucauldian “re-descriptions” that compete with the mainstream conventional wisdom. In What Can She

Know? Code argues against “Institutional disciplines that produce knowledge about women ... [finding] women

inferior ... and incapable of having knowledge of the best and most rational kind.”  When that woman is an29

elementary school teacher, she suffers from an added blight that takes away her right to professional autonomy and

equality. 

My optimism, however, comes from these archeological findings and from the fact that we are adding to the

historical record. If Horace Mann and the “Friends of Education” can transform word meanings in a brief period of

time, then perhaps the work that has been uncovered over these past twenty years by educational scholars will

reclaim our lost intellectual heritage. Perhaps, they will continue to add to the record, re-describe as Foucault

suggests, so that in twenty-first century, the educational legacy of women and teaching will become a valued part of
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INTELLIGENCE IN THE POSTMODERN WORLD

David Snelgrove

Oklahoma City Public Schools

Intelligence in the age of rampant psychometry came to be defined operationally in terms of performance on a

particular test or battery of tests, IQ.  Although a binary mathematical model of intelligence--it exists and is

quantifiable--has some usefulness as a psychological construct, it misses the mark in terms of broader social and

philosophical questions. Intelligence has become a means for differentiating people based on certain assumptions.

The tests themselves have been constructed so as to privilege certain groups while depressing the values of other

groups. The 1921 Journal of Educational Psychology conducted a symposium on the concept of intelligence,

concluding that intelligence ultimately is the capacity to learn from experience and the ability to adapt to the

surrounding environment. 

Ideas about intelligence have been with us for centuries. Plato considered human mental states to comprise of

four subdivisions: (A) Intelligence, full understanding culminating in the vision of ultimate truth obtained through

dialectical means of philosophy, (B) Reason, the procedure of mathematics, purely deductive and uncritical of its

assumptions, allowing for positivist determination of truth, (C) Belief, commonsense beliefs on matters both moral

and physical, which are fair practical guides to life but have not been fully thought out, (D) Illusion, all the various

illusions, secondhand impressions and opinions, of which the minds of ordinary people are full. Plato's tradition that

what we can see and measure in the world is merely the superficial and imperfect representation of an underlying

reality is still with us, supporting the idea that individual intelligence as an entity to be determined by successively

more elaborate measuring devices.   Of course, Plato also divided people into groups depending on which aspects of1

their personality, appetite, honor, or learning, dominated them.

C. S. Peirce in "The Fixation of Belief," identified four states of mind, tenacity, authority, a priori, and science. 

These might be considered roughly equivalent and certainly a more modern version of Plato's mental states. For

Peirce, tenacity meant the refusal to accept any information or data that contradicted a held belief, concept, or idea. 

A priori beliefs are agreeable to reason but reason is constrained by its social environment so what is reasonable is

limited by an individual's social circumstances. Only science allows one to conceive of reality unencumbered by the

shortcomings of the other methods. Through science beliefs are held tentatively, ready to be revised with the

presentation of new information. Applied to the concept of intelligence, Peirce’s idea of four states of mind indicates

that those of lower intelligence would tend to remain in the lower states of mind.

Piaget certainly hastened the movement toward the dissolution of the concept of intelligence as an unchanging,

inherited attribute.  His interest  in intelligence testing made him wonder if we were missing important data by

limiting the idea of intelligence to the kinds of data derived from the tests he was using. Piaget became interested in

why certain kinds of mistakes, especially mistakes in reasoning, were made and the relationship of the mistakes to

the development of mental powers, intelligence. From this interest, Piaget developed his stages of cognitive

development.

Piaget, like Peirce and Plato,  also developed a four-stage developmental process of thinking and intelligence. In

the sensorimotor stage, an empirical, largely nonverbal intelligence in which the individual experiments with objects,

connecting newer experiences with older ones without a great deal of reasoning is found. The pre-operational stage

associates objects and experiences with words. The concrete operational level requires the presence of realia, but the

individual classifies and categorizes things in the environment. Thinking at the formal operational level becomes

more flexible and more experimental. Piaget’s intelligence is related to the level abstract thought involved in

problem solving in situations that cannot be handled by automatic, learned performances and reflexes.

Early in this century, even as the intelligence-testing movement was gaining hold, there were those whose work

challenged the narrow view that was being used to define what intelligence would be measured and how it would be

measured. The work of John Dewey, Maria Montessori, Jean Piaget, as has been previously suggested,  and others

supported a broader definition of intelligence that was rooted in social accomplishment, acquisition of utilitarian

habits of living, and the relation of intelligence to the development of the individual.

John Dewey’s statement that “the effective socialization of intelligence is probably the greatest problem of

democracy today,”  is no less true today than when it was written well over half-a-century ago. Dewey thought that2

intelligence was a social matter, that acquired knowledge and the acquisition of knowledge exist in the domain of
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habit. He said, “Habits are conditions of intellectual efficiency ... restricting the reach of intellect and fixing its

boundaries.”  Acquired knowledge becomes the basis for behavior not only through providing a storehouse of3

information on which to act but also in establishing set patterns of behavior for the acquisition of new knowledge. 

The modern conception of intelligence, IQ, used throughout most of this century and still dominant at its end,

depends on acquired knowledge and the formation of appropriate habits of learning and social behavior but views

that acquired knowledge as being closely related to some innate capacity which exists in each individual in some

quantity. Much of the testing that results in our conceptions of intelligence depends on the acquisition of knowledge.

As much as we recognize the importance of  concepts of intelligence such as Gardner’s multiple intelligences, ...

social intelligence, Sternberg’s successful intelligence and ...’s institutional intelligence, society’s apparatus for

transmitting knowledge is locked into the modern model of delivering an identified body of knowledge and testing

the recipients to determine how well it has been acquired while seeing to it that those who have not succeeded in

acquiring what has been delivered understand that their own shortcomings that have caused their failure. They are

not “intelligent” enough to succeed. Dewey said

The scientific man and the philosopher like the carpenter, the physician and the politician know with their habits

not with their “consciousness.” The latter is eventual, not a source. Its occurrence marks a peculiarly delicate

connection between highly organized habits and unorganized impulses.4

Maria Montessori focused on the environment as the major factor in the development of the child. She affirmed

“Our own method of education is characterized by the central importance that we attribute to the question of

environment ... our pedagogy considers the environment so important as to make it the central point of the whole

system.”  It is being increasingly recognized that place is of vital  importance to the acts of teaching and learning.5

Montessori’s work with the Houses of Childhood, following success in the training of mentally defective children,

focused on sensory learning, sometimes using one sense to function vicariously for another. Robert Rusk

characterized Montessori’s method as a psychological method in that the “psychological method in education

implies that the educative process is adapted to the stage of mental development of the child, and to his interests, and

is not wholly subordinated to the necessities of a curriculum or to the teacher’s scheme of work. ‘By education’, says

Montessori, ‘must be understood the active help given to the normal expansion of the life of the child.’ The

‘psychological moment’ in the educative process comes when consciousness of a need arises in the child mind. ‘It is

necessary then’, in the Montessori method, ‘to offer those exercises which correspond to the need of development

felt by an organism....”6

Intelligence, the reified construct, is a product of modernist and industrial society thinking which is being

challenged by  concepts of the role of innate ability as opposed to the development of personal competencies and

skills. “We give the word ‘intelligence’,” said Stephen Gould, “to this wondrously complex and multifaceted set of

human capabilities. This shorthand symbol is then reified and intelligence achieves its dubious status as a unitary

thing.” 7

Alfred Binet believed that three cognitive abilities are key to intelligence: (a) direction (knowing what has to be

done and how it should be done), (b) adaptation (selection and monitoring of one's strategies for task performance),

and (c) control (the ability to criticize one's own thoughts and judgments).  His work, begun to aid the French8

government in determining which students were in need of special education, was modified and expanded especially

in the United States with the belief that the quantification of a person’s basic unchanging intelligence is possible and

desirable. Charles Spearman suggested that there are three information processes underlying intelligence: (a)

apprehension of experience, (b) eduction of relations, and (c) eduction of experience and that a single factor, the g

factor could be evaluated to determine a person’s general intelligence. Others believed in multiple factors but

reached the same conclusion that intelligence was an ascertainable quantity.  Even though there came to be general9

acceptance of the statistically based determination of intelligence, there has never been a shortage of alternative

viewpoints. It has even been reported that there is a statistical relationship between intelligence and the amount of

hair on a man’s body.10

Howard Gardner in the early 1980s brought the implications of our narrow view of tested intelligence into the

postmodern light by suggesting that intelligence is not a single construct, but that each person may possess multiple

intelligences, most of which are not accessible to measurement in the same way that intelligence has been

traditionally tested. This view essentially negates the definition of intelligence as it has been used for most of this

century. 

For Gardner, "An intelligence is the ability to solve problems, or to create products, that are valued within one or
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more cultural settings." His intelligences are more like propensities to behave in certain ways and to be interested in

things of certain types more than in things of other types. Accepting this view of multiple intelligences breaks once

and for all the traditional dualistic views of intelligence as something existing separate from body. 

Stephen Gould observed that “The claim that worth can be assigned to individuals and groups by measuring

intelligence as a single quantity... (resulted from) two major sources of data (that) have supported this theme:

craniometry (or measurement of the skull) and certain styles of psychological testing.   The scientific approach to11

intelligence has, of course, postmodern implications. Gould further noted that

Science, since people do it, is a socially embedded activity. It progresses by hunch, vision, and intuition. Much of

its change through time does not record a closer approach to absolute truth, but the alteration of cultural contexts

that influence it so strongly. Facts are not pure and unsullied bits of information; culture also influences what we

see and how we see it. Theories, moreover, are not inexorable inductions from facts. The most creative theories

are often imaginative visions imposed upon facts; the source of imagination is also strongly cultural. (Scientists)

believe that a factual reality exists and that science, though often in an obtuse and erratic manner, can learn about

it. Science cannot escape its curious dialectic. Embedded in surrounding culture, it can, nonetheless, be a

powerful agent for questioning and even overturning the assumptions that nurture it.”12

In the hands of the psychologists, intelligence, in the past twenty years, has blossomed.   After Gardner's multiple

intelligences idea, came new uses for intelligence concepts. In the booming business and  economic conditions of the

90s, demand for methods for evaluating employees, whether for downsizing or merging, companies have focused on

qualities (intelligences) that make employees productive.

This view of intelligence as capital has led to the creation of an important consulting and training industry that

tries to increase worker output by providing employees with competencies in what they call "emotional

intelligence," "successful intelligence," "social intelligence," "organizational intelligence," or "political awareness."

This type of training results in the reduction of intelligence or intelligences to a set of generic skills to be "taught,"

"developed," or "enhanced." Long gone is the idea that these intelligences are just something that we have,

something immutable.

All of this is, of course, supported by psychological research that suggests that these forms of intelligence will

become more important for success in contemporary organizational structures.  As the society shifts from the

industrial model of the modern era into the service model of the postmodern epoch, new skills and competencies are

required.  Even teachers and parents, suggests one study, must get on this bandwagon by praising the effort children

put into their work, not their intelligence.

It seems to me that this whole evolution of the idea of intelligence has a dialectical aspect. That is, intelligence is

mathematical, quantitative, up to the point of its shift into something qualitatively different.  Individual intelligence

or perhaps intelligences, with bell curve distribution has given way to the broader implications of the effects of

intelligence on the society, and the influences of social situations on intelligence, the practical personal application

of mental processes and its influence the structure and development of social life. This proliferation of intelligence

theories has given the concept of intelligence multiple meanings leading to no practical meaning at all and made it a

postmodern concept. 

All of this leads us back to Dewey’s ideas on intelligence. In light of the postmodern multiple

meaning/meaningless concept of intelligence, we should look back to Dewey’s thoughts about the relationship of

intelligence to society as a means to unify our practical judgement about the application of the concept of

intelligence in postmodern society.

David Blacker writes that 

John Dewey's notion (is) of growth as an educational ideal. For Dewey, education aims first and foremost to

promote an experience of individual growth within the context of a socially responsible and continually evolving

lifeworld. The ultimate justification for education lies in its contribution to this individual-social-natural

mutualism, within which each person develops. That which frustrates individual growth in this sense is, by

hypothesis, apart from education whereas that which facilitates it is coextensive with education itself. On the

contemporary scene, one of the most influential exponents of this kind of growth-oriented psychological

pluralism is Howard Gardner and his theory of multiple intelligences. Driven by the idea that traditional social

assumptions about intelligence arbitrarily excluded the actualities of individual human diversity.... Just as in the

quasi-organic Deweyan dialectic, the theory of multiple intelligences advances the idea that the individual and

society are deeply interrelated and their prospects for mutual growth inextricably intertwined.13
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In Reconstruction in Philosophy,  Dewey wrote that intelligence, which he substituted for reason, 

... is a shorthand designation for great and ever-growing methods of observation, experiment,  and reflective

reasoning which have in a very short time revolutionized the physical and, to a considerable degree, the

physiological conditions of life, but which have not as yet been worked out for application to what is itself

distinctively human. The reconstruction to be undertaken is not that of applying "intelligence" as something

ready-made. It is to carry over into any inquiry into human and moral subjects the kind of method (the method of

observation, theory as hypothesis, and experimental test) by which understanding of physical nature has been

brought to its present pitch.14

Dewey would have agreed with intelligence theorists who believe that there are ways to increase and enhance

intelligence. He wrote that “Intelligence is not something possessed once for all. It is in constant process of forming 

and its retention requires constant alertness in observing consequences, an open-minded will to learn and courage in

re-adjustment.”  But he also recognized that there was some innate natural power, “ability” which when properly15

applied, resulted in a trained “intelligence.” He wrote, “Training ... must fall back upon the prior and independent

existence of natural powers; it is concerned with their proper direction, not with creating them.”   Indeed, Dewey16

thought that the act of thinking itself was not an act of will but a result of our social activities.  He said “our

intelligence is bound up, so far as its materials are concerned, with the community life of which we are a part.”  17

Dull or bright individuals differed primarily in their adaptation or synthesis of new information but, for education, he

cautioned that “... the teacher is not entitled to assume stupidity or even dullness merely because of irresponsiveness

to school subjects or to a lesson as presented by text-book or teacher. The pupil labeled hopeless may react in quick

and lively fashion when the thing-in-hand seems to him worth while, as some out-of-school sport or social affair.”18

Of course, Dewey believed “that the aim of education is the cultivation of human intelligence in the service of

the creation of a truly democratic society and that all useful and productive thinking must come from and be

generated by first hand, everyday experience ... (which) is what underlies all of the ideas about "learning by doing,"

"inquiry-based schooling" and, indeed, "child or learner-centered education" --everything, in short, that good

education is and always has been.”19

For Dewey, “effective intelligence is not an original, innate endowment. No matter what are the differences in

native intelligence (allowing for the moment that intelligence can be native), the actuality of mind is dependent upon

the education which social conditions effect.”   He believed in the capabilities of the individual in opposition to the20

psychometrists. He wrote:

... It is said that the average citizen is not endowed with the degree of intelligence that the use of it as a method

demands. This objection, supported by alleged scientific findings about heredity and by impressive statistics

concerning the intelligence quotients of the average citizen, rests wholly upon the old notion that intelligence is a

ready-made possession of individuals. The last stand of oligarchical and antisocial seclusion is perpetuation of

this purely  individualistic notion of intelligence.... (N)ative capacity is sufficient to enable the average individual

to respond to and to use the knowledge and the skill that are embodied in the social conditions in which he lives,

moves and has his being.21

 As long as the goal of the application of the new concepts of intelligence remains modern-like, with the view of

intelligence related to  the acquisition of proscribed and prescribed knowledge or the enhancement of performance

and productivity, there will be little important change in the practical application of intelligence. Not until the

psychometric model of intelligence is replaced, intelligence and achievement tests done away with or radically

reconstructed, will we be able to attend to the functions of a postmodern society. Revisiting Dewey can be a fruitful

experience in coming to grips with postmodern intelligence.
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FRANKENSTEIN, HEIDEGGER AND QUESTIONS OF TECHNOLOGY

Sam Stack

University of West Virginia

One wonders what Mary Shelley, the author of the novel Frankenstein might think about our world, seemingly

locked in the grasp of modern technology. As an English romantic, she wrote about simplicity, solitude, love its

many emotions and the fragility of human condition. Yet, she is also critical of our selfish pursuit of knowledge for

its own sake, to be used without regard or understanding of the consequences. Such is the story of Frankenstein, a

novel centered on the brilliant Dr. Victor Frankenstein who creates because the knowledge is there, a knowledge he

believes gives him the secret of life. Victor Frankenstein represents the rational and the intellectual at the expense of

the intuitive and the emotional. The brilliant Frankenstein creates the monster using the most advanced medical

technology of his day. Yet he does so at the expense of his own humanity, separating himself from friends and loved

ones in his elusive quest for the secret of life. He clearly understands the rationality of the scientific method and

what power it gives him. His methodology however, does not allow him to ascribe meaning to human existence,

what it truly means to be. 

 Mary Shelley wishes us to sympathize with the monster, who is not a monster at all until his association with

other human beings; a type of noble savage, who is by nature good until rejection because of his appearance/image;

appearances being noted as  superficial.  Is Mary Shelley telling us that technology in all its power and glory has1

limitations? In a most postmodern sense, she is warning us about the danger of technology and the virtual deification

of science as our only source to certainty. While some may be expecting a discussion of Dewey’s A Quest for

Certainty, Reconstruction in Philosophy or Experience and Nature, I wish to explore technology briefly through the

work of Martin Heidegger and his essay, The Question Concerning Technology.

Showing concern about the controlling aspects of technology, Heidegger writes, “we shall never experience a

relationship to the essence of technology so long as we merely conceive and push forward the technological, put up

with it, evade it. Everywhere, we remain unfree and chained to technology, whether we passionately affirm it or

deny it. But we are delivered over to it in the worst possible way when we regard it as something neutral; for this

conception of it, to which today we particularly like to do homage, makes us utterly blind to the essence of

technology.”  Being delivered over to technology in this way keeps us from recognizing our Being, Dasein, literally2

translated as existence or  being there. Dasein is not to be viewed as an object with properties, [like beings], but as a

happening of a life course between birth and death.

Richard Bernstein believes Heidegger is saying, “it is not technology itself that is the supreme danger, but the

essence [wesen] of technology-gestell. Gestell is the final stage of metaphysics where there is total consumption of

man.”  This technological attitude, gestell, means to enframe, rack, support, or divide up the stock. Such a3

bracketing of the world, splitting or dividing it up for our convenience takes us away from true Being, or Dasein.

Yet, it is our understanding of Being, or for Heidegger our misunderstanding of it, that makes technology possible.

Even human discourse can become bracketed to electronics and calculation. This [wesen] essence of technology

potentially transforms Being, distorting our actions and aspirations and  can become a mode of human existence.

This technological attitude has the power and ability to transform us, beings into bestand, which translates as

stuff, stock or reserve. Beings as bestand can be measured, torn apart, compartmentalized, categorized, bracketed,

etc. The world, which relates to our being becomes a domain to be controlled, manipulated and exploited. It exists

for humanity as humanity sees fit. Environmentalists clearly grasp this view of technology and so do Native

American peoples who struggled to comprehend how someone could bracket the earth, putting up fences and

boundaries and claiming it as their own. Heidegger believes  this logic of technology becomes applied to everything;

a measuring, calculating logic; our ability becomes governed by output and efficiency, maximum output for

minimum input.4

To better understand Being, Heidegger sought through his philosophical method, a term used loosely here,  to

search out the lost meaning of words. In his discussions on technology he investigates the meaning of the Greek

words techne and poiesis to better comprehend technology. The original meaning of the word techne, the root of the

word technology, implied the skill and activity of the craft worker or artist and relates to the fine arts. It can imply

art, skill, craft in workmanship, or cunning of hand, especially in metal working. Heidegger describes techne, “as a
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single manifold revealing. It was pious, promos, i.e., yielding to the holding-sway and the safekeeping of truth.”5

Heidegger is expressing the idea that the craftsman is able to reveal self through the art of crafting.

Heidegger thought that there was something poetic, artistic about techne which relates to the concept of poiesis.

Poiesis in the original Greek means to bring forth, to make, fabricate or produce. “Poiesis means to come into the

present out of the past, of the not-present, a coming forth from within the thing itself.”  Both techne and poiesis have6

the capacity to describe or reveal, however, Heidegger believed modern technology had lost that meaning. While it

disclosed, it did so in a way that obliterated poiesis. Modern technology reveals things/objects as things, fully

available for our use as we see fit. Unfortunately, human beings become perceived in this way as something to be

controlled, manipulated, oppressed exploited or harnessed-back to the meaning of bestand.  Regardless of how7

powerful this technology appears to be, it leads us further from our Being. It may exclude other ways of

understanding Being, such as through art.

How do we overcome this type of bracketing? Heidegger writes, “Enframing is the gathering together that

belongs to that setting-upon which sets upon man and puts him in position to reveal the real, in the mode of ordering,

as standing-reserve.”  Heidegger suggests that poiesis lies concealed within this technological disposing and this still8

has the power to help us, yet it must be brought forth. This can be accomplished through reflective thinking and fine

art that fosters a new techne. In thinking, man lends a hand to Being and for Heidegger thinking is like  handicraft.

An example might be how the ecology movement has addressed the metaphysical dualism of man v nature, or man

being dominant over nature, the earth being created for man. Heidegger believed traditional Western philosophy

centered man where Being should have been the focus. We can easily see the effects where man sees nature as his

domain, always at his disposal.

Another example of such a disclosure is the recent rhetoric about Y2K. In the last two decades, modern

technology, largely computer technology has become a dominating force in our lives. You and I are viewed as a

credit rating, how much we have in our bank account, or what we have recently purchased over the Internet. Such

technology has  enormous capacity to be invasive and controlling. If nothing else, Y2K has pushed us to reflect on

these aspects of technology, and whether we wish them to be so prominent in our lives. It helps us pose the question

do we really need this technology? It’s not so much that the machine is bad or evil, for technology is here to stay, but

that we chose the technology over other possible alternatives. Heidegger writes, “the closer we come to the danger,

the more brightly do the ways into the saving power begin to shine and the more questioning we become. For

questioning [reflection-my emphasis] is the piety of thought.”9

From this brief discussion it is clear that Heidegger has deep concerns about modernity, where,” a measuring,

reckoning, calculating logic is applied to everything...where human activity is governed by efficiency, and nature

exploited and manipulated.”  Influenced by Heidegger, philosopher Andrew Feenberg thinks modernity is10

characterized by technical values that ignore anything non-technical. Technology is not neutral and has a substantive

value bias. We live in modern society where technique has become pervasive and determines “who and what we

are.”  It is this theme and its relationship to pedagogy that I now wish to address.11

Neil Postman, in his book Technopoly: The Surrender of Culture to Technology, brings to light many of

Heidegger’s concerns and helps us link those concerns to pedagogy. Postman lays the foundation of Technopoly

with the publication of Frederick Taylor’s The Principles of Scientific Management [1911]; “the first explicit and

formal outline of the assumptions of the thought world of Technopoly. These include the beliefs that the primary, if

not the only, goal of human labor and thought is efficiency; that technical calculation is in all respect superior to

human judgement; that in fact human judgement cannot be trusted, because it is plagued by laxity, ambiguity, and

unnecessary complexity; that subjectivity is an obstacle to clear thinking; that what cannot be measured either must

not exist or is of no value; and that the affairs of citizens are best guided and conducted by experts.”12

Postman writes that Technopoly has the power to “cast aside all traditional narrative and symbols that suggest

stability and orderliness, and tells instead, of a life of skills, technical expertise, and the ecstasy of consumption.”  It13

does not have the capacity for creating a moral center. Technopolists see achievement through technical progress

and the generation of more and more information. Postman argues we have elevated information to a metaphysical

state, “formation as both the means and end of human creativity. In other words, information itself as a specific

entity, it constitutes reality. In Technopoly, Postman says, “we are driven to fill our lives with the quest for access

information.”  Accessing information is obviously important in a democratic society, but accessibility and14

acquisition do not mean understanding. This is where educators have misunderstood the very essence of learning.

For example, are we introducing computer technology into classrooms for efficient acquisition of information or are
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we helping our students understand what they have discovered and what meaning it has in their lives?

 What is the purpose of introducing computer technology in the classroom? A dominant answer may be to teach

marketable skills, enhance efficiency and allow for greater access to information. I wonder if we are far too

concerned with the how rather than the why? Accessing information and utilizing it may not be as important from a

pedagogical point of view as understanding it, having an ability to sort  the wheat from the chaff. 

In our era of Technopoly, Postman challenges us, educators, “to give students a sense of coherence in their

studies, a sense of purpose, meaning and inter-connectedness in what they learn,” and continues to describe the

curriculum as a “hodgepodge of subjects”. It does not even put forth a clear vision of what constitutes an adaptative

person, unless it is a person who possesses skills. In other words, a technocratic ideal- a person with no commitment

and no point of view but with plenty of marketable skills. This is really information as the essence of reality and

opposed to both the notion of techne and poiesis. We as educators need to understand the limits of information as

real in itself, and help students use information to craft an understanding of who they are [techne] and give them the

freedom to express it, poiesis. 

Perhaps the real monster in this stopry is the behavioral model of learning. This goes back to Watson, Thorndike

and Skinner. Experimenting with chickens in the basement of William James’ home, Thorndike referred to the

response for a food reward learning, an observable behavior that could be measured or could we say bracketed or

enframed. Today the observable behavior seems less action based and more information based. As Postman

suggests, and Heidegger helps us understand, information can become real in itself, but enframed along the lines of

efficiency. I wonder if teaching, in the name of efficiency, regardless of what we say or do in the university, is being

approached as technique rather that art.  

Victor Frankenstein had the information and the capacity to create life, yet seemed to mistake creation of the

physical body with humanness. He created life, but could not give meaning to it. Victor Frankenstein had “learned”

skills, his technique was excellent. He applied them as a brilliant medical scientist, yet did so at the expense of those

he loved and his own Being. Many educators understand technique, but in terms of cause and effect, efficiency, a

means to an end,  what is too often called learning-a measurable behavior; again something that can be enframed or

bracketed.

We can learn from Shelley, Heidegger and Postman in helping our young people begin the search for Being, but

not if we continue to bracket subject matter into disciplines, continue to foster a behavioral view that behavior

[learning] can be quantified and objectively observed and measured at one point in time, push programs like School

to Work-an efficient program of marketable skills acquisition, foster the myth that the use of technology is always

progress and maintains neutrality, and continue to wallow in a cult of efficiency. Recent acts of school violence are

clear signals that our young people are searching for an understanding of Being in the world while forces around

them seek to keep them in only in its midst.
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PUBLIC PHILOSOPHY AND PUBLIC EDUCATION: A CRISIS OF FAITH

 

Michael R Taylor

Oklahoma State University

 

For a long time now, many have put their faith in public education to secure a democratic way of life. This was

to be accomplished by nurturing and developing the dispositions and commitments necessary to preserving and

improving democratic societies.  Public schools, on this view, would progress toward democratic aspirations by

endeavoring to create effective, dedicated persons who would constitute the next generation of citizens. The schools

would be the site for integrating knowledge and morality, leading to steady improvement of the human condition. In

this way, democratic ideals would increasingly materialize in social and political institutions and in the lives of

citizens. All this was perhaps asking a bit much from public education, yet such faith was widely shared; many

believed, and some still do, that if public education isn’t up to the task, the democratic vision will suffer and may

even eventually fail. Much conspires to shake such faith today; often, schools seem mere pawns in games of power,

prestige, or wealth; and they are frequently portrayed as permeated with arrogance, avarice, envy, hatred, and

violence. Such schools are the last place concerned parents would want to send their children to achieve desirable

intellectual or emotional growth; in such a setting, even the youngster's physical safety is at issue. 

 In a recent discussion of higher education John Searle suggests that the main problem with liberal education, or

what he calls the traditional view, is that we have lost faith in the ideal of a liberal education. Searle writes:

The most obvious sign of decay is that we have simply lost enthusiasm for the traditional philosophy of a liberal

education. As our disciplines have become more specialized, as we have lost faith in the ideal of an integrated

undergraduate education, we simply provide the student with the familiar cafeteria of courses and hope things

turn out for the best.1

Those involved in teaching courses from the cafeteria’s “menu” know how things often turn out. Students

grudgingly sign up for designated “general education” or “core curriculum” courses. Many of these students lack

any interest in the course content and the courses are often perceived as unwarranted and arbitrary impositions on an

already overburdened schedule of required course work and extracurricular activity. At the end of the term, if all

goes well, many of these students breathe a sigh of relief and reflect on how good it is to have that out of the way.

For many, it doesn’t matter which discipline is studied as long as the course is easy, meets the requirements, and is

conveniently matched to their schedule. They often come away with a few semester hours gained and a skeptical

attitude toward the supposed value of something called “liberal” education. 

I think it is not implausible to hold that a similar crisis of faith may afflict public education today. If I am right,

then public education will no longer be able to inspire wide confidence in its ability to promote the growth of future

citizens. Such loss of faith would help to account for a phenomenon discussed by James Giarelli, who directs our

attention to an apparent oddity concerning contemporary public schools. Reflecting on his neighborhood public

school, Giarelli notes that it enjoys the reputation of being a “good” school. The grounds for this evaluation are as

follows:

In brief, this system is considered “good” because it is thought to effectively prepare children with the skills,

attitudes and dispositions required for success in the workplace. This public school is considered effective because it

prepares children for successful individual competition in the private economy. In substance and aims, it is private

schooling.2

This school, according to Giarelli, does little to prepare children for participation in or contribution to public life.

Instead, its primary goal is to train students in the necessary skills needed for the job market, and to nurture the

attitudes associated with the successful pursuit of careers. I think Giarelli’s public school is not uncommon, although

I have no way of knowing this for sure. Giarelli contrasts this public school with a private school familiar to him; he

describes this school as trying to avoid “differentiating students on the basis of age, gender, or ability groups.” He

says that this school “aims to work across lines of difference and hierarchy.”  Curriculum is linked to student interest3

and generated from student discussion. The criteria of effectiveness also differ from those of the highly esteemed

public school: Giarelli says:

This school measures its effectiveness in terms of its ability to form communities of learning, relations of

cooperation, dialogue, and engagement. This school's effectiveness is assessed against an ideal of full, free,

communal sharing of knowledge, interests, and materials in service of associated development. In aims and
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substance, it is public education.4

This is public schooling in the sense that its aims and methods are appropriate to life built on a shared sense of

social cooperation. So the public school turns out to be in the service of the private sector, and it is the private school

that pursues goals and is guided by ideals appropriate to public life. 

Public education in the United States is, historically speaking, closely tied to economic development.

Socialization of immigrant populations, making them compliant and serviceable to the needs of industry through the

inculcation of values such as individualism, hard work, thrift, honesty, loyalty, obedience, and punctuality has been a

major contribution of the public schools. These values underwrite economic life. For persons from the lower and

middle classes, the educational system has been influential in establishing aspirations, and was (and probably still is)

the single most important means of securing upward mobility. However, public education has not typically been

thought to be dedicated solely to supplying fodder for capitalism. There have usually been the accompanying aims of

developing persons well suited for securing the goods of public life, such as nurturing and cultivating good

neighbors, good parents and good citizens along with good workers. According to Michael Sandel,

But our debates about economic policy have not always focused soley on the size and distribution of the national

product. Throughout much of American history they have also addressed a different question, namely, what

economic arrangements are most hospitable to self-government? Along with prosperity and fairness, the civic

consequences of economic policy have often loomed large in American political discourse.5

The influence of economic policies or arrangements on the sustainability of a level of civic involvement

sufficient to preserve and enhance democratic institutions was once a central political question. Precisely which

characteristics were needed in order to best accomplish this has always been a matter of controversy, but that they

should include the skills, attitudes, and commitments necessary for good citizenship, the practice of civic virtue, and

participation in public life was not a point that generated widespread disagreement.

Which characteristics are conducive to good citizenship has been of concern to philosophers since the time of the

ancient Greeks, and the results of their reflections have contributed to the high hopes that people have for public

education. At the end of the twentieth century, however, such hopes appear to be endangered. One reason for this

imperilment may be the emergence and eventual dominance of what Michael Sandel calls the “procedural republic.”

The ideas central to the procedural republic constitute what Sandel calls our public philosophy, and he contends that

this philosophy precludes our pursuit of any significant conception of the good. 

Sandel holds that the procedural republic is constituted by a version of liberalism which has as one of its central

themes that government should be neutral toward the conceptions of the good espoused by its citizens. Instead of

pursuing some specific conception of the good, the state should secure a neutral framework in which citizens can

pursue their various conceptions of the good and, in cases where these conceptions conflict, secure a fair resolution

of such conflicts. Neutrality is closely related to the idea that the right takes priority over the good. Since people

disagree about the nature of the good, and the best way to integrate its requirements into their lives, government

should not affirm any particular version of the good life. Sandel says:

Instead, it should provide a framework of rights that respects persons as free and independent selves, capable of

choosing their own values and ends. Since this liberalism asserts the priority of fair procedures over particular

ends, the public life it informs might be called the procedural republic.  6

According to Sandel, the procedural republic characterizes our current public philosophy, and has done so for

about the last half of this century. It has almost completely eclipsed an alternative view with which it has been in

competition since colonial times, the commitment to a public life based on a conception of civic virtue and

participation in the political institutions which make up a democratic society. 

If Sandel is right, then contemporary public education will have difficulty, indeed will probably be unable, to

commit itself fully to any aims that embody a conception of the good. The vision of education which inspired Plato,

and Aristotle’s conception of the importance of public education, will be absent from the procedural republic.  What7

permits Plato to get his political ideas off the ground is his belief that education can transform human beings as they

are into human beings as they ought to be, from people driven by their desires and appetites, often against their

better judgment, to people who control themselves through the united efforts of reason and (the moral) passions. For

Aristotle, the character of our fellow citizens is of concern to us all, because the state has a common end. The state

can achieve this end only if its citizens, or at least a sufficient number of them, possess a certain kind of character.

Since how persons turn out is largely a matter of how they have been educated, the public has an interest in

education.  Such important matters of public concern cannot be left in the hands of private individuals, not even8
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those of concerned parents. So Aristotle is committed to public education as a means for securing the common good.

For both Plato and Aristotle, good societies require goods citizens, and since good citizens are best achieved through

good education, both put education in the service of achieving a conception of the good, at least concerning the

attributes of citizenship. 

 For Thomas Hobbes, on the other hand, there is no significant transformation for education to seek; people are

egoists from the start, will remain egoists, and die egoists.  Human beings can’t be transformed; but the institutions9

that govern them can. In a state of nature, lacking the authority of a sovereign, each tries to get as much for himself

as possible by whatever means promise success. In this situation, Hobbes claims, life is “solitary, poor, nasty,

brutish, and short.”  Once the advantages of government are secured things change, according to Hobbes, but10

people don’t. Individuals are still out to get everything they can for themselves, but now there is a sovereign power

that can keep the peace between them because it is “able to overawe them all.”  What changes is entirely external to11

the person; once government is instituted, there is something so much bigger and stronger than the individual that it

is never in our own interests to exercise force or fraud to secure our desires. This is how civil society works, by

Hobbes’ lights, if it works at all. Public education may have a role to play in the provision of economic skills or

transmission of public traditions, but it cannot work for fundamental human improvement or transformation of

human nature. Egoists fearful of violent death in a state of nature, egoists we remain in civil society, now fearful of

the power of the sovereign. So education becomes detached from the aim of achieving the moral or spiritual good for

human beings. Instead of educating for the good person, we get the best we can out of tinkering with the institutional

arrangements in which human life is embedded. For Hobbes, there is no transforming human nature from what it is

to what it ought to be; it already is all that it can be. 

 The procedural republic is characterized by pluralism concerning conceptions of the good. Egoism may be one

conception of the good that abounds, but there are numerous others, religious and secular. The state must refuse to

affirm any particular conception of the good; this is required by the neutrality thesis in this version of liberalism.

What the state does affirm is a set of procedures for resolving conflicts that arise out of or over competing

conceptions of the good. Since public education in the procedural republic is an organ of the state, it must maintain

neutrality and refuse to affirm any particular conception of the good as well. Qualities of the good citizen, if they

turn out to be part of a specific conception of the good, will conflict with the political agenda of the procedural

republic, and so public education will find its hands tied when it attempts to establish such qualities in its future

citizens. 

In the context of the procedural republic, it will be difficult, probably impossible, to put forward any convincing

aim for public education beyond that of securing attitudes, dispositions, and occupational skills useful in economic

life. Nearly all citizens, whatever their conception of the good, will want children to eventually be gainfully

employed. There may be some other aims, such as those associated with public health (e.g., smoking, drug abuse,

AIDS prevention, concern over child abuse or neglect) but they are likely to prove unstable and transitory in the

procedural republic as first one and then another concern comes to be influential. These are best described in terms

of political power not directly exercised by “the king and the law,” to put the matter in Foucaultian terms.  But the12

procedural republic will not be able to endorse an overarching conception of the good, or a program of public

education associated with such a conception. If this is how it is with education today, then the aim of furthering

democracy by cultivating the character of its future citizens can be expected to have dwindling public appeal.

If Sandel is correct in asserting that our public philosophy is that of the procedural republic, then there are

grounds to believe that faith in public education to provide anything more than preparation for the economic,

material life of consumer-citizens is approaching, or is already in, crisis. Perhaps, to paraphrase Searle, much of

what is wrong with public education today is that we have lost our enthusiasm for it. As our society becomes

increasingly procedural, unable to pursue a common conception of the good, or any ideals embedded within such a

conception, we may provide future students with cafeteria offerings in how to be a good employee, obtain a good

job, and be a good consumer, and hope that things turn out for the best. To what will they aspire? Probably not

much, but whatever it is, the state will have to be neutral toward it, and so will the public schools.
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SOME ISSUES RELATED TO ALTERNATIVE TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Paul Travers

University of Missouri-St. Louis

Alternative teacher certification is a difficult term to define. Generally speaking, it is “an alternative to the

approved college teacher preparation programs for certifying teachers.”  The alternative process commonly means1

that a candidate possesses, first, a bachelor’s degree in the subject to be taught, obtains a passing score on a

certification test (PRAXIS, NTE, etc.), experiences brief intensive teacher-training, completes a supervised teaching

internship, and finally obtains employment in a specific school district. The general idea is to certify individuals who

possess content specialties without undergoing formal teacher preparation.2

By 1997, 41 states plus the District of Columbia (involving more than 75,000 persons) offered some variation to

the standard approach. Alternative teacher certification has emerged in the last two decades with such vigor that the

National Center for Education Information (NCEI) has been polling the states annually to monitor its development.

NCEI has developed a classification system for alternative education in order to categorize alternative routes to the

typical approved college teacher education program. They are as follows:

 Class A is designed to attract talented individuals with a bachelor’s degree (other than education) into the public

schools. Mentorship and pedagogical study characterize this approach. Shortages are not the only impetus

underlying this plan to attract teachers. (12 states)

 Class B is organized to address shortages primarily by bringing talented degreed persons into teaching.

Mentoring and formal instruction are an inherent part of this approach. Programs in this class generally are

restricted to shortages, grade levels or subject areas. (11 states and D.C.) 

 Class C is an approach to rely heavily on a review of professional background and transcript analysis and is

influenced by the local school district and/or state in terms of program design. In-service and course offerings

enable the individual to obtain teaching competencies required for certification. (12 states)

 Class D is similar to class C except that the university or college has major responsibility for program design. (14

states)

 Class E reflects an approach based in universities and colleges to offer alternative routes for certification. (9

states)

 Class F is considered emergency certification in that individuals may teach without supervision while taking

college courses. (15 states). This option is the most popular among the states.

 Class G includes teachers who have few requirements left for certification. Out-of-state teachers and those who

may be pursuing another certification are typical persons involved in this alternative plan. (13 states)

 Class H is a route for special persons, such as nationally recognized scholars, to teach specific subjects. (9 states)
3

Some states also offer a combination of the above options, such as California, Georgia, New Hampshire, and New

York who each offer four or more choices.4

Another interesting development in context of alternative certification is the program sponsored in 1996 by the

U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. The Department initiated a pilot program to seek individuals possessing a

bachelor’s degree but lacking education credits for certification. Alternative programs would include some training

sponsored by higher education, supervised classroom experience, and peer training in the school.5

In 1999 the “Troops to Teachers” program under the aegis of the Educational Excellence for All Children Act is

another federal transition attempt begun in 1994 to get talented and experienced veterans and other federal civilian

personnel into high-poverty schools and high-need subject areas. Military personnel, engineers, scientists, and Peace

Corps volunteers would be examples of those enticed to enter teaching. Grants awarded to public agencies, colleges

and universities and non-profit organizations would enable these institutions to recruit, prepare, and support eligible

individuals. It is estimated that since 1994 more than 3000 former military personnel have been hired in at least 48

states. The Troops to Teachers program has been largely responsible for this trend.6

Alternative certification is considered a recent phenomenon; however, as E. P. Cubberley reported in 1919, local

school districts in the 19  century certified their own teachers by means of expedient training in institutes or merelyth

by the validation of so-called “good” candidates who held the appropriate moral persuasion for a community and

possessed good discipline skills. School districts at that time possessed autonomy in this regard until states

eventually superseded local authority by setting licensing standards.  Normal schools reflected the major values of7
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the local school districts. However, the point is that there is a historical precedent for local districts to “train” their

teachers especially in times of dire shortages. This historical fact has implications for both alternative certification

and professional development schools in that school districts under the aegis of general state oversight can both

select and train their own faculty with little assistance from teacher educators in higher education.

In recent decades impending teacher shortages estimated to be two million by 2005, stimulated states to attempt

to speed up the certification process. However, the term began to be used pejoratively because the educational

establishment criticized attempts at quick entry into the field. New Jersey in 1984 was the first state to set legislation

for alternative certification. New Jersey officials grew skeptical of emergency certification which implied haphazard

licensure. To avoid this problem, liberal arts graduates were recruited, aligned with universities, assigned mentor

teachers, and given assistance while teaching. Approximately 20 percent of New Jersey teachers are now licensed

under alternative programs. Texas followed in 1985 with a program in Houston which served as precedent for 26

such programs throughout the state. Urban and rural school districts are those most in need of teachers.  8

States are beginning to refine their definitions of alternative certification to mean specifically new programs to

bring quality adults possessing a degree and positive life experiences into the profession. Proponents also envision

alternative certification as a mechanism to attract more qualified minority prospects; e.g., Texas, which has

approximately 43 percent minority candidates in its various alternative programs.9

The Tomás Rivera Policy Institute reported major findings in 1997 on a 1990 Connecticut study of alternative

(K-12) certification which indicated in part that four types of candidates were attracted to such certification. Regular

classroom teachers represented heavily grades 4-12. Art and music teachers represented grades K-12:

1. Career Explorers -- individuals who are in their mid 20s to early 30s and who already have spent a few years in

another profession. This group constitutes about 25 percent of the total alternative teacher pool in Connecticut.

2. Career Changers -- individuals in their 30s and 40s who have established themselves successfully in a career but

now want to make a change. These people account for about 20 percent of the total alternative group in

Connecticut.

3. Second-career People -- these individuals have essentially completed a career and have a desire to teach. This

group makes up approximately 15 percent of the total alternative group in Connecticut.

4. Educators -- these individuals constitute 40 percent of the overall alternative number and are identified as

long-term substitutes, private school teachers and some higher education faculty seeking alternative certification

in Connecticut.

The Rivera Institute also reported other constituencies such as “homecomers,” people who once were interested

but got sidetracked early in life. The “converted” were comprised of people who, as a result of a critical event

changed their careers to teaching, and, finally, the “unconverted,” who basically always believed in school reform

and were drawn because of their commitment to make a difference.

The proactive Tomás Rivera Policy Institute regarding alternative teacher certification believes that if the process

is handled well, mature, career-oriented candidates will enter teaching at all grade levels who reflect significant

proportions of middle-aged males and who are of Anglo, African-American, and Hispanic descent. Increased racial

and ethnic diversity among teachers hired on an alternative basis was clearly documented in Houston and Los

Angeles during the 1990s. The Institute also argues also that because of greater maturity, retention of teachers in the

classroom is significantly better among alternatively trained teachers than among those traditionally trained.10

The issue regarding how effective is alternative teacher certification as compared with traditional certification is

unclear. Since effectiveness always depends on the quality of teachers and students, results vary widely. Beyond

performance tests, Ebo Otuya, writing in ERIC in 1992 stated that “there is little substance in critical evaluation.”

Otuya cites F. W. Lutz and J. B. Hutton in 1989 evaluating alternatively trained teachers in Dallas as very positive in

relation to classroom performance and mentor ratings. Elsewhere, P. Schram, et. al., in 1990, however, found no

difference between traditional and alternative subjects in their samples. D. L. Ball and S. M. Wilson, 1990, found

that regardless which certification a new teacher has received, knowledge of subject matter alone is no criterion for

success. However, S. D. Goebel, et. al., in 1989 found that in Houston, teachers prepared by the alternative approach

were as effective as those in a traditional program.11

Other selected studies indicate mixed results concerning the effectiveness of alternative teacher preparation. P.

Edelen-Smith and T. Sileo in 1996 studied 54 preservice special education teachers in Hawaii and concluded that

because of more males, increased numbers of minority prospects, and teachers with rich life experiences entering

alternative programs, they were more effective.  In another study by Maryann Baskin, et. al., 68 traditional,12
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alternative, and professional development candidates were assessed to determine who will ultimately become

successful. The results, however, showed most correlations were weak with few predictors available to indicate any

degree of effectiveness among the groups.  13

Michael Rosenberg and Elana Rock in 1994 described a field based, two year experimental program leading to

alternative certification and a master’s degree in special education at Johns Hopkins University. The program was

characterized by special recruitment, university supervision, and local school mentoring. Evaluation of the teachers

during their first year was generally positive.  Edith Guyton, et. al., on the other hand, found in her study in 199314

that so-called traditional students in early childhood teacher education programs compared more favorably than

alternatively prepared students in relation to teaching efficacy. The alternative students, however, tended to be

males, minorities, older, and more academically successful, which are always desirable goals of alternative

programs. In 1991, Guyton had concluded that for secondary teachers in math, science, and foreign language,

alternative preparation was a “reasonable approach.”15

Robert W. Houston, et. al., found that a comparison of 69 traditionally prepared teachers with 162 alternatively

certified first-year elementary school teachers in Houston, Texas indicated that after eight months, differences

disappear, indicating general support for alternative preparation.  Paul Sindelar and Lori Marks in 1993 reported in16

regard to 19 studies in special education that the alternative programs are not inferior to traditional programs.17

In an interesting comparison in 1998 of alternatively and traditionally prepared middle-grade teachers by John

W. Miller, et. al., the authors concluded that after three years “there appear to be no observable teaching behavior

differences, student output differences, or attitudinal differences concerning perceptions of competence of people

prepared under the two conditions of alternative and traditional types of programs.”  The authors recommended a18

model of induction for both types of teachers which should foster greater success in the classroom. Their

recommendation depends heavily on extensive mentoring by peer professionals, regular support by university

teacher educators, and specific inservice classes during the first three years of preparation.19

James Jelmberg in 1996 in New Hampshire compared college-based (Pre_K-12) teacher education programs

with the state sponsored alternative program. The alternative program in New Hampshire is an “on-the-job training

program” which means the candidate after employment assumes full responsibility for the classroom and has three

years to complete an individualized professional development plan administered by the school district. Fourteen

competencies are identified by the state department with the possibility that a few can be waived by transcript

analysis. The remaining competencies can be fulfilled by workshops and college courses. Full certification can be

obtained after three years. It should be noted that a teacher shortage in a district usually triggers the employment of

the alternative candidate.20

Jelmberg, unlike J. W. Miller, et. al., who found no differences after three years between selected Georgia

alternatively and traditionally prepared teachers, reported that in New Hampshire traditionally prepared teachers

outperformed their counterparts in several ways: overall academic and professional preparation, career motivation

(focus on the child as opposed to focus on getting a job), quality of practicum supervision, and classroom

performance. Jelmberg stated that despite the alternative preparation which enabled new teachers to be on the job for

three years before certification, teachers graduating from traditional programs were superior in instructional skills

and planning. His conclusion is that it “may not be effective for state officials to look to already overburdened

administrators, untrained in teacher development and supervision, to arrange courses and provide practicum

supervision to on-the-job trainees.”21

Those people who support the use of alternative paths into public school classrooms do so on the arguments that

1. it will increase the teaching pool in high-demand specialties;

2. it will help to increase the under-represented teachers, that is minorities and males especially at the elementary

school levels;

3. it will increase the pool of teachers for urban and impoverished rural schools; and

4. it will decrease the crisis mentality associated with emergency credentialing.22

On the other hand, critics of alternative certification believe that “by-passes” to the traditional certification route

of required pedagogical content and clinical experiences will produce inferior teachers and demean the quest for

professional status. Since the 1840s, superintendents, such as Horace Mann, Henry Barnard, and Calvin Wiley, have

been zealous to preempt local requirements for teaching licensure. In 1857 the National Teachers Association even

called for rigorous entry requirements and increased professionalization in order to upgrade the quality and stature of

teaching. This request by the first national teacher organization in the United States was made in an era of local
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certification, teacher institutes, and embryonic normal school preparation. Some would argue that “rigorous entry”

into the profession is still far from reality.

Critics see alternative certification as a “quick fix” and a possible return to local standards which will ultimately

create inequity in teacher effectiveness. Some districts will simply get “warm bodies” before students without much

mentorship or theoretical study. Arthur Wise in 1994, as president of the National Council for Accreditation of

Teacher Education, wrote strongly against alternative certification because it violates the premise of the importance

of a “complete professional program, including professional, liberal arts, and clinical components.”  He believes the23

ability to create learning opportunities for students who have diverse developmental needs cannot be attained by a

craft mentality about teaching. In fact, he also sees the solution to teacher shortages in terms of subsidized training

by means of federal support. Teacher salaries, as well, will have to increase to attract capable candidates into teacher

education programs.  Wise, it should be noted, sees some respectability for alternative certification if it is tied to a24

master’s degree in education.

In conclusion, alternative certification defies a single definition. The types of alternative programs vary from a

few weeks of supervised practice in a classroom to rigorous mentorship and university study. In addition, the term

“alternative” does not imply professional stature. If such a term existed for other careers, credibility in them would

be lessened. What would the message be if we talked about an alternatively prepared nurse, pharmacist, physician,

or attorney? Clients or patients would attempt to seek more qualified professionals for their problems. Other titles for

alternative certification should be created, such as “career transition” certification to instill greater public confidence

in the quality of preparation. Of course, any title without substance is poor, but the message of the title should never

imply lesser quality, which “alternative certification” presently does.

Research regarding the effectiveness of alternative certification is inconclusive. Studies are available which show

varying degrees of effectiveness. The differences tend to focus on the intensity of mentorship. Experience in the

classroom without quality mentorship may ingrain bad habits and be without any theoretical underpinnings. Such

experience may compare with substitute teaching which usually is devoid of any professional guidance or growth.

The problem in many school districts in which mentors are provided is inadequate training for the mentors

themselves. They often do not feel comfortable providing constructive criticism and prefer friendship instead.

Moreover, the alternative certification teacher frequently does not seek instructional assistance nor learns how to be

reflective about his or her role. If the mentor also does not teach the same subjects as the mentee, the relationship is

consequently weakened. Mentors furthermore frequently feel that they have little time to assist and will merely offer

“survival” skills on an expedient basis. Mentorship may not go beyond emotional or social support. Mentors

themselves are often not accountable for their direction.

A remedy to such problems may lie in a program whereby mentors are released from teaching one hour per day

to provide assistance after a paid training session after school, on Saturdays, or during the summer. Mentors cannot

be casually selected. They must be experienced, successful models of effective teaching. Ideally mentorship could be

done by a team of teachers.  Unless mentors are valued, accountable, and rewarded, guidance may be erratic. Good25

teachers are always professionally “stretched” in that they are usually involved with their professional organizations,

often are called upon to be cooperating teachers for student teachers, and regularly are involved in workshops or

graduate study to improve their teaching skills and knowledge. Hence, excellent role models for alternative

certification mentees may not be as numerous as state departments or universities desire. The key to induction of

more qualified, desirable talent into the profession truly will lie with quality mentoring programs.

It is this author’s view that if upgrading traditional teacher certification and salaries can continue to be a major

object of professional and public attention, the need for anything similar to alternative certification may lessen as a

political mechanism to attract more teachers. Some flexibility is needed in traditional programs of certification

regarding degree holders desiring to teach, particularly in transfer course equivalency or standardized tests, for

example, but reducing rigor in achieving certification standards is not compatible with increasing teacher

effectiveness. If, however, the alternative certification trend continues to gain momentum, coupling it with graduate

study and ensuring the candidate experiences quality mentorship in a school district would guarantee that a bypass to

traditional teacher certification is not an easy, cheap route into the classroom.
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THE CULTURE OF ASSESSMENT AND FUTURE TRENDS IN HEALTH CARE

James J. Van Patten

University of Arkansas, Fayetteville

What if you have fallen in business you still have life and health. Don’t sit down and cry over your mishaps

for that will never get you out of debt or buy your children’s frocks. Go to work at something, eat sparingly,

dress modestly, drink nothing exciting, and above all keep a merry heart and you will be up in the world

again.

Vermont Mercury,

Editorial July 31, 1846

We have come a long way since the early days of the 20  century when families took care of their aged health-th

impaired family members at home. The family doctor would visit homes of those in need of care and do whatever he

could to make the final days easier. Often the family doctor met the needs of individuals in birth and death. He, like

the local undertaker, would be part of the community support system. Those with health care needs would pay what

they could in produce, service, or whatever money was available. Doctors would often, as the local storekeeper, run

up a credit tab for those in need.

In my own history, a physician in a large city operated on my brother’s feet free of charge for many years,

accepting what my mother, a single mother, could pay. When my father died, a local dentist provided care for all of

our family free of charge for many years. This was part of rural America during a simpler, kinder, caring, closer knit

community of common values in a period in our history. Patients were often called by their first names and doctor’s

office’s were frequently in their own homes. Simple but comfortable waiting rooms could be the parlor or kitchen

with lots of plants and flowers. My mother would often teach us to never go to a doctor whose office plants have

died. She felt that was a symptom of lack of love and care by a physician. Of course even having one doctor in rural

communities was a plus since often one doctor served several rural communities. 

 Government provision for social security and other welfare security networks was an outgrowth of the Roosevelt

Administration’s effort to ameliorate the effects of the great depression of the 1930’s.The emergence of the

industrial and post-information society has changed the economic, political, social, and institutional culture in ways

that are still emerging. Rural America has largely given way to urban, suburban and small cities. Even in rural

communities health care providers have built clinics with ready access to helicopters and other forms of rapid transit

to take patients to large hospitals when needed. The Internet has developed to the point where rapid response

emergency care information for local physicians is readily available. The improvement in health care access has

brought with it increased impersonalization. Patients in hospitals and emergency rooms are referred to by number.

Frequently when waiting to see a doctor a nurse will call out on a loudspeaker intercom “Number 12, a thirty-six-

year-old obese white female with chest pains in need of a wheelchair.” 

McLaughlin (1999) notes that because of the impersonalization of urban centers, there is a trend for retirees to

move to smaller communities of 10,000 to 50,000 in search of small-town friendliness, no traffic jams, low crime

rates, and low cost health care. With new technology in health care and access to Internet information, rural

communities can be reached easily. The problem of an assessment culture however permeates all geographic regions

and includes all genders, age levels, ethnic diversity and income levels. There are no easy answers to complex issues

nor any cheap quick technological fixes to the issue of adequate cost control for health care. Fitting a variety of

individual differences in health care need into uniform compartmentalized charts has proven unsuccessful. 

Measurement Culture

The country doctor with his house calls, and the sense of community in small town America, has for the most

part, passed into history as large cities and suburban areas hold an ever-greater proportion of the population. New

discoveries, new treatment methods, have emerged that have the potential to lengthen life spans and improve the

quality of life. The population has become more diverse with an influx of new legal and illegal immigrations often

with large families with limited finances needing health care. Emergency hospital care centers are inundated around

the clock with low income patients needing care.

Americans have become accustomed to increased health care provisions by corporations and government

institutions as unions added these items to their collective bargaining, and other employers public and private
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followed suit. Major corporations, as educational institutions, are continually increasing employee costs for health

care. As expectations grew, so did costs of providing health care. Congress in the 90s passed legislation to control

often uncontrollable rising health care costs. Accountability, efficiency, cost controls were implemented to fulfill

national commitments to provide widespread health care to Americans. Managed care, although designed to control

cost and increase efficiency, has too often resulted in increased cost and decreased health care services. Managed

care organizations often promised more than they could deliver resulting in continued fee increases. Patients’ health

care insurance providers often do not cover costs for individuals who are out of their geographic home areas without

prior approval. Even with prior approval for needed surgery, claims are frequently denied on the basis out of state

medical costs are higher or do not meet the managed care, itemized permissible costs. Petitioning the managed care

organization by patients for reconsideration of claims denied may result in payment for out of state care. A primary

care physician’s permission for essential surgery when a patient is a great distance from insurance claim area is often

difficult or impossible. Under managed care programs, primary care physicians get additional payments by not

referring patients to needed specialists. 

John Dewey in “America—By Formula” (1929) discussed European perceptions of Americans. Dewey saw

“quantification, mechanization, and standardization were marks of Americanization that was conquering the world.”

Dewey agreed with European critics that these American characteristics together with an emotional life that is

“quick, excitable, undiscriminating, lacking in individuality and in direction by intellectual life” reflected American

culture. (p. 23) Dewey, however, viewed the future as moving, always in the process of being created, restructuring

and emerging through personal participation in the development of a shared transformative culture (p. 34). It was

this continual process of change and transformation within a pluralistic society that Dewey believed was not

understood by European critics of American society.

Health Care

Health care organizations currently are agencies driven by accountability and cost control. Patients are too often

ill served by these managed care organizations.

Callahan in his Education and the Cult of Efficiency (1962) and Houts in his edited work The Myth of

Measurability (1977) addressed the tendency toward bean counting, numbers game, and factory models of

institutional management in American culture. All the authors would support the importance of evaluation as a tool

to measure effectiveness but not as a goal in itself, which it seems to have become. 

As in with other American institutions health care at the portal of the 21  century reflects the American culturalst

proneness to quantification, accountability, factory models, and impersonal relations. Terms such as benchmarking,

reengineering, restructuring, competitiveness, total quality management, health maintenance organizations, and

managed care have permeated the language of health care in the last few years. Private management organizations

that have promised cost-effective delivery systems are under attack for lack of humanism and lack of concern for

individual health care needs. Health Management Organizations that were designed to be an inexpensive, more

effective health care choice for Medicare recipients has proven to be a dismal failure. Promises made were not

promises kept. Judging care needs through charts that indicate how much and whether or not a particular treatment is

to be covered or rejected, itemized lists governing the allotted amount for a health care process, or unique procedures

for each state, different regions of the country and decision making by clerks who have no knowledge of physicians’

treatment recommendations or of health care in general, have led to increased litigation. Insurance companies often

reject individual claims for treatments if they are too perceived as too expensive or fall outside the company data

bases. Complaints have exploded over the limitations of managed care. The nation continues to search for

compromise and balance in providing health care as well as correcting injustices and unfairness in the existing

system.

Trends

Dewey (1929) in The Quest for Certainty wrote of the need for direction in large social fields and noted that

never before has there been such a varied body of knowledge in man’s possession and never before have men been

so perplexed as to what this knowledge means, what it points to and what its consequences are. Dewey in

“Individuality in Our Day” (1929) noted that if dogmas and institutions tremble when a new idea appears, this shiver

is nothing to what would happen if the idea were armed with the means for the continuous discovery of new truth

and the criticism of old belief. 

To “acquiesce” in science is dangerous only for those who would maintain affairs in the existing social order

unchanged because of lazy habit or self-interest. For the scientific attitude demands faithfulness to whatever is
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discovered and steadfastness in adhering to new truth (p.156-157).

Philosophy of Science is essential in untangling this varied and evolutionary body of knowledge. 

An example is cloning, which although controversial is technologically feasible, and offers potential for

lengthening and improving the quality of human life. Fear mongers find cloning to be detrimental to the basic nature

of human conception and development. Some see a danger of secret labs cloning ideal soldiers while others see the

promise of using Michael Jordan’s or Elvis Presley’s hair for human clones while others look forward to designer

babies. Dewey often addressed the problem of those who are unwilling to move from the status quo. Often

individuals have “hardening of the categories” which hinder the potential progress of science. Today embryos can be

created from hair or a skin cell and if the chromosomes are intact they can be taken from a dead person to create new

life. Instead of requiring a sperm donor, a baby could originate from anyone with sperm no longer required. There

are many caveats to cloning. There is a danger of premature aging of clones. Research has found that a cloned baby

skin reflects the age of the person from whom chromosomes are taken. The older the person, the more aged the is the

skin of the baby perhaps resulting in premature aging. The benefits of cloning include promoting heredity-

environment research, creating tissues from stem cells to treat nerve damage, Parkinson’s disease, diabetes, heart

failure, degenerative joint disease and a host of other health needs, and helping infertile couples have children. There

is an argument that identical twins are very similar to a clone and its original although there are obvious differences.

Research on genes that have lead to births defects, criminal behavior, dysfunctional behavior could provide a base

for gene therapy, and manipulation. Antisocial behavior types might be replaced by those with socially desirable

behaviors though engineered breeding. 

Technology is amoral. Research through the study of cloning may make a valuable contribution to society--

through eliminating pain, extending life spans, and enhancing the quality of life. Human cloning may be routine 100

years from now. Due to the sensitive nature of cloning, few private corporations reveal they are engaged in such

research. Genentech is rumored to be engaged in cloning research but many other major corporations are involved in

cloning research. Nuclear Transplantation Cloning may be the wave of future health care research (Abney, 1999).

Advanced Cell Technologies has reported the successful cloning of a human embryo by removing DNA from the

skin of a man’s leg and inserting it into a cow’s egg which previously had its nucleus removed. The human embryo

cloning took place in November 1998. Researchers allowed the cloned embryo to develop for 12 days before halting

the experiment. Several more clonings have been done with the goal of harvesting stem cells from embryos. Stem

cells are found inside embryos during the first two weeks of their development and have the potential to develop into

any kind of cell in the human body. After two weeks stem cells differentiate into more specialized tissues (Human

Cloning Foundation, 1999).

Medical breakthroughs involve credit-card-sized diagnostic plates consisting of up to a million or more microcell

probes—arrays of miniature test tubes—to detect dysfunctions which will be read and analyzed by computers in

minutes. Wearable computerized health monitors will provide timely information on diet, exercise and stress

reduction initiatives while cloning will be studied with a view of prolonging life (Molitor, 1998).

The culture of excessive assessment that permeates all facets of American society will be the obstacle to utilizing

the medical advances that will be able to alter the genetic code and enhance the quality and length of lives of

individuals. As Buckminster Fuller once noted that there are great advances in science but our political, bureaucratic

organizations remain in the horse and buggy era. Excesses in factory model thinking will continue to impede the full

utilization of medical advances limiting their benefits to the few who can afford it. In addition, fear of the unknown

has led several Congresspersons to propose bills outlawing cloning and on March 4, 1997 President Bill Clinton

announced the banning of all federal funds toward cloning research to allow time for scientists, the government and

citizens to consider the issue. Some proposals to ban all human cloning were instigated by Chicago Physicist Dr.

Richard Seeds’ announcement of a cloning experiment. Seed reported that human cloning could reverse the aging

process (Human Cloning Foundation, 1999, August). 

Although Clinton banned the use of federal funds in human cloning research, private corporations are quietly

conducting such research. Belsie (1999) noted the ethical questions involved in frontier medical research include:

 Whether technology has outrun the public’s ability to deal with the ethical issues that will be created.

 Whether insurance companies can set premiums based on an individual’s genetic predisposition to disease.

 Whether employers can screen new hires based on their genes.

 Whether parents have the right to determine the eye color and IQ of their children.

 Whether private companies rushing to get patents on their research will own a piece of generic humanity and
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prevent researchers from studying an individual gene.

Stephen Joseph, president of the National Center for Genome Resources in Santa Fe, New Mexico, noted that we are

just lifting up the tent flap and “I’m not sure any of us comprehend what a watershed of change in the human

condition we’re in.” (Belsie, 1999:12,15). Congressional legislation and fund banning for human cloning research

will not stop the rapid progression of a new era in medical discovery. Meanwhile, new frontiers are being created

every day in cloning of human intelligence. There is a merger of human and machines as neural implants can trace

cognitive functions and create nonbiological intelligence. We are now able to scan the human brain from inside and

generate computer models for human intelligence and emotion. Kurzell (1999) foresees computers as surpassing the

intelligence of the human brain by 2030. Replication of human emotions in computer models is a present possibility.

Computer-generated intelligence will be more effective, and less costly than human generated intelligence.

Implantation of computer body parts will have the potential of expanding human life and enriching the quality of

such life. Fear of new frontiers may slow but not stop the amazing revolution taking place-- a revolution which may

enhance and expand the quality of life for all humans worldwide.

Perhaps one of the factors that prohibits medical advance in the United States is the politics of the Federal Food

and Drug Administration. Physicians are prohibited from using effective, new drugs because few companies have

the immense amount of money needed to go through the bureaucratic FDA jungle of approving new drugs. A top

ranked ophthalmologist in our community needed special eye drops to alleviate a patient’s critical eye problem. The

drops were used in rare cases, and new pharmaceutical testing procedures were too costly to achieve FDA approval

for such a small market. The ophthalmologist had friends in England, where the drops had been available over the

counter for many years. He asked his friend to mail him several bottles of the drops, but they were confiscated by the

FDA on arrival in the United States. Physicians all of the country are being handicapped by lawsuit excesses and the

FDA that prevents needed treatment drugs and materials to come to market in a timely fashion. Other areas of the

world have these needed new drugs and although our health system is one of the best in the world, FDA political

bureaucracy has worked to the detriment of patients in our country. Every now and then efforts are made to speed up

the process of drug approval but to date such efforts have proven fruitless.

We have the potential for a fascinating new frontier in enhancing the quality of the human condition.

Philosophical questions will confront us all as we move into a century in which there will be fewer unknowns in

body-soul; mind-matter; simple and complex systems that in our most recent past.
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EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP: A CURRICULAR RESPONSE 

TO THE POSTMODERN CHALLENGES TO IDENTITY AND MEANING

Ellen Wickersham

Louisiana State University 

 

Mary Catherine Bateson (1994) in Peripheral Visions: Learning Along the Way urges us to consider participant

observation as more than a research methodology. “It is a way of being, especially suited to a world of change. A

society of many traditions and cultures can be a school of life” (pp. 7-8). In that spirit, I speak today as participant

observer--as corporate wife who has moved up and down the East Coast recreating herself approximately every

seven years; as mother of, of course, three Lake Wobegonian children; as public, private, and parochial school

teacher; and as school administrator. For it is through the lens of my lived experience that my vision of theory is

interpreted in the faces of those Others that have been both mirror and light in the development of my being. At each

stop along the way, I have been driven by the question: How can I make learning better?

In my present role of school administrator, my daily focus is that of curriculum leader. My work is imbued with

terms such as goals, test scores, standards, and benchmarks. Although not to be altogether dismissed nor rejected,

this definition of curriculum is tragically flawed. It is impossibly narrow and conceives of the student as product in a

commodity-driven world. As we move quickly toward the twenty-first century and the promise of technological

hegemony, lives are more fragmented and less grounded as the grand narratives disappear into the simulacrum. Guy

Debord (1967) in The Society of the Spectacle describes our culture as both the result and project of the existing

mode of production. It is not a supplement to the real world, an additional decoration. It is the heart of the unrealism

of the real society. In all its specific forms, as information or propaganda, as advertisement or direct entertainment

consumption, the spectacle is the present model of socially dominant life. He later (1990) combined the concentrated

or totalitarian form of the spectacle with its rival, the diffuse or bourgeois democratic form, into the integrated

spectacle, which is characterized by “incessant technological renewal; integration of state and economy; generalized

secrecy; unanswerable lies; [and] an eternal present” (pp. 11-12).

Continuing the description of the postmodern landscape, Jean Baudrillard (1996) likens this unreality to a virtual

illusion whose aim is the cloning of reality which will continue until the hyper-real becomes the new reality and total

simulation holds sway. As each new image takes from the reality of the world, our continuity becomes one of

nothingness and meaning is driven from our pseudo-reality. As the virtual reality of the mediascape expands, even

our understanding of identity is transformed. No longer characterized by continuity and unity, manyness and

plurality dance across the glowing monitor of life. Using the Internet, people can fashion a self or a series of selves.

Call it a plastic or a flexible self, the personae on the Internet blur the boundaries of the public and the private and

provide a virtual stage where identity is constructed and reconstructed (Taylor & Saarinen, 1994; Turkle, 1997). One

must ask the questions: When does role-playing become parallel lives, and how will this affect our ability to

compose our lives? Until now, education’s plan to answer this perplexing postmodern world is to send our students

forth armed with basic skills and lists of knowledge. In kindness, I would agree with Bateson (1994) that the failure

of schooling “is not in the main because they are not doing their job--it is because we have no adequate

understanding of what that job is in the kind of society we are becoming” (p. 212).

In place of our present consumerized curriculum, I propose an expanded concept of a curriculum which

emphasizes and reclaims the remaining narrative--that of identity-building, autobiography, and our lived experiences

and that utilizes the powers of imagination in their fullest descriptions. The student as product is replaced by the

student as philosopher, as visionary, and as self-in-process. This vision of an expanded curriculum is based upon the

marriage of a reconceptualized theory of the curriculum as autobiography and of aesthetic pragmatism. These in turn

are energized by a broad application of the many understandings of imagination. I would offer that the empowering

themes and opportunities that are developed as a result of this union are far more necessary and useful to students as

they live in an imagological, postmodern world than is our present understanding of curriculum.

Curriculum as Autobiography

The genesis of the theory of autobiographical curriculum is situated in the Reconceptualist Movement of the

1970s. William F. Pinar (1997), its acknowledged leader and biographer, in rejecting the technological rationality

that had captured the curriculum field called for a “fundamental reconceptualization of what curriculum is, how it

functions, and how it might function in emancipatory ways. It is this commitment to a comprehensive critique and
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theory development that distinguishes the reconceptualist phenomena” (p. 126). One response to that call is the

understanding of curriculum as autobiographical and biographical text. The work of Pinar and Madeleine R. Grumet

(in Pinar, Reynolds, Slattery & Taubman, 1995) is predicated on a definition of curriculum taken from the Latin

currere, meaning to run the course. As a verb, curriculum is not conceived as “thing” or “plan” but rather as “action”

or “process.” 

Stated simply, currere seeks to understand the contribution that academic studies makes to one’s understanding

of his or her life. The student of educational experience takes as hypothesis that at any given moment he or she is in

a “biographic situation” (Pinar & Grumet, 1976; Pinar, 1994), a structure of meaning that follows from past

situations, but which contains, perhaps unarticulated, contradictions of past and present as well as images of possible

futures (p. 520).

Likened to phenomenological bracketing, Pinar’s four-step process--regression, progression, analysis and

synthesis--allows the past and the future to inform and free the present. Grumet, influenced by psychoanalysis,

phenomenology, and existentialism, likens currere to an educational journey; it “is what the individual does with the

curriculum, his active reconstruction of his passage through its social, intellectual, physical structures” (p. 521).

Although at first glance solitary, both Pinar and Grumet acknowledge the social aspects of currere. This is important

for the lived experiences of those in schools are socially constructed and have implications for both the self and for

the Other. The work of Joe L. Kincheloe (1998) and Shirley Steinberg which links currere, post-formal thinking, and

Gardner’s intrapersonal intelligence proposes to answer the challenge to subjectivity engendered by the postmodern

condition. “This need to refigure the self vis-a-vis hyperreality demands a new form of thinking, a cognitive vision

that transcends mainstream developmental psychology” (p. 131). Currere’ s contribution to this process helps

students answer the question: “What do I do with what I have become?”(p. 133) According to Kincheloe, students

become action researchers of themselves and are able to intervene in the construction of their own consciousness.

Coupled with post-formal intrapersonal thinking, currere empowers students to analyze their educational journeys:

“an elastic proposal with ever-shifting boundaries” (p. 137). Thus, the definition of curriculum can no longer be

viewed as a fixed, finished product. William Schubert (as cited in Slattery, 1995) illuminates the profound effects of

this paradigm shift.

Based on the sharing of autobiographical accounts with others who strive for similar understanding, the

curriculum becomes a reconceiving of one’ s perspective on life. It also becomes a social process whereby

individuals come to a greater understanding of themselves, others, and the world through mutual

reconceptualization. The curriculum is the interpretation of lived experiences (p. 57).

Aesthetic Pragmatism

Working in tandem with a reconceptualized concept of curriculum as autobiography is a philosophy of aesthetic

pragmatism. Only recently introduced to aesthetic pragmatism, I am fascinated by the possibilities it also offers as a

response to the postmodern crises of identity and meaning. William James (1959) explicates the meaning of

pragmatism in “Lecture Two: What Pragmatism Means.” Derived from the Greek pragma, meaning action,

pragmatism is an attitude of orientation that denies universals and embraces consequences. Therefore, pragmatism is

method; James recounts Papini’ s analogy of pragmatism as corridor:

It lies in the midst of our theories, like a corridor in a hotel. Innumerable chambers open out of it. In one you find

a man writing an aesthetic volume; in the next some one on his knees praying for faith and strength; in a third a

chemist investigating a body’ s properties. In a fourth a system of idealistic metaphysics is being excogitated; in

a fifth the impossibility of metaphysics is being shown. But they all own the corridor, and all must pass through

it if they want a practicable way of getting in or out of their respective rooms (p. 54).

Reminded by the media philosophers, Taylor and Saarinen (1994), that when faced with superficiality,

insecurity, and compressed-time, one “stumbles and opts for action” (p. 10), my concern becomes: What directs

those actions? Peirce’s (in James) principle of pragmatism--that our beliefs are really rules for action and the

instrumentality of an object develops a thought’s meaning and our conduct--leads one in the direction of an answer

to my question.

The work of Richard Shusterman (1997) highlights the purposefulness and suitability of aesthetic pragmatism--

life practiced as art. He reminds us of Montaigne’s injunction: “To compose our character is our duty, not to

compose books.... Our great and glorious masterpiece is to live appropriately” (p. 3). Calling on philosophy to move

out of academia, he espouses the use of philosophy in both its practices--theory and artful living. He sees it as “no

evasion of philosophy, but the revival of a tradition that saw theory as a useful instrument to a higher philosophical
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practice: the art of living wisely and well” (p. 5). Furthermore, “recognizing art’s deep roots in life’s needs and

interests--both natural and societal--pragmatism incorporates the practical and the cognitive, along with the somatic

and social, as contributing elements in the aesthetic experience” (p. 6). Shusterman supports this call by examining

the work and lives of Dewey, Foucault, and Wittgenstein. Dewey condemns the retreat of philosophy into scholastic

professionalism and insists that philosophy should become “a method cultivated by philosophers, for dealing with

the problems of men.” (as cited in Shusterman, p.20). Foucault argues that since the self is not a prepackaged entity,

“there is only one practical consequence: we have to create ourselves as a work of art” (as cited in Shusterman,

p.26). Wittgenstein, like Dewey and Foucault, feels that philosophy should help men lead better lives through the

cultivation of self-knowledge, self-criticism, and self-mastery. Although each would interpret the instrumentality,

utility, or methodology of the aesthetic quite differently, there is a unity and usefulness for those facing aleatory

times.In addition, Shusterman confronts the problematic dualism of modern reason and the postmodern aesthetic:

Postmodernity--aesthetically, politically, philosophically, and economically--should be conceived as largely

continuous with its modern roots, though conspicuously lacking in modernity’ s faith in progress,

compartmentalization, and in the purity, universality, and adequacy of reason (p. 17)

Postmodernism’ s critique of reason can thus be seen as a continuation of modernity’ s, while its advocacy of the

aesthetic helps highlight dimensions of experience that modern reason could not adequately handle through

strategies of compartmentalization and marginalization (p. 127)

He, therefore, advances that the reason/aesthetic dichotomy can be bridged and that modern reason must make

room for an aesthetic philosophy of artful living. It is interesting that as we face the immanence of a new millennium

that we return to the work of John Dewey to further explicate the connections between aesthetic living and

imagination. Drawing upon the scholarship of Philip A. Jackson (1998) in John Dewey and the Lessons of Art, we

begin with a discussion of Dewey’s understanding of experience which is characterized by completeness, unity,

uniqueness, and unifying emotion. Experience, the interaction of self and the world, is transactional bringing

together self, object, and event. Furthermore, the one who experiences undergoes “a transformation of the self, a

broadened perspective, a shift of attitude, an increase of knowledge, or any of a host of other enduring alterations of

a psychological nature” (p. 5). It is the transformative nature of the aesthetic experience that is especially compelling

to the school practitioner. For we see children not only in academic need but also in spiritual poverty bereft of a

notion of purpose and meaning, and I would suggest even of themselves, their self-awareness and their self-

creativity. This says nothing of an understanding of the potential richness that life holds.

How can children arrive at such an understanding? For Dewey, it is through inquiry into objects, experiences,

and events that enables them to play an instrumental role in the conscious shaping of future experience. By

exercising the power of thinking, one can carry over new meanings into the events and objects of life, “and hence

[there is] no limit to the continual growth of meaning in human life” (as cited in Jackson, p.28). The more one knows

of something the more meaningful it becomes. Taken a step further, once an experience, event, or object is named

and examined the imaginative process is ignited. Dewey sees the imagination as “both the essence of consciousness

and the heart of thought” (p. 28). Explained in his own words,

 Events once they are named lead an independent and double life. In addition to their original existence, they are

subject to ideal experimentation: their meanings may be infinitely combined and re-arranged in imagination, and

the outcome of this inner experimentation--which is thought--may issue forth an interaction with crude or raw

events (as cited in Jackson, p. 28).

Thus, the imagination can be conceived as the facilitator of creative, aesthetic thought and experience. But the

question is how can the imagination engender an aesthetic and transformative curriculum?

Imagination

As early as biblical times and throughout the course of history, the imagination has been ascribed various roles in

man’s search for understanding of how he makes meaning of his world. Each paradigmatic understanding empowers

man to deal with his lived experience with a unique direction and set of capabilities. Here is a short examination of

the understandings of imagination of Kieran Egan, Maxine Greene, and Richard Kearney and the possible

implications for a transformative curriculum.

Kieran Egan 

Kieran Egan’s (1990, 1992, & 1999) recapitulationist theory of meaning-making posits four stages--the mythic,

romantic, philosophic, and ironic. Each previous stage is a prerequisite for and coalesces with the following giving

away the center spotlight to the development of new modes of understanding. Curriculum, therefore, should be
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organized around the way our culture makes meaning during a particular epoch which parallels the child’s

intellectual development. Egan (1999) places literacy as the cultural keystone in the development of our intellectual

understanding. The technologies that we use in our thinking--like language and literacy-- influence the kinds of

understanding we construct of the world and of our experience. Print-based alphabetic literacy as it has developed in

the West stimulates a particular kind of understanding. In cultural history one result of this “technology” is

Romanticism (Egan, pp. 44-45).

It is within the Romantic Period that the positive role of the imagination steps to the front. “In Romanticism one

can see a coalescence of some of the developments of rationality that received particular emphasis during the

Enlightenment and a reassertion of the importance of the emotions and of the imagination in making greater sense of

the world and of experience” (Egan, 1990. p. 21). Thus rationality, the emotions and the imagination come together

to help us understand our world and lived experiences. Egan (1992) goes on to explain that the imagination is not a

function of the mind but a “flexibility which can invigorate all mental functions” (p. 36). Furthermore, “it is an

intentional act of the mind; it is the source of invention, novelty, and generativity; it is not distinct from rationality

but is rather a capacity that greatly enriches rational thinking” (p. 43). 

For Egan, the imagination becomes the driving force in the education of students 8 to 15, the middle school

years. These years follow the mythic or oral history stage. His arguments are that imagination increases creativity

and flexibility in thinking of things as possibly so, helps the learner make meaning, promotes the virtues of tolerance

and justice, and facilitates the freedom that enables the learner to see alternative realities for the learner herself, her

lived experience, and the world. The imagination is not just another add-on to educational content, but is, in fact, the

very basis of pedagogy. The teacher is called upon to identify and organize transcendental qualities into a narrative

structure and plan the content in such a way that it is humanized and rich in detail. What is the importance of the

romantic imagination for students? First, Egan (1990) sees 

that the job of the schools should be seen primarily as a cultural one--not socializing, nor crime prevention, nor

job preparation.... If schools become more successful at educating, in this narrower cultural sense, they will

incidentally provide the kinds of flexible intellectual skills that are required by our radically changing job-

markets, they will give people more satisfying ways of using leisure than by trashing the neighborhood, and they

will produce more responsible, intelligent, and imaginative citizens (p. 285).

Second, Egan echoes the concerns inherent in standards-driven education. “ So many assignments, so many tests,

and somehow the richness of the world and experience beyond their everyday experience, which they sense is there,

has eluded them” (p. 285). Therefore, for Egan, the imagination allows the student to look at difference in lived

experience and in the world while at the same time striving to make connections and to see “unexplored

relationships.” The student begins to transcend “the given” and to look for alternative ways of seeing and alternative

possibilities.

Maxine Greene

Maxine Greene (1995) situates the need for the imaginative in our postmodern, fragmented lives. However, she

moves imagination beyond Egan’ s romantic conception, to a stage where a panoply of possibility, freedom, and

community intermingle and dance the dance of a meaningful life. Greene rejects the modern paradigm for a

postmodern way of cultivating “multiple ways of seeing and multiple dialogues in an ever-changing world” (p. 16).

Her vehicle for this transformative education is the incorporation of the arts and aesthetic education into the fabric of

American education, thereby, releasing the imagination to enliven experience.

Greene defines imagination as the “cognitive capacity that permits a person to give credence to alternative

realities” (p. 3). Her postmodern viewpoint sees “persons in progress, in pursuit of themselves, of possibilities for

themselves” (p. 41). Furthermore, our life stories, our lived experience, our narratives are opened, reflected upon,

connected and moved to another level of meaning--the subject becomes object and subject again--a process of self-

creation and re-creation. 

One must ask: How does Greene have one arrive imaginatively at this stage of increased possibility? As

phenomenologist, she adopts the process of bracketing experience that lifts an experience out of time and examines

it. This examination, or wide-awakeness, defamiliarizes the experience and arouses the imagination (Jeffers, 1998).

But the gaze of wide-awakeness is not turned inward, rather, this new consciousness opens new spaces, new

landscapes, and an engagement with the world. It is through the engagement with a project, an existentialist term

which refers to an intentional vision of purpose allied to constructing the self, that contributes to the choice of

actions. (Salvio, 1998). This leads to Greene’ s understanding, as influenced by Sartre, of freedom or the ability to
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choose among possibilities. “Sartre suggests that to transcend and surpass the given is a refusal to align oneself with

the status quo. If I align myself with the status quo, I live in bad faith because I reject my inherent freedom” (Morris,

1998, p.130). Greene extends this concept of freedom into the interpersonal and community as “a refusal of the

fixed, a reaching for possibility, an engagement with obstacles and barriers in a resistant world, an achievement to be

sought in a web of relationships, an intersubjective reality” (Ayres as cited in Pautz, 1998, p. 33). Calling again upon

Sartre, the connection is made between freedom and responsibility. One is truly empowered and free when one takes

responsibility for him/herself in the world. In the realm of education, “children must come to understand the reason

for learning is to nurture their intellectual talents for the construction of our society into a more democratic, just, and

caring place to live” (Goodman and Teel, 1998, p.71). Greene’ s philosophy of imagination speaks to the very

essence of the transcendental curriculum. A curriculum that transforms through an attitude of wide-awakeness and

that compels us to take a different perspective on the ordinary and see other possibilities--a life that could be.

Richard Kearney

Taking a different approach from both Egan and Greene, Richard Kearney’ s (1988) The Wake of the

Imagination is a philosophical study of imagination within a historical paradigmatic framework. This image-making

capacity is further explicated as a twofold ability--to represent an image of a preexisting reality or to create original

images. 

The major paradigmatic themes are introduced using illustrations of changing faces from the art world. The

medieval Christ the Pantocrator is representative of the theocentric man, the anonymous craftsman, and uses image

as mimesis--a resemblance of nature or of God--to point mankind toward the transcendent, the Divine Author. A

Van Gogh self-portrait underscores the role of the artist as inventor and ushers in the modern era of self-expression

and human authorship. The third paradigm is the postmodern which replaces the anthropocentric emphasis on the

subjective with the ex-centric paradigm of parody. Martin Sharp’s Pop Poster of Van Gogh or Warhol’s Marilyn

Monroe seriograph illustrate the artist as bricoleur, someone who plays around with fragments of meaning which he

himself has not created. “The artist becomes a “player” in a game of signs, an “operator” in an electronic media

network. He experiences himself afloat in an anonymous interplay of images which he can, at best, parody, simulate,

or reproduce” (p. 13). Kearney paints a picture of the impending death of imagination at the hands of the postmodern

“Lord High Executioner.” 

In response to the postmodern crisis of imagination, Kearney calls for a reinterpretation, a re-visioning that will

avoid the excesses of both the modern with its overemphasis on the subjective and the postmodern with its

repression of human creativity. The result of this re-visioning is the recognition of an ethical and poetic imagination.

First, let’ s examine the ethical response. Kearney reasons that if the deconstruction of imagination recognizes no

relationship between image and reality, it must recognize an ethical dimension. “Here and now, in the face of the

postmodern logic of interminable deferment and infinite regress, of floating signifiers and vanishing signifieds, here

and now I face an other who demands of me an ethical response” (p. 361).

In addition to the ethical, the postmodern imagination is poetical. Here Kearney refers to its creative capacity. He

connects the creative “playing” of the imagination with the ethical by ascribing a liberating mode of acting to the

imagination. Using the metaphor of play, he points out imagination’s privileged status in postmodern philosophies

such as that of Derrida, Lyotard, Lacan, and Barthes, as well as drawing on the role of play in contemporary art.

“The ex-centric characteristics of the play paradigm may be construed as tokens of the poetic power of imagination

to transcend the limits of egocentric, and indeed anthropocentric, consciousness--thereby exploring different

possibilities of existence” (p. 367).

Kearney also challenges the modern paradigm when he denies the dualistic nature of imagination.

The logic of the imaginary is one of both/and rather than either/or. It is inclusive and, by extension, tolerant; it

allows opposites to stand, irreconcilables to co-exist, refusing to deny the claim of one for the sake of the

contrary, to sacrifice the strange on the altar of self-identity (p. 368).

Kearney takes this interplay between the ethical and the poetical a step further in his consideration of the projects of

one’ s life. 

If a poetics of imagination is what keeps desire alive as an interminable play of possibility, it is an ethics of

imagination which distinguishes between the desire which remains imprisoned in my subjective projects and the

desire which responds to the otherness of the other’ s face (i.e., not the other I envisage but the other that

envisages me) (p. 370).To this he adds the need for a commitment to a social project so that things can be

changed and “the world as it is could be otherwise” (p. 371). To summarize, the ethical-poetical imagination
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strives to open us to the concrete needs of the other and to explore how we might transform our social existence.

Today as we stand at the brink of the twenty-first century, our schools reflect an organizational and curricular

paradigm designed for nineteenth and twentieth century times. Our children are being educated to be forced-fit as

cogs in a consumerized, commodity-driven machine. We have become dedicated to the DOW. While not altogether

rejecting the power of the portfolio, I do reject the sacrifice of our children’ s futures on the altar of a standards-only

curriculum. The either/or curriculum must become both/and oriented. It must include transformative instrumentality

directed by the philosophical art of living well. Empowered by an aesthetic pragmatism and facilitated by a

postmodern imagination, the transcendental curriculum enables our children to face the crises of the postmodern

milieu--identity-formation and meaning-making--confident and able to embrace difference, to recognize

connectedness, to create possibility, to choose freedom, and to live in a democratic community within the larger life

project-- autobiography and the creation of the self. 
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THE TWO-FOLD PEDAGOGY OF PLACE ITSELF AND OF THE PLACE-TEACHING

PARTNERSHIP IN COLETTE’S LA MAISON DE CLAUDINE

Virginia Worley

University of Wisconsin, LaCrosse

Living at the same time as such educational theorists as Maria Montessori, John Dewey, Jane Addams, and

Virginia Woolf, dancer, choreographer and teacher Martha Graham used dance as the experimental medium for

studying the relation between the body and space.  Basing a set of dance exercises on the haptic experience of space,1

she would ask her dance students to hold, push, pull, and touch pieces of space and places in space.  She believed2

this kind of training mobilized the entire body to “touch and feel space, so that movement becomes not a vague

indescribable set of reflex actions, but an articulately felt interaction with the positive stuff of space.”  Graham3

maintains that dancer and space animate each other as partners, so that the dancer is not only in relationship to the

space outside the body, but also senses an essential relationship to the inside: “the ‘center,’ the inside [place] must be

felt before the dancer can confidently move in space, the outside.”  Although this notion of partnership between4

dancer and space is similar to sociological and anthropological theories of the relation between space and a person’s

behavior, sociologists and anthropologists characterize person and place as complementing each other, defining each

other, being mutually dependent upon each other, or reflecting each other while Graham describes person and space

as animating each other.  Further, by calling the relation between space and dancer a partnership, Graham goes one5

step further than sociologists and anthropologists making the relation of the human to space and place a

relationship--intimate, connected, binding because the dancer also contains an “inside, center place” which interacts

with the immensity of outside space. In this way the relationship between the dancer and the space outside itself

comes to describe place. Space is spatial immensity; place is within that immensity; and setting is a place in which

action occurs.  6

 Graham’s idea that dancer and space animate each other as partners has important ramifications for conceptions

of space and place as educative. If space, place, and person indeed animate each other, educational places have a

significant effect upon teaching, learning, and curriculum; place itself has a significant influence upon the teacher,

“learner,” and curriculum. Educational place animates the learner and teacher; learner and teacher animate

educational place. This mutual animation could be educative, miseducative, or anti-educational. If teachers wish the

place of education to animate students and teachers in ways affirming their educational aims, teachers must

consciously create a place of education whose influence upon teachers and students will reinforce if not actually

teach those aims. That is, the teacher can choose to construct the classroom place as a pedagogical element which

acts in accord with planned educational goals or can leave the classroom place and pedagogy to chance, to influence

its inhabitants however it will. Ideally, the people and the place of education become partners enlivening each other,

enlivening knowledge of themselves, and enlivening knowledge of the world outside. From school or individual

classroom as the center where individuals find their own center and interact with the space around them, these

individuals learn to move in the world at large with confidence. 

Thus, I propose a two-fold pedagogy of place, comprised of the pedagogy of place itself and of the

place-teaching partnership.  In this two-fold pedagogy of place, place influences people; place and people relate7

reciprocally, and fashioning place and teaching in partnership magnifies the influential power of both place and

teaching. 

While Martha Graham works with dance, such theorists as Maria Montessori, Virginia Woolf, John Dewey, and

Jane Addams concern themselves in some way with places of education, and Colette, in her 1922 collection of short

stories, La Maison de Claudine writes the home place as the place of girls’ education, disguising her educational

focus within fictions about girlhood. In this collection, Colette maps the overall place of education into the protective

nestling structure of the traditional French home and village--concentric circles. In her poetic geography, each circle

marks an educational site of house, garden, village, or the world outside. Colette herself describes this geography as

ripples of light radiating from her mother at the center, outward in circles of house, garden, village, and an outside of

danger and loneliness.  Especially important to a two-fold pedagogy of place, the poetic geography of the place of8

education in La Maison de Claudine mirrors logicians’ pattern for mapping concepts. 

To better clarify the philosophical significance of this poetic structure, I look first to philosopher of education

Thomas Green.  Explaining that logicians tend to map concepts using a series of concentric circles to show9
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boundaries, divisions, and exclusions, Green illustrates philosophers’ spatial construct of concepts by mapping the

conceptual geography of the concept, teaching.  His map consists of a series of concentric circles around a central10

line he calls intelligence where he locates teaching.  Each circle outside the center locates a term as a place related11

to teaching so that the nearer he maps a circle to the center, the more closely he aligns it (representing places and

terms) with intelligence.  The farther from intelligence he maps a place, the more it functions outside of or in the12

margins of teaching.  Phenomenologist Gaston Bachelard describes the concentric circles of concept maps as those13

which logicians draw “that overlap or exclude each other” so that “all their rules immediately become clear.”14

Similarly, Irigaray scholar Margaret Whitford maintains that Luce Irigaray rejects the notion of the philosophical

concept because such dichotomies as mind-body, man-woman, inside-outside reflect its implicit geometry, a

geometry that necessarily excludes.  15

 In addition to mirroring concept maps, the place of education in La Maison de Claudine apparently reflects two

kinds of place: the receptacle and structuring-movement. The closed structure of concentric circles exemplifies the

receptacle. As receptacle, the place of education is either predetermined before one’s birth or manmade and/or

imposed acting out a pedagogy which blocks truly educative experiences and processes, confining those within it.

The characters, moving and pausing among educational sites, construct themselves and their relations to place and

space further characterizing this place as structuring-movement.  Although the pedagogy of structuring-movement16

fosters freeing educative experiences and processes, it can only free those allowed within it. Requiring freedom of

movement, something not generally granted to girls in late nineteenth century France; structuring-movement reveals

itself as a patriarchal construct like the receptacle. By excluding marginalized peoples, it too fails to lead to freedom.

Further, Colette illustrates and contrasts more than the receptacle and structuring-movement, for she blurs

boundaries with overgrown vegetation and opens them by unlocking doors, uprooting the gate, and showing children

who leap over the low garden wall. The blurring of boundaries, the uprooted gate, and the leaps over the garden wall

manifest the cracking, breaking foundations of patriarchal power, for as pedagogical partners, Sido and the place of

education teach the daughter-student Minet-Chéri to recognize, survive, resist, and subvert the receptacle and

structuring-movement in order to create a third, hybrid, place of education. Creating place, nurturing place, a place

of diversity and the ruse, this outlaw place of freedom I call métissage. Thus, the poetic geography, which apparently

maps space into place and eradicates its geographic boundaries, sustains a conceptual relation among the sites of

educational place and between the overall place of education and the mother-teacher Sido’s teaching; the

mother-teacher Sido consciously fashions her teaching in partnership with place teaching toward transformation and

freedom. 

Like Martha Graham’s dancers’ holding, pushing, pulling, and touching “pieces of space and place in space” in

order to find their own center place, the inside, the daughter-student Minet-Chéri will venture among house, garden,

and village in the series of concentric circles, return to the protective center only to go further into the world the next

time. Ultimately discovering her center, her inside, will allow Minet-Chéri to move with confidence in space, the

outside. The place of education comes to mark degrees of the child’s readiness to go into the world, and in

partnership with Sido’s teaching, to facilitate her readiness by exposing her to and teaching her survival in and

resistance to the patriarchal constructions of receptacle and structuring-movement. Each site--house, garden, and

village--incites her readiness by forming the path towards her personal center which, once discovered, will allow her

to move with confidence in the space outside.  17

The House of Instruction 

Blocked from the street by its gate, court, and wall, the house, the center-most concentric circle of the place of

education, has a grave, dark façade, the bolt of an ancient dungeon, and the doorbell of an orphanage.  Its18

institutional austerity protects against intrusion and advertises that only the serious, correct business of domestic

labor and rearing children transpires inside, making the house the perfect schoolroom for teaching Minet-Chéri how

to recognize, survive, and resist patriarchy. Who would suspect the mother-teacher Sido of teaching her daughter

about the dark secrets of female experience, especially those involving sexuality, and of teaching her daughter

toward the freedom of becoming for herself here in the very receptacle of women’s confinement?  19

In the house of instruction, Sido begins her teaching toward freedom, overturning society’s dictates for unwed

pregnant girls by demonstrating what girls should do and what their friends should do for them. When Sido’s

unmarried maid gets pregnant, for example, the neighbors declare that they can’t understand Sido, “with a big girl

like your daughter, keeping a servant who ... a servant that....”  But Sido wishes the maid to stay precisely because20

she does have an adolescent daughter whom she wishes to teach both that unwed motherhood carries negative
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personal and social consequences and that throwing unwed mothers into the street generally denigrates and sacrifices

women and jeopardizes the lives of the mother and child. Making life more difficult for the unwed mother might

drive her to suicide or to murder the newborn, later finding herself in line to the gallows. Sido teaches that unwed

motherhood is better than sacrificing oneself and that a single mother can create a life for herself and her child,

especially with the support of other women.  Hiding from patriarchal retaliation by making the patriarchal21

receptacle her teaching partner, Sido teaches an ethic of “moving and remaining open to the other” rather than of

“rejection, hatred or mastery.”  22

Just as Sido hides her subversive teaching by linking it to patriarchal structures, so patriarchy disguises itself in

women’s garb. Clarifying that she would expect no less from her daughter than she does from her maid, Sido

extends her lesson on unwed motherhood to teach Minet-Chéri to question the credibility of the information she

receives, the credibility of the expert herself. Her opportunity arises when her gossipy friend, Madame Saint-Alban23 

nods her agreement as she tells of an unwed, pregnant neighbor girl whose parents give her to the offending boy in

marriage. To counter Madame Saint-Alban’s perfect illustration of Freire’s theory that oppressors do their job best

when they enlist the oppressed as their own oppressors, Sido looks severely at her daughter: “Your ruin begins,” she

says “from the moment when you consent to become the wife of a knave; your fault lies in hoping that the man who

has stolen you away from your own hearth has a hearth of his own to offer you.”  24

More than a receptacle in which patriarchy has hidden women from the world and the world from women, the

house with its austere, institutional façade and lock of an ancient dungeon is an educational site in hiding, the place

of oppression turned inside out and against the system of oppression. Fashioning her teaching to the house and its

pedagogy, Sido begins to redefine teaching as place-dependent, for her teaching requires the house as structural,

philosophical, and symbolic support. Through its grave façade, the house guards and protects its learners and its

secret in the back: the sunny, welcoming garden.

The Garden of Training: The Middle Link

Because of the garden’s location and structure, Minet-Chéri can bring together what she learns intellectually in

the house and what she learns experientially in the village. Invisible to passersby, it is the middle ground between

house and village and the middle ground between intellectual, abstract knowledge and experiential, sensory

knowledge. At once protected and open, freeing and within adult supervision, its openness simulates her

mother-teacher’s absence and spatial immensity providing a place for practicing living and learning in the world

outside. This place where Sido trains, shapes, and cultivates nature’s plants becomes the place where Minet-Chéri

trains, develops, and cultivates her own nature, a place of practice, trials, or experiments. Thursday afternoons, for

example, Minet-Chéri and her friends role-play in the garden:  “... the children had crowned the afternoon’s sport25

with a long game of ‘What shall we be when we’re grown up?’”  There was “... not a single event of village life that26

they [had] not declaimed and mimicked with passionate intensity!” Minet-Chéri’s role-playing is a kind of

self-training toward understanding other people and the importance of passionate outpourings within appropriate

places of apprenticeship. Although Sido often retreats while Minet-Chéri plays wildly with her friends, Minet-Chéri

knows her mother is near and recognizes the difference between what is appropriate in the garden of training and

what is appropriate in the house of instruction: when “the garden, [grows] suddenly hostile,”  she begins to follow27

the cats into the house. “She does not feel worthy. She will wait until her normal pallor ... rises again into her hot

cheeks still dark with overexcitement.”  She “keeps her eyes fixed on the lamp ... a hand wearing a shining thimble28

... the Little One starts to her feet, pale, gentle now....”29

Part of training for adult life includes Minet-Chéri’s using what she learned in the house to make practice yet real

judgments within the garden’s protective walls and the realm of Sido’s guidance. Thus, in addition to role-playing,

she may choose her own expert, her own source of information, and her own learning task, hopefully in conjunction

to Sido’s instruction on experts. Minet-Chéri chooses a book by Zola, which her father has forbidden her to read,

steals the book from his library, and reads it in the openness of the garden. Here Sido’s instruction on pregnancy

along with Zola’s graphic details of childbirth, “color, odor, contortions, and cries where in [she] recognized nothing

of [her] quiet country-bred experience,” rush upon her. Faint, Minet-Chéri summons her mother’s teaching words

which she calls “the exorcizing voice” to no avail, for she falls to the ground. When she comes to, her mother is

leaning over her: “There, there now, There’s nothing so terrible as all that in the birth of a child.... The proof that all

women forget is that it is only men--and what business was it of Zola’s anyway?--who write stories about it.” Sido’s

statement becomes epistemologically significant, for Sido acknowledges to her daughter that society does not

consider women experts on their own experience and that she must question and examine Zola’s expertise in this
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area. Although Minet-Chéri has inappropriately chosen a male from whom to learn about female experience and

suffers the emotional and physical consequences of her choice, since she chooses while in the place of

apprenticeship, the consequences of her misjudgment are limited and softened. Sido does not interfere with her

daughter’s self-training in the garden, rescues her when she is mistaken, and helps her think and feel through the

lessons she makes for herself. The actual structure of the garden acts as part of the two-fold pedagogy of place for,

since Sido’s absence is built into it and since it simulates the space outside, the garden itself shapes Minet-Chéri’s

experience there, tries and tests her on her ability to apply what she has learned in the house.  Teaching reveals30

itself again as place-dependent.

The Village

The village, a step farther than the garden from the house of instruction, links and separates the training ground

of the garden and the reality of the outside world. Though still within her teacher’s reach, still protected within the

village, and still safe within familiar surroundings, should Minet-Chéri need help, she must seek and ask for it, an

essential skill to take into her adulthood, for without asking for help from others “like her,” she may not be able to

survive, especially in her mother-teacher’s absence. Although Sido does not actually construct or fashion the village

as an educative site within the place of education, although it is seemingly outside her realm of influence and

jurisdiction, Sido fashions her teaching in partnership with the village’s structure, activities, and potential influence

upon her daughter. By establishing rules for her daughter’s movements in the village and by permitting Minet-Chéri

to go there without her, Sido safeguards her daughter and builds her own absence into the site and its pedagogy.31

When Minet-Chéri and her friend Julie attend what Sido calls the garish display of a rustic wedding, Minet-Chéri

experiences the sexual side of womanhood in a more direct and interactive way than she did listening to Madame

Saint-Alban in the house and reading Zola in the garden. After gorging herself at the wedding, Minet-Chéri and her

friend Julie wander into the married couple’s bedroom: “The heavy shutters will be closed upon them,” she muses,

“and the door and the exits of this stifling little tomb. Between them will be enacted that obscure encounter.... And

afterwards? I am frightened of the room, of the bed that I had never thought of. ... I want to go home to mother.”32

 In addition to the “obscure encounter,” and the reality of the “stifling little tomb,” Minet-Chéri realizes that by

feasting, she has sanctioned burying the couple alive!  Accepting one’s role within the patriarchal order will seal her33

in her own tomb as readily as Antigone’s refusing to abide by patriarchal codes of knowledge and ethical behavior

have sealed her in hers.  Similar to the way Colette shows how patriarchy recruits women to perpetuate its order34

through the example of Madame Saint-Alban, through the image of the couple buried alive, Colette illustrates not

only how the symbolic/social order seduces women to sanction burying themselves and their kind alive but how its

methods immobilize men.  By supporting the system that buries women alive, the groom becomes the cold, fixed35

sepulcher that seals in the bride.  36

The rush of knowledge Minet-Chéri experiences after she enters the wedding chamber demonstrates that though

she may have learned--may “know”--certain things both intellectually and through first hand sensory experience, she

actually enters the wedding chamber with pieces of the puzzle, pieces of learning in the process toward knowledge.

It is the place itself, the garish display or spectacle of the place, that transmits or at least incites the rush of

knowledge. Only now, in this place, during her mother’s absence, can Minet-Chéri know and feel the weight of her

actions and of what may be her lot. Place itself executes the task and is itself the teaching task, especially in Sido’s

absence. Teaching is place-dependent. 

Conclusion I suggest that the institutional structure of some schools, especially urban schools, is the receptacle

whose physical construct has confined and subsequently institutionalized teaching, learning, knowledge, and the

concept of freedom itself. Students learn to confine “learning” within the school building, to confine learning of

particular subjects to specific rooms and perhaps parts of the building, to confine learning to the times of day and

year that school is in session, to confine learning to the period of life when one is “school aged.” “This ain’t English

class”; “Hey! We’re outta school now; I don’t have to listen to that,” and “I’ll have my education after this year” still

ring in my ears. As institutions of confinement with pedagogies of confinement, many schools fail to inspire and

incite students and teachers to claim their educations throughout their lifetimes and therefore fail to teach toward

freedom.  37

Other schools are places of the receptacle and structuring-movement; that is they work to reproduce the

confinement of some and the freedom of others. Students who show promise, have parental support, or participate in

school activities are allowed to move freely while their peers remain in closed cells. Such places of education cannot

lead to freedom as long as only some are allowed enough freedom of movement to structure themselves within the
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realm of teachers’ guidance, assistance, and jurisdiction so that they might learn to move with confidence when they

live on their own in the world outside.  38

Finally, some schools are becoming places of education like that in La Maison de Claudine, receptacles in which

boundaries begin to blur, the garden gate becomes uprooted, and at least some teachers and students begin to leap

over the garden wall, squeeze through or under the uprooted garden gate. Within the institutional construct of these

schools, some have come to recognize patriarchal power controlling the place and its pedagogy and what, how, and

when they learn to teach, to learn, to know, and to live. By teaching in partnership with place, some teachers are

teaching their students to recognize, survive, resist, and subvert the powers that have constructed these societally

designated places of education, our public schools, as places of confinement with pedagogies of confinement.

Together teachers and students create their own safe place, their own creative, nurturing, rejuvenating place which

thrives on the strength that comes from diversity, their own center to which to return for support, their own hybrid,

outlaw place of freedom I call métissage. Here, all students and teachers may structure themselves toward freedom.

Through the two-fold pedagogy of place, teaching recognition, survival, resistance, and subversion of patriarchy

thereby creating educational places of métissage, realizes for teachers and students more than mere escape from the

confining receptacles of schools. It transforms the activities of teaching into revolutionary didactic acts and into

didactic acts of revolution toward coming together in freedom.  39

I further suggest that visioning the place of education as concentric circles of house, garden, and village with a

pedagogy of its own and fashioning teaching in partnership with it requires that we as teachers diminish our use of

power over students as we educate them toward freedom. This decrease in our power over students will occur, not

because our students become increasingly reasonable and rational as some suggest (although hopefully they will),

but because they are “ready” or prepared to move to sites of training and apprenticeship where they not only test

what they have learned but test their abilities to choose their own sources of knowledge and their own experts.  That40

is, they move to sites of training and apprenticeship where they practice living in freedom. Such movement from

house of instruction to garden of training to village describes an apprenticeship program that prepares students for

living and moving with confidence in the space outside. If a truly educative pedagogy of place indeed

redefines didactic acts as place-dependent as I contend, then the conceptual triptych--teaching, learning, and

curriculum--is insufficient to a conceptual understanding of education. If our goal as teachers is to educate toward

freedom, toward moving with confidence in the space outside, then we must free our public places of education--our

public schools--from their own walls of confinement in order to free teaching, learning, knowledge, and the concept

of freedom itself from the institutionalized barriers around their meanings and values. We can do this freeing

through a two-fold pedagogy of place and through imaging places of education as the poetic geography of the place

of education in Colette’s La Maison de Claudine.41
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Pain is God's megaphase to a dead world.

C. S. Lewis

The Problem of Pain, p. 83.

Yes autumn is really the best of the seasons

 and I'm not sure that old age isn't the best part of life.

  But of course, like the Autumn it doesn't last.

C. S. Lewis Letters, 31 September 1945.

Clive Sheldon Lewis was born in the winter of 1898 at Belfast, Ireland, the son of a solicitor and a clergyman's

daughter.  He was professor of Medieval and Renaissance literature of Oxford and Cambridge universities.  At four

years of age, he named himself Jackie.  Jack became his life-long name.  This is not as unusual as his brother,1

Warner, who had already given himself the permanent name of Warnie.

On his desk, Warnie kept a letter written by his brother the summer of 1943 when Jack was in the Aceland

Nursing Home and Warnie was in Drogheda, Ireland, being treated for alcoholism.  Jack was afraid that his own

death might leave his brother penniless, and in the letter he urged Warnie to keep the wolfs from the door by

collecting his lettres spirtuelles, or pastoral letters and "making a book of them."  No wonder C. S. Lewis wrote in2

The Problem of Pain" in heaven there is no ownership."3

In The Problem of Pain C. S. Lewis, the master Christian apologist, tackles a question which has plagued

humanity for centuries.  If God is both omnipotent and good, how can he explain the pain and suffering that people

experience daily?  As Lewis wrote: If the universe is so bad, or even half so bad how on earth did human beings4

come to attribute it to the action of a wise and good creator?  C. S. Lewis in Chapter Two: "Divine Omnipotence"

answers first by quoting St. Thomas Aquinas: “Nothing which implies contradiction falls under the omnipotence of

God.”5

The thesis of The Problem of Pain is stated here:

I am going to submit that not even Omnipotence could create a society of free souls without creating a relatively

independent and inexorable Nature.6

If matter is to serve as a neutral field, it must have a fixed nature of its own.  If you were introduced into an

universe which thus varied at my every whim, you would be quite unable to act in it and lose the exercise of your

free will.

That God can and does on occasion, modify the behavior of matter and produce what we call miracles is part of

the Christian faith, but the very conception of a common and therefore stable world demands that these occasions

should be extremely rare.7

Perhaps Lewis restates Leibnitz's thesis that: this is the best compossible universe, which Voltaire misinterprets

in Candide as the best of all possible worlds.  To Lewis it signifies worlds that God could have made but didn't.

Thus human spirit, after the fall, from being the master of human nature became a mere lodger in its own house,

or even a prisoner.8

Thus, the organs, no longer governed by man's will, fell under the control of ordinary biochemical laws and suffered

whatever the inter-workings of these laws might bring about in the way of pain, senility, and death.9

Deploring Calvinism, Lewis observes that he does not mean our sufferings are a punishment for what we now

cannot help being.  Individuals are not punished for faults of their remote ancestors but, as Augustine writes in The

City of God, for the sin of Pride, whereby a creature tries to exist for himself.  The first downward step may be

movement towards regarding a fellow creature as a thing, as a machine to be used, Hell is separation from God with
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finality.

C. S. Lewis writes on human pain in double chapters: Six and Seven.

No doubt Pain as God's megaphone is a terrible instrument.  It may lead to final and unrepented rebellion.  Yet

we too often regard "God as an airman regards his parachute . it's there for emergencies but he hopes he will not

have to use it."10

Pain plants a flag in our rebellious soul.  Pain is God's megaphone to a dead world.11

Four-fifths of the sufferings of men are self-imposed.  Man selfishly hurts his fellows.

It is men, not God who have produced racks, whips, prisons, slavery, guns, bayonets and bombs, it is by human

avarice or human stupidity that we have poverty and overwork. 12

It is interesting that this particular book: The Problem of Pain was written during the Battle of Britain in 1940

rather than in 1999.
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THE NOVICE AND THE SOAPBOX: MORAL RESPONSIBILITY AND TEACHING

PRE-CERTIFICATION SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS
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It is unclear as to whether the extent of one’s own experience with social foundations enhances the clarity of

social foundations. Generally, I tend to question my own familiarity and understanding of social foundations because

I lack knowledge, experience, and “facts.” Questions like, “Why is social foundations in teacher education?” “What

topics and issues should be emphasized?” “What is the purpose of social foundations?” fill my head and often lead

me to doubt myself and my ability to lead an undergraduate social foundations course. When I hesitate at explaining

social foundations to people who question my degree program, not out of malice but curiosity, doubt sets in. I often

attribute this unsettling incertitude to my novice status as a teacher-educator. It is a challenge to determine what

undergraduate social foundations courses are or should be, but it is comforting to know I am not alone with this

query. People who have much more experience than I have in and with social foundations have similar questions and

have requested a scholarly dialogue to generate not only a definition but a mode of self-representation for social

foundations.  I hope that this paper will contribute to the dialogue and enhance the meaning and importance of social1

foundations in teacher education.

In order to understand social foundations and how it is taught, a historical context is necessary. It must be

recognized, however, that consensus on the term social foundations has yet to be established; so while this is an

attempt at situating historical context, it is, by no means, “the” historical context. Questions such as, “Is there a

distinction between educational foundations and social foundations of education?” or “Does it take a

single-disciplinary or cross-disciplinary approach?” are central to the discussion. The ambiguity of social

foundations is historically situated with its early beginnings at Teachers College, Columbia in the 1930s. R. Freeman

Butts and George S. Counts, who played pivotal roles at TCC’s Foundations Division, had varying ideas on these

questions, illustrating social foundations divergent beginnings. Teachers College Columbia is important in attempts

to understand the development of social foundations because of its key figures who helped shape the field, “The

origins of social foundations instruction at Teachers College Columbia appear to be the origin of the field itself.”  2

By looking at social foundations developments at TCC, we can initiate understanding of social foundations

preliminary intent. Social foundations of education, as founded at TCC, is constructivist in that students are

encouraged to develop their own point of view through a critical, cross-disciplinary, rigorous study of society.3

These components are further situated within a responsibility to democratic ideals, at which point misunderstandings

abound. Rather than an endorsement of American society as ideally democratic, responsibility to democratic ideals

suggests that Americans critically examine expectations of American democracy. Two early works explaining social

foundations include Readings in the Foundations of Education which is slightly less critical of American democracy

than Counts’ The Social Foundations of Education. Counts’ explanation of social foundations further emphasizes a

cross-disciplinary, critical, and rigorous study of society within a constructivist theme. Students, however, are to go

beyond developing their own views and are encouraged “to question all things.”  Counts’ rendition shows the impact4

of social reconstruction on the early social foundations of education thinking. He criticizes the American economic

system as an obstacle to public education, eliminating factitious social boundaries and improving conditions for all

Americans. As Tozer and McAninch have clearly argued, the difference between the two accounts is attributable to

changing social conditions resulting from American participation in World War II in 1941, “Fear of totalitarianism

replaced fear of capitalist exploitation for many liberals.”  Social foundations continued through the 1940s with a5

certain degree of ambiguity, but by the 1950s, with the development of an undergraduate social foundations course

at Illinois and the publication of Readings in the Social Aspects of Education, social foundations was being

reevaluated. Emphasizing a collection of key readings by important scholars, including contradictory selections to

allow a view from varying positions, education continued to be viewed as a form of statesmanship. Continuing in the

tradition of Counts, this text reveals how social foundations continues to have an air of ambiguity.

Strictly focused on the early beginnings of social foundations, historical perspectives help us to develop insight

for understanding the rationale of the field in the past. This insight further allows us to comprehend why we have

such difficulty in defining social foundations currently. While a consensus does not exist, it is possible to take steps

toward shared understanding. In my attempts to define social foundations, I agree with Tozer and McAninch who
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have gleaned their definition from the early works previously mentioned, but I would take it one step further as have

Sue Books and Maxine Greene.  6

I believe one major responsibility of social foundations is to take the side of the disenfranchised. We should have

a larger moral vision and work towards creating a compassionate consensus. Social foundations should emphasize

that teaching is a subversive activity that helps students to recognize varying realities, alternatives, discrepancies,

complexities of life experience, and changing conditions that require norms to be revised. Future educators need to

be engaged in serious inquiry to encourage them to envision their work as a response to their understanding of their

environment and their moral content. 

In preparation to lead an undergraduate social foundations course, I questioned why social foundations is

included in teacher-preparation programs. I believe the answer lies in my understanding of social foundations and

my construction of teaching, not so much as an occupation but as a way of life. Teaching, unlike many other

occupations, is not a job that can be left at work. Frequently misunderstood as an easy job with lots of vacation,

teaching is more time-consuming, emotionally challenging, and politically heated than many people would believe.

There is little consensus about the purposes of public schools and expectations of teachers are often overwhelming.7

Social foundations is one avenue where future educators are introduced to the complexities of teaching not addressed

in other courses. From my experience, undergraduate social foundations is the first and only space initiating such

issues. I am curious why social foundations is not situated as an introductory course or, at least, taken during the first

year of studies. I believe one purpose of social foundations is to dissuade students from entering teaching. If students

are introduced to the complexities of teaching early on in their college experience, it would allow them to change

their minds if they wanted to without having detrimental effects on their time and finances. The current teacher

education program, with social foundations in the last year, may graduate students who have decided against

teaching but who may feel trapped by the program. I see this as an injustice to the student, teaching, and future

students of this graduate if she or he decided to go ahead and teach. Since I believe social foundations should work

toward social justice, we need to be self-reflexive in order to critique our own programs to eliminate such problems.

Another purpose for social foundations inclusion in teacher education programs is to help students develop

critical thinking skills so that they may synthesize information to construct their own meanings. Intellectual skill is

viewed as problematic because it is threatening to those who are comfortable with the mainstream. Contesting voices

become dangerous challenges to tradition as Allan Bloom and E. D. Hirsch, Jr. have emphasized.  While I want8

students to have an understanding of content, I feel it is crucial for them to have the skills to critically evaluate

information presented to them. Content and critical analysis are intimately connected in the sense that one cannot be

critical of something that they are unfamiliar with, but they must recognize the importance of continually

questioning information. A critical stance includes questioning why and how they are being presented with this

information, how this information is related to their present and past experiences, and what the purposes of the

authors and publishers are who include this information in texts. Beyond being critical of information, students need

to understand how this critical stance relates to the bigger picture of moral responsibility to one another in an ideally

democratic state.

Moral responsibility to one another is not an option if we want to live in an ideally democratic state. For anyone

who watches news programs regularly, it is painfully obvious that we are still working toward this ideal. I, however,

am finding it difficult to watch these programs anymore. Not that the horrors are new but, as a result of my social

foundations experience, my awareness has been heightened. A variety of reactions and questions run through my

mind when I see people’s disregard for one another: “How and why could a person be so cruel to another?” “How

does this affect the friends and family of those involved?” “How should the irresponsible person be dealt with?”

“What could have been done to prevent such an act?” and “How would it feel to have been this person’s teacher?”

While this last question may seem ridiculous, irrelevant, or self-centered, I found myself asking it after a recent news

program. While I recognize education is not a panacea for our social ills, I believe teachers have the opportunity to

touch students’ lives, and they do. I do not want to be misunderstood here as blaming teachers or the educational

system for student misdeeds; these social atrocities are much larger than a single institution. However, if students

were provided safe places where they could actually see their lives as important and were allowed to find meaning in

their realities, maybe there would be deeper understanding of oneself and others. If within this safe place, students’

realities were addressed and accepted, compassion may result. Teachers can create such spaces if they themselves

have been grounded in a rigorous, cross-disciplinary, critical study of society in which they are meaning-makers if

they recognize a larger moral vision. If social foundations can initiate such situations, what topics and issues are
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pertinent?

In order for social foundations to have an impact on students, topics must be meaningful to them; topics must be

grounded in their realities. The undergraduate social foundations course I led focused on purposes and governance of

American schools, the role of the American teacher, equality of educational opportunity, deculturalization, and

segregation. While these topics were historically situated in the texts and class discussions, we addressed the

historical impact of these issues on current teaching experiences. With thirty-seven people, including myself, we

frequently worked in small groups to facilitate discussion and came back together as a class to share our ideas.

Discussions were often prompted with questions like, Do you live in an integrated neighborhood? What are some

common ethnic or racial stereotypes you have witnessed recently? Can you think of a time when you were

discriminated against? Questions such as these prompt students to think about social justice in terms of their own

experiences and can lead to self-reflection and understanding of others’ experiences. This method of teaching has the

potential to make some participants uncomfortable, but with thirty-seven people, conflicting philosophies were

certain. I believe that these opposing views enriched our class by enabling students to critique their own beliefs and

those of their classmates. Not only were these students provided a space in which to voice their ideas and concerns,

they were willing to discuss one another’s views critically. The historical context provided in the texts and in class

helped them to situate their present and past experiences, a place from which they were able to develop arguments to

support their claims. Because they were vested in the discussion, it was refreshing to see students not packing up ten

minutes before class ended.

Feedback from students was overwhelmingly positive. Students shared ideas with me and classmates about

projects they were thinking about for their own classes. They were concerned about which textbooks they would use

and how they could work to not reproduce social inequities in their classrooms. One student, at the end of the

semester, confided in me that she decided to pursue another career because she was previously unaware of the

complexities of teaching. While there was some initial guilt on my part for turning her off to teaching, I am relieved

and glad she came to this realization prior to teaching and that social foundations helped her with her decision.

Social foundations will continue to be debated I believe for the very philosophies it promotes. If social

foundations emphasizes a truly critical study of society, then it is required to be self-reflexive. This self-reflexivity

along with continually changing social conditions demands social foundations change and adapt as well. The crucial

continuity I see in social foundations is the push for social justice. We can be critical, cross-disciplinary, and

rigorous in our study of society, but without a commitment to a larger moral vision, these important characteristics

are meaningless.
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